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Abstract

This study analyses the characteristics and usage of Shetland vernacular buildings from
1600, the end of a period of social upheaval, to the start of socio-economic
revitalisation in the 1890s. Identification of indigenous styles and construction,
operational dynamics, standard and atypical forms, and regional distributions are
sought. Architectural changes initiated through cultural and economic shifts arc
investigated. Examination of the impact of outside materials and styles establishes the
dissolution of the vernacular. Evaluation of processes and terminology determines the
antiquity of structures and strengths of Scandinavian and Scottish cultural factors.

The full range of structures is encompassed to reveal interrelationships. A dearth of
previous analyses necessitated extensive geographical study to determine typologies,
relationships and distribution. Fieldwork determined building types, standard and
atypical forms, and revealed constructional details; the first typology of Shetland
farmsteads and outbuildings is formulated. Building analysis and oral testimony are
supported by historic photographs, and lexical evidence indicates cultural origins.
Buildings are compared to structures in neighbouring areas to determine the limitations
of cultural similarity and environmental coincidence.

Shetland agriculture was based on daily and seasonal stock movements to protect crops
and preserve grazings, therefore farms required structures whose use was interrelated.
Difference was confined to fertile areas or districts lacking peat. North Atlantic regions
were environmentally and agriculturally similar. Scandinavia and Shetland were
culturally linked but economic differences caused building dissimilarities; conversely,
comparable buildings evolved in the unrelated cultures of Shetland and the Hebrides.
Shetland's closest comparator was Orkney. Faroe's dependence on imports contrasted
with Shetland's intense self-reliance.

From c.1700 landlords' policies encouraged farmsteads and increased imports,
facilitating Scottification. Poverty favoured stasis in outbuildings, and indigenous
techniques spread to commercial buildings, but stock pens became obsolete by c.1850.
Tenurial freedom accelerated dissolution of the vernacular from the 1890s, contrasting
with the Hebrides, where conservatism hampered evolution.
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Chapter 1: Principles, Literature and Objectives

1.1 Introduction

The buildings of any region are a mirror of that place's history. On the limited scale of

study which can be devoted to an individual building, a constructional analysis may be

conducted, alterations over time discerned, or stylistic influences attributed. To
understand the status of the built heritage as a whole, however, one must consider both
the historical and socio-economic contexts which gave rise to the buildings, those
forces which moulded architectural evolution. In turn, to comprehend buildings

collectively a functional analysis must be made, to grasp their purpose and understand
how buildings interrelated with one another. Only then might one see what part

buildings played in wider society. This study is concerned with vernacular buildings,
and in recognising that there is a conceptual division between buildings of indigenous,
functional character utilised by the lower classes, and the genteel architecture erected by

professionals for the upper classes, there is a clear demarcation between the two. There
are several thousand pre-1900 buildings in the Shetland landscape, so it is essential at

the outset to determine how this division takes shape in the islands.

1.1.1 Defining vernacular building
The adjective "vernacular", as applied to architecture, is defined by luongman's Concise

English Dictionary (1989:1544), as "the common building style of a period or place".

Broadly, "vernacular buildings" are understood to be everyday functional structures of
local materials, their form moulded by tradition, and are set apart from non-vernacular

buildings which follow "the academic rules understood by a cultured few" (Ayres
1981:13; Brunskill 1981:22). As Gilbert has explained; "the term 'vernacular', although
difficult to define, [draws] a convenient line of demarcation between 'genteel' and
traditional forms" (2001:120). Brunskill restricts vernacular buildings to domestic,

agricultural and industrial buildings, rejecting other building types on the premise that
other structures are largely professionally designed (2000:22). His single-word
definition of vernacular buildings as "folk" architecture (1981:22) has ethnological
resonance, and he stipulates that vernacular buildings serve agriculture/industry within
traditional designs, using local materials only, subject to gradual evolution {ibid.:21, 24).
This evolutionary aspect, reliant on local resources and constructed utilising traditional
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skills, gives vernacular buildings an organic character (Ayres 1981:17; Oliver 2003:14).
The role of tradition as the source of architectural inspiration is stressed by Hall, who

recognises the vernacular as the "unselfconscious tradition of a region rather than ideas
of architectural style", and confirmed by Fenton, who sees a clear division between

"peasant architecture" in agrarian Scotland, and the superimposed styles which replaced
it (Hall 1972:11; Fenton 1985b:6). The defining principles are expanded by Brunskill:

[A vernacular building] will have been designed by an amateur, possibly the
occupier of the intended building.. .he will have been guided by a series of
conventions built up in his locality.. .The function of his building would be the
dominant factor, |aesthetics] being quite minimal.. .local materials would be used
as a matter of course, other materials being chosen and imported quite
exceptionally.

(2000:28)

The work of leading furniture historian Christopher Gilbert demonstrates the parallel to

architecture in the kindred discipline of furniture history, which has in recent decades

sought to broaden the scope from elite pieces to examine the status of vernacular

products. Writing in 1972, he recognised that such furniture is the product of "tradition

largely isolated from the mainstream of fashionable taste", both style and material

providing the character of the whole (2001:30). Gilbert stipulates that vernacular
furniture encompasses pieces constructed of indigenous timber, often utilising
anachronistic designs, and of basic serviceable construction, and that it does not

encompass non-local materials, consciously fashionable designs, or pieces constructed
in specialist techniques {ibid.:30). This is reiterated in 1982, when Gilbert also requires
that vernacular furniture ought not to be professionally modelled {ibid.: 120).

A vernacular building may, then, be understood to be a structure which derives more

from tradition than from academic principles, and which usually serves the needs of the
lower classes rather than the social elite.

The antithesis of vernacular building is most often termed "polite" or "academic",
architecture (Brunskill 1981:22; Curl 1999:706). The buildings of polite architecture are

professionally designed, using specially selected materials, and such buildings do not

necessarily belong to the elite, just as not all popular buildings are vernacular (Brunskill
1981:21, 25; Oliver 2003:15). The vernacular is born of indigenous growth, whereas

polite architecture is derived from academic and commercial practices, therefore the
term "vernacular architecture" is somewhat of an oxymoron, and is generally avoided.
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Vernacular building study is largely a 20th-century discipline, having origins in 19lh-
century antiquarianism, the phrase being recorded as early as 1839, and it is significant
that the term "vernacular" has relatively recently entered the polite architectural lexicon

(Brunskill 1981:15). The eminent architectural historian Nikolaus Pevsner's

comprehensive Dictionary ofArchitecture (1975) does not carry a listing for the adjective.
Curl's recent Dictionary ofArchitecture carries an entry for the concept of the vernacular,

although the marked difference between the fine art approach of architecture as

opposed to the ethnological approach of vernacular building study is demonstrated by
Curl's treatment of it as a movement inspiring professional architects. He goes so far as

to assert that "most vernacular architecture drew on more sophisticated designs
somewhere in its development" (1999:706). This approach is countered by Oliver, who
criticises architects for "working in 'the vernacular style' with no reference to place, let
alone to cultural traditions" (2003:67).

Architecture has developed as an elitist art, whereas vernacular building is, or was, a

traditional and practical skill, and this has meant that the former craft has enjoyed a

higher level of esteem than the latter tradition (see Ayres 1981:15). Advocating cultural

interpretation, Fenton urges that rural and agricultural buildings be afforded the same

degree of attention that high architecture has for so long enjoyed (1985b:36).

The division between vernacular and polite architecture is an artificial construct, many

buildings requiring a subjective weighing of factors to determine which academic

category they belong to. The interrelationship between both groups took place over

distance and time, the extent of the adoption of elements of polite architecture varying
in time according to different regions in Britain. Features which initially appeared in
southern England slowly spread elsewhere, finally arriving in the northern and western

frontiers of the British Isles, often after obsolescence elsewhere (Brunskill 1981:106-

107). Only after the Industrial Revolution affected much of western Europe in the 18th
century, and the growth of commerce and transport, did ideas percolate down through
the social layers and materials move from areas of production to where demands
existed, which ultimately eroded the indigenous characteristics of vernacular buildings.
As Bowyer comments "The advent of classical mannerism through the copybooks of
the 18'h century only enveloped local traditions in a veneer of Georgian and Regency
fashion" (1980:4). Insofar as there is blend of genteel and plebeian aspects in most
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buildings, Gailey observes "it is easy to recognise the clear categories of formal or

academic architecture, and vernacular buildings, [but] reality is a continuum of buildings
between those representing the extremes of the formal and the vernacular" (1984:4).

Apart from architectural characteristics, the position of buildings within society helps
define vernacular, for it has been observed that "within a rural community, change is
effected most noticeably through the interaction of the social strata" (Fcnton 1985b:6).
Architectural fashions, once within conceptual and financial grasp, percolated to the
lower levels of society, in attenuated form, and at a later date {ibid.:6). Irrespective of
social class, buildings since the 19lh century have increasingly been erected following
wider national styles, and using imported materials. They are thus of a different nature

from their regional predecessors and are built in a superimposed style, rather than a

local tradition. As Brunskill succinctly puts it, the subjectivity in ascribing whether a

building is vernacular or not is "a matter of degree rather than absolutes" (1981:22).

Identification of the Scottish vernacular must be considered in the context of

subsistence versus commercial farming. Where subsistence economies survived, archaic

agriculture persisted, a cash-based economy only being introduced in the 18th century

(Fenton 1987:9). This did not terminate the subsistence economy however, as this only

happened with the introduction of commercial farming. This pattern is especially
notable in the Flebrides, where improved farms were created and vernacular buildings
demolished to provide the new farmsteads (ibid.'AO). With the marginal economy of
these districts, often the larger farms were subsequently fragmented in the 19th century

to provide smaller tenant holdings, and new farmsteads of the traditional vernacular

type erected (Walker 1989:54). This resilience of traditional building practices not only
demonstrates cultural conservatism but also the inherent suitability^ of these types of

building for the subsistence economy. Within such a peripheral economy the

population's reliance on local resources was paramount, and Hebridean farmers retained
their architectural traditions long after farmers in southern England had abandoned
theirs in favour of polite architecture (Brunskill 1981:23).

Where superimposed styles subsumed organic traditions, identifying the vernacular is

problematic. If a district has been heavily industrialised since the 18th century, are the
brick tenements and factories the local vernacular, although they replaced the traditional

regional architecture? If imported roof tiles substantially eclipsed local thatching
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resources, are these really part of the vernacular? Brunskill considers that, as the
Industrial Revolution initially made its impact, districts rose to meet the challenge
within the bounds of their own local traditions and materials, and consequently these

buildings may be considered vernacular, and only later did a utilitarian sameness

envelop regional industrial buildings (1981:30). Historians have tried to define the
Scottish vernacular since the inception in 1975 of the Scottish Vernacular Buildings

Working Group's journal Vernacular Building. Through the journal's first dozen years,

reports were carried on traditional structures like cruck frames, clay walling, thatching,
turf houses, and hearths. However, reports were also carried on urban shops,

corrugated iron structures, concrete military causeways, and the like. In more recent

years a greater proportion of these buildings, clearly not vernacular in the same sense as

the foregoing, have featured in Vernacular Building. Although in the 1990s reports were

carried on mills, paving, bothies, farm buildings of the Hebrides, Orkney, and the

Highlands, the featured diversity of what may be termed "semi-polite" structures

including schools, commercial farms, factory villages, landlords' houses, urban flats, and
tenements has increased. Thus, there is an unhelpful fluidity of vision as to what
constitutes the Scottish vernacular. In contrast Fenton clearly recognises the
characteristics of the Scottish vernacular and confirms that outside architectural

influences affected the most prosperous areas of Scotland to such a degree that

superimposed architecture engulfed the indigenous build, and a true vernacular is absent
from Lowland Scotland (1985b:6). A clear perception of where vernacular is to be
found is supplied by Beaton (1997) in her review of Scottish building styles. She adopts
the term "traditional" in her volume title, devoting a specific chapter to "The
Vernacular Tradition", which encompasses practices unambiguously vernacular, such as

cruck frames and byre-dwellings, treating buildings of a different social status, such as

landlords' and merchants' houses and tower houses, separately.

1.1.2 Defining Shetland vernacular building
Standards are not readily transferable to Shetland without modification. Houses
considered part of the British vernacular by Bowyer (1980) and Ayres (1981) are largely
of classical character, built to architects' designs, and feature ashlar quoins, pilasters,
sash windows, classical pediments, and imported materials such as bricks and slates.
Whether or not such buildings are, in fact, vernacular at all is subjective and arguably
these writers are dealing with regional styles. This does not invalidate Bowyer's premise
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that such buildings incorporate localised materials and styles, but this type of house,

although present in Shetland, is clearly not vernacular in that context. The definitions
of vernacular set out by Brunskill are readily transferable, although the notion of an

industrial vernacular is not appropriate for Shetland, because once industrial buildings
were erected in the islands in the later 19th century, they employed imported styles and
materials. Furthermore, Brunskill does not mention the status of subsistence in his

definitions (1981:21, 28). Such building types which he defines as industrial and which
existed in Shetland were usually part of subsistence agriculture in those islands

(2000:22). Brunskill perceives a distinct urban vernacular (1981:25; 2000:178), which
cannot be said to exist in Shetland, for the urban buildings, although possessing a local
character, do not follow indigenous local traditions.

Difficulties posed by interpretation can be seen from the Industrial Buildings Survey
undertaken by the Royal Commission on the Ancient & Historical Monuments of
Scotland in 1985. Although there were comparatively few industries in Shetland, the
islands are well represented in the survey. However, around 80% of the Shetland

buildings in the survey are mills. These watermills are purely vernacular, catering for
subsistence agriculture alone, and in no ways industrial as usually understood.
Furthermore, other buildings used in conjunction with watermills are not listed by the

survey; no subsistence barns are listed, although a handful of kilns are. In 1986 the
Commission published its review of industrial buildings, categorised by usage, such as

agriculture, textiles, engineering, and communications (Hay & Stell 1986). A few
vernacular buildings are included; watermills at Huxter, Shetland, and a barn with kiln at

Jubidale, Orkney (ibid,:.8-10, 14-15). These structures are essentially misplaced because

they are located in a chapter devoted to industrial farming and fishing, and all the other

buildings described are associated with commercial farming. The design and status of
vernacular watermills was in contrast with the industrial mills in Shetland, and

architectural historians have come to a misleading interpretation in survey and book

arising from a misconception that vernacular watermills were products of industry.
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Ill achieving a conformity of approach, four factors can be perceived, a balance of
which determine whether a Shetland building may be viewed as vernacular or polite:
A. style of build
B. constituent materials

C. social status

D. function

A. Style of build
Post-medieval Shetland was a society in cultural flux, with the gradual dilution of
Scandinavian characteristics by those of Scottish origin (see Smith 2000; Melton 2001).
Within the confines of their insular culture, the majority class followed indigenous
traditions, little affected by outside forces. The Scottish impact on society was initially
restricted to the gentry and percolated downwards gradually (ibid:.?>51). The
construction by the local people of their own buildings, following centuries-old
traditions, is a defining characteristic of the vernacular of the Scottish Highlands, a

peripheral area with similarities to Shetland (Brunskill 1981:21). Of the general British
context Bowyer identifies those districts clinging to old traditions and districts too

remote from either fashion or the commercial mainstream, as the heartland of post-18th-
century vernacular building survival (1980:4). Of British buildings, Brunskill perceives a

three-stage development from the Middle Ages to the 19th century, whereby primitive

buildings developed into vernacular buildings, within the constraints of tradition, and
later vernacular buildings gave way to polite architecture, driven by considerations of
fashion (1981:40). This three-phase trend is discernible in Shetland, where a Norse
architecture of the emigrant Viking community developed into a Shetland vernacular,
which in turn evolved into a post-vernacular, after the gradual adoption of cultural input
from Scotland, and factory-produced imports.

The pattern of eclipse does not precisely match Brunskill's model, as Shetland
vernacular buildings did not evolve into "polite" architecture as such, but retained their

practical and utilitarian character, and the availability of manufactured commodities, not

fashion, was the determinant. The style of Shetland vernacular buildings, especially of

dwellings and farmsteads, was gradually subsumed by a wider Scottish form, which was

still a plebeian functional style. The Shetland pattern, where the vernacular was eroded

by adoption of outside practical styles, can be contrasted with the trend in 18lh-century
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Ulster, which was driven by fashionable aspiration, whereby features of formal
architecture were adopted by rural farms seeking to emulate buildings of social

superiors (Gailey 1984:4). In Shetland, although the outcome corresponded (a

divergence from tradition), the reasoning behind the change, as well as the scale, was

dissimilar, born of differences in agriculture. In Shetland the divergence from native
traditional buildings was moulded by practical demands on subsistence farms, whereas
in Ulster farms were larger, and improvements often took the form of fashionable
cosmetic upgrading, rather than the provision of a basic amenity. For example, in
Ulster 12-pane sash windows were incorporated into vernacular farms in the 18th
century whereas in Shetland outside influence resulted in the adoption of windows per

se.

Although genteel buildings constructed by local labour had some features derived from
Shetland traditions, these were only details of the whole structure, and such structures

did not derive their inspiration from vernacular counterparts, nor were they

developments of indigenous techniques. A wider regional style is also of limited use in

defining the vernacular, as may be seen from the Shetland case. Following economic
diversification from the 1790s onwards, merchants erected houses and shops

throughout the islands, the largest concentration of these being in Lerwick, giving the
town a distinctive local character, with sandstone blue-slated piles standing gable-on to

the sea. However, these buildings were ordinary Scottish types, both externally and

internally resembling their contemporaries outwith Shetland, and were stylistically

comparable to other restrained and austere 18th-century Scottish styles.

Constructionally, these buildings use dressed stone cut professionally, some of it

imported, and most of the slates are Welsh or Scotch. Although characteristic of the
mercantile aspect of Shetland's history, these buildings are not demonstrably Shetlandic
so much as part of a wider Scottish vernacular.

B. Constituent materials

Materials employed in the construction of vernacular buildings were of almost

exclusively local origin - stone, turf, straw, and driftwood. Supplies of wood were

supplemented by imported timber, and the availability of this commodity moulded the

development of roofed vernacular buildings. By the later 19th century, with the
introduction and availability of new commodities, buildings of the common people
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were erected which still served traditional agricultural requirements, but because the

buildings increasingly incorporated extraneous practices and materials, the buildings can

less readily be considered vernacular. For example, thatching was replaced by roofs clad
in tarred sarking, or concrete porches added to existing houses. A common perception
holds that a stone cottage with concrete porch and tar roof exemplifies the Shetland
vernacular. However, the logical conclusion of such reasoning is that the vernacular
could absorb new materials and styles endlessly, disregarding cultural limitations.

Writing of the comparable Orcadian situation, Newman and Newman opine "In more

recent times corrugated iron sheeting, tar-paper and other factory-made products have
been applied to old stone buildings. In so far as vernacular building can be seen as a

quest for the most economical way of providing shelter in the circumstances prevailing
at a particular time, perhaps the use of these materials should be seen as part of
vernacular tradition" (1992:53). The vernacular is predicated on the dependence on

available resources, giving rise to a regional architectural style, moulded by cultural
influences. Newman and Newman imply this utilisation of available materials is the
most significant defining factor. That a vernacular is solely the product of
constructional techniques and materials ignores the cultural framework into which these

buildings fit, and the logical projection of Newman and Newman's argument would

envisage limitless flexibility, resulting in inclusion of most 20th-century Northern Isles

buildings. Newman and Newman are cautious in their embracing of mass-produced
materials as part of the vernacular though, and the remaining content of their paper

demonstrates that they are perhaps unconvinced by their own definition. Their other
work (e.g. Newman & Newman 1991; Newman 1995) demonstrates an adherence to a

stricter interpretation of what constitutes a vernacular building than their 1992
definition would suggest.

Rather than absorb new materials and influences limitlessly, Shetland building customs

incorporated (especially from the mid 19th century) imported materials and
constructional techniques to the extent that a distinctive vernacular was diluted. This
affected primarily, although not exclusively, farmsteads and domestic architecture. The
combination of imported commodities and styles led to buildings of a more general
British appearance, with a strong local character derived from its vernacular origins.
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C. Social status

With the arrival of a Scottish gentry on Shetland from the 16th century there was a

gradual Scottification of culture thereafter, initially restricted to the landed classes,
merchants and clergy (see Donaldson 1954; Wainwright 1964; Anderson 1996). These
incomers had buildings erected in Scottish styles at the same time as drawing from local
culture for then more mundane structures, whereas the indigenous population

perpetuated the local vernacular. Because buildings of the elite relied primarily on local
materials and were erected by locals, they often had an indigenous appearance, but
because they were not part of the organic Shetland tradition and were not components

of subsistence agriculture, they can scarcely be considered strictly vernacular.
Illustrative examples are dovecots, which are confined to five locations; Busta,

Symbister, Sandlodge, Huxter, and Seafield. The first three were on landlords' farms,
the latter two on commercial farms. Although dovecots were part of the Scottish
vernacular, in Shetland they were confined to the social elite.

D. The building's function
Vernacular buildings supported the subsistence agriculture practised by plebeian
Shetlanders, and only those structures playing some part in this economy can be strictly
considered part of the vernacular tradition. Buildings not constituting part of that

economy, erected simply from local resources, may superficially appear part of the

indigenous range. However, usage may preclude them from the terms of reference.
This is illustrated by small drystone bridges built in the 1850s as part of a governmental

road-building programme, and the network of naval watch huts erected in the 1910s,

many of turf and stone.

A Shetland vernacular building can thus be summarised as one serving subsistence

agriculture, of indigenous design, erected in local materials by the farmers with their
own labour, moulded by local styles adapted through time.

1.1.3 Quasi-vernacular buildings
Lest the assessment of the foregoing determinants be too proscriptive, a hybrid

category of quasi-vernacular Shetland building forms is admissible, although outwith the

scope of this study. These buildings are those which, although not of subsistence usage,
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had their genesis locally, and did rely on indigenous techniques and materials. The case

of ecclesiastical architecture is illustrative.

Churches within the period of study have little to do with the Shetland vernacular, 18lh-
century examples constituting usual Scottish types. However, churches formerly

employed an architecture with more affinity to native building traditions, especially in
the smaller chapels. The Romanesque style of medieval churches was derived from
outwith Shetland although the masonry style in the Northern Isles was still of
vernacular character (Cant 1975:23; 1993:13, 17). Although there is no archaeological
evidence as to church roofing, Cant's assertion that the vernacular technique of

covering in turf or thatch was employed (1975:21) appears sound. However, he

probably had in mind the Shetland vernacular of the 18th/19th centuries, using thatch,
whilst it is likely that ecclesiastical buildings (at least initially) had access to the

Norwegian imported bark and turf roofing as recorded from a high-status building at

Papa Stour (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:112, 114). Following the development of a

distinct Shetland vernacular, churches would have followed the lead of secular buildings
in roof maintenance, and churches resembled other Shetland buildings after the

Reformation, such as the church at Out Skerries, which was a thatched building in the
1710s (Bruce c.l900-40a:25).

1.2 Review of existing studies
Shetland vernacular buildings have not received concentrated study as a group, although
both generic types and specimen buildings have been examined. Investigative

approaches may be discerned as archaeological, ethnological, and technical.

Archaeology provides the greatest bulk of material, although mostly detailing structures

of medieval date or earlier, and is outwith the scope of this study. Antecedents of post-

1600 buildings provide evolutionary evidence, such as Small's farmstead excavation at

Underhoull (1964-66), but for the purposes of vernacular building study most

excavations supply only a few relevant structures (e.g. Hamilton 1956; Owen & Lowe

1999). A more developed approach is provided by Bigelow, who extrapolates

archaeological evidence to provide a morphological analysis (1987). Vernacular building

practices have been utilised to expand archaeological evidence (e.g. Hamilton 1956), but
there has not been a comparable use of archaeological evidence to provide context for
vernacular buildings, with the exception of Fenton's work on farmsteads (1978; 1985a).
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The study of Shetland vernacular buildings began in the 1880s, with Mitchell's
observations on watermills, greatly expanded by Goudie's technical analysis (Mitchell
1880; Goudie 1904). Although Roussell (1934) executed pioneering work on

farmsteads, there was a dearth of ethnological analysis of Shetland buildings thereafter
for 30 years, reflecting the wider lack of the application of ethnological investigation to

material culture in Britain until the 1950s (Fenton 1985b:7). Shedand has since
benefited from investigation by Alexander Fenton, who, unlike most writers on

Shetland buildings, has not confined his research to dwellings and farmsteads, an

important contribution being his description of peat houses (Fenton & Laurenson

1964). Baldwin has also undertaken ethnological investigation in Shetland,

encompassing buildings (1978; 1984), and recently there has been significant new

evaluation of the comparative evolution of Shetland and Faroese houses by Stoklund

(2002).

Researchers have frequently revisited familiar ground, especially farmsteads (Roussell
1934; Fenton 1978; 1985a) and watermills (Dickinson & Straker 1932-33; Bedington &

Bedington 1984). Studies on other vernacular buildings are markedly lacking, other
than specialised aspects; Fenton 1974 (kilns), Fenton 1976 (thatching), Fenton &

Hendry 1984 (door locks), Stummann Hansen & Larsen 2000 (millstones). Even then,
Shetland material is usually a small part within broader studies, as is the case with the
first three of the latter group.

For the purposes of systematic review, previous studies shall be divided into three

categories, dependent on the types of building examined. These are:

A. Studies of specific sites.
B. Descriptions of building processes.

C. Building types.

1.2.1 Sites

Jarlshof
Hamilton (1956) reported on the huge and complex multi-period site at Sumburgh,
Dunrossness, known as "Jarlshof'. The excavated Viking farmsteads have been
influential on subsequent archaeological work, the Jarlshof houses forming type-
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specimens - an interpretation that has been seriously questioned (Stummann Hansen

2000:89). Reconstructing the development of farms on the site, Hamilton rejected the
nodon that Viking farmsteads in the British Isles were constructed of timber, in the
manner of the Scandinavian motherland, advancing the theory that colonial farmsteads
were turf and stone built (Hamilton 1956:102-103). The first Viking house he dated to

early 9th century, and the later farmsteads retained the basic form, although with a

changed relationship between humans and cattle {ibid.:94-95). The various buildings
were modified through the Middle Ages, which Hamilton interpreted as evidence of

decreasing dependence on livestock and arable husbandry, and the increased role of

fishing in subsistence {ibid.: 103). The later farmsteads evolved to a form quite unlike
their Viking antecedents (zfoi/.:174-176, 190-192). Although there were no vernacular

buildings of the 1600-1900 period on the site, many component features of the
medieval farmsteads provide datable evidence for architectural continuity. The

buildings on the site mirror the cultural rifts in Shetland's history; the fracture between
the Iron Age and Viking era is marked by architectural change, as is the late 16th-century
erection of a Scottish farmstead by the aristocracy {ibid.: 194, 196). Discerning a

continuity between Viking and 20th-century vernacular buildings, Hamilton states "the
Shetland croft [farmstead] is the direct descendant of the Viking longhouse" {ibid.: 102,

104-106).

Underhoull

Small (1964-66) excavated the farmstead of Underhoull, Unst. Describing a rectangular

building with central hearth, gable entrance to byre, and appended outbuildings, he
considers Underhoull to be similar to the early Viking phase at [arlshof, and regards the

building style to be characteristic of Icelandic, and more particularly Faroese, farmsteads
of the era {ibid.:237). Besides describing the relationship of house to byre, and the later
modification to the farmstead with addition of outbuildings and contemporary

partitioning of the main unit, he speculates on the roofing method, envisaging a central
lateral post-line {ibid.:238). Small's dating is now questionable, Stummann Hansen re¬

assigning it to c.1100 (2002:113).

Biggins
A late 13th-century timber house at Papa Stour, the residence of a Norwegian official, is

analysed by Crawford and Ballin-Smith (Crawford 1996; Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999;
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Ballin-Smith 2002). The building was a transferral from Norway of a standard type in
the motherland; a log room with turf roof, wooden floor, and stone shelter wall. This
reflects the non-subsistence status of the dwelling, and Crawford demonstrates the
contrast between the Papa Stour building and the form and construction of vernacular
medieval farmsteads (Crawford 1996:148). She confirms the former existence of the log
house as a type in the North Atlantic islands, as evidenced from place names, although
she indicates the higher social status of such houses in some of these cases {ibid.: 148).
Ballin-Smith reiterates the atypical status of the site, and the reliance on importation
from Norway of the building materials (Ballin-Smith 2002:105-106). A reversion to

local materials came in the 15th century, when a stone house was erected, during which
time a change in social life is hinted at by the increased diversity of artefacts {ibid.: 101).

Finally, in the 17th century a replacement stone farmstead was built, which Ballin-Smith
considers to have been in use until the 19th century, indicating cultural stagnation in the

early modern period {ibid.: 104).

Kebister

The excavation of a single farm is published by Owen (1998), at Kebister, Tingwall.
She reconstructs the township's historical development, as elucidated from survey,

excavation, and documentary record, and is especially concerned with the productive
limitations in a landscape and how this delimits the size of farm, as well as the pace of

change {ibid.:37). The excavation of an early 16,h-century tithe barn at Kebister is

presented by Owen & Lowe (1999). Although this was an ecclesiastical building, a

vernacular kiln was later erected in the semi-derelict barn in the 17th century, serving a

nearby farmstead. The similarity of the kiln to both medieval antecedents at Jarlshof
and 19th-century survivals in Shetland, is interpreted by the excavators as confirming
architectural continuity {ibid.:9A-91, 301-302). The Kebister site also provides the
earliest actual evidence of roof covering, the 17th/18th-century turf and timber spars

being subjected to botanical analysis, from which are extrapolated the historic

vegetation and timber sources {ibid.:231-242).

Foula

Baldwin (1984) reconstructs the chronological development of a township in Foula,

using a full range of data — structures, oral tradition, and toponomy. He stresses the

interdependence of people, livestock and buildings in the subsistence system and
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understands the siting of structures in light of agricultural logistics (ibid.:2>5). He
dismantles the existing landscape to reveal the medieval core of the township; from

place name evidence he traces the township's growth at different periods (ibid.:53), and
reassembles the development up to the 19th century. A pattern is revealed where former
stock enclosures were converted to farmsteads, later grazing was converted to farms,
and still later new farms created, extended into the outfield {ibid.:54). These changes
resulted in the increase of the township's size, and a subsequent alteration of hill-dykes,

although remnants of former structures remain, and Baldwin uses these to assist
settlement reconstruction (ibid.-Al, 49). Baldwin (1996) expands on this work by

examining buildings of the moorland of Foula, and these are treated individually,

examining their construction, purpose, and distribution. His paper concerns boat
shelters and meat-drying huts, but especially enclosures for kale and peat mould. He
concludes that the extant landscape of Foula's subsistence agriculture is largely the
result of 18lh-century land ownership, with an increasing population imposing greater

demands on the landscape; the building types derive from medieval antecedents, but
their distribution is the result of a later peak of settlement {ibid.:227-228).

Fair Isle

Hunter (1998) conducted a monuments survey of Fair Isle, his interpretation being
based around historical record and distributional analysis. Primarily concerned with
structures medieval or older, he fits the main types of buildings within an overall

chronological framework. However his interpretation is slightly restricted in scope, not

tapping the ethnological resource in the way Fenton and Baldwin do.

Townships in Unst. Fetlar. and Pelting
Thomson (1970; 1998) deciphers the complex land management of townships in the
19th century, from select documented examples. He explains the dynamics of
settlement, of how land within the hill dykes was divided into arable, meadow and

pasture, and allocated proportionate to the farms' size, on runrig principle (1970:174;

1998:112). In some townships fields rotated between tenants at intervals, in other

townships not, and communal work was essential to the system's operation as a whole

(1970:180-181). The hitherto relatively static land use within townships underwent a

mutation in the 1750-1830 period, when farms fragmented due to landlords' desire to

boost their tenant population, to the detriment of agriculture, as untenable demands
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were imposed on natural resources (1998:107-108, 124). By the 1820s this process had
obliterated the medieval land management to varying degrees over different townships.
In remote districts the original parent-farm blocks survived as tangible units, with runrig
fields clustered in close proximity. Where intensive commercial fisheries imposed more

burdens on the populace, and where several landowners had stakes in the township, this
tended to (sometimes excessive) fragmentation of fields (ibid.: 108, 112). In either case

the growth of population had a highly significant effect on township buildings. With
the expansion of the arable area and the increasing intensity of cultivation, a more open

husbandry evolved, causing stock enclosures to become obsolete and removed, their
existence only surviving in place names (1970:178; 1998:108, 120-123). The complexity
of the system responded to tenants' aspirations, but from the 1820s some landowners

sought to rationalise the scattered pattern by segregating their own holdings (1998:124;

1970:172-173).

1.2.2 Processes

Building techniques
Fenton identified the position of the combined turf and stone wall-building technique,

dividing them into two zonal types, supported in the archaeological record as far back
as Viking times, as evidenced from the Northern Isles (1968:101). He later offers a

constructional development history where he traces the origins of Shetland vernacular
architecture (1985a). Although he cautions against using later vernacular buildings as

assumed models for medieval architecture (ibid.: 159), he demonstrates that 18l /19th-
ccntury building traditions can be used in tandem with archaeological evidence to

reconstruct the development sequence over a millennium. Concerned with building
traditions as a whole, he uses his findings to demonstrate a definitively Scottish
character for the architecture. However, his ambit is confined to farmsteads, and thus

he bases his position on a limited compass of Shetland buildings. Agriculture
underwent crisis in the 18th century, and the established order of rural settlement was

put under pressure, but Fenton considers the farmsteads before this period, in the 17th
century, to be as characteristically Scottish as the 19th-ccntury ones were (ibid.:\10-\12).

The importation of wood is examined by Thowsen (1970), who is primarily concerned
with boat imports, although general timber trading from Norway for building purposes

is seen in this wider context. Fie highlights the strong trading link between Norway and
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Shetland, this commerce largely resting on timber export from Hordaland, a trade
which waned in the late Middle Ages, although it increased after c.1500, despite
Shetland's political severance from Norway {ibid.: 145).

Roofing
Dickson (1998) gives a broad archaeo-botanical report on the use of turf, including
constructional use, featuring some Shetland data, and Fenton (1976) presents a Scottish

thatching typology, including the Northern Isles, describing materials and characteristics
in each zone.

Hearths

The hearth was carefully evaluated by Fenton (1981), who traced historical development
from central hearth to gable fireplace in the 17th-l 9th centuries, dealing with the principal
mutations of form, and their regional origins and distribution. His is a Scotland-wide

remit, and his approach suggests a homogeneity where terminology is concerned (e.g.

tiW.:20). Considering central fireplaces, he later argues that the slab at the back of
certain central hearths is an 18lh-century refinement, this being the genesis of the hearth
situated within a stone partition, or at the gable (2001:15). The canopy chimney, a gable
hearth type identified by Fenton (1981:24), is discussed at length by Walker (1985), who
describes its design and creates a diagrammatic typology. Walker is concerned with
constructional issues, whereas Fenton clarifies the cultural context, when he traces the

spread of the canopy chimney from its appearance in the Scottish Lowlands in the early
18th century, spreading eventually to Shetland and the Hebrides in the 19lh century

(Fenton 2001:18-19).

Door locks

Fenton and Hendry catalogue vernacular door locks, from a nominative Scottish zone

(Fenton & Hendry 1984). They find wooden locks to be part of a basic design
distributed even wider than Europe, although the design found in the Flebrides and the
Northern Isles is a relic of the Norwegian culture of these archipelagos {ibid.: 12-13, 26).
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1.2.3 Typology
Farmsteads

Small outlines the development of the farmstead from Viking times through the Middle

Ages. He explains the dearth of Viking or medieval farmsteads in light of continual

rebuilding, and provides basic morphologies of those few excavated farmsteads in
Shetland. By contrast, he pinpoints a gap in knowledge of Shetland vernacular building
between 1100 and 1800 (1982:251). Small compares the relationship of medieval
houses to their outbuildings with farmsteads of the 19th century, stating that attempts at

typology are confounded by individuality of design, and asserts that farmers were

disinclined to architectural innovation, and that variation between farmsteads was

confined to practicalities, not conditioned by economics {ibid.:253).

Stummann Hansen (2002) re-examines Shetland and Faroese farmstead styles in the

early Middle Ages, showing how thinking initially held the Viking farmstead in the
Norse colonies to comprise a separate house and byre, and how this perception has
affected the view of development. The separate dwelling and byre are, in fact, a special
feature of Iceland and Greenland, and those sites supposedly having separate house and

byre configuration in Faroe and Shetland are of questionable interpretation {ibid.: 113,

115). He shows how Scandinavian houses developed from three aisles with roof

supported on posts, to a roof-bearing stave-built wall in the 11th century, and how
farmsteads throughout the North Atlantic initially bore a strong mutual similarity, but
from the 12th century styles diverged, producing smaller rectangular buildings in the
North Atlantic {ibid.: 120-122).

The origin and distribution of farmsteads is analysed by Fenton, who prefaces his

analysis by mentioning the flexibility of the term "longhouse", adopting ail

unambiguous definition himself; a building with direct intercommunication between

people and cattle, under one roof (1985b:83). He asked whether Northern Isles and
Hebridean farmsteads were part of Nordic or Scottish culture, and found that
constructional elements in the Hebrides were closer to Viking traditions than Northern
Isles equivalents were {ibid.:91, 93).
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Bigelow (1987) developed a significant advance in the understanding of medieval
Shetland farmstead design. He showed that two fields of enquiry — ethnology and

comparative studies — had identified a Viking house type in Shetland that was similar to

that elsewhere in the Atlantic. Bigelow revealed that the Viking dwelling/byre
developed into a special Shetland form in the medieval period in response to

environmental conditions, primarily limited resources, the need for wind-resistance, and
the use of peat fuel {ibid.:24). These farmsteads with division into specialised zones and

appended outbuildings were a "radical shift in building design" {ibid.:21, 29).

Post-medieval farmsteads were classified in the pioneering and influential work of
Roussell (1934). He investigated the farmsteads of the Scottish islands, developing the

theory that these structures represented stages of evolution from the Hcbridean, which
were closest to Norse construction, through Shetland styles, to the furthest advanced
Orcadian forms. His thesis has been undermined by findings demonstrating that
farmsteads in the isles are less Norse survivals than local forms, Fenton criticising
Roussell for ".. .superimposing on the material a pre-conceived model" (1985a:159).
However, the limited knowledge on the subject in the 1930s must be recalled, academic

opinion reasoning that Norse buildings were exclusively of timber, and Roussell's aim
was to locate Norse constructional elements only (Roussell 1934:8; Stummann Hansen

2002:112).

Stoklund covers the North Adantic in his study of building traditions, centred on

houses (1984; 1985). He stipulated that architectural styles were primarily moulded by
isolation and adaptations made to suit local environments. A common house type was

initially employed throughout the north Atlantic, irrespective of the architecture's

suitability to the environment (1984:98), but from the Middle Ages this was abandoned
in favour of specialised house-forms better suited to each archipelago's environment
and trade links. Timber construction was adopted in Faroe, whereas in Iceland large
interconnected turf/stone complexes evolved. In Shedand there was a connection
between social class and architecture, and as impoverishment ensued under Scottish
administration the imported timber houses used by the native freeholders fell into
obsolescence {ibid.: 114-115).
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Recent survey in Shetland has encompassed farmsteads and non-vernacular structures,

although no interpretation has been published (R.C.A.H.M.S. 2004).

Dwellings
Smith (1980) was the first to recognise the former prevalence of timber houses in

Shetland, it having been considered that stone was the usual mode of construction for
domiciles since Viking times. He outlined their construction, and demonstrated that

prefabricated wooden houses were imported from Norway by better-off farmers, and
that these buildings, once widespread, diminished with the decline of intercourse with

Norway in the 17th century, some surviving into the early 19th century. Further work in
this field is provided by Stoklund (2002), who gives physical manifestation to these
houses, finding an exact comparator in Faroese dwellings. He demonstrates that
Shetland and Faroe benefited from importation of Norwegian timber houses, but as the
islands' historical paths diverged, Faroese farmsteads evolved within their Scandinavian

sphere, whereas their Shetland counterparts took an entirely different path. Following
Scodand's acquisition of Shetland, the native farmers became increasingly marginalised
in society from the 17th century, and "in the following centuries Scottish cultural
influence definitively replaced the Norwegian" {ibid.: 152). Major work by Crawford &
Ballin-Smith (1999) revealed a predecessor form of wooden building in Shedand — a

log-timbered living room. This building was employed by the medieval administrative
elite throughout the north Adantic, and its introduction was part of a general trend

whereby specialised rooms replaced the main hall of the Viking house, primarily in
forested regions, in the Middle Ages {ibid.:58-59, 243). This structure was separate from
the farmstead, and the only identified Shedand example was probably log-built rather
than stave-built like those described by Smith and Stoklund (ibid.:221, 243).

The 18th- and 19lh-century houses of the Northern Isles are shown by Fenton (1967),
who describes the close relationship of home to byre, finding some early house-types

typified by irregular morphology, and central hearths often later incorporated into a

stone partition. He perceives a blended Norse and Scottish culture, but from the 19th
century a standardised regular Scottish house form evolves (ibid.Sl). Fenton details the
function of the various rooms in the house, the roofing method is described, and

special attention is paid to the hearth and adaptations to its construction to facilitate

cooking and smoke removal.
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livestock buildings
Livestock buildings have received scant attention, essentially confined to Baldwin's

study of sheep husbandly in Foula (1978). Describing the management of sheep, he
reconstructs the medieval husbandry pattern from surviving practices and terminology,

encompassing the form and usage of built structures in his analysis, detailing shelter

dykes, and various sheepfold types. Baldwin discerns differing forms of enclosure and
their distribution by both terminological analysis and place name evidence, the subtle
variations in use frequently only hinted at in toponomv (ibid.: 111, 114).

There is otherwise a dearth of material for Shetland livestock buildings, the only others

touching on the issues being Roussell's farmstead thesis (1934) and Fenton's

encyclopaedic evaluation of Northern Isles agriculture (1978), which has limited
information on buildings apart from farmsteads.

drop buildings

Buildings catering for crops are infrequently evaluated. The principal roofed structures

arc the barn and watermill, and writings on the latter are much more voluminous than
those on barns. No study has, in fact, been made on the barn, although component

parts of it have been scrutinised. Thrashing is briefly studied by Fenton, directed at

etymological aspects of the thrashing stone (1985b). North Atlantic kilns are examined

by Scott (1951), where he compares the construction of the kilns of Faroe, Shetland,

Orkney, and the Hebrides. Demonstrating how lexicography can provide clues as to

the movement of peoples and their material culture, Fenton (1974) discusses corn kilns
and their constituent parts, Shetland material forming a large part. The approach of his
tabulation suggests a homogeneity, through its blending of the Norse linguistic elements

by the later Scottish influence.

The first Shetland vernacular building to be scrutinised was the watermill, when the

antiquary Mitchell made his observations on watermills in 1880. He endeavoured to

show how existing technologies were relics of more primitive, or basic, culture,

although he found much to commend in the Shetland watermill, seeing it as a practical
evolution to suit the limitations required of it (Mitchell 1880:42). Flowever, it was

Goudie who presented the full picture of the watermill, gleaning technical and linguistic
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information, as well as comparative contexts, in his influential paper (Goudie 1885-86,

republished 1904). His was a proto-ethnological approach, meticulously recording the

components, with descriptions, nomenclature, and diagrams. He perceived the
technical and cultural difference between what we now understand as a Shetland

vernacular, and Scottish buildings introduced into the islands (Goudie 1904:267). The

originality of his work, in part, ensured the watermill ultimately became the vernacular

building receiving most subsequent attention, and many works have been published on

this now somewhat belaboured theme.

Tulip (1968) provides a survey describing the distribution of watermills within one

parish, also commenting on social organisation regarding watermills' operation.
Dickinson and Straker (1932-33) surveyed one specific watermill, supplying a technical

study of the apparatus, and an analysis of data, including meal yields. Curwen's is a

wide cultural study, exploring the ancient origins of the principal types of watermill, the
horizontal wheel type found in the north Atlantic he finds distributed along a vast line
from China to Norway, but cannot speculate as to origin (Curwen 1944:144-145).
Wilson (1960) discusses the distribution of the horizontal wheel watermill throughout
the North Atlantic, Mediterranean and beyond, looking at the variations within the type

between the regions. Bedington and Bedington (1984) supply a recapitulation of work

generally, describing basic construction and usage of the Shetland watermill. Only

recently has new supplementary work been done on Shetland, by Stummann Hansen
and Larsen (2000). They examine the distribution pattern of the watermill of Shetland,

Orkney, and Faroe (ibid.: 118-119), and although they write from an archaeological

perspective, they also embrace ethnological and linguistic evidence, for the first time
since Goudie {ibid.'AOl-108). Watts (2002) provides a comprehensive historical and
technical study of the development of watermills in Britain from medieval times. He
reveals the Shetland watermill within its wider distributional context, rejecting the
inaccurate term "Norse" for the type genetically, but reaffirming the Scandinavian

origin of the Shetland type {ibid.: 18, 78).

Baldwin, in his examination of the buildings on the moorland of Foula, details kale
nurseries individually and in their wider context (1996). In Fenton and Laurenson's
invaluable contribution the entire process of peat harvesting is described, drawn entirely
from ethnological fieldwork, they being the first to describe the seasonal peat-houses
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(Fenton & Laurenson 1964), listing all such huts in Fetlar, with variations across their
construction.

1.3 Objectives
Given the restricted range of previous studies, there is clearly a gap in our knowledge of
what constituted the Shetland vernacular, and the overall purpose it served,

consequently the field of knowledge requires broadening rather than deepening. In
order to redress this imbalance, it is necessary to investigate the wider range of
vernacular buildings, to provide a more rounded analysis of the buildings serving the
islands' subsistence agriculture/fisheries. Section 1.3.1 will detail the questions to be

investigated in this study.

1.3.1 Research aims

Six fields of inquiry are investigated, as follows:

A. Building form
What form did vernacular buildings take, and how were they constructed? The physical

shape of structures is analysed, the constituent materials detailed, and the construction
methods described. By encompassing a broad geographical spread, and using a large

corpus of buildings, both standard and variant forms shall be discerned. In identifying

any atypical forms, the conditions dictating their distribution are investigated. There
was a conformity between the buildings of Shetland farms generally (Roussell 1934:50),
but the issue of regional variation must be examined, to identify any distribution

patterns, and to determine how general any building styles were.

B. Building functionality
How had buildings been perfected to fulfil the needs of subsistence agriculture, and
how were they used? The processes which were performed in the agricultural economy

are outlined, in order to understand building functionality. The factors determining the
selection of a building's site within the landscape, the role of the infield and outfield in
this selection, and the status of which buildings were communal, and which farm-

specific are investigated. The incidence of buildings with multiple use, and the

remodelling of redundant structures are both considered. An examination of

agricultural activities shall highlight the seasonal utilisation of any structures.
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C. Interrelationship
How did the buildings of each farm work together, and how did farms' buildings
function together on the community scale? By piecing together the interrelated

dynamics of agricultural and domestic life within subsistence, the connected function of
the range of vernacular buildings may be discerned. This approach endeavours to

demonstrate the indivisibility of both processes and building.

D. Vitality of building customs

To what extent did agricultural and social change foster new forms of vernacular

building? The character of buildings over a period of great social change, 1600-1900, is
examined to ascertain if there was an adaptation to changing circumstances, within the
confines of indigenous traditions. The most significant factor is the development of a

commercial fishing economy in the 18th century, and the increasing growth of the

tenantry which resulted in the spread of increasingly impoverished farms (Smith
2000:46, 71). Was the tradition robust enough to allow development over three
centuries, whilst still constituting a vernacular custom? Pertinent examples are the new

types of buildings perfected after the diversification in the economy from the 18th
century; which, if any of these, may be discerned as vernacular structures?

E. Cultural indicators

To what extent did Shetland vernacular buildings belong to a Scandinavian or Scottish
culture, or were they an amalgam of both? The period 1600-1900 was the era in which
the Northern Isles were subjected to intensive Scottification, with exploitation by
Scottish landowners, a process with permanent effects on material culture, and
vernacular building traditions developed in light of this cultural marginalisation (Bigelow
1992:16; Stoklund 1984:98). Fenton has striven to set Shetland into a Scottish cultural

mould, interpreting Shetland material culture as an offshoot of a wider Scottish design

(Fenton 1984; 1985b; 1986), although he concedes that there was a cultural coherence
between the North Atlantic former island colonies of Norway, setting them apart from
Scotland generally (Fenton & Hendry 1984:26). Initial interpretation viewed 18th/19th-
century farmsteads to be descendants of Norwegian tradition, displaying Norse ancestry

by virtue of structural features (Roussell 1934:100), an explanation refuted by the

argument that the farmstead has a Scottish ancestry (Fenton 1985a:171-172).
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Traditional buildings constitute an important element in most cultures (Oliver

2003:240); how did changes in Shedand cultural allegiances affect building style? In

analysing Hebridean farmsteads, Campbell found different aspects of building customs

may be incorporated from different cultural traditions at different times, and found in
the same building (Campbell 1944; Stoklund 1980:116-117). Shetland farmsteads may

be demonstrated to be a Scandinavian/Scottish amalgam, but what of the other
vernacular buildings?

F. Marginality and archaism
To what extent were forms, constructional methods, or terminology indicators of

antiquity? Change within building traditions was not a phenomenon occurring solely
from the 19th century onwards, and primitiveness does not necessarily imply antiquity

(Stoklund 1984:96; 1992:52-53; Fenton 1979:15). If there was not morphological

continuity in buildings, does the tradition of 1600-1900 still manifest a continuity of

process and of terminology? The archaic farmsteads of the Scottish isles were an

indigenous, anachronistic, development in response to economic conditions, rather than
an ancient Scandinavian building type as such (Stoklund 1984:113; 2002:141). What
were the causes of the apparent anachronism of Shetland farmsteads? From the mid-
17th century the majority of Shetianders were unable to trade with the outside world,
Melton calling this situation "peripheral insularity" (2001:330). This marginality can

lead to archaic building characteristics because of dependence on indigenous resources -

a process of localised self-reliance in response to economic peripherality termed

"ecological adaptation" by Stoklund (1984:97). In similar conditions of marginality, did
this foster architectural similarity between disparate communities? Despite having no

common cultural bond, the building practices of Shetland and the Hebrides are broadly
similar, contrasted to the dissimilarity of Shetland and Faroese buildings, despite the
cultural links of these two groups. Did a combination of severance from the trading
mainstream and a resilient indigenous culture allow not only the perpetuation of local

building customs, but also cause indigenous styles to develop?
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1.3.2 Evidence

Evidence for vernacular buildings in Shedand takes five forms;
A. surviving buildings
B. linguistic evidence
C. documentary evidence
D. oral testimony
E. historic images

An understanding of the character of these buildings is sought by an integrated
consideration of these sources.

A. Surviving buildings
The greater bulk of evidence is the buildings themselves. These are found in broad

coverage over the islands, following the traditional settlement pattern, with structures

within both the former infield and outfield areas. The primary buildings of the infield
are farmsteads, comprising houses, byres, and barns, and other roofed structures such
as lamb sheds and sties. Unroofed structures in this area include yards, boat shelters,
and pasture enclosures. Buildings on the outfield are generally smaller, and mostly for
seasonal use; cattle pens, shecpfolds, shelters, kale nurseries, and watermills. Some

buildings are less locationally specific, such as fish traps or drying huts. The most

extensive vernacular structure in any township was the hill dyke, which segregated
infield from outfield. Most buildings are in varying states of dereliction, however,
besides general stylistic observations, there is a vast quantity of structural detail extant

displaying constructional techniques.

B. linguistic evidence

Lexicography is enmeshed with ethnological studies, the interplay between agriculture
and language entering into the understanding both of the region's material culture, and
the relationships between neighbouring or overlapping cultures (Fenton 1985b: 11-12,

27).

The 1600-1900 period was the era in which Shetland's native tongue, Norn, was

supplanted by Scoto-English in the 18th century, but with individual Norn words

surviving so long as the traditional way of life survived (Murison 1954:256-257; Barnes
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1996:12-13). This is understood in the context of the increasing Scottification of

Orkney and Shedand, the Northern Isles becoming a "fully integrated" part of Britain
from the 17th century (Barnes 1998:2, 26), although this Scottification was earlier and
more radical in Orkney (ibid.\20). Although Norn died, much vocabulary was still
current in the 1890s, when it was scientifically recorded and the orthography set by

Jakobsen in his magisterial dictionary (1928, reprint 1985).

By the 1570s Scoto-English was firmly entrenched as the tongue of legislature and

government, the areas initially subjected to greatest Scottification being the south
Mainland parishes (Murison 1954:255). Two dictionaries deal with the dialect speech of
Shetland. Edmondston (1866) collated an admixture of Norn and Scoto-English, the
differentiation between the two blurred by a common orthography. Driving to be

comprehensive, Angus adopted an eclectic approach, much of his dictionary

constituting eccentrically-spelled English, or English with restricted definitions, besides
Scottish and Norn words, amalgamated in a unifying orthography (Angus 1914; 1917).
Barnes highlights this inexactitude with characteristic crispness — "explicitness is not a

virtue that has commended itself to the majority of contributors to the discussion"

(1996:13). Both Edmondston and Angus refer to buildings extensively, providing
evidence for the Scottish cultural input into the islands, which can be dated to the 16th
century (Murison 1954:257-258).

Scottish vernacular building study markedly adopts a homologous lexicon, utilising

terminology from various localities. Sometimes terms are applied to structures outwith
that term's region of currency, as in Dictionary ofScottish building, where Pride provides
little reference to dialect localities and some diagrams use mismarriages between

regional styles and terms (e.g. Pride 1996:4). Similarly, Fenton and Walker refer to a

Shetland hipped roof as "piended" and a farmstead and township as a "fermtoun"

(1981:50, 103) — both Scoto-English terms unknown in Shetland. Cheape (1989:73)
cautions against this universal terminology approach; "The format of dictionaries and
the presentation of linguistic data, unless carefully or selectively qualified, can give an

impression of universality within a cultural province...". Within the present study, the
division between the linguistic root elements for building terms are transcribed thus;
Norn words appear in italics (e.g. rett), Scoto-English is rendered within parentheses

(e.g. "pund").
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Several place names contain reference to specific building types in fossil form, these

buildings often being unattested in historical or ethnological record. The usage of terms

in place names can assist identification of structures examined during survey, where use

is unclear due to lack of determining features. Names can demonstrate how certain

buildings were considered noteworthy enough to inspire a proper place name, and
distribution of certain building types can be perceived.

C. Documentary evidence
The universality of subsistence activities is inversely proportional to their inclusion in

historic sources (Bigelow 1985:96), and by their nature vernacular buildings are seldom
well-attested in documents, the references often superficial and limited in overall scope,

tending to concentrate on farmsteads, and specifically dwellings. Primary written
evidence divides between contemporary publications (confined to the second two

centuries of this study) and manuscripts (extending over the three centuries).

Because published accounts represent the interests of the writers, only certain (usually
more picturesque) aspects of subsistence life are dwelt on, at the expense of more

prosaic buildings and practices — a general trend with 18th-/19th-century travel writers

(Ayres 1981:25). For example, meat-drying huts are frequently mentioned in 18th-
century sources, offending writers' olfactory sensibilities, and watermills in the 19th
century, by dint of antiquarian fascination. Because travel to the islands was difficult,

publications frequently relied on previous accounts, such as Martin (1716), who based
his description on Brand (1703), and Brewster's account of Shetland (1830), lifted from
Hibbert (1822). This leaning on previous texts exacerbates the imbalance in published
sources; informed travellers knew what to look at, rather than to investigate, per se. For

example, various references mention kale nurseries, but none concerns kale yards.
Accounts of excursions into primitive Britain at this time betray what Ayres calls

"bourgeois smugness" (1981:25). Most published works were written by outsiders, and
their unfamiliarity with Shetland, coupled with writers' social or class prejudices, colours

many accounts, either dismissively condescending about the practices they saw, or

moralistically critical. The key strengths of these sources lies in their evidence for

practices othwise unrecorded, where datable examples of a structure are provided, and
where fragments of information may be used in tandem with other sources.
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Secondary sources are discussed above, in sections 1.3.1-1.3.3.

D. Oral testimony

Verbal evidence is an important source not utilised greatly in vernacular building study,

although Fenton and Baldwin have used this resource extensively (Fenton 1978;
Baldwin 1978; 1984; 1996). Being a living source, as it were, particular lines of enquiry
can be pursued, and additional data on the same matter sought from other informants.
The accuracy of recollection of an informant is a perennial consideration, and it is only
with experience that the reliability of an account can be vouched for. First-hand

testimony is most reliable, and useful where practices are unchanged since previous
centuries (this may only become clear in the light of further investigation). Second¬
hand testimony is valuable where elderly informants can pass on information given to

them in their youth by (then) elderly persons. In this way it has been possible to record
evidence from as far back as the 1860s. Such information encompass material on

construction techniques, building utilisation, and specific facts such as dates of erection.

E. Flistoric photographs

Topographical photographs of Shetland exist from c.1870 onwards. They present

contemporary visual evidence of buildings' appearance when in use - especially valuable
in the case of roofed structures, as roofing information seldom survives. Writing on the

Highlands and Hebrides, Walker states radical changes took place in the construction of

dwellings in that area in the late 19th century, and that this can, to a large extent, be
ascertained from photographic evidence (1989:54). He says this shows change could
take place quite rapidly within a district, citing the adoption of nets in thatch covering,
and here the value of datable photographs is clear. Most types of building are known in
the photographic record, although interiors are essentially confined to the living end of
houses, and also the watermills beloved of antiquaries.

Non-photographic visual evidence is usually too unreliable for the few Shetland

buildings illustrated in the pre-photography era. Published illustrations are few in

number, found in: Low [1774], Wilson (1842), Schetky & Manners (1850), Chambers

(1867), Reid (1869), Barnard (1890). In addition, a few 19th-century paintings exist. The
limitations on accuracy are borne out by comparing such drawings to early photographs,
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and to surviving buildings. The unreliability of artists' work as source material for
Shetland buildings was first commented on by Goudie (1904:251, 253) and more

recently by Fenton (1976:39).

1.3.3 Methodology
An effective methodology must be based on severe restriction of the geographical area

of study, the careful selection of types of buildings to be examined, and the period of

study be fixed (Brunskill 2000:230). In accord with these precepts, the study area was

established as the Shetland archipelago, only the vernacular buildings included, and the
date range 1600-1900 selected.

In seeking to segregate the vernacular from cross-cultural styles, field investigation was

mostly concentrated on the northern and western parishes, given the extensive cultural
Scottification from an earlier date in the southern parishes, which impacted on the
vernacular build (Melton 2001:357). The period of study opens at 1600, the
commencement of the post-Scandinavian phase of Shetland cultural history (Bigelow

1985:104), and ends with the significant encroachment on the vernacular by outside
forces. Up to present there has been a perceived dearth of surviving 1600-1800

buildings (vide Hurst 1965:191, concerning Scottish farmsteads), and undated structures

have been excluded from surveys - perhaps a self-fulfilling prophecy, because of a lack
of clarity as to what constitutes a 17th-century building (see discussion in Melton

2001:55). Archaeological investigations in Hordaland, Norway, have revealed 19lh-
century farmsteads as part of an enduring medieval tradition, disproving reinterpretation
that dated their building style to later centuries (Brekke 1982:108). The conventional

dating of peripheral buildings in Faroe to recent times has also lately been questioned

(Matras et al. 2003:203). Shetland vernacular buildings are exceptionally difficult to date,
and the present investigation shall examine stasis or evolution of individual structures,

aiming to examine structures which are conceivably post-1600 on the basis of

morphology or usage.

Specific clarification is necessary regarding usage of the term "croft", as this word is
often applied anachronistically in analyses of agriculture and buildings of the post-

medieval period. The term was unknown in Shetland for the first two centuries under

study. This English noun came into vogue in the early 19th century to denote
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smallholdings, especially those subdivided from larger farms, and the earliest known
Shetland usage is from 1843. Nevertheless, citations of "croft(er)" are very rare in
Shetland records prior to the 1870s. The word entered instantaneous general usage in
Britain's Highlands and Islands from 1886, with the passing of the Crofters Holdings

Act, as families throughout the region conducted official business with the new

Crofters' Commission (Sect.2.1.1). Thereafter "crofting" became synonymous with

farming in the north, and it is noteworthy that the imposition of the term itself is part of
the advance of external influences that eroded Shetland indigenous traditions from the
late 19th century (Sect. 9.2.2, 9.4).

The study investigates buildings as type specimens, so an archaeological survey

approach, with emphasis on all structures within given areas, was not appropriate.

Conversely, field surveys were undertaken and significant structures selected for
individual analysis. Wider studies of farms and townships were conducted to investigate
broad-scale analysis, but most investigation was directed at the level of individual

buildings. The requirement for comprehensive coverage of building types meant that

investigations could not be confined to a few select sites studied intensively as advised

by Fenton, who recommended recording a whole farmstead or farm, as this only reveals
the form and function of individual farms (1985b:30-33). Representative and variant

types, plus well-preserved specimens, were sought, but as these are distributed over

many sites and localities, their distribution could only emerge through extensive
fieldwork. Survey was conducted as a series of around 300 field trips over 1992-2003,

collectively representing a range of landscapes to encompass all aspects of settlement
and agriculture. The buildings are measured by imperial dimensions, most appropriate
for the recording of vernacular structures (Oliver 2003:18). Both atypical structures and
distribution patterns emerged from analysis of this data, and targeted survey was

conducted to examine certain building types not yielded by general survey, investigation

continuing until as many attested building types as possible were identified.

In total, some 2,000 buildings were recorded, representing approximately a quarter of
total structures encountered in overall survey work. This selective recording can be
summarised as a sample core of buildings either;
a. well preserved
b. representative of type
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c. displaying atypical form

Most data comes from building survey, documentary and oral sources being used in
tandem with physical evidence. Documentary' and photographic sources were

systematically searched for information not otherwise gleaned in survey, or to

corroborate other evidence. Informants from different localities with first-hand

knowledge on traditional agriculture provided the bulk of non-survey data, especially on

construction methods and building usage, besides supplementing the large gaps in the

documentary record. Architects, analysing domestic buildings usually classify

morphologies into various plan, form or structural types (Oliver 2003:66), but the wider

scope of this study demanded a classification into usage groups.

1.3.4 Comparisons with other areas

In order for meaningful comparisons to be undertaken it is first necessary to assemble a

large body of data on the local level, in order to establish prevalent patterns. As
recently as 1985 it was stated that the typological study of Scottish regional buildings
had hardly commenced, and in 1993 knowledge of Scottish building customs was still

insufficiently developed (Fenton 1985b:27, 36; Stell 1993:159). Whereas polite
architecture draws comparatively little from indigenous buildings, assuming a trans-

nationality, vernacular structures are a reflection of ethnicity. Fenton finds that the
"close relationship with region is a fundamental part of the concept of vernacular

buildings — which means in turn that vernacular buildings themselves may be used to

define cultural regions" (1976:39). This is reiterated by Brunskill; "Vernacular
architecture has been seen as one of the ways in which regional and national character
survived the various political amalgamations which make up the present nation"

(2000:19). This background of scarcity of architectural knowledge on the regional level,
and the importance of establishing this in affirming regional characteristics is the

background against which vernacular comparisons are sought.

The islands neighbouring Shetland are most comparable, given their geographical

proximity, topographical and agricultural equivalence, and historical similarity. Faroe,
Shetland, Orkney and the Hebrides share a common early medieval cultural cohesion,
but their paths diverged, following political changes from late 13th to the late 15th
centuries, as Norway lost her insular provinces (Stoklund 1992:52). Already before the
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loss of the Hebrides to Scotland, Celtic culture was resurgent, as Norway's control of its
distant territory slipped. Faroe remained politically part of Scandinavia, and the ruling

country (Norway, later Denmark) was not a radically different cultural influence on

those islands, compared to Scotland in its dealings with Orkney and Shetland from the
16th century (Anderson 1996; Bigelow 1992; Crawford 1987; Stoklund 1992). Whether
or not Shetlandic and Faroese vernacular farmsteads prior to c. 1600 were analogous is

unclear, but the two islands diverged architecturally very markedly over the 16lh and 17th
centuries, for the farmsteads of Shetland have little in common with Faroese ones. For

the period of the present study Orkney provides the most resonant comparator, sharing
a uniquely kindred history and culture, and Shetland vernacular farmsteads are

demonstrably similar to those of Orkney. Flowever, Hebridean buildings share many

affinities with Shetland ones, so cultural conditioning may not be the dominant
determinant moulding building style so much as similarity in materials and

requirements.

Across cultural regions with congruent low-intensity subsistence farming, the likelihood
of architectural coincidence must be considered, indeed expected (see Roussell 1934:62,

concerning kilns; also Oliver 2003:16). Within similar economic confines across

regions, basic structures erected using similar available materials result in a finite

diversity of building styles, irrespective of cultural links, necessitating careful evaluation
of perceived closeness. Although Shetland and Norway have a shared cultural history,

following the breakdown of these links the architecture followed two dissimilar

developmental paths, and ultimately Shetland houses of the 18th century developed
which bore more of an architectural affinity to those of Ireland than to their Norwegian
antecedents — this similarity to Ireland also having been noted for Hebridean houses

(Campbell 1937; Cheape 2001:27).

Material offering useful comparisons to Shetland vernacular buildings is summarised
below, grouped according to building types.

Township structures

The functional interrelationship between farms and buildings within one Faroese

township is provided by Baldwin (1983), who concentrates on agricultural practicalities,
and uses place names to elucidate interpretation. Besides reconstructing ownership and
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tenant patterns, he studies the physical evidence of structures in the landscape to assess

the types of land use, which he categorises into arable, fowling, livestock, etc., detailing
the building types and typical dimensions. Rasmussen (1992) comprehensively
describes the structures on two Faroese farms, detailing construction and usage,

mirroring the methodology of the present study. A focused single-farm analysis by
Gisli Gestsson (1978) in Iceland demonstrated how concentrated analysis, including
verbal affirmation, can reconstruct development. Synthesising wide knowledge on

Flebridean and Highland settlement, Dodgshon (2002) describes agriculture and society
in that region from the Middle Ages until the demise of the old social order in the 18th
century. An apparently immutable culture had, in fact, seen shifts in some townships'

organisation of buildings and field systems, but with increasing population and poverty

in the 18th century, new landholding arrangements were imposed, and farmsteads
evolved away from older forms of ostensibly Norse style {ibid.\37-39, 61).

Roofing
Scottish thatch styles have been studied intensively, useful general studies having been
assembled which assist comparison. Describing stylistic variation, Fenton (1976)

segregates Scottish methods into regional distribution areas, whilst Walker et al. (1996)

give a constructional study of roofing methods, plus basic descriptions of components

and techniques. Albeit conceived as a manual to assist maintenance and restoration,
Walker et al. cover a wide geographical area without making clear differentiation
between zones, implying a consequent heterogeneous character to the whole. Holden

(1998) conducts a scientific study of thatch, from archaeologically-examined type-

specimens throughout Scotland.

Specific study of Orcadian thatched roofs is supplied by Newman and Newman, who
describe timber and thatch construction, classifying principal types, plus giving a

technological and distributional study of a specific roof type, with detailed analysis of a

specimen building (1992:43-45, 47; 1991). Larsen illuminates the utilisation of juniper
in Faroe, including roofing (1990). This native plant was exploited throughout the
medieval period in Faroe, evidence from a Viking farmstead indicating juniper ropes

were used with stones to secure roof coverings, in the same manner as Faroese and
Shetland roofs employed other plant-fibre ropes in the 18th"20th centuries (/fc/.:57-58).
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Building techniques

Aspects of constructional tradition in Shetland, Orkney, and the Hebrides were

scrutinised by Fenton (1979), who examined building customs as indicators of ethnicity
and cultural continuity. On a more concentrated scale, he later looked at the structural

development of the hearth in Scotland, and the factors guiding the evolution from
central to gable positioning (Fenton 1981). The construction of Hebridean buildings is

comprehensively detailed by Walker and McGregor (1996).

A contrast to the development of building customs in the North Atlantic islands and
North Norway is provided by Simonsen, in his excavation study of a farmstead near

Tromso (1950). In a landscape broadly similar to that of the Atlantic islands, a

comparable agriculture dependent on livestock and fisheries was practised, and the

buildings of the small farms erected in stone. In the 15th century timber buildings

entirely supplanted the custom of building in stone (ibid.: 101, 106), strongly contrasting
with the situation in Shetland, where stone construction was the norm for plebeian

buildings in the Middle Ages and thereafter (Bigelow 1987).

Farmsteads and houses

The form and function of Orcadian farmsteads was described by Firth (1920) in his
recollections. A structural analysis was worked out by Roussell (1934), who found that
Orcadian farmsteads had developed closest links with Scotland compared to other
Scottish islands because of Orkney's prosperous farming economy (ibid.:78). The form
of Orkney houses was looked at by Clouston, and Fenton has compared Orkney and
Shetland houses, as well as describing the buildings, development, and morphological
variation of Orcadian farmsteads (Clouston 1923; 1924; Fenton 1967; 1978; 1982).
Recent work has provided a technical, archaeological and architectural study of selected

Orkney farmsteads, most of which sites are non-vernacular in character, although there
are some affinities to Shetland vernacular farmsteads (R.C.A.H.M.S. 1998). Many
similarities with Northern Isles farmsteads are shared in those of Caithness, which are

seen in Stell's examination (1982) of structures in one parish. The evolution from

house/byre to separate units is revealed, and constructional analyses are especially

comparable - of barns, byres, and roofing.
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In their typological studies, Roussell (1934) and Campbell (1944) offer two theories of
cultural origins for the Hebridean farmsteads, respectively Norse ancestry and
Norse/Celtic ancestry. Besides describing the social function within the Hcbridcan
house, Cheape considers cultural stability, confirming that the Hebridean farmstead was

not so much a relic of the Scandinavian past, as a product of a fluctuating agricultural

society and landscape, relying on limited local resources (2001:30-32). A geographical

typology for Hebridean houses was synthesised by Sinclair (1953), although Cheape

(pers. comm.) has emphasised that this important work took insufficient account of

regional variation and distributional overlaps. Subsequent work has concentrated on

specific islands in the archipelago, Walton examining Skye (1957), Crawford on North
Uist (1965), Fenton (1985b) on Lewis, Walker on North and South Uist (1989), and
Souness studying Tiree (1992). Most examined the structure, but Fenton broadened his

analysis to consider the cultural changes that caused the architecture to remain static or

to evolve.

Faroese houses and farmsteads are analysed by Stoklund (1985; 1993; 1996). He details
the development of the timber peasant house in west Scandinavia, and the change of
use from the late Middle Ages, leading to a room heated by a stove, stoked from an

adjacent room. This form of house took a special form in Faroe, whereby the living
and cooking room was used also for a variety of agricultural tasks, unlike other areas of
Scandinavia. The small houses and farmsteads in south-west Norway were extensively
examined by Floffmann (1943), and a typological review was provided by Brekke

(1992). A wider study of constructional and social aspects was detailed by Christensen

(1995).

Livestock buildings
The contrast between the livestock husbandry of Shetland and that of Norway is seen

from Borchgrevink's recapitulation of Norwegian transhumance, which explains

operational dynamics, details the essential resources a summer pasture must have, and
summarises the architecture of the huts (Borchgrevink 1977; 1980-81). Comparison
with Norway, however, is limited in usefulness, given the great dissimilarity of landscape
and scale of agriculture. Mahler provides a more ready comparison from Faroe, where
he analyses the factors affecting shieling distribution. Summer-pasturing was unsuited
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to the Faroese landscape, abandoned in the medieval period, as it was in early modern
times in Iceland (Mahler 1993; Gudrun Sveinbjarnardottir 1990).

Buildings catering for livestock on small farms comparable to Shetland were well
recorded by Bruun, who catalogued a wide range of houses, enclosures, and shelters in
Iceland and Faroe in the early 20th century (1928; 1929). Byres of south-west Norway
are examined by Floffmann (1966), who looks at adaptations of the building to suit
methods of husbandly.

Crop buildings
The smaller barns of the North Atlantic islands are readily comparable to Shetland, and

although no general studies exist, kilns have been examined comprehensively. Orcadian
kilns are analysed by Newman (1995), who sets out a typology, and the form and
function of Hebridean ones by MacDonald (1993). Faroese kilns were described by
Williamson (1948) and analysed by Rasmussen (1955), who detailed the corn-drying
shed and examined kilns' usage and origins. An overall comparison of North Atlantic
kilns was given by Scott (1951).

Although having broad similarity to watermills in a wide area of Europe, those of
Shetland are technically most comparable to those of the North Atlantic islands

(Curwen 1944; Wilson 1960; Watts 2002). Cruden (1946-47) presents a description of
the sole surviving Orkney vernacular watermill, Cheape (1989) surveys the antiquarian

study of Hebridean watermills, supplying rich technical detail on the building and its

terminology, and Faroese watermills are examined by Williamson (1946). Williamson

provides a gazetteer of Faroese watermills, with historical information on each building,
and general description and terminology of the type, and in analysis he considers the
Faroese watermill to be a relatively late introduction to those islands from Norway,

possibly with Shetland influence {ibid:83-84).
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Chapter 2: Settlement and Agricultural Landscape

2.1 Historical context for building traditions
Shetianders' reliance on subsistence agriculture and fisheries over the period 1600-1900,

plus the islands' isolated location, might raise expectations of architectural continuity.
However, building styles before this period are developments within a Scandinavian
cultural mould, whereas by the 19th century the Shetland vernacular was both radically
different from that which preceded it, and also from contemporary Scandinavian
traditions (Stoklund 1980:127; Fenton 1985a:172). Clearly, then, a major shift in
Shetland culture had occurred to bring about such general and consistent change.

The analysis of building development achieves greater clarity by examining wider
historical fluctuations (Stoklund 1992:61). Bigelow redefined the conventional
nomenclature designating cultural-historical periods in Shetland, having found the

tripartite "Viking/Late Norse/Medieval" demarcation as not accurately representing the
cultural evidence. He proposed a division into two phases; a Viking era, 800-1100, and
a Late Norse (analogous with Medieval) of 1100-1600 - a century- after the conventional
termination of the Middle Ages (Bigelow 1985:104-105; 1987:24). This correlates with
Stoklund's analysis of the stages of North Atlantic cultural history; a Viking era of 800-
1050, followed by Europeanisation 1050-1350, leading to marginalisation 1350-1600,

stability on the periphery of Adantic economies 1600-1850, and finally modernisation
from 1850 (1996:139-147). The opening of the 17th century was, then, a turning point
in Shetland's cultural history, and marks the commencement of the present study

period.

The following three sections detail the contexts within which Shetland building
traditions developed over 300 years; setdement history, changing cultural identity, and
the logistics of subsistence farming.

2.1.1 Settlement history

Viking setdement
Shetland was populated around 800 by colonists from Norway, the settlement spreading

rapidly, and stabilising in the 10th century as the islands were incorporated into the

kingdom as part of the Earldom of Orkney. Economic life was restricted to subsistence
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arable and livestock farming supplemented by fishing, with limited importation of

goods into Shetland (Bigelow 1989:185-186; Larsen & Stummann Hansen 2001:120).

Although the early dating of excavated "Viking" farmsteads has been reassigned to early
in the first millennium (Stummann Hansen 2000:89, 98; 2002:113), there is no doubt
that Norwegian settlers transferred their building styles to Shetland in the 9th century.

From the outset of colonisation, however, longhouses required modification to suit
local conditions by being erected in stone rather than timber, as shown at the Jarlshof
site.

1 'Airopeanisation
As Norway became unified from c.1100, its colonial outposts were integrated into the

kingdom. This period of Europeanisation was at variance with trends in farmstead

design, which moved further towards regional specialisation, and during the early
Middle Ages Shetland and Faroe developed distinctively local styles, partly because of
scarce timber supplies (Larsen & Stummann Hansen 2001:125; Small 1967-68:145-146).
The Earldom enjoyed considerable independence from the mother country until 1195,
when Shedand was removed from the turbulent Earldom, and thereafter administered

direcdy from Norway until 1469. Over these 270 years Shetland's Orcadian links
weakened as political links with Norway strengthened. At the same time, Orkney fell
under increasing Scottish socio-political influence (Connor & Simpson 2004:683).
These conditions encouraged imports from the motherland and commercial fish

exportation from Shetland, which combined to maximise Norwegian economic
influence (Bigelow 1989:188-189; 1992:19). A key element of the trade was importation
of beams and prefabricated buildings from south-west Norway, which remained a

mainstay of Shedand/Norwegian commercial relations undl the 17th century (Thowsen
1970:148-150; Crawford 1987:152), although for the majority of the population building
traditions remained part of the subsistence economy, dependent on indigenous
resources. Timber buildings such as that identified at the Biggins had a parity with

Norwegian architecture, but were confined to the social elite, and there is a

constructional gulf between them and their vernacular contemporaries, like Sandwick,
Unst, erected in the local style. Vernacular farmsteads such as Sandwick were stone-

built blocks of conjoint dwellings and outbuildings, whereas the timber imports were

discrete units constructed of logs (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999; Bigelow 1987).
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Marginalisation

Marking the onset of marginalisation around 1350, Shetland was devastated by the loss
of a third of its population to plague (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:17-18). Norway's

political decline and the cessation of direct rule were distinguished by Shedand's return

to the Orcadian political sphere, followed by the islands' mortgage to Scotland in 1469.

Huge political change followed this event: the Scottish crown bought the Earldom
estate in 1470, and church administration moved from Norway to Scotland in 1472

(Connor & Simpson 2004:685). Scotland, however, had variable success implementing

political control, and island society was little affected for many decades thereafter

(Anderson 1996:174). The manner in which Shetland proceeded from the Middle Ages
within the Scottish arena rather than the Scandinavian polity is a critical shift in
Shetland's cultural history. "An important difference from Iceland and the Faroes was

that, from the 1400s on, immigrant Scottish 'lairds' transformed the old Norse peasant

society to a feudal society of estate tenants who became increasingly dependent on the
lairds." (Stoklund 1992:61). Shetland withstood power struggles between Crown and
Earldom over control of lands, although Smith questions whether Scots acquired huge
estates in the 16th century, maintaining that Shetlanders preserved their interests, and
that up to the late 17th century most land was retained by freeholders (Anderson
1996:174; Smith 1990:27, 30-31; 1984:107). There is, however, ample evidence

recording the acquisition of estates by Scots; throughout the 17th century Scottish
landowners acquired the majority of land as feudal proprietors, and for the native
freeholders "the battle was lost" (Ballantyne & Smith 1999; 1994; Connor & Simpson

2004:688). Although the economy prospered in the 16th century with the continuation
of Norwegian trade and the development by German Flanseatic traders of commercial

fishing which opened Shetland to European markets, the late phase of marginalisation

brought a deterioration in the plebeians' conditions, due to social division. Orkney and
Shetland were affected differently from other North Atlantic regions, experiencing the
Scottification of a Scandinavian society, the introduction of a social class system and
loss of title by farmers, which resulted in greater impoverishment than in geographically
more isolated Faroe (Fenton 1978:8; Worsaae 1852:225).

Peripheral stability

Arbitrary rule by the Earl of Orkney resulted in the entire legal process being perverted

by the 1600s, an end coming only with the dissolution of the Earldom. Stability ensued
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from the 1610s with administrative reform and the imposition of Scottish law.
Hereafter the new power in Shetland society was Scottish landowners, under whose rule
the islands experienced economic stagnation (Robberstad 1983:58-59; Smith 1990:32-

33). Notwithstanding the upheaval in land ownership and culture, and as a

consequence of the landlords' non-interventionism, the population of c. 10,000 in 1600

operated the logistics of subsistence farming much as in previous centuries (Robberstad
1983:59; Thomson 1983a:151). Townships continued to use common lands, for which

privilege tax was paid to the Crown, which granted grazing and other rights. This

system survived virtually unchanged from c.1200 until c.1700, over which time "the idea
of neighbourhood and collective responsibility [was] important, if not paramount" in
Shetland society (Smith 1984:101-102, 105, 107). This climate favoured a continuation
of long-established modes of agriculture and building practice.

After c.1700 settlement was revolutionised by the phenomenon of commercial fishing
on a massive scale, an enterprise which dominated Shetland's economy and involved the
whole populace (Coull 1996:72-73). Landowners encouraged settlement on their estates

to maximise the number of tenants, who were compelled to fish in order to pay their
rents (Smith 2000:65-66). Artificial boosting of the population had malign

consequences on farm viability in the 18th-19th centuries, as new holdings were created,

especially in the 1810s-20s, causing the over-use of common lands and the loss of large

proportions to new infield of indifferent quality. Proprietors in the Hebrides pursued a

similar economic policy, with the commercial kelp processing which was ascendant in
the 1770s-1810s, and brought identical consequences - overpopulation, farm

fragmentation, and agricultural decline (Gray 1957:128, 136). By c.1770 there were

already around 380 of these new farms in Shetland (Coull 1996:72-73; Smith 1984:108-

109). The hitherto stable population increased from 15,200 in the 1750s to 22,900 in
the 1810s, the rate accelerating from then until the 1860s, reaching almost 31,700, thus

doubling Shetland's population in a century (Thomson 1983a: 150-151). New holdings
were smaller, but established farms were larger and more likely to be subdivided to

create new holdings, leading to further poverty (Owen & Lowe 1999:303). The

increasing impoverishment of c. 1700-1860 fostered, rather than stifled, vernacular

building traditions, as farmers, without economic freedom to exercise choice, had to

rely on the limited resources of the environment and of tradition.
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From the 1 820s some landlords, seeking improved financial return from their estates,

embarked on commercial sheep farming, a programme inimical to fishing tenures, and
which necessitated the eviction, rather than promotion, of tenantry. Sheep farming was

confined to certain, often less fertile, districts, and proprietors emptied townships and
commons up to the 1870s, until the practice was proscribed in 1886 (Thomson
1983a: 165, 173; Smith 1984:112-113; 2000:50-52). Clearances were the first of various
factors which caused the Shetland population to halve in the century from the 1860s to

the 1960s (Thomson 1983a: 150-151). As districts fell derelict, architectural evolution in
these townships was halted, and new non-vernacular buildings were erected to service
the sheep farms, such as Westafirth, Yell, and Swinister, Delting (Tait 2002:24-25).

On both sides of the North Sea in the 19th century agriculture was transformed with
enclosure and the abandonment of medieval field systems. This process was ongoing in
Shetland from early in the century, as many townships dispensed with runrig, the

proprietors (and often tenants) seeking to rationalise scattered holdings. In Norway
such enclosure commenced later, after legislation in the 1860s, although, as in the
Northern Isles, fields and buildings were redeployed and fences erected, changing the

landscape in a few decades (Holmsen 1956:25). Rationalisation continued throughout
the century, but the radical turning point in agriculture was reached with the passing of
the Crofters Holdings Act of 1886 which safeguarded smallholders' rights of tenure and

brought agricultural and social stability. From the 1880s there was a boom in herring

fishing and segments of society were drawn towards this fishery, bringing income free
from rent bondage (Smith 2000:78). The prohibition of eviction provided an incentive
for tenants to implement agricultural and domestic improvements, made possible by the

earnings of fishermen, knitters, and seamen. Although the 1874 Truck Act outlawed
merchants' barter trading, preventing shopkeepers from maintaining farmers in debt, it
was only with security from eviction that tenants had meaningful financial freedom.

Contemporary developments in Faroe differed from the Shetland situation. Since the
18th century a Danish trade monopoly had brought prosperity to Faroe, with innovative
effects on architecture. Following the monopoly's abolition in 1856, although the

diversity of external trade increased, there was further development in the indigenous
tradition. The economy, fuelled by the success of commercial fisheries from the 1870s,

encouraged a new farmstead form influenced by Danish middle-class architecture, the
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so-called "etagehuf\ to evolve (Stokluiid 1996:75-76; Joensen 1997:1386-1387). In
Shedand the majority of the population were tenants in debt bondage with no

wherewithal to develop new farmsteads, and it was the curbing of Scottish feudalism
which provided the stimulus to change. From this time farming evolved into a semi-
subsistence pattern, supported by earned capital. This in mm ensured that imports
made a significant impact on building development. Mass-produced goods such as

architectural hardware had appeared on the national market, and were now within
financial grasp, irrevocably changing the character of plebeian buildings.

2.1.2 Cultural identity

linguistic evidence shows the Hebrides and Northern Isles undergoing complete
transformation to Scandinavian culture in the Viking period (Crawford 1987:97). The
Atlantic islands of Norway's scattered realm were not isolated colonies, but centres of
civilisation, "from which cultural influences radiated outwards", as part of an

intercommunicating nation (Rackham & Morris 1992:ix). These communities,

separated by large distances, were part of a cohesive ethnicity sharing common

traditions, including innate preferences for certain building styles, irrespective of local
conditions (Larsen & Stummann Hansen 2001:115). The transplantation of the

longhouse style, suited to forested Scandinavia but unsuitable in the Atlantic islands, is
emblematic of Viking culture and the symbolic importance of this form indicates
inclusion into the Scandinavian mainstream (ibid.:\\l; Crawford 1987:146). Although
vernacular building in wood was standard even in coastal areas of Norway where timber
was scarce, the lack of the resource of choice in the islands was problematic. Because
of this, colonial architecture diverged from timber construction at the outset of
colonisation, and throughout the Middle Ages there was consistency in the style of
Faroese and Shetland farmsteads, although evidence of such buildings is limited because
of widespread remodelling of farmsteads on the same sites (Liden 1993:18-19; Small
1967-68:155; 1982:251; Stummann Hansen 2000:99; Bigelow 1992:12). Although an

early farmstead survives at Jarlshof, the idea of using it as the type-specimen for
Shetland Viking houses is invalid because its morphology contrasts with most Viking
farms, and Sumburgh was of higher status than most townships {ibid.: 12; Stummann
Hansen 2000:97; Crawford 1987:146).
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Reconstruction of medieval building design is speculative in part, given that few
farmsteads have been investigated, and they are unlikely to represent the full range of
differences in scale and status (Crawford 1987:136). From c.1100 Shetland experienced
a cultural shift, which saw a change from Viking hall-house architecture to an

indigenous architectural style of smaller farmsteads with interconnected buildings.

Agricultural change also made a contribution, as increased stock-keeping brought a

closer link with house and byre within the new vernacular style (Bigelow 1989:187-189).

By the Middle Ages ordinary farmers employed a vernacular style of dwelling, in
contrast to the elite, who utilised a class of architecture which may be termed non-

vernacular. These latter, characteristically Norwegian, houses were found throughout

Norway's colonies during the height of the nation's power. Crawford finds these

"symbolise the cultural unity" of Norse society, but her findings are pertinent only for
the upper stratum of society, for the characteristics of the stone buildings of the
Atlantic islands were altogether dissimilar (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:240). Timber
houses were imported from Norway as stylistic transferrals from outwith Shetland, and
relied on outside materials. The contrasting contemporary styles have been revealed by
excavation at Sandwick and the Biggins (Sect. 1.2.1, 1.2.3; Bigelow 1985:105; Fojut

1996:110).

Morphological comparisons between medieval farmsteads and those of the 18,h-l 9th
centuries indicate strong cultural continuity (Bigelow 1987; lloussell 1934; Tait 2000).

However, apparent antiquity in subsistence agriculture and buildings need not imply
centuries-old tradition; indeed the North Atlantic islands have experienced such
fractures in their settlement history that one ought to expect developmental breaks

(Stoklund 1992:52-53). North Atlantic architecture moved in the late Middle Ages from
a "significant degree of cultural homogeneity" to the adoption of some European
architectural innovations. Later, "a process sets in that separates the West Nordic areas

from each other in the centuries following the Reformation, giving each its own cultural

distinctiveness, including where building customs were concerned" (Stoklund

1980:126). In 1600, then, the Atlantic islands had embarked on their own

developmental paths, leaving their shared culture behind.

How did this cultural parting of the ways shape buildings? The rapid dissolution of the
Scandinavian character of the Hebrides from the late 13th century contrasts with the
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resilience of Scandinavian elements in the culture of the Northern Isles into the 19th

century (Larsen &c Stummann Hansen 2001:125-126). However, vernacular styles of

18th-century Shetland and the Hebrides are readily comparable, contrasting with
dissimilarities between Faroese and Northern Isles farmsteads in the same period.

Despite centuries of cultural disparity since the late Middle Ages, both Shetland and the
Hebrides arrived at remarkably similar architectural forms.

Uniformity of culture across a region leads to conformity of building styles, whilst local
forces often stimulate unique local constructional forms because of isolation (Stoklund

1980:123). A cultural convergence had not occurred to bring Hebridean and Shetland
farmsteads closer, and despite a shared historical past, similarities with Norway and
Faroe weakened. It is isolation which shaped Shetland building in the post-medieval

period; isolation of a Scandinavian culture from the Scandinavian mainstream, with a

superimposition of Scottish culture which became increasingly strong. Clearly, the
influences on the evolution of the vernacular are both cultural and economic.

Already before political links were severed, the Northern Isles' attachment to the
motherland was weakening as Norway entered economic decline, and after the 1468-9
annexation Orkney and Shetland were brought together after almost three centuries of

separation (Wainwright 1964:190; Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:20). This effected not

only administrative union but also cultural convergence. Whilst "Orkney culturally
looked southwards" (Flunter 1998:24), Shetland nevertheless retained Norwegian links,
an affinity which weakened with time.

Beginning in the 14th century, Scotfification accelerated markedly following annexation,
with large-scale immigration from Scotland (Wainwright 1964:190-191; Anderson
1996:174; Hamilton 1956:194). Administration, law and religion were rapidly
transformed to a Scottish pattern in the 16th century, with a more indirect effect on

language and culture (Fenton 1978:7). This Scottish settlement, which brought both
traders and acquisitive gentry, has been viewed negatively, although more sympathetic
assessment of the colonisation suggests immigration from Scotland was limited before
the late 17th century (Hamilton 1956:194; Smith 1990:35). Whatever the pattern, the
effect settlers had on society and culture was remarkable. The Northern Isles became

fully assimilated into Scotland, a shift which came earlier and more radically to Orkney,
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and given the political situation, Scottification was "a necessary consequence of events"

(Barnes 1998:2, 20; Stoklund 1992:61; Anderson 1996:175).

British material culture was slow in influencing the general population, who perpetuated
traditional subsistence until c.1700. The Netherlands and north Germany were the
main sources for imports in the 16th-l 7th centuries, and manufactured goods from
Britain were almost absent before the early 18th century, when Scottish trading
flourished at Dunrossness (Owen & Lowe 1999:304; Crawford & Ballin-Smith
1999:128, 167; Melton 2001:244-245, 275-276, 300). Scottish settlers brought new

building styles dissimilar to existing forms, although these initially made little impact on

plebeian buildings. The high-status house of Sumburgh, Dunrossness, was erected in
the late 16th century, and enlarged in 1604-5 with the addition of a large block with

upper floor (Hamilton 1956:196); such buildings had little in common with

contemporary vernacular structures. Although datable farmsteads from this period are

absent, late medieval farmsteads are fully comparable in scale and form to those of the
18th-19th centuries (Bigelow 1987:31; Roussell 1934:56). Non-vernacular buildings
existed since medieval times, but the new non-vernacular buildings of the Scottish elite,
divorced from the indigenous building heritage of the commonality, widened the divide.

In the 17th-l 8th centuries the Northern Isles, like elsewhere in the North Atlantic, were

"decidedly peripheral", on the margins of larger economies (Stoklund 1992:60). In

Shetland, as landowners accumulated land from native freeholders, the majority social
class of small tenant farmers came into being. With this came a general

impoverishment of the Shetlanders, and this marginalisation is as likely as the

perpetuation of Scandinavian building customs to have formed the "classic" farmstead
architecture of Shetland (ibid.:62). Architectural evolution was the response to isolation,
the resultant self-reliance being manifested by a functional architecture that was

misleadingly archaic in appearance (Stoklund 1980:122-123). The growth of a trading
centre, Lerwick, from the late 17th century was the point of influx for Scottish and other
ideas and imports (Smith 1990:35), and by the 18th century Shetland society

incorporated increasingly strong Scottish elements. This mirrored a pattern throughout
North Atlantic communities, where traditional peasant societies evolved to modernised
societies in the 19th-20,h centuries, marking a change of cultural direction, and the
commencement (or acceleration) of the disintegration of the old order (Stoklund
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1992:52). The manner in which this happened in Faroe, where medieval traditions were

upheld with nationalistic vitality, contrasts with Shetland, where gradual Scottification
moulded building and other traditions over four centuries, and no such self-assertion
existed. By the time Faroe was opened to free trade in 1856, her traditions were strong

enough not only to survive, but to develop, perpetuating definitively Faroese structures,

whereas over the same period Shetlanders were increasingly socially oppressed, subject
to the policies of landlordism (Stoklund 1996:73-74; Feilberg 1908:1048).

Cultural contact in the 16th-17th centuries resulted in an "ethnic amalgam", which was

the key characteristic of the society which evolved c.1400-1700 (Bigelow 1992:13-16).
A strong indication of this is language. In the 16lh century Shetlanders spoke Norn, but
a century later, despite Shetland's economic stagnation, Norn was put under increasing

pressure from Scoto-English, surviving in certain districts as the tongue of the common

people (Smith 1996:31, 33). The linguistic survival of Norn in the 17th century contrasts

strongly with its rapid decay in the late 18th century. Several buildings are recorded in

place names only, their Norn names falling from use unrecorded. Old Norse root

elements include bru (bridge), bur (store), skdli (hall/hut), stofa (log house), and svalar

(walled passage) (Macgregor 1986:88-89; Stewart 1987:259, 264, 323; Jakobsen
1993:131). Norn was the low-prestige partner in the linguistic relationship, and the
most enduring parts of its lexicon survived in elements of indigenous everyday activity,
such as buildings (Barnes 1998:27; Svavar Sigmundsson 1984:281). A touchstone
element of Scandinavian identity, Norn ceased to exist as a functioning language in the
18th century (Jakobsen 1985:XVII-XIX; Smith 1996:33; Barnes 1996:13), although much

terminology lingered into the 20th century. The process of replacement by Scoto-

English terminology continued throughout 1600-1900, and building components gained
substitute names in either tongue; rtw^/"stank" (byre channel), rett/"pund" (sheep

enclosure). New constructional elements appearing from the 18th century utilised

Scoto-English forms only; "craa-head" (chimney stack), "swey" (pot crane), "lozen"

(pane). In the Flebrides Norse and Celtic building terminology occurred in tandem

(Stoklund 1980:114), although not linked to chronology, Gaelic culture having adopted
Norse elements centuries before. The peripheral status of the region assisted Gaelic's
endurance.
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Was the Shetland vernacular a Scandinavian, Scottish, or indigenous tradition? The
cultural displacement which drove North Atlantic communities from a Scandinavian
cultural core to abandonment on the periphery fostered architectural anachronism

(Stoklund 1980:113-114; 1992:53). Surviving Northern Isles and Hebridean farmsteads,

although mostly only of 18th- 19th century date, display constructional and terminological

antiquity (Fenton 1979:13-14). lloussell recognised these buildings as having little

similarity with post-medieval Norwegian architecture, other than some affinity to jasren
farmsteads, explaining this antiquity as fossilised evolution in Viking culture, possibly
the end of a developmental path beginning in the Iron Age (1934:34-36; Hoffmann

1943:106-109). The flaw in his thesis was that buildings of the former Norwegian
colonies were an ethnic blending of elements and terminologies from both cultures, and
similarities to Jairen are limited, perhaps coincidental, given the scale (Campbell 1944;
Brekke 1992). Fenton argues for the equal status of Norwegian and Scottish cultural

input in Shetland. In the preface to his monumental study of Northern Isles farming,
he explains how "full and deliberate use is made of dialect terms and their etymologies
as a convenient and often essential way of assessing the relative strength of Norse and
Scots influence" (1978:v). However, in striving to find a balance he assiduously selects

terminology from either culture in equal measure to achieve his goal. For example,
artefact names more likely to have Norn derivation on account of their antiquity are

afforded Scots origin (ibid.AAl, 585), compound terms of combined Scoto-English and
Norn are sought {ibid.: 103, 373), Norn terms utilise English orthography {ibid.:\16, 229),
and Scoto-English words are employed instead of Norn equivalents (/fei/.:405, 545).
This theme is consistent in his other work, such as his examination of the thrashing
stone, which he terms the Scoto-English "gloy stane", rejecting the Norn nju^gelsten

(1985b:137-138). Baldwin follows a different approach, in his efforts to remove later

layers of Scottish cultural influence, to reconstruct the indigenous Shetland agriculture

(Baldwin 1978; 1984; 1996). Shetland buildings had their architectural and etymological
roots in Scandinavia, and only since the 18th century did Scottification substantially

eclipse these characteristics (Baldwin 1978:102, 111, 114-115).

2.1.3 Organisation of the agricultural landscape
All Shetland was divided into tuns (townships) and skattalds (common lands). The tun

was the location of farmsteads, arable fields, meadows and winter pasture; the skattald
was common grazing and the source of natural resources (see O'Dell 1940:289). This
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medieval division provided the operational basis of all North Atlantic insular-

landscapes. Each Northern Isles farmer, in return for taxes paid, had extensive rights;
to graze livestock, to harvest grass, peat, turf, seaweed, and driftwood (Smith 1984:102-
103; Thomson 2001:323). Agriculture (summarised in Tait 2000:1-7, 13-24) depended
on daily and yearly work cycles involving livestock and crops, using tun and skattald.
These processes comprised part of an intertwined system of subsistence, and most

aspects involved buildings of some kind - an indivisibility of livestock, crops, and

buildings which Baldwin notes (1984:35). All vernacular buildings had an integral

relationship with either tun or skattald.

Norwegian agriculture was largely based on transhumance, people and livestock moving

seasonally over long distances, but in the exposed but fertile south-west, where arable
land was limited, an agriculture of common ownership and scattered field systems

comparable to Shetland was practised (Holmsen 1956:24, 29). Although landscapes
such as Sunnmore were analogous, retaining medieval scattered fields and pasture with
clustered buildings, overall similarity to Shetland is best seen in Orkney, Faroe, and the
Flebrides (Bjorkvik 1956:50-51; Thomson 2001:315-317; Stoklund 1996:25-26;

Dodgshon 2002:60-61). These archipelagos shared economics of scale, besides certain
similarities of geography and resources.

Each farm possessed buildings of its own, and had part-ownership of others with
shared responsibility of upkeep. Communal structures were distributed roughly equally
between tun and skattald., whereas most private buildings (mostly roofed erections and
structures concerned with crops) were in the tun. Buildings were either regularly or

seasonally used; those in regular use were generally near the house, or to do with boats.

Seasonally-used buildings were distributed equally between tun or skattald., and between

private and communal ownership.

2.2 Boundary markers and dykes
March stone — hamark

The knowledge of the extent of skattalds, "living communities rather than private

property" (Smith 1984:101), was carried in oral tradition, their immutable boundaries
determined by following landmarks such as streams and knolls to confirm alignments
and corners (Knox 1985:189; Smith 2000:85-88). Most boundaries took advantage of
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prominent natural boulders on their course which acted as markers, especially at angles,
most of which were afforded proper names. Some monoliths were deliberately erected

(ibid.:25), and may thus be considered here.

These markers were variously called a hagmark/hagmet/hogsten/markstenlmerki/met/metsten
(Orkney: markstenlmet/dull). When deliberately erected, it was usual practice to bury

periwinkle shells under the hagmark, so that in cases of dispute the stone's authenticity
was confirmed by the intrusive shells (L.,R.). Such a case is recorded from Sandwich in
the 1820s-30s (Smith 2000:44). The inviolability of markers is paralleled in southern

Norway, where boundaries were irregular, following markers, and straight lines often
indicated later subdivision (Bjorkvik 1956:56, 58). In Norway, those boundaries most

distant from farms were more indefinite, unlike in Shedand, where the landscape was

sufficiendy small for all boundaries to be well-established.

Hill-dvke —jjalsgord/ okregord

Agricultural logistics depended on the segregation of tun and skattald, effected by a dyke

encircling the former, called a jjalsgord/okregord (Orkney: jAtf//-"dyke"). In northern

Norway, where crop cultivation was of low significance, landscapes were left open, but
in southern Norway there was a physical boundary, the bogard (township dyke), to

separate innmark (township) from utmark (commons) (Christensen 1995:81-83). The
utilisation of township dykes was general throughout the North Atlantic, although

particular similarities to Shetland in scale and relationship are seen in the bogardur

separating the Faroese hour (township) and hagi (commons), and Orcadian skatt-"dykes"

(Rasmussen 1992:27; Baldwin 1983:10; Williamson 1948:45-49; Thomson 2001:322).
This congruence, and other evidence, questions Fenton's claim that, saving prehistoric
and medieval remnants, most Orkney and Shetland dykes are mid-19th century or later

(1978:95). Ancient alignments, gordstas (Orkney: gerstys), were recognised features,
constituent parts of dykes and gates bore Scandinavian terms, and the medieval status

of individual dykes is indicated by place names. The form Gor(d)send ("dyke-end") is

frequently found (Jakobsen 1993:44), especially where the dyke halts at a cliff inlet — a

practical measure lessening the need to build extra yards of dyke. In such situations
Gorsendi Gjo ("dyke-end inlet") is the usual form, plus variants such as at Minn, Burra,
where the jjalsgord terminates at Gorthendi Gjo.
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Conveyances from 1528-75 covering turn in several parishes (Dunrossness,

Northmavine, Yell, Tingwall, Unst, Whalsay, Fetlar) frequently state title concerns lands
"within dykes and without" (Ballantyne & Smith 1999:36, 42-43, 50, 58, 82, 90, 97, 107,
119, 141, 161). However, documentary evidence does not confirm that all tuns were

enclosed in the 16th century, because as many conveyances do not mention dykes as

those which do, and the legalistic expression regarding them appears with other semi-
standard clauses concerning rights transferred. In many cases the phrase may be

figurative only, also appearing in conveyances in Danish: "outside the farm and inside",
"enclosed and unenclosed" {ibid:. 119, 161). More conclusive evidence that enclosure by

jjalsgord was not general in the Middle Ages is ascertained from single-farm tuns

abandoned in medieval times; Stobister, Bressay, has no such dyke, whereas
Norrabister, Bigga, does.

Tuns were able to function without a jjalsgord by using dogs and children to chase off

straying livestock during daytime, whilst at night, when cattle were in the byre, dogs
remained watchful for sheep (L.,C). Probably only sectors distant from farmsteads were

dyked while parts nearer the home were guarded by vigilance, but because jjalsgords later
became general, verification is impossible without archaeological excavation. Where

dykes enclosed tuns, they could periodically fall into disrepair, often for several years; an

Unst jjalsgord in 1813 was so ruinous that some stretches were only 1' high (Court of
Session 1845:12; Winwick 1813).

Fjalsgords were widespread by 1600, although it is impossible to say what percentage of
tuns were thus enclosed. A record of boundaries in Whalsay in 1608 mentions the dykes
of Setter, Livister, Clett and Sandwick (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:209). Scalloway had

hill-dykes in 1591; Hillswick, Northmavine, and Girlsta, Tingwall, both did in 1615

{ibid:.82; Donaldson 1991:13, 22). A new jjalsgord erected at I Iandigartli, Tingwall,
c.1810 was the last in a continuous chronology of hill-dykes there since the early Middle

Ages (Owen & Lowe 1999:20, 64). Encouraging a competent and industrious

peasantry, the Bailie Court compelled farmers to keep jjalsgords in good repair, enforcing

rebuilding measures, as in 1603 and 1604 when Walls tenants were fined for possessing

dilapidated dykes (Donaldson 1954:79, 120). In 1612 the Court was concerned with
swine rooting within the dykes, and passed a bye-law for upkeep in 1615 (Barclay
1962:22; Donaldson 1991:161).
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By c.1680 it was stated "arable Lands are all dyked in", but Sibbald's revised account

stipulates "Most of the arable ground.. .is inclosed with dykes", so in all likelihood the
situation was similar to that in the 16th century (Bruce 1908:17; Sibbald 1711:3). Indeed,

dogs still were used to guard arable land into the mid-19th century (Catton 1838:99;
Stevenson 1841:77). Children were engaged at Westerscord, Delting, around 1870 to

keep sheep off the tun, there being no jjalsgord at that time (C.,Be.), although by that date

jja/sgords were general, so it is more likely the WesLerscord one was ineffective than non¬

existent.

After centuries of stasis, with widespread use of imperfect hi]\-dykes,jjalsgords became

general by the early 19rl1 century, in response to two factors. Firstly, township and

population expansion intensified the requirement for enclosure. In 1829 Finnie, Fetlar,
had a jjalsgord. This township had expanded with the creation of new farms, and the

jjalsgord was extended, leaving the original alignment, nominated Gamlagord ("old

dyke") remaining (Thomson 1970:170, 175-176). Finnie had been subject to great

fragmentation and the necessity for maintaining a stockproof dyke increased (Thomson

1998:108). Secondly, agricultural improvement shunned runrig arable in favour of

amalgamated field blocks — a rationalisation implemented on full township scale,

stimulating rebuilding. At the Flametoun, Foula, a new jjalsgord was built c.1840,

following the abandonment of runrig (Baldwin 1984:44, 49). Older fjalsgords within the
bounds of the newer dyke were often retained to create a pasture in the tun without the

necessity for tethering, in the mode of the older gart/gerdi (Sect.6.5.2). This was done at

the Flametoun (Baldwin 1996:212).

Extension to hill-dyke — ntset and mi/la-"^ske■,
The siting ofJja/sgords was virtually static, and an unauthorised extension, such as the

"great high broad dyke" of turf erected at Sumburgh, Dunrossness, in 1608 incurred

dispute (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:230). From the late Middle Ages new farms, niseis,

had been created, a process which accelerated markedly in the 18th century, and tuns

expanded, a pattern seen in Orkney with the creation of bowed quoys, and also in the
Flebrides (Dodgshon 2002:38). Utsets were defined in 1845; "They are enclosures upon

the scattald, sometimes by an advance thereon of already enclosed lands by extending
the dyke, sometimes by forming a separate enclosure at a distance from formerly
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enclosed lands." (Court of Session 1845:22). This was the usual pattern ofjjalsgord

extension, as tuns grew gradually, although where growth was massive a new dyke might

replace the existing one, as at Finnie. Where an utset was created between existing tuns,

enclosure was achieved by erecting a dyke, called a ^ti//<z-"dike", to connect their

jjalsgords. An example is Millagord ("between dykes"), Bressay, a farm between
Grimsetter and Wadbister.

Flalsgord construction
A fjalsgords track advantageously utilised natural features, using a krigi (bend) to

circumvent difficult ground or to incorporate convenient rubble. Dykes were designed
to hinder livestock (especially sheep) getting over, and assisted driving strays out if they

got in. To these ends it had a perpendicular side facing the skattald, a battered inner
face (borbenk), and outward-tilted stakes on top (Fig.2/1). Either stone, "fells" (turf), or

a combination of both was used for construction. Because available stone was usually
insufficient for the required height to deter sheep, most jjalsgords utilised turf. In south

Norway, where dykes were of stone, topography also influenced dykes, lakes being
utilised as a "self-fencing" element and boulders were incorporated, the bogard being as

effective in deterring cattle and horses as it was imperfect protection against sheep

(Christensen 1995:81-83; Gammersvik 1981:52). Combined construction of stone basal
courses and turf top courses was widespread, with large rocks set upright to gain height
and around three turves on top. In areas with a dearth of stone, all-turf dykes were

erected, as at Floja, Norwick, Unst. Two mid-19lh century sources suggest such dykes
were general (Stevenson 1841:77; Edmondston 1866:48), but this takes no account of
available resources, and only holds true on a localised basis. If ground was too shallow
to cut "fells", stone dykes were erected, like the rebuilding of the jjalsgord at Tingon,
Northmavine, in 1849 (Sandison 1997:258), and in rocky localities like Out Skerries
stone dykes were standard. Geology allowed specialisation, and some dykes were built
with gaps to allow wind through, preventing gale damage (E.U.S.S.S.: BVIIIla3748),

although usually this just maximised the local large slabs, obviating dense building - as at

Boddam and Exnaboe, Dunrossness. Later utsets, other than the more abject ones, were

enclosed by stone jjalsgords — such as Finnister, Nesting, which was enclosed by 870

yards of dyke in the 1830s (Leask et al. 1998:85).
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A typical turfjjalsgord had basal "fells" 18" x 12," x 9", upper courses diminishing in
width, anyjader (course) secured by 1' pegs as required (Fenton 1978:96; [Nisbet]

1953:111). The upper course was thejar, or alsojader, and was protected by a covering
of stones (Hud.: 111). Another term for the top course, the klunk, applied to both turf
and stone dykes. Unless they were sufficiendy high, stone fjalsgords also required ajar, to

hold stakes. A scarce purpose-made stone tool for tamping thejar on. stone dykes was

used at Uyea, Unst, in the mid-19lh century (Mitchell 1897-98:29). Into theytirwas
driven a row of stakes placed c.1'6" apart, tilted outward with simmens (ropes) tied in
horizontal strands (Fig.2/2). The turfjjalsgord of Hamnavoe, Yell, had two alternating

lengths of stakes, a lower simmen connecting all, and an upper strand connecting the

long stakes only (E.U.S.S.S.: BVlIIla3761). Unst fjalsgords in the 1830s were c.3' high,
and a Northmavine one was 6' high including the stakes, with a base 3' wide (Ingram &

Ingram 1841:48; [Nisbet] 1953:111).

Where a dyke crossed a stream an aperture (orli/wirli/worli) at the base was built to allow
water through. Where thejjalsgord crossed a steep-sided stream an alternative technique
was used, where the dyke had a full-height opening to hold a revel, a hurdle-work of

upright and horizontal posts fixed together. Wherejjalsgords terminated at a clifftop it
was usually difficult to erect the end safely, so timber was used, as at South Havera,
where a few planks protrude from the perpendicular end face.

Vialsgord maintenance
Over winter turf crumbled, dyke-ends leading into the sea were prone to displacement,
and simmens decayed. Gales damaged part of an Eshaness jjalsgord in January 1854

(Sandison 1997:198). At the Lee, Dunrossness, six parts of dykes in the tun were down
in 1603, and a farm in Fladdabister had 23 dyke breaches in 1604 (Donaldson 1954:87,

110). Fjalsgords seen by Flibbert in the 1810s were in poor condition, which he blamed
on incursions by livestock, although this was more likely an effect than the cause

(1822:415). The ongoing burden of maintenance, (arising from the great length of

dykes, the reliance on friable turf, and depredations by animals), was a communal

responsibility; only after it was complete could cultivation commence. Through the

year hay was mown, then grain reaped, finally potatoes unearthed; at that point gates

were opened and the tun was open to livestock. The regularity of rebuilding is indicated

by the myriad verbs describing building-up a dyke expediently: kluk, klunk, rabl, rer, rodl,
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rod, ror, skengl, skjag, stengl, stigl, stodj, tinter. Farmers had an ancient duty to upkeep the

Jjalsgord, as tenants at Noss, Dunrossness, testified in 1617, and tenants were threatened
with fines if they did not maintain their portions of dykes, as at Cunningsburgh and
Dunrossness in 1602 (Donaldson 1991:52; 1954:27). Maintenance was regulated

according to farm size, and a length of dyke was allocated to every farm, as in Orkney,
where each portion was called a met. Laxobiggin, Delting - a typical tun - had a fjalsgord
over 3 miles long, divided between 14 farms (Thomson 1998:122). The same principle

applied in small tuns like South Havera, where the jjalsgord was notionally divided into

quarters, for each of the island's farms, the tumbled parts being rebuilt in every May

(W.,M.-A.). Because turfjjalsgords needed constant repair and were only stockproof for
half the year, 19 -century agricultural improvers regarded them as obstacles to

development (Bryden 1841:121).

Internal dykes
In post-medieval south-west Norway the bogard was the only fence, whereas in Shetland
"internal dykes.. .were a standard feature of most townships" before the mid-18th
century (Stylegar 2002:178; Thomson 1998:122). In Whiteness in 1604, tenants were

ordered to rebuild the "uter dyk of Quhytnes" (i.e.. jjalsgord) and the tenants of Ustaness,
a farm in this tun, instructed to "put upe the inner dykis" (Donaldson 1954:118). In
1604 a dozen Dunrossness farms were fined for having collapsed portions of their

dykes within the tun, identified as "winter" breaches, i.e. dykes protecting areas in winter
{ibid.: 110). In 1602 farmers in Nesting and Fetlar were fined for using unlawful dykes,

presumably within the tun, which impinged on common rights {ibid.:52-54; Thomson

1998:122). Not all tuns had internal divisions, indicated from Papa Stour, where there
was neither trace nor tradition of there having been any separation within the tun (Court
of Session 1845:14). Internal dykes were used in some Orcadian townships up to the
18th century, as retained redundant hill-dykes {bow-'dykes") inside their later

replacements after township expansion, as in Shetland (Thomson 1970:175; 2001:328).

Internal dykes may be separated into two categories; boundaries per se, and enclosures.
The twargord was a boundary between farms, and was obsolete by the late 19th century

(Jakobsen 1985:982). Although its utilisation and form are unclear, probably twargords
were gordstas which conveniently delineated infield pasturing rights, in the manner of
marker stones used for the same purpose. Other structures are properly enclosures, and
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are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. These divisions within the tun succumbed to

pressure on land from the mid-18th century. The extensive turf dykes of tun enclosures
were removed to provide extra arable or pasture, as jjalsgords were improved as an outer

protection. The penning of grazing animals whilst crops grew declined in favour of
increased tethering (Jakobsen 1985:1063; Baldwin 1984:53; Thomson 1998:108, 117,

120-122).

With the removal of internal boundaries and enclosures in the 19th century, an open

landscape became general. In the 1870s the fjalsgord was generally the only fence of any

kind in tun or skattald, matching the pattern in Faroe, where the only dykes were those

surrounding the township (Evershcd 1874:191; Baldwin 1983:23). "Apart from the hill

dyke, and the dykes surrounding the yards, the land was entirely unenclosed and must

have presented a maze unintelligible except to the tenants themselves." (Thomson

1970:178).

Gate — grind
The fjalsgord was provided with at least two gates (Shetland and Orkney: grind). The grind
was generally square, and comprised uprights, crossbars, and a pivot-post that was

longer than the other uprights. Two basic methods of construction were employed: one

had the sklinders (crossbars) mortised horizontally and pegged into two outer uprights,
often braced by a diagonal (Figs.2/3, 2/4); the other had horizontals at top and bottom
and sklinders fixed vertically, again often with a diagonal. In Foula, the former design
was used at the South Biggins and the Dykes, and the latter method was used at

Bankwell. Pivot-posts were held upright by the sjar! and pivot. The sjarl was a flat
member built into the dyke below the klunk, with a circular hole in the projecting part,

to accommodate the post (Tab.2:1). Usually wooden, some sjarls m Dunrossness were

sandstone, as at Ireland, and an instance of whalebone is also known (S.M.:

AGR1992.869; AGR81323). The pivot, a stone with a hollow, was directly below the

sjarl, set into the ground (Tab.2:2).
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Table 2:1 sjarl, Housay, Out Skerries
Height of fjalspord 4'
Width of fjalsgord y/J at base, tapering to I Yd at

top
Width of gateway 3'

Height of sjarl from ground level 3y2'

Sjart Of timber, 4' long x 2" thick
Hole for gate-post 3V2" diameter; end of sjarlbroken

out and repaired by nailed piece
of wood over missing part

Tab.2:1 Position and form of gate hinge

Table 2:2 j>rind pivots
Size of hollow

Raga, Whalfirth, Yell 2Y" diameter, 1" deep
Knowes, Twatt, Aithsting 2Y2" diameter, IV2" deep
Braefield, Dunrossness 2Y2" diameter, 1%" deep
Tab.2:2 Form of gate pivots

Faroese gates were of comparable scale to the grind, and used similar pivot mechanisms

(Bruun 1929:183). Grinds were not tightly fitted, allowing removal when animals were

let back into the tun or when repairs were effected. The simplest closing mechanism
was a piece of wood stuck into interstices in the dyke, as at South Biggins and the

Dykes, although properly-made latches were more common, comprising a latch pivoted
at one end, held by a wooden clasp and sitting in a keeper fixed to a post. Examples
survive at the Loch of Breck, Walls, and the Bod, Marrister, Whalsay.

Gateways frequently became muddy in spring, as cattle passed through daily. This
could be mitigated by setting stones in the gateway to tread on; at the Huggan,

Sandsting, a couple of slabs were sufficient on mortary ground, whereas at the Gravins,
Silwick, Sandsting, a broad cobbled area was laid inside the gateway on softer ground.
At Skudillswick, Nesting, there is a sharp drop in height at the gateway, so a stiggi (steps)
was built on the skattald side. An unusual arrangement at the Brigs, Clousta, Aithsttng,
used a loch as part of the tun boundary, with a causeway through the water to the

gateway in a short dyke (Fig.2/5).

The alternative to a gate, or a hurdle to block a breach, was a stiggi. This comprised
sklinders fitted into slots in fixed upright stakes or into the dyke stonework itself; Fenton
recorded an example at Fair Isle (1978:99). One at Oversound, Lerwick, consisted of
three broad horizontals, with uprights less than 1' apart (S.M.: Z.25).
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Revolving gate - tirlgrind
A variant form was the tirlgrind., unrecorded by Jakobsen, but noted by Angus (1917:16).
This gate revolved on an upright centre post, held by a lintel bearing a hollow in the
centre of the underside. The advantage of this form was it could not be left ajar, and
livestock could not get through.

Around 1850 tenants of nine farms were evicted by the proprietors of Busta, Delting,
and their lands converted to a sheep farm. People crossing from Muckle Roe had

formerly come over Roe Sound at low tide, and inland through Busta, but their route

now passed through the sheep farm, whose boundary dyke was an obstacle. To ensure

sheep were not let out by regular displacement of a gate, a tirlgrind was installed

(W.,An.). The masonry at either side of the gateway was heightened so that a lintel
could be placed over the top (Fig.2/6).

Tirlgrinds drew on vernacular materials and terminology, but such gates were at the limits
of vernacular evolution, because stock could not negotiate them, so they were

unsuitable for subsistence livestock husbandry. A rare form, the tirlgrind was probably a

late development, perhaps 18th century.

Steps - stiggi
At a point where people had occasion to cross the jjalsgord, but livestock were not taken

through, a stiggi (steps) was incorporated, achieved by building long stones with ends

protruding from the face, in a staggered line (Fig.2/7). At Aithness, Bressay, are four
stones, and at the South Queys, Unst, three stones, with a thicker slab on ground level.
At Benigarth, Northmavine, three slabs protrude on the skattald side only, the inside
being revetted.

2.3 Lookouts

Wavmark - virdek

To mark routes over the land, virdeks (waymarks) were erected - as boulders or small
cairns - and temporary equivalents of turf were used as signals (Jakobsen 1985:1053).
Their function replicated Faroese vardar, although those structures constituted tall
cairns. The intensity of use of vardar was also greater, because they delineated paths
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over mountains regularly swathed in fog (Baldwin 1983:12-14). Shetland's lower terrain
seldom demanded waymarks, although they were utilised in extensive moorlands, as in
Yell (O..M.-E.).

Watch-house — wakhus

A vord/wart/vakt (Orkney: wart) was a prominent hill used as a lookout, many such hills

having a cairn or watchtower, and by extension the names were applied to the structures

themselves (Jakobsen 1985:1065). Sometimes a watch-house (wakhus) was erected to

provide shelter, as near Brettabister, Nesting, at Balta, off Unst, and the Hill of
Weisdale. Their form mirrored the Faroese vaktarahiis, a stone hut around 8' x 6' inside

(Bruun 1929:106). The vord and wakhus commanded views of sea approaches and watch
was conducted from there to guard against seaborne attack, as it was also in Faroe and
the Hebrides (Williamson 1948:22; Harman 1997:73-74). Although watch structures are

common place name elements (Jakobscn 1993:113), watch-huts in the Atlantic

archipelagos were disused by the early 19th century, reflecting safer sea-routes.

2.4 Discussion

The differing building tradidons practised by Shetland and her Atlantic neighbours over

the 1600-1900 period were the consequence of factors pulling in opposite directions —

cultural divergence and environmental similarity. The divergence of building styles
from a common Norwegian form towards individual vernacular customs occurred long
before this period, in the ll,h-14th centuries, as part of a wide process which saw all

archipelagos adapt to their own environmental and economic conditions. The shared
natural resources across these regions provided a natural limitation to architectural

diversity, and favoured structural congruence given similar demands.

Up to the 17th century Shetland's political links shaped social change in a stronger way

than they exerted variation in material culture. From Viking times Shetland lay within

Orkney's political sphere, and there is no evidence that the imposition of direct
administion from Norway in 1195 caused any redirection of plebeian building customs.

On the other hand, the strengthening of administrative and trading links impacted on

the residences of the elite stratum of society, who had strengthened links with the
motherland and imported standard Norwegian house-forms. A key aspect that
differentiated the shared culture of the Northern Isles from that of the Hebrides was
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the earlier political transferral of the Hebrides to Scottish rule. However, it was not this

reorganisation that shaped the vernacular, nor yet was it the resurgence of Celtic culture
which was abetted by the geographical isolation of the islands from Norway. The
cultural implications of political change in the Hebrides were limited by the
environment; the same environment that had led the Hebrideans to perfect their own

building style during the early Middle Ages, and cultural conservatism helped perpetuate

these customs for centuries thereafter (Fenton 1985b:79). Only in Faroe, which was

neither part of the Orcadian political sphere nor yet was transferred to Scotland, was a

Dano-Norwegian administration continued from the Middle Ages until beyond 1900.
Because of this the islands were immune from Scottish settlement, and this factor, plus
Faroe's own isolation from continental Scandinavia, shaped a different cultural

development to that of Shetland. It may be said that it was the lack of political change
in Faroe that provided the special context for her vernacular, compared to that of
Shetland.

The 1469 change of administration had little impact on Shetland society until the late
16th century. From then there was wholesale acquisition of lands by Scottish settlers,
and it was this societal change, not change in local customs, that provided the
environment for development in building customs in the 17th century. Dispossession
led to an increased reliance on indigenous resources, primarily the case with the native
freeholders, who were no longer prosperous enough to import timber buildings and had
to utilise the vernacular. At the same time as reinforcing self-reliance in building

techniques, the imposition of feudalism polarised building customs between the
vernacular style of lower-class Shetlanders and the Scottish architecture of the elite

exemplified by 17rh-century houses like the Haa of Vaila, Walls, and the Haa of Brough,
Yell. Because landlords did not impinge on tenants' agricultural lives there was little

impact on building traditions in Shetland, although cultural ideas from Scotland were

felt strongly in Orkney, where proximity and prosperity favoured the process, and the
Scottification of elite architecture was more marked. The social stability across North
Atlantic communities that commenced from the early 17th century had a special
characteristic in Orkney and Shetland in that it marked the end of a period of misrule
but established permanent feudal impoverishment. This framework shared between the
Northern Isles helped maintain a parity of culture between the two archipelagos
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throughout the 17th century and the social framework allowed the persistence of native
traditions amongst the common people because of their social marginalisation.

The invigoration of the economy in the 18th century had repercussions on society, as the
landlords' promotion of commercial fisheries wrought demographic change and pushed

building customs in a new direction, with some deleterious consequences.

Overpopulation caused massive demands for arable, so medieval agricultural patterns

disintegrated as dykes and enclosures within the tun were demolished to allow more

cultivable land, although the durability of traditional culture stimulated an intensification
of runrig (Thomson 1998:124). Because tenant families were now an economic
resource to exploit fisheries, landlords provided houses for the expanding tenantry, but
because they were often disinclined to spend money doing so, there was a deterioration
in the quality of housing (Morison 1790:395; Shirreff 1814:19; Machduarie 1847).
Because landlords looked towards Britain, and had cultural, trading and political links
with that country, there was a gradual Scottification of farmstead design, emulating

practices elsewhere; the social majority did not have access to outside culture to effect
such change of their own accord. The gradual Scottification over two centuries had had
limited effect on local life, and the impact of imported material culture was limited both

socially, to the gentry, and geographically, especially to Dunrossness (Sect.2.1.2; Melton

2001:392). Economic developments in the 18th century then caused Scottish material
culture to impact directly on Shetlanders' lives throughout the islands. The pattern of

change developed in two directions, for the buildings of the contiguous farmstead

increasingly adopted Scottish culture, whereas non-roofed structures perpetuated
established basic forms with parallels in both Faroe and the Flebrides. In Faroe
isolation had also helped preserve tradition, but developments took a contrasting path
to Shetland in the 18th century because farmers were not burdened by fishing tenures

and trading with Norway and Denmark brought innovation in Faroese domestic

buildings - primarily the introduction of stoves and windows (Stoklund 1993:214).
Faroese dwellings changed to include innovations, whereas in Shetland development
was stifled.

Throughout the period 1600-1900 Faroe's geographical distance from Norway and
Denmark facilitated the survival of indigenous traditions, whereas Shetland was more

readily reached from mainland Britain, and susceptible to outside influence from this
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commercial colossus. The cultural self-esteem of the Faroese burgeoned after the

opening of free trade in the mid-19th century, leading to further evolution of distinct
Faroese forms. The Scottification of Shetland for four centuries differentiated its

culture from that of Faroe or Norway, and any comparability between these regions, as

well as with the Flebrides, was due to a balance of shared resources and traditions.

Similarities with the Celtic Hebrides demonstrates that shared resources were as strong

a factor as cultural parity. Although Faroe's culture was not necessarily static, Shetland's
drift towards Scotland provided a strong difference - a pattern mirrored in Orkney,
where buildings, language, and other cultural elements achieved a more Scottish form,
at an earlier date (Clouston 1924:8-13, 39-44).

The requirement to segregate townships from commons was shared throughout the

region, in the Scandinavian culture of Faroe, in part-Scandinavian Shetland, and in the
Celtic Hebrides. The similarity of function and of available raw resources over the

region and the limited constructional variation possible meant that hill-dykes were

generally comparable, and only where landscape and agriculture were significantly
different, as in Norway, was form different. The role of communal manpower was

crucial for the maintenance of the fialsgord because tuns were worked in common and all
farms' seasonal livestock/arable movements were operated simultaneously. This placed
a high degree of community responsibility on the structure, but because society was

strongly imbued with this ideology, the system worked efficiently (Smith 2000:42-46).
At the same time, the available manpower meant that the hill-dyke was not

indispensable, and tuns were perfectly able to function without one; indeed tenants had
less incentive to build dykes, and in the Northern Isles legal measures were taken to

ensure maintenance.

Only large populations were able to deter animals from tuns with imperfect or absent

dykes. The wholesale involvement of men in commercial fisheries from c.1700 was

inimical to this system, and the onset of war in 1793 exacerbated the problem, with
thousands of men pressed into the Navy. With the cessation of war in 1814, the men

returned, and there was a resumption of social stability. Experience during previous
decades convinced landlords of the necessity for proper dykes and proprietors, inspired

by national agricultural improvements, turned their minds to estate management and
insisted on effective hill-dykes. Seeking a more efficient agriculture, landlords
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encouraged the amalgamation of tenants' fields as the alternative to scattered runrig,
and individual proprietors redeployed their holdings so as to amass their land in larger
blocks. This, in turn, favoured the erection of dykes because although tenants still had
little incentive to construct [jalsgords on land they did not own, the concentration of

proprietors' land allowed them to pressurise their tenants who were now located in
consolidated locations. Dykes increased from c.1820 so that by the 1870s - when many

townships were emptied - tuns were routinely encircled by a fjalsgord. This development
had a radical impact on vernacular buildings, with repercussions on livestock
movements and the stock pens supporting them (Sect.6.18).

Although the implementation of commercial sheep farming in the 19th century had

malign effects on communities, there was no impact on vernacular buildings because
the new farming utilised polite architecture of Scottish improvement agriculture.
Traditional buildings on the evicted townships and commons were abandoned or

demolished.
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Chapter 3: Building Techniques

3.1 Development of the vernacular
The Scandinavian vernacular was founded on the superabundance of trees - walls,
floors and roofing all made use of plentiful wood. Confronted with Shetland's treeless
environment, Viking settlers adapted their traditions to the local situation, building in

indigenous materials; stone, driftwood, straw, and turf. In Norway's colonies timber

scarcity shaped the style of build, walls being built in turf or stone, and imported wood
was used in roofing, supplemented by driftwood, turf, and thatch (Buckland ^

1993:510-511; Roussell 1934:8). At the same time, houses followed Norwegian

morphology: curvilinear, with thick low walls and a roof supported by posts. In
Shetland this was exemplified by Jarlshof farmsteads which utilised walls of stone

facings and an earth core, or had alternating masonry and turf courses (Hamilton

1956:107, 138). The later Underhoull farmstead had walls of solid stone, with an

external facing of turf and stone (Small 1964-66:237-238). The Middle Ages saw the
modification of construction in Shetland, with the use of somewhat thinner walling

enclosing an earth/rubble core - a form established by c.1200, the age of a farmstead at

Sandwick (Bigelow 1987:27). At the same time earth cores remained the standard form
in the western Scottish vernacular (Fenton 1968:101). There is insufficient evidence to

show to what extent earth-cores evolved into solid masonry, or whether they were

abruptly abandoned in favour of the new method. Solid masonry is characteristic of
northern British building, suggesting this technique was consequent to Scottish cultural
influence. However, Shetland walling had developed to solid masonry, either with or

without clay mortar, by the 17th century (Flinn 1989:10; Brand 1703:80). This could be

interpreted as evidence of early Scottification, but current research finds Scottish culture
had only a limited impact on society until the early 18th century (Sect.2.1.2).

Furthermore, the building of walls in stone was standard in Norway's treeless south
west coast since the Middle Ages. This was used to shelter timber outer walls, or for
the construction of exterior walls themselves, especially in outbuildings (Brekke
1982:81-82, 92). It is more likely that solid walling in Shetland was an indigenous

technique, albeit one whose adoption was hastened from the 16th century following the

impact of Scottish colonists' use of similar construction.
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Northern Isles walling differed from that of Faroe, where timber, solid masonry, or

stone faces with earth cores were all used. Drystone was used, especially where
ventilation was desired, otherwise earth cores were used to render walls windproof — a

technique already entrenched by the 17th century (Stoklund 1996:55; Debes 1673:94).
Problems attended earth-core walls when water ran off the roof into the core, hollowing
it through freezing and thawing. The rafters rested on stone pillars on the interior to

lessen the wall load, and if part of the wall collapsed, the roof remained intact (Bruun

1929:145). Only in smaller outbuildings were walls of stone alone (Stoklund 1996:60-

61). Both earth-core and solid walling was used in south-west Norway; solid walling

dispensed with mortar in byres because the cattle imparted their own heat to the

building (Brekke et al. 1997:32-33). This use of stone was partly a means to maximise

relatively scarce timber supplies in an exposed coastal region, but also an environmental

specialisation to combat inclement weather (Brekkc 1982:112).

Earth-core walls were, however, capable of bearing stresses, as evidenced from the
Hebrides, where such loading was standard (Roussell 1934:43). Hebridean walls used
earthen cores with stone faces unbonded to one another. Phis is usually understood as

a means to shed water off the roof to waterlog the core to prevent wind penetration,
but newer study finds the wallhead to be waterproofed with clay to keep the core dry

(Sinclair 1953:22; Walker & McGregor 1996:4). In sandy localities sand cores drained
water through the core and away (Souness 1992:82). The Hebrides and Northern Isles

comprise the highest wind-speed region in Scotland (Walker et al. 1996:52), and

although the wallhead ledge in Hebridean building supposedly protected the roof from

gusts, wall and roof relationships are dissimilar between the two regions. Later Uist
houses were built in the Shetland manner, in solid masonry, and were just as efficient at

retaining then roofs without ledges (Souness 1992:83). Souness considers the use of
soft cores to be a local answer to the intractable stone in Tiree, and the placement of
rafters along the inner wallhead a saving on wood {ibid.:83). However, the saving on

rafter length by such positioning is negligible, and it is debatable whether Tiree stone

was any more shapeless than in Shetland districts. Cultural conservatism and preference
moulded the Hebridean vernacular, as much as they did in Shetland.

Contradictions behind the use of soft cores, and dissimilarities in wall/roof

relationships in similar climates, demonstrates the vernacular was partly governed by
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practicality, with the cultural framework playing as important a part, as the archipelagos

adopted independent styles in the Middle Ages. Economics played an evolutionary role
in the vernacular, favouring anachronism, because Shetlanders lost their land to feudal
landlords, and were demotivated from improving buildings. When landowners built
fisheries in the 18th century, houses were erected at proprietors' expense in order to

obtain fishing tenants, but the latter had to provide outbuildings, which were deficient,
because of the small size of fragmented farms (Shirreff 1814:19; Laing 1815:47-48).

Twenty-three tenants had defective farmsteads on a Delting estate in 1787, mostly
houses requiring new walls or doors (Auchinleck 1785).

3.2 Timber buildings
Vernacular buildings separate into two fundamental divisions; mass- or frame-built. In
the former, solid walls bear wall and roof loads; in the latter timber framing transmits
loads through horizontal and vertical members, the external walling being non load-

bearing (Brunskill 1981:76). Northern Isles vernacular buildings were mass-built, in
contrast to those of Norway and many of those of Faroe, where frame building was the
norm.

Timber buildings were formerly widespread in Shetland and two Old Norse forms are

attested in documents. A loft was at Sandwick, Unst, in 1360 (Ballantyne & Smith

1999:6), indicating an upper storey. A stofa existed at Papa Stour in 1299 - a

construction of horizontal logs, notched at the corners - a standard 13th-/18' -century

Norwegian dwelling {ibid.: 1; Christie 2002:127). Constructional evidence survives in the
Norn substantive nov (headland), a term which derived from the name of the corner of a

log building, and the building acquired the Norn name stov(a), fossilised in place names

(Jakobsen 1993:103; Stewart 1987:259). The stova was an indication of wealth, as timber
houses in medieval Faroe and Orkney were (Crawford 2002:28; Roussell 1934:9, 103).
Like Norwegian farmsteads, some stovas had a passage between the timber room and its
shelter-wall, giving rise to the Norse svalastoja, paralleled by Stovenswala,

Cunningsburgh, and others {ibid.:264; Jakobsen 1993:132; Stoklund 1993:213).
Obsolete by 1600, no log-house has left evidence, save remnants at the Biggins, unlike
in Faroe where two survive intact (Crawford 1996:149; Stoklund 2002:149).
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The s/okkslov comprised a timber framework of ground-sills, tie-beams, and corner-

posts, grooved to hold wall planks, which were probably vertical, as in the Faroese stova.

Staves made more economical use of timber than log-construction (Stoklund 1993:214;
2002:146, 148). The verb stokkstov also described the setting together of the corner

joints, and the nov notching was transferred into Faroese and Shetland stave buildings
[ibid.-.Wl, 149). The tinni (timber partition) subdivided the interior. These houses were

prefabricated in Norway, and imported into Shetland for erection. Although Hibbert's
informants verified that houses were made from planks shaped in, and shipped from,

Norway, he makes clear these were no longer extant in the 1810s (1822:414). However,

knowledge of their construction survived: the "house [was] all ready made in wood,
from Norway; and, after being set up, the stone wall was built outside" (N.N.: 1862).
Because wooden buildings were unsuited to wet climates, Faroese and Shetland timber

buildings adopted the shelter walls of west Norway, and stokkstovs doubtless resembled
Faroese wooden houses, surrounded by protective walling (Stoklund 1996:58; Crawford
& Ballin-Smith 1999:222).

A "stoffue"/"stoiff' was exported from Sunnhordland to Shetland in 1577, ones were

erected at both Aith, Aithsting, in 1580, and at Gardie, Yell, in the 1580s, and a new one

stood at Scalloway in 1603 (Stoklund 2002:150; Ballantyne &c Smith 1994:1, 38;
Donaldson 1954:96). It is likely these late houses were stokkstovs rather than stovas. Not
all prefabricated buildings were houses. At the Burn of Colvister, Yell, was a boat
shelter called Sweyni's Nust, commemorating Sweyn Jonsson, Windhouse, who was

active in the 1580s (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:31, 52). He shipped goods from Norway,

setting his boat here in winter and her gear in a wooden store adjacent which was an

import from Norway, set on a square stone foundation (W.,A.). Imported by

prosperous farmers, stokkstovs declined along with the native freeholders' prosperity in
the 17th century following the diminution of this class by Scottish feudal proprietors

(Smith 1980:24). Stokkstovs survived last in the north isles — the final stronghold of
freeholders; Norwegian house frames were still being imported into Unst in 1633

(Smith 1673:253). A house at Otterswick, Yell, in 1670 boasted a "stoff' as its principal
unit, indicating that Shetland buildings of this type, like Faroese, used the timber unit as

the better status room of two (Smith 1980:25; Stoklund 1993:215).
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By the 1680s stokkstovs were exceedingly rare; "Houses here are all built of rough &
unhewn stone (not the smallest cottage excepted)" (Bruce 1908:7). This observer was

mistaken, because stokkstovs were hidden behind stone walls, and several survived into

the 18th century. The 17th century did, though, mark the end of the tradition. Yell was

one of the strongholds of the stokkstov, where three examples were demolished in the
later 18th century (Smith 1980:26). The Faroese siova was a living tradition at this time
and diversified with the advent of a glazed room in the 17th century, the glasstova, the
kitchen being designated the roykstova (Stoklund 2002:144-145). Stave-building, unlike

log-building, became an indigenous tradition in Faroe (Stoklund 2002:150), but this was

not the case in Shetland. Laurence Williamson thought Shetland's medieval houses
were "mainly of wood fetched from Norway, and that the present [c.1880] lay-out was

Scottish in type, probably introduced by the lairds." (Johnson 1971:79). In this he was

partly correct. Stokkstovs were indeed timber imports, but indigenous stone farmsteads
have a medieval ancestry, and only a minority of houses were ever wooden. Because
the majority of farmsteads were of stone, and not tied to prefabricated timber forms,
the layout was able to follow its own evolutionary path which eventually replicated
Scottish forms.

The availability of imported wood, coupled with the ubiquity of imported timber
houses, meant wood construction was entrenched in Faroese practice. Outbuildings
were regularly made of timber, and stone and turf were only used to augment planking

(Svabo [1782]: 100; Landt [1800]: 181). The strength of this tradition favoured an

increase in timber use from the early 19lh century, as in meat-drying huts where stone

walls were abandoned in favour of boarding, which was easier to make rodent-proof

(Bruun 1929:151).

3.3 Quarrying and stone building
Shetland is geologically diverse: sandstone predominates in western, southern and
central parishes; granite in the north and west; and limestone is distributed through
central districts. This diversity gave buildings a local character, the quality of stone

balanced with agricultural fertility affecting the architecture of each district.

Cunningsburgh buildings, in a sandstone area, were large by virtue of geology, whereas
Dunrossness, also in the sandstone zone, was very fertile, and its farmers erected more

accomplished buildings. Masonry in granite areas is typified by huge squared blocks, as
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at Muckle Roe in Delting and Culswick in Sandsting. The markedly horizontal masonry

Maxwell considered characteristic of Shetland was, in fact, only representative of Unst
and the sandstone districts (1996:8-9). Shetland's multiplicity of styles contrasted with
the uniformity of basalt Faroe, sandstone Orkney, and gneiss in the Hebrides.

Rock was procured in two ways; by demolition and quarrying. The usage of field stones

was minimal because they were not procurable in large quantity, and were usually ill-
formed; a stone too shapeless to build was termed a kollek/kolti/kugl, and those too

small to build, rodl. Once a farm was established, the site of the farmstead, toft (Orkney:

toft), remained virtually static, with the buildings periodically demolished or remodelled
on the same site. For farmsteads, the re-use of old buildings was the principal source of
rubble, and the generality of rebuilding is demonstrated by the paucity of medieval
farmsteads, despite there being thousands of setdements from this time. Excavations at

Papa Stour indicated settlement on one site over nine centuries (Crawford & Ballin-
Smith 1999:237).

The availability of prehistoric structures was a determinant in locating outlying buildings
in the skattald, where countless prehistoric structures were found, presenting convenient
rubble ((Fait 2005:255-256). Representative of the range are: krogabol (shelter) at

Starapund, Sandness, and krobb (kale nursery) at Islesbroch, Northmavine, both on

Neolithic farmsteads; krobb at Kettlester, Yell, and krogabol at Dalsetter, Dunrossness,
both on Iron Age brochs. As the creation of new farms increased in the 18lh century, so

did the removal of rubble from remaining brochs to build houses {ibid.:255-256).
Prehistoric interments were generally avoided, from a supernatural fear of pre-Viking
relics; stones removed from a Bronze Age burial at Westerquarff c.1900 for laying

briggstens (paving) were soon returned to the site, the inmates of the house professing to

hearing "noises" (S.,Le.).

One-off quarries were opened to obtain rock, especially from the 18th century, as

farmsteads increased in size and quality, and as new farms were created where there was

no toft. Larger quarries such as North Exnaboe, Dunrossncss, grew where outcrops of

good rock were near the surface. It was reckoned that a house required a rubble heap

equivalent to the size of the finished building (Tulloch 1980). A house built at Bressay
in 1897 gained the bulk of rubble from a ruined dwelling, and the remainder was
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quarried onsite. It took four men three weeks to build the house, and a dyke was later
built at the edge of the quarry to prevent children and cattle falling over its bank (S.,S.).

The foundation was the "steed", a term combining Norse and Scoto-English cognates

which [akobsen considered Norn, but for which he used English orthography, whereas
Marwick used j'teethe for the Orkney equivalent (Jakobsen 1985:891-892; Marwick

1929:177-178). Often buildings were sited to include an earth-bound stone in the wall,
it being considered auspicious to incorporate a busten at a corner. Shetland masonry was

standard within the northern British vernacular; rocks were usually laid uncoursed, with
transverse stones and a core packed with rubble and mortar (Brunskill 2000:39-40). In
Shetland the transverse stones giving strength were bands, and the stone infill, krotl.

Well-shaped stones were set aside for specific purposes such as lintels, and in better
work, such as houses, drintels (stones requiring trimming) were kwissed (dressed), and to

increase strength rinteks (flat pointed stones) were inserted between larger ones on the
faces. Houses built under a slope were often dug into the bank, but following increased

expectations of comfort from the 19th century this declined in favour of a revetment to

keep soil off the back wall, with a trinki (passage) between. Where an existing wall

required strengthening, a buttress of stone (Jonni) or of turf/stone (borbenk) was built.
At Breidfit, Foula, a byre was buttressed by a borbenk and at the Gillies, Sandness, the
house had a lonm (Figs.4/19, 4/38). Shaping was necessary at the gable, with stones

fashioned to a slant {skjonsins/''draw"-slens) to form the peak. At the upper corner of
the side-wall and gable, at the foot of the wind-"skew", was a large square stone, the
kodd-"skew". The gable (Shetland: gabel, Orkney: breest) was stepped, the raised part

{wind-"skew") protecting the thatch from wind damage, and the ledge on the inside face

(/^-"skew", &g-"gate") providing the shelf onto which purlin ends rested (Tab.3:1).
These gable forms were unfamiliar to contemporary Faroese observers, acquainted with
the bargeboard (mndskeid) of west Scandinavian tradition (Ploycn [1840J:201).
Table 3:1 pabelmasonry

bus at Garth, mill at Skinisfield,
Bressay Northmavme

Width of a</W-"skew" no" l'lO"
Width of /<7f|-"skew" 7" 4"

Height difference
between "skews"

1'9" 10"

Tab.3:1 Dimensions of stepping in gable masonry

Walls were usually drystone, although mortar or clay was used in dwellings, to bind
stones together and render the wall draught-proof; this was general in the early 18th
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century, and in the 1810s even the oldest houses utilised clay mortar (Ekeberg

[1773]: 131; Hibbert 1822:114). Mortar was worked-up with water, after removing
stones, and horse dung occasionally provided binding (Tulloch 1980; Smith 1964:1).
The labour involved in digging and transporting mortar ensured it was seldom used in

outbuildings until the 19th century, but byre wall interstices were occasionally daubed
with manure, which hardened and kept draughts from the catde. In prolonged winter

gales such walls were sometimes caulked on the outside with snow, which froze and
blocked draughts — a method called to "snot'skail (M.,D.). With the advent of gable

chimneys, the masonry around flues was built with ash mortar because it was fireproof,
and occasionally special stone for hearths, chosen for resistance to cracking, was

obtained from outwith the district. Types were mica-schist (grud/gret) and steatite

(kleber/kleberg/klemel/klever/klobersten, Orkney: klemel).

Where farms were on a toft., ancient artefacts may be incorporated into walls. At
Breibister, Northmavine, half a trough quern was re-used as an orli (drain) to drain water

from the rear of the house; the other half was built into the barn wallhead. A

prehistoric quern is in the byre wallhead of Kolbeinstoft, Fetlar, and another in a kale

yard at Vevoe, Whalsay. This pattern was replicated in the later 19th century, as pot

querns became obsolete, and were occasionally incorporated into walls, even as a

feature (Fig.3/1).

In cleaving rock, fissures were utilised, where wedges were driven in and water poured
over to swell the wood and cause the cracks to widen, shearing off the block (R.J.;

L.,C.). In the absence of cracks, iron wedges were used, which required holes to be
drilled first; multiple holes were made, and the wedges were driven sequentially until the
rock cleaved evenly (R.J.). Such techniques were utilised in Norway (Hoibo 2001:21-

22), as well as in Britain. The use of these tools in vernacular building is late, probably
19th century, when farmsteads increased in size and iron tools became readily available.

Limestone was burned in kilns to obtain hydraulic lime for cement, although its use was

initially limited due to the labour-intensive quarrying, burning, storage and

transportation operations. The most significant development in Scottish plebeian

building in the 17th century was the adoption of lime, the technique increasing with

transportation improvements (Whyte 1979:164-165). However, in Shetland, although
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limestone was recognised in its main distribution areas like Tingwall, knowledge of its

potential for building was limited in 1700 (Brand 1703:80). There was restricted lime

working on a semi-subsistence scale, and major areas of pre-industrial burning

(Fladdabister, Cunningsburgh; Stromfirth, Weisdale) used vernacular forms, although
the Fladdabister kilns also exported to Lerwick in the 1810s (Flibbert 1822:260). The
utilisation of lime was a consequence of this industry, and its employment in the early

19th-century Orcadian vernacular was unknown (Firth 1920:7). Lime was in use in

sparsely populated Eshaness, Northmavine, by the 1770s, by which time clay-pointed
houses were regarded as "imperfecdy built" (Low [1774]:134; Edmondston 1809:48).

Improved house walling was bedded with clay and lime-pointed, always on the interior,
and often on the exterior; lime was also mixed with gravel into a thin render,

weatherproofing the exterior (Cowie 1874:91; Roussell 1934:51-52). Hebridean walling

only adopted clay pointing in the era in which Shetland moved towards lime (Cheape

2001:45). The increase, if not origin, of lime use within the vernacular was an effect of
mercantile activity and the agricultural revolution, utilisation spreading from localised
districts of production. Primarily employed on non-vernacular structures like a booth at

Flousetter, Northmavine, in 1793, harling came to be applied to both new and old

dwellings, as in Yell in the 1810s (Gifford 1790-1810; N.L.S.: Acc.3250). Readily
available though lime was by this time, clay and earth pointing persisted in many

districts, due to farmers' poverty (Ployen [1840]:201).

1 ame kilns

Kilns were circular, with sloping interior masonry which gave walls thicker at the base
to concentrate the heat generated by burning, and provided strength to withstand the

heavy loads in the structure. Two forms are identifiable, open- or closed-flue.

The open-flue kiln had a single slot to full wall height, through which it was emptied.
These kilns were free-standing if on flat ground, or recessed partly or wholly into a bank
if sited on sloping ground, with the opening at the face of the slope. One in Delting
was partly recessed into a knoll abutting the inside of the stack-yard (Tab.3:2). A mid-
18th century example at Skjoteng, Delting, was recessed into a bank at the shore, sited so

that peats could be tumbled into the kiln from the ground above (Fig.3/2; W.,Je.).
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Table 3:2 lime kilns

0b, near Collafirth, Delting (open-
flue, recessed)
Internal height 2VJ
External height y/j
Inside diameter 6VJ
Wall thickness 3'

Ukinsetter, Cunningsburgh (open-flue,
free-standing)
Interior diameter 8V2 X 7'
Width of flue 2VJ
Tab.3:2 Specimen recessed and free-standing kilns

Multiple-flue kilns created a through draught and provided additional hearths, and
therefore better combustion, so were more efficient. This type had disadvantages; they
had to be erected free-standing because the four flues were on opposing faces, and
because flues had masonry above, emptying was more difficult. A kiln of this type at

Litlabousta, Sandness, was built in the 1850s, for processing limestone quarried nearby

(G.,]o.). Of identical form is a kiln at Burraland, Northmavine, sited on a broch knoll
to catch the wind, giving draught for combustion (Fig.3/3).

In use, kilns were loaded with alternating layers of peats and rubble, with peats forming
the uppermost course, heaped above wallhead height The gaps between the
stones ensured flames passed amongst the rocks, and the fire smouldered for some days
until the fuel had expended and the hot stones were raked out Fig.3/4). The
Ukinsetter kiln produced around 2Vz tons of lime for each burning, and 7 tons yearly in
the late 19th century (O'Dcll 1939:173; 1940:273).

Lime store — lime bed

Burnt lime required dry storage, so adjacent to each kiln was a bed (store), into which
the cooled rock was deposited. The only opening was normally the doorway, although
the bed at Ocraquoy had an eaves hatch, which was more convenient for emptying
baskets of stone into (F1.,M.). Walls were ordinarily drystone, but the bed at Skjoteng
was built for the landowner, so was built using mortar. Besides proximity to the raw

material, kilns and beds were often sited near the sea to facilitate transport, as at

Kurkigarth and Skjoteng.
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For use, burnt lime was pulverised, heaped-up and covered with turves, then slaked. In
fine weather turves were removed and the lime chopped to ensure no lumps were

setting, moved to a different site, and the turves replaced; a procedure repeated about
five times over winter. The lime was used in spring, before the dehydration of summer

(R.J.).

Where limestone was unavailable, shells were used, a house rebuilt in the late 19th

century used mortar of clay, sand, and lime made from mussels and cockles ([Nisbet|

1953:IV). Shells were the usual source for whitewash, including white winkles, horse
mussels (plentiful where lines were baited), and best of all, cockles (R.,J.; J.,C.). Cockles
were used in Orkney, and limpets in the Hebrides (Fenton 1978:144; Sinclair 1953:21).
Because small quantities were prepared, shells were burnt in a heap, without a kiln,

although the Skjoteng kiln was occasionally used for shells. After burning, shells were

pulverised and mixed with water to produce a paste that was brushed on, drying to a

hard, pure white, surface (R.J.).

3.4.1 Timber sources

The Atlantic islands have no exploitable woods, a deficiency which shaped building

development from earliest times. Although saplings were available to sustain a tradition
of wattle construction in the Hebrides (Dodgshon 2002:32; Fenton 2003:15), useable
native trees were absent throughout the North Adantic islands, and available sources

may be divided into, driftwood and wreckwood, re-use and imports.

Driftwood (rag/ragd) was a crucial natural resource, carried by currents from Canadian
forests and from the Norwegian coast to Shedand, where it was gathered from the
shore, grappled from land, or retrieved by boat. Records of 1602-4 indicate that fir was

the commonest type of raga, logs of this tree ashore being chronicled at Papa Stour,
Walls, and Burra. Birch logs, doubtless from Norway, were recorded as found at Walls,
and much of the timber used pre-1600 was Norwegian spruce driftwood (Donaldson
1954:20, 22, 78; Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:111, 99). In some parts of the Hebrides
the reliance on driftwood was supplemented by tenants' right to use the mainland
woodlands of their landlord (Souness 1992:86), but such options were non-existent for
Shctlanders and Faroese, who held rights since medieval times to collect driftwood

(Smith 2000:41; Stoklund 1996:55-56).
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With the growth of mercantile traffic from the late 16th century, lost cargoes and
wreckwood accompanied natural driftwood as a resource, growing through the next two

centuries as maritime trading increased. Wreckwood and cargo retrieved in 1602-4
included: masts, spars, and other ship timbers; baulks, deals and planks; staves

(Donaldson 1954:5, 11, 20, 22, 32, 51, 52, 54, 79, 119). Windfalls occurred when ships

grounded, such as when a vessel wrecked in 1594 yielded 3,000 deals, 564 roof spars,

and 30 oak pieces (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:102). In 1700 Out Skerries farmers
obtained all their wood from the debris of vessels wrecked on or distant from the

islands, and an observer in 1745 noted Shctlanders' dependency on wreckwood (Brand
1703:79-80; Ekeberg [1773]: 131). A visitor to Noss, Bressay, was staggered by the

quantity of wreckwood on the island's beaches (Reid 1869:8). The increasing availability
of durable hardwood from these sources impacted on building, especially frequent

being the inclusion of oak as lintels, and from the 18' century tropical woods like

mahogany and teak from cargoes were utilised, primarily in door fittings, which
involved high wear. The wreckwood bounty was shared by all the North Atlantic
islands, Hebridean roofs relying on this resource by the 19th century (Sinclair 1953:16).
The increased availability of wood in the 19th century, spurred by freedom after the
Crofters Act, encouraged tenants to improve their houses, using much more timber
than in the traditional vernacular; in the 1880s Whalsay houses were provided with

lining, flooring and ceilings, all from salvaged timber (Russell 1887:152).

The principal source of imported timber into Scotland in the 16th-l 7th centuries was

south-west Norway, where coastal sawmills produced 6-12 ell beams, and boards, for

export (Lillehammer 1990:100-101, 103). Shetland's strongest commercial link was with

Sunnhordland, from where lumber and boats were exported as part of a trade which
increased from c.1500 (Thowsen 1970:145, 149). A specific commodity, Hjeltespirer

("Shetland spars"), was produced for building, of which 700 were exported in 1566-67
{ibid.: 148). In the early 17th century the trade was a mainstay of the economy, vessels

maintaining around a dozen yearly contacts to Sunnhordland, and evidence given to

Parliamentary commissioners in 1652 reiterated the Northern Isles' need to continue
the importation of Norwegian timber and boats {ibid.: 150; Terry 1902:125). Initially
carried out directly by prosperous freeholders, importation came to be dominated by
landlords after the imposition of feudal tenures. Landlords' trading vessels, which
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conveyed their fish exports, brought timber and other goods back on their return

journeys from the Baltic. Thomas Gifford, a prominent merchant-landlord, was

importing timber from Godoysund in 1731, and in 1744, in a cargo from Svasand, he
had 360 deals and 144 each of 7-ell, 9-ell and 12-ell beams (Thowsen 1970:153). The

importation of timber by landlords and merchants was spurred by fish trading, and was

part of the building boom associated with fisheries, exemplified by a booth built at

Heogan, Bressay, in 1729, lined with 6" boards (Manson c.1960). Merchant-landlords
such as Arthur Gifford supplied goods to tenants, and added to their debt; a tenant in

Delting got deals in 1792, and another in Northmavine obtained wood for a barn in
1799. Although men managed to defray debts by labouring for the landlord, the cost of

purchasing timber was prohibitive for most tenants (Gifford 1790-1810).

Limitations on timber supply favoured re-use, and wood was recycled in buildings in
innumerable ways. It was saved during rebuilding, as when timber was removed from
two demolished houses in Norby, Sandness, in 1580 (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:4).

Components of redundant apparatus were often utilised: at Sandgarth, Bressay, a

capstan bar was incorporated into the house fabric and a cart beam formed a byre stall

leg; and at Njuhus, Yell, two byre stall legs were oars.

Shelter — skiogg
The arrival of sea-borne wood was not entirely a chance occurrence. Onshore gales
favoured the driving of timber, and especially after the loss of a cargo or vessel men

scoured the coast for wood and waited for particular logs to come within reach. At the
Horse Ivnowe, near Breiwick, Whalsay, is a structure to aid these operations, termed a

skjogg/skjag. Abutting a rock face a few hundred yards from the shore is an L-shaped

dyke, 4'6" high, the area within, 9' square. Within this a man could maintain watch,
sheltered by the dykes and the rock face behind, this part of the coast giving an

unhindered view of the open sea to the south.

Storage hatches

Large timbers had to be kept outside, but on some farms, in localities where wood was

prone to drive, outbuildings were erected with a facility to allow long timbers to be
stored on the roof trusses. This was achieved by incorporating an opening in a gable so

that wood was slid through, to lie on the twartbaks. This was done at Neapaback, Yell,
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where the aperture was built-up with stones after the wood had gone in. These hatches
were usually in stone gables, although a byre at Haggrister, Northmavine, had a wood-
framed aperture in a turf gable peak (Fenton 1978:179 — misidentified as Mangaster).

3.4.2 Joinery
Subsistence buildings were small-scale endeavours, and joinery was limited in scope.

Load-bearing timbers were confined to roofing, although internal divisions and doors

required carpentry. Tools were locally manufactured until mass-produced tools became
available in the later 19th century in Shetland, as in other districts of Britain (Salaman

1989:14). Tools frequently used in Shetland vernacular building were: bow and frame
saws to cut; adze, axe, and chisel to trim; rasp to shape; jack plane and shave to smooth;
hammer and mallet to drive nails and pegs; tongue and groove planes to joint; auger,

pump drill, and brace to bore; try- and bevel-squares, and compass to determine angles.

Logs were cleft with wedges to obtain spars, often being done at the beach where the
wood came ashore, to reduce a log to manageable dimensions. Rent spars only required
basic shaping if used for rafters or stalls, and only the parts to be jointed were trimmed

by adze (Maxwell 1996:43). Jobs involving carpentry required additional tools, such as

the making of doors, where boards were gropet (grooved) by plane to prevent warping.
Mortises in gates and windows were fixed with a peg, into a hole bored by a twari/naver
(auger). Sturdier joints, especially in roofing, used larger pegs called trenels, inserted into
a hole made by a ribatwari/rivatwan (large auger), often secured with a blegd (wedge)
driven into the end. Nails are recorded as early as 1557 in the construction of a booth
at Whalsay, although this was a German Hanseatic building rather than a vernacular bed

(Ballantyne & Smith 1999:74). Sem (nails) were made by local blacksmiths (Firth
1920:8), but the requirement to purchase or barter them inhibited widespread use

before merchants started importing nails in the 18th century. Non-vernacular buildings,
on the other hand, utilised large quantities of nails: a blacksmith made 600 for the

Bressay church in 1757 (Leslie 1757). iLwwere used to fix boards, driven in by a

klovhammer (claw hammer), and broken ones (dodds) were collected so iron could be
reused. Curiously, the only recorded name for a saw in Norn is swimmek, part of the

superstitious noa-languagc used by fishermen at sea (Jakobsen 1985:926).
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Saw pit

Large logs were ripped into boards using a pit saw, a two-man tool. In the 17th century

the framed type was in use, but from the 19th century saws were mass-produced, and the
6'-8' open-bladed type became popular (Salaman 1989:427-429). Such long saws

required a trench, with one man on the ground pulling downwards and another on top

hauling upwards. These pits became a part of the Shetland vernacular in the 19th
century.

Redundant buildings and ruins were used as pits when convenient in Faroe and
Shedand; a nust (boat shelter) at Underhoull, Unst, was converted by revetting one side

(Mortensen 2000:43; Small 1964-66:242). New pits were usually devised to utilise

existing structures to provide one of the two sides, with additional walls either revetted
or free-standing. The pit at the 0b, Delting, used tire back wall of the house and a

revetted bank parallel to the house rear (Tab.3:3).

Table 3:3 saw pit; 0b, Collafirth, Delting
Inner face Rear wall of house

Outer face Revetment in earthen
bank parallel to house rear

Length of revetment 10'

Height of revetment 5'
Internal width at ground level 3'
Tab.3:3 Construction of saw pit revetted at rear of house

At Grunna, Gunnister, Northmavine, there is no bank to cut into, so a free-standing

dyke parallel to a gable provided a pit. Pits independent of buildings were made by

building two dykes, such as at Culswick, where the pit was at the shore (Fig.3/5). The

equivalent Faroese pit was the sagulad, which used two pairs of stone pillars to support

transverse battens (Mortensen 2000:45). This construction took less rubble to build,
but its existence is un-noted in Shetland

3.5 Turf building
Turf supplemented stone and was used when insufficient rubble was available.
Farmsteads and most outbuildings were built in stone for durability, but an insufficiency
of stones was commonly supplemented by erecting gable peaks in turf, usually in

outbuildings (Fig.3/6). In Dunrossness and Sandwick, parishes with plentiful flat
stones, turf peaks were rare. The house of North Benigarth, Collafirth, Delting, was
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built in the 19fh century, and had gable peaks of turf above wallhead height. The turf of
the "ben" gable was fire-damaged when the canopy chimney burnt early in the 20th
century, and the peaks were rebuilt in stone (C.,E.). Some buildings had peaked stone

gables with a turf layer on the wind-"skew", as on a stable at Aywick, Yell, which

provided a basis into which to fix thatching pegs.

Turf was used when a building was erected quickly, as when evicted families had to find

cjuick shelter, and for paupers' huts. Paupers' huts near Benigarth, Delting, and Aywick,
Yell, both had turf walls and thatched roofs (C.,E.; 0.,M.-E.). Such buildings were

invariably small, inhabited by elderly single persons.

Structures ordinarily made from turf were smaller outbuildings. Typical was a lambhus at

Burravoe, Northmavine, which was oval, with turf walls and a corbelled roof (Roussell

1934:64). Infrequendy-used buildings were commonly of turf because they did not

merit the effort of transporting rubble, such as seasonal peat huts (Fig.3/7; Sect.7.10.1).
Turf construction was preferred to stone in some cases, as on dykes, where thejar held
stakes firmly, and potato huts benefited from the insulation of turf walls and roof to

protect the crop (Sect.7.9).

Turves - "fells"

"Fells" (thick turves) were cut from dry ground, rectangular in plan, with slanted ends.
"Fells" were usually laid grass side down. In walls, rows were sometimes laid with the
slants set the opposite way to those on the row below, in herringbone fashion, as

extensively used in Iceland (Bruun 1928:128; Buckland et al. 1993:510). Used in
Caithness, herringbone turfing was also employed outwith former Norse regions of
Scotland and is recorded in Aberdeenshire (N.M.S.: 130CC). As in dyking, wall "fells"
were secured with wooden pins, usually only on the outer courses, these protruding

pegs being useful for attaching thatching ropes. When set on a stone base, turves were

very durable and lasted many decades (Tab.3:4).
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Table 3:4 "fells" in gable peaks
Njuhus, Sound, Yell Kurkigarth, Delting

Length of "fells" 10"-1'2" 9"

"Fell" thickness 4" 3"-4"
Construction Herringbone pattern, with

end-cuts almost vertically in
line with successive courses

Cut edges above centre of
"fells" underneath, slants
running at the same angle (i.e.
not herringbone)

Number of courses

to peak
Around 14

Notes Basal couple of courses of
longer, thinner, "fells"

Tab.3:4 Construction of turf gable peaks and dimensions of turves

3.6 Flooring
Earthen and clay floors have an ancient ancestry, and were standard in vernacular
houses in the north and west British Isles, and in Faroe (Ayres 1981:107). In Shetland,
lochs provided a source of much clay for floors ([Nisbet] 1953:11). In districts with
access to flagstones, especially Bressay, Sandwich, and Dunrossness, domestic flagged
floors were common, generally in the "but" room, although flagstones were used in
humble outbuildings where supply permitted, as in a lambhus at Ham, Bressay. Where
durable floors were desired and flagstones not available, floors were made of rocks, so-

called set floors having stones of roughly equal size set on edge, clayed between

(Tulloch 1980). This technique was usual in byres, although it was also used in some

dwellings, like the "but" of Wadbister, Tingwall (P.,E.).

Although the fact that goods were concealed under a house floor at Garth, Nesting,
around 1604 (Donaldson 1991:145) indicates a wooden floor, the use of timber
remained rare in this context for vernacular buildings for centuries thereafter. This

scarcity of timber contrasted with the use wooden floors in imported buildings, such as

the Biggins stova. The increased importation of wood in the 18th century made little

impact, considering the impoverishment of most Shetlanders. What stimulated the

usage of wooden floors was the huge increase in maritime trade, and the associated loss
at sea in the 19th century. In 1871 a house at Brough was the first in Whalsay to get a

wooden floor, after a steamer was wrecked, the island's other houses having earthen
floors at the time. Soon afterwards these also gained wooden floors, although a few
retained earth floors as late as 1905 (Bruce c,1900-40b:171). Notwithstanding Bruce's
assertion, Whalsay's non-vernacular houses, like the Manse and Haa, had timber floors
before 1871.
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3.7.1 Roofing: origins of vernacular construction

Roofing and walling are the key constructional elements of the Shetland vernacular.

Viking farmsteads throughout the North Atlantic employed rafters supported by floor-

posts in double rows (Hamilton 1956:138) which later evolved to single-post rows,

following developments in mainland Norway. Less is known regarding roofing of

outbuildings, but given their small size, the utilisation of posts is unlikely, as indicated

by their absence at Sandwick, and where domestic roofing dispensed with supporting

posts in the Middle Ages (Bigelow 1987:27). From cohesion within the Norse

community, disparate roofing techniques evolved during the Middle Ages, responding
to socio-economic change. Dated specimens are absent, but 18th-century roofing across

the region had diversified, linguistic and ethnographic evidence indicating some

centuries of establishment. By the early 17th century Shetland's vernacular had achieved
the form it retained in the 18th; stone walls, turf and straw thatch, and straw ropes

(Bruce 1908:7). How similar to Shetland designs were forms throughout the region?

In the Northern Isles A-frame trusses rested on the middle of a wallhead of bonded

masonry, with straw thatch (usually with turf underlayer) shedding water, secured by

ropes and stones (Fig.3/10). The technique employed in Caithness was identical in
terms of purlin construction and positioning, turf and straw layers, eaves and projecting
wallhead slabs, and thatching weights (N.M.S.: 130AA; Stell 1982:104, 108-109). Crucks
were prevalent in Caithness, and A-frames on load-bearing walls only appeared from
the early 19th century, their adoption being hampered by conservatism {ibid/. 109). Other

ke}1 dissimilarities in some Caithness districts were the straw laid to the gable edges and
lateral ropes pinned into the masonry, although this was known in Shetland.

In the Outer Hebrides there was dissimilarity in truss form and positioning; rafters
crossed apexes and their feet were set into the masonry. A-frames rested on the inner
wallhead of an earth-core wall. Covering was similar, with straw thatch onto turves held

by ropes and stones, but ends were hipped. Thatch was regularly stripped, providing
fertiliser (Sinclair 1953:25-27). Inner Flebridean cruck trusses comprised curved timbers
set upright on the floor, or one length from floor to eaves, where a shorter piece was

pegged and sat on a ledge (Walton 1957:162). A-frames were also utilised, with crossed
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apexes, often set into masonry. Gables were hipped, but the overhanging eaves

approximate to Shetlandic forms (Sinclair 1953:33, 36).

Of the principal Norwegian truss forms, that most similar to Shedand is the Vestland

type, where a collar (tverrbjelke) spanned two rafters (sperrer), although these were used in
timber houses, fixed to a beam. In Jieren, where stone building was practised, rafters
were supported by floor-posts (Christensen 1995:63; Hoffmann 1943:106). The

predominant covering was waterproof bark {never), held down by grass-turf {grcestorv) in
south Norway, and in the north, where wood was scarce, Russian bark was imported

{ibid.: 109; Simonsen 1955:104; Christensen 1995:64, 66).

Faroese roofs replicated Norwegian construction. Rafters {sperm) were fixed to sills

along the wallhead, but collars {trodr) were only used on larger buildings. The covering
was grass-turf {flap), supported by an eaves plank (flaghaldi/' torvhald), and on larger roofs
shielded by a bargeboard (vindskeid). Where there was no bargcboard, stones were

placed to retain the turf, and battens to prevent stones from rolling down (Bruun
1929:154; Williamson 1948:217; Rasmussen 1992:10, 33). The waterproof layer was

usually bark (neevur). Its substitute was barley straw {ho/gar), a local resource which did
not last long, and when ridge turves were pegged water saturation was a concern, so

bark was utilised on houses and straw on outbuildings. The use of holgar declined from
the 18th century, as importation of ncevur from Norway increased (Williamson 1948:217;
Bruun 1929:145; Stoklund 1996:62).

Grass-turf was used in Shetland prior to 1600, recorded from Papa Stour in the 13th
century, where imported bark was utilised (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:111-112).

Considering the building's elite status and atypical form, it does not necessarily indicate
the Shetland vernacular of the Middle Ages, in contrast to Sandwick, Unst (Bigelow

1985:109-110). There is no tradition of grass-turf roofing, 17' -century observers do not

mention it, and no record of bark importation until landlords shipped it in the 18th
century for tanning sails and lines. Never/neverspels (birch bark) are occasional beach
finds, but in minuscule quantities inadequate for building, so the Papa Stour roof

depended on imported resources. Norway's decline brought marginalisation for her
colonies, whose economies were affected contrastingly. Norway maintained commerce

with Faroe, but Shetland trading had a different nature, the common people losing
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economic independence to import raw materials as they became reliant on indigenous
resources. Faroese cultural influences shifted from c.1600 from Norway to Denmark,

remaining bonded to Scandinavia (Stoklund 1996:149, 151), whilst Shetland became
Scottified. This socio-cultural shift ensured Shetland retained her definitively

indigenous roofing technique.

Why did roofing evolve into disparate types in broadly similar environments? Roussell
reasoned that where supplies of plants were sufficient to allow thatching, the lighter
framework of rafters and purlins was adopted, as in the Northern Isles and Hebrides, as

opposed to the heavier grass-turf roof (1934:45). Faroese roofs, however, relied on

imports rather than local cereals, disproving Roussell's hypothesis. The other Atlantic
islands used straw, and trusses and walls had both similarities and differences. Walton

suggested crucks were either local developments to distribute roof thrusts, or a local
answer to the lack of suitable timbers (1957:162). Nevertheless, buildings of the Outer
Hebrides and Northern Isles were similar in scale and roof stresses to those in the Inner

Hebrides, and there was a similar shortage of wood, but crucks are absent from the
Outer Hebrides (Fenton & Walker 1981:32) and Northern Isles. Change or stasis of
culture, brought about by economic developments, moulded the vernacular, whatever
the local environmental conditions. An indication is the employment of holgar in Faroe
as a local development in response to unavailability of imported navur. In Shetland,
radical cultural change affected building more fundamentally. Hibbert perceived the
differences between Shetland and Scandinavian roofing, recognising the use of turf on

bark to be "the peculiar characteristic of the Scandinavian cottage", discerning Shetland
had "adopted the Scotch method of thatching" (1822:115). He recognised there were

Norse constructional elements, the pon,fla, and simmens (Sect.3.7.3), and considered the
dearth of wood had led the islanders to perfect their own technique.

3.7.2 Roof timbers

Roof joinery was fairly consistent throughout Shetland, using A-frame trusses spanned

by purlins and laths, whereas in Orkney this form was used as well as a separate

method, utilising a ridge-pole and rafters. This latter construction was a regional type,

used in North llonaldsay to support the local heavy flagstones (Roussell 1934:87).
Faroese outbuildings used a ridge-beam, with a lateral beam on each roof-face, and

upright planks superimposed (Bruun 1929:145).
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Rafter and collar — sperrek and twartbak/gan-"tree"
Trusses consisted of two sperreks (rafters) secured at the peak and braced by the twartbak

(collar), a term (akobsen considered Scoto-English, but comparable to Orkney Norn

twart-back/back (Marwick 1929:7, 196). The upper end of each sperrek was the hun

(Orkney: huin), and the fastened end of the paired sperreks constituted the

knokk/knokkinlnokkin/noggin/nuggin/nukkin. Each knokk was a pair of corner-halved
huns, secured by a Irenel (peg) driven through a peg-hole through the joint. The twartbak
was housed into joints cut into the sperreks, pegged in the same manner as the huns
(Tab.3:5; Fig.3/10).
Table 3:5 sperreks-, Tronafirth, Tingwall
Section 5" x 2V*', sawn from logs
Knokks corner-halved 5" x 5Y2"

Fixing centrally-located Vs"
diameter trenel

Tab.3:5 Rafter dimensions

The half-dovetails described by Newman & Newman (1991:37) for collar joints to

prevent shearing have not been noted in Shetland, although the technique was

presumably known. Collars were pegged in Hebridean houses, but narrower buildings
did not employ collars and Roussell found Hebridean joinery poor in comparison to

that of the Northern Isles (Sinclair 1953:25; Roussell 1934:14). Trusses were the largest

requirement of wood in vernacular buildings, made from whatever was available: a

section of a wrecked ship allowed a roof at Whalsay to be made in 1602 (Donaldson

1954:51). Timber shortage is illustrated in a reversal of this situation, when repairs
needed to be done to an Unst byre, involving removing a third of the roof and setting

up sperreks because wood had been taken to make a boat's keel (Winwick 1813). As
timber was infrequently available, tenants frequently relied on imported wood supplied

by their landlord, set against their rent. Over the 1791-1813 period Thomas Mouat

provided large quantities to Delting farmers undertaking repairs (as 180' and 90' of

langbands for two farmsteads at Calback) and for new houses (as ten pairs of sperreks and
128' of langbands at Crookster) (Auchinleck 1785). By the 19th century huns were usually
fixed with a spiger/gadd (large nail), as the increased availability of imported iron enabled
blacksmiths to produce adequate quantities. At Sandwick, Lunnasting, timbers were

machine-sawn with corner-halved huns, twartbaks not jointed, and all fixings nailed.
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An outbuilding at Scarvataing in Muckle Roe, Delting, used whale ribs as rafters around
1910 The occasional use of ribs, which were stronger than wood and resistant
to rot, is certain prior to 1900. Whalebone was utilised in the Hebrides and sometimes
formed rafters in Faroese outhouses (Walker & McGregor 1996:21; Rasmussen

1992:36). The Scarvataing usage is not indicative of continued timber shortage, but
rather demonstrates the localised availability of a more durable material than wood;
commercial whaling stations were established locally from this period, and in adjacent

townships large quantities of whalebone became available. The artificial increase in

supply after that date led to an anachronistic resurgence of the tradition, despite

improved timber supplies.

Purlins and laths — langbands and ovi

Sperreks were connected by purlins (langbands) and these, together with vertical laths (ovi),

supported the turf layer. The upper langband on each face lay at the top edge of the

sperrek so that the ridge was flat. Roofs seldom utilised a ridge-pole, luingbands were not

nailed, even in buildings erected in the later 19th century, when nails were freely
available. Langbands were as long as possible and thin in section.

Laid at 90 to the langbands was the ovi (Fig.3/9). This was of wood about 3'-6' long, and
ovi split from boat planks was preferred, being tarred and seasoned (Tulloch 1980).

Inspection of buildings and photographic evidence demonstrates ovi to have been

infrequently utilised in the 19th century. This is because wood became plentiful in that

century, enabling the close fitting of langbands which obviated the need for ovi. Gnce
machine-cut timber became widely available regular langbands superseded ovi, imparting a

standardised character to roofing in late 19th-century houses (Fig.3/8; Tab.3:6). Locally-

shaped wood persisted in outbuildings after this date, such as the byre constructed
c.1910 at Easterhouse, Ulsta, Yell, which had irregular cleaved langbands around 3' x 1'
section (A.,Mg.).
Table 3:6 machined roof timbers

Musawater, Walls Houss, nr. Burra
Sperrek sections CMX 4" x 2"

Sperrek spacing T9"-2'2" centres 2' centres

Twartbak section 3" x P/i"
Langband section 2" x y2" O" 3/ "2 X Y4

Langband spacing 9" centres 7" centres

Tab.3:6 Dimensions of machined roof timbers
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Although Orkney roofing corresponded in other respects, Newman & Newman do not

report the use of an equivalent to ovi (1992:44-45). A parallel exists in Lewis roofing,
which used thin board rafters with widely-spaced purlins and had poles laid vertically on

top (Roussell 1934:14). This insubstantial construction is accounted for by the light
thatch covering, which was regularly removed to the midden, unlike in Shetland.

Rope underlaver

Rope {simmens) of heather or straw was sometimes used instead of ovi, secured to the
lowermost langband on each side, running over the roof surface (Fig.3/10; Smith 1960;
Firth 1920:14; Newman & Newman 1991:29). Orcadian roofs employed both forms of
basal layer used in Shetland, turf on laths, and rope on laths, plus a third form,

flagstones (Newman & Newman 1992:43-45), which was not used in Shetland because
of its geology. Orcadian roofs employed a greater density of ropes in the underlayer -

c.16 strands between rafters, compared to 8-9 in Dunrossness - because often no turves

were used (R.C.A.H.M.S. 1998:22; Fenton 1978:185; S.M.: SL.1858).

Although rope was a widespread basal layer in Orkney (Newman & Newman 1991:28),
in Shetland the technique was confined to Dunrossness. An Orcadian house needed 3/t
mile of simmans (Newman & Newman 1991:30), and this investment of time

undoubtedly inhibited the adoption of the technique in Shetland, despite the fact that

pons (turves) gripped better to rope than wood. Orkney's cultural influence in
Dunrossness was instrumental in the adoption of the technique in that parish (Fenton

1976:40), but the availability of straw to make simmens was also a factor, Orkney and
Dunrossness both being major grain producers. The use of rope under the turves was

also geographically restricted in Hebridean roofing, where it was a feature of North Uist
construction (Souness, pers. comm.).

Dampcourse slab — nfsahellatofshe/lek/tciheUa
Set at the foot of each sperrek was a slab lying along its surface, and over which the first
course of turves was laid. This slab (ufsahella, Orkney: tekkal) prevented saturated pons

from rotting the wood, and each was thin and flat with a straight edge to lie on the
wallhead. Where slabs were scarce ufsahellas were dispensed with on outbuildings, but
where long stones abounded ufsahellas could run the full course of the eaves (Tab.3:7;

Fig.3/10). Orkney tekkals were identical in form (Firth 1920:14), and Newman &
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Newman's placement of them over the pones (1992:45) is a misrepresentation.
Hebridean roofing had no such slabs, and sacrificial timber slats were used at the rafter
feet (Walker & McGregor 1996:9).
Table 3:7 ufsakeliar, byre at Hoja, Norwick, Unst
No gaps between ufsahellas — gaps caused by roof collapse
Widths (commencing at gable) (7" gap), 15", 7", (7" gap), 6",

5", 5", 5", 4", 5", 6", 5", 6",
11", 10", 11", 9", 6", 4", 9",
(3" gap), 6", 7", 5", 8"

Thickness Generally 1V2", thickest 2V2"
Individual sample 28" long, 12"-16" broad, V*n

thick

Tab.3:7 Dimensions of dampcourse slabs at rafter feet

Roof construction case studies

Constructional variation may be seen from four select specimens.

The farmstead of Njuhus, Yell, was built c.1865 with its barn and byre as a single block

(B.,A.; Tab.3:8). The roof indicated timber shortage; a quarter of sperreks and twartbaks
were of raga and some langbands were tarred from previous use. Little machined timber
was employed; three-quarters of langbands were sawn by pit saw, and the remainder were

riven by axe. There was extensive secondary use, and because sperreks were of differing
sections the joints were not corner-halved, but had a third removed to provide one face
onto which the twartbak was fixed. There was little ovi, although some loose pieces lay
where the langbands were widest. No ufsahe/las were used. There were two layers ofpons,

an underlayer laid at 30°, and an overlayer laid at a reversal of the 30° angle. Thatch was

roped with straw simmens.
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Table 3:8 roof at Njuhus, Sound, Yell
Number of trusses 18 total; eight in bam, one at partition, nine in byre
Sample sperrek sections 4V2" x 2V2", 5" x 2", 4V2" x 2" (commonest), 4Y4" x

23/4", 5" x 3", 4" x 2", 5" x 2V2"
Sample twartbak sections 4V2" x T/4", 4" x 2%", 4" x IV2", 4" x 2"

(commonest), 2%" x 2", 3" x 2", 3%" x 2"
Twartbaks centres 1'2"-1'3" below inner angle of knokks
Sample sperrek spacings, from
centres

2'3", 2', 2'2" (commonest), 2'1", 1'10", 2'4", 1'9", 1'6".

Tangband sections 2%" x V2", 2" x V2", 2Y2" x V2"
Spacing between langbands Mostly 2" in barn, 6"-7" in byre
Tangband length Generally 13'-14' in byre, 6'-7' in barn, with greater

variety of dimensions in barn
Tangbands joins Overlapped by around 8", in gaps between sperreks
Number of langbands spanning
space between sperreks

Typically 17 in barn, 9 in byre

Fixing Twartbaks and knokks both nailed

Projection of langbands past sperrek
nearest gabel

5", leaving a few inches gap to the turf face

Number ofpons from wallhead to
knokks

About eight, including ridge one

Sample pons 28" x 16", 31" x 17", 25" x 14", 26" x 13", 22" x 12",
23" x 12", all T/2" thick

Sample ridge pon 29" x 18"
Tab.3:8 Construction and dimensions of barn/byre roof at Njuhus, Yell

A lambhus at Foula was of typical construction (Tab.3:9). Its sperreks were fashioned
from seaborne Umber, mostly adze-trimmed battens, plus a few quarter-sawn raga logs.
The knokks were secured with trends, Foula's isolation perpetuating this older form.
There were no twartbaks. The ufsahellas were large, facilitated by the local sandstone
which splits readily into thin sheets. Thatch cover was of ror.

Table 3:9 roof at Quinnister, Foula
Building interior 14'6" x 7'

Number of trusses Eight
Section of sperreks From 2Y2" x 3" to 3Y2" x 4"

Spaces between sperreks (commencing
from upper gable)

1', 1'9", 1'5", 1'8", 1'7", 1'6", 1'8", 1'6", 1'2"

Tangbands 1 '/2"-4" wide, 1" thick, and 4'6"-6" long
Number of langbands spanning space
between sperreks

Around ten

Number of ufsahellas Overlapping one another, nine on north face, six on
south

Size of ufsahellas Mostly T-1'4" wide, the widest 2', and lengths 1'3"-
3'3"

Tab.3:9 Construction and dimensions of lamb shed roof at Quinnister, Foula

A lambhus at Whalsay used an atypical roof construction (Tab.3:10). It comprised a

heavy ridge-beam made from a mast, to which were nailed the sperreks of rent pitch pine
- a timber having straight grain, allowing splitting. There were no twartbaks, and the tiny

gaps between the spernks allowed pons to be laid without langbands. No ufsahellas were
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employed. Ridge-beam construction is known from North llonaldsay, Orkney, but

comparability is incidental because the Orcadian form was used to support heavy

flagstones. Newman & Newman conjecture the use of masts in this way responded to

wreckwood availability (1992:41-42). Closer affinity is shared with Faroese roofs with

lighter sticks fixed to the ridge-pole (Bruun 1929:145). The Grosten roof has
maximised raga to produce an atypical form.
Table 3:10 roof at Grosten, Isbister, Whalsay
Ridge-beam 8" diameter

Sperreks 3" x VA"

Gaps between sperreks 3" 4,,
Pons Around 18" x 8"
Tab.3:10 Construction and dimensions of lamb shed roof at Grosten, Whalsay

A lambhus at Bressay utilised standard truss-forms but unusual langbands (Tab.3:11). This

building, demolished in 2005, had one turf peak, the "fells" at the inner edge being

pinned with cut hazel twigs. The sperreks were rough-sawn, corner-halved and nailed at

the buns, and the knokks were secured by barrel staves. The ufsahellas ran the full length
of the building. The langbands comprised mostly of straight and slender hazel twigs,

placed without intervening gaps, with their ends chopped. This singular use of twigs as

ovi is unrecorded. Although a bulk quantity of twigs perhaps came by sea as a boat's
fender, importation is likely, for amongst wood imported from Norway in the mid-18th
century were "hazle cutts" (Sandison 1934:63). Hazel twigs were used as thatch pegs in
the west Highlands (Sinclair 1953:43).
Table 3:11 roof at Ham, Bressay
Internal area 12'8" x 6'
Stone gable 7'6" high, 1'10" thick
Side-walls 2'9" high, 1'8" thick
Stone part of turf-peak gable 4'7" high
Gable "fells" l'l" long x 3V2" thick, end slants 60°
Number of trusses Six

Sperreks 3" x 2" section, 57" long
Spacings between sperreks, on west
side (from south gable)

9", 26", 27", 25", 25", 26", 5"

Twartbaks Around 3" x V2", 34" long
Ufsahellas Largest 1'3" broad x 2'4" long, and all c?/" thick
Pine langbands 2" x 1" section

Twig langbands VJ'-V/i" diameter (greater bulk almost 1")
Sample lengths of twigs 46", 53", 56", 67", 49", 51"
Number of twigs between sperreks
(sampled from three positions on
west side)

34, 26, 27 (in all positions there were a couple pine
langbands)

Tab.3:11 Construction and dimensions of lamb shed roof at Ham, Bressay
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Hipped roofs
Because gables afforded headroom, most Shetland house roofs were pitched. The small

proportion of hipped roofs was confined to outbuildings, and the technique was a

localised preference in Sandness (Fig.4/5). The general preference for pitched roofs is
demonstrated by the extensive use of turf for gable peaks where there was insufficient
rubble to build in stone, giving a characteristic Shetland form with peaks little higher
than the side-walls, creating a curved ridge. The consistency between Shetland and

Orkney, where peaked gables were prevalent, contrasts to the Hebrides, where hips
were standard, because the unbonded earth-core walls were unable to bear the extra

loading of a gable (Sinclair 1953:25; Roussell 1934:44).

3.7.3 Roof covering
Roof turfs —pons andplus
Roofs were covered in a layer of overlapping turf shingles (pons, Orkney: pones), either
with or without a superimposed thatch layer (Fig.3/10). Pons were cut from lobba land

(dry, thin, with coarse grass), which gave a tough turf with a mass of densely-matted
roots. The form of 16th-/1 8th-century pons was consistent with those of later centuries

(Owen & Lowe 1999:231). Roofing in parts of the Hebrides was similar, where a

permanent base layer of turves for successive thatch layers was used, the turves

constituting rounded rectangles with tapered edges, enabling them to lie flat (Souness
1992:86; Holden 1998:25).

The shape ofpons depended on which cutting implement was used — spade or

"flachter". The spade was widespread, and typically had a worn blade fitted to a new

haft, so there were no corners to pierce the pon and the haft did not have the footstep
that delving spades had (T.,J.). A spade-cut pon was cut inwards from each end, which
left a keel across the breadth of the underside, the finished shingle being around 2' x

IV2 (R.J.). The "flachter" was a specialised implement, deriving from Scotland, and
used primarily in Dunrossness. It comprised a broad plank with a tee-handle and a

crescentic blade. The blade was shoved in using the knees, and on being pushed
forward, the "flachter" flattened its angle of entry; when only the handle was

protruding, it was pulled upwards, tearing the turf along both edges of the board. Pons
cut with a "flachter" were tapered at the sides (Fenton 1986:110; Venables 1956:opp.46;

Fig.3/11).
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Pons were laid grass down, overlapping one another within their row and each
successive row overlapping the lower one. Pons were overlapped by 6"-8" (Johnson

1980:49). Pons with a keel made a flatter roof surface, equalising the ridges where the
rows overlapped, and the tapered sides of "flachter"-cutpons achieved the same result

(R.J.; Fenton 1986:110). Longer pons were cut to cover the ridge ("riggin", Orkney:

memi). In some districts, such as Yell, it was usual to use two layers ofpons when roofs
were to be thatched, in which case the pons were angled, so they were laid with a

minimum of overlap. Although Orkney pones were laid in overlapping courses

(Newman & Newman 1992:44), there is no record of angling or doubling. Turves were

laid at an angle in Hebridean districts, with their long sides at 45° to prevent water

entering during strong winds (Holden 1998:25).

A [la was a turf composed of root matter, torn by hand from damp heath. Flas were

torn with a flowing tide, otherwise only a foot or so length was obtained, and although
easier harvested than pons, they were less durable (Fig.3/12). Flas were about 5'6" x

1'3". After having the soil removed off their undersides, they were carried on a spade
haft inserted through (N.M.S.: 130AA). The increasing paring of turf in the 18th-l9th
centuries had a deleterious effect on some skattalds, as witnessed by an observer in 1848
who noted that much of inland Bressay had grazings harmed by widespread harvesting

offlas for roofing (Schetky & Manners 1850:68). Hibbert found [las to be used in

preference to pons, the latter being used when no flas were available (1822:114), but this
is at variance with architectural and oral evidence that the best roofs employed pons.

Where necessary, roofs were thatched overflas since at least the 17th century, but on

houses this was in a minority of cases (Bruce 1908:7; Bryden 1841:138). Travellers like
Flibbert were more familiar with roof exteriors than interiors, and thus saw many roofs
covered in flas, if not thatched.

Pon roofs

Pons were fairly watertight and many outbuildings were roofed without thatch. Because

pons were thin and were laid roots uppermost, they did not turn to grass (Roussell

1934:62). After twenty years or so pons started eroding, frost being particularly
detrimental, causing leaks, and saturated pons turned to soil, rotting timbers. Pon-roofed

buildings were those furthest from the farmstead, used infrequently, or of lowlier status.
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Mills were often pon-roofed because of the inconvenience of cat-tying straw long
distances for thatching. The lambhus was pon-roofed to prevent sheep from eating tekkin

(thatching), and although animals were in the tun all winter, the other buildings were

high enough not to have tekkin eaten (A.,M.).

Where pons formed the outer layer they were often pegged where they overlapped,

although many people did not peg because piercing hastened deterioration. A 16th-l 8th-
century possible turf pin was found at Kebister (Owen & Lowe 1999:231). Because
both top corners and one bottom corner of the pons were covered, usually only one

corner was pegged (Fig.3/13; N.M.S.: 130AA; Roussell 1934:62, 65). A byre at

Hivdiwick, Dclting, had pons secured with a couple of pegs in each horizontal and
vertical overlap (Fenton 1978:180; Holden 1998:24 — misidentified as Orcadian farm).
Smith's understanding that pegs were used to secure pons to the langbands is incorrect

(1964:2).

Rarely, pons were secured with simmens and "linkstanes", in the manner of a tekkit roof

(Fig.3/14, 3/15). This method is known from North Uist, Hebrides (Fenton 1976:43).
An unrecorded third method of securing was lashing, used at Wethersta, Delting. A

#

hardwood needle with a central hole was used to sew pons onto the langbands, using
simmens. One man pushed the needle from inside the roof, above the langband, to

another man outside. This person pushed it back through, the one on the inside

ensuring it came through under the langband (R.J.).

This maintenance regime contrasts to the grass-turf roof of Faroe and Norway, which
remained verdant. In the windier Faroese environment turf roofs frequently employed
loose stones to hold turves down, stones suspended on ropes by a single loop also

being used (Rasmussen 1992:33; Larsen 1990:57-58). At Dunrossness in 1603 a person

cast down divots and stones from the ridge (Donaldson 1954:87). This evidence

presumably refers to pons and "linkstanes", although the stones were seemingly at the

ridge, perhaps indicating loose stones in the Faroese manner.

Double-turfing -jardponin
A durable roof was created by laying a double layer of turves, a process termed to

jardpon. Ajardponed roof used an underlayer ofpons withflas as a less durable, renewable,
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oiiler covering. Pins about 15" long were put into the roof to keep simmens tight and for

fixing flas to pons (N.M.S.: 130AA). Hibbert reports in the 1810s jardponed roofs with
two layers offlas (1822:114), but early sources confuse pons withflas, referring to both as

flas or divots, so caution is necessary interpreting such accounts (e.g. Sibbald 1711:3).
Southern Icelandic roofs employed a first layer of turf laid grass downwards, with an

upper layer. However, comparability is weak because these outer turves were grassy, a

method facilitated by a bottom layer of stones to prevent rot and a steep pitch plus
matted roots to stop seepage (Gfsli Gestsson 1978:45).

Thatching, general
Straw thatch is characteristic of the north-west British Isles. Holden details thatch types

from diverse Scottish examples, encompassing heather on turf in Argyll, straw and clay
in Aberdeenshire, rush or straw and marram on turf in the Hebrides (1998:2-3).
Clearest similarities to the Shetland technique are from North Uist and South

Ronaldsay. With the former, straw was used on a turf base, with later layers using
heather and bracken instead of straw, and the Orcadian design used oat straw on a

straw rope underlayer. In contrast to the Northern Isles, thatches varied greatly across

the Hebrides because of resource availability; types included straw, heather, and bracken
in North Uist; marram in Berneray; marram, rushes or straw in Tiree (Walker 1989:67,
63; Souness 1992:87). More important than covering alone, thatching divides according
to the method of laying; directional, in the Northern Isles and much of Scotland, or

random, in the Hebrides (Walker et al. 1996:24). Hebridean barley straw was laid

randomly so that water saturated it because the layer was made into fertiliser (Sinclair

1953:26-27). Directional thatching remained dry, and layers over a century old
remained partially intact in Northern Isles roofing (Holden 1998:64).

Scottish thatches divide into seven regional types, the northern division comprising the
Northern Isles and Caithness, where design evolved to counteract wind forces in a

different manner to the Hebrides (Walker et al. 1996:51, 54). Shedand roofs had eaves

flush with the elevation to shed water from the wall face, unlike Hebridean ones, and

the projection of eaves was avoided because of vulnerability to wind (Maxwell 1996:33;
Walker et al. 1996:38). Gables may be divided between raised and flush types (ibid.:38);
raised "skews" were usual for houses, although flush ones were used on smaller

outbuildings with "fellie" gables (Fig.3/16). lP7W-"skews" protected thatch from
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winds, but roof profiles often projected above this (Maxwell 1996:33). A wind-1skew"
at Kurkigarth, Delting, had projecting slabs as footsteps to enable the ridge to be
reached during thatching.

Thatch - tekkin

Thatching was applied in at least two layers; a new roof got a bolster layer, and

subsequent regular thatching consisted of one or two layers. The preferred thatch was

havr (black oats), which was grown in large quantities for food and fodder. It shed
water efficiently and had an effective lifespan of around three years, but subject to

availability wild plants were also used.

On a new roof, a bolster layer was applied to the pons, using either of two plants. Where

ling (heather) was used, large low bunches with few roots were preferred, and the
alternative was tekk - a mixture of short ling and lobba (coarse grass). Ung was laid to a

depth of 1', roots uppermost, and two or three lateral simmens were stretched to hold it
down, tied to pegs equally spaced up the roof and fixed at the edge (Johnson 1980:50).

Bolstering in Orkney was done with straw or marram, laid vertically or randomly

(Newman & Newman 1992:46).

The top layer was usually of "gloy" (straw with weeds removed) and was often applied
in two stages, the second more carefully, using the best straw. Usually two sheaves

produced one sheaf of "gloy", called a "bet", leaving shorter gleanings called hallos

(Orkney: ballon)). To make the "bet" the straw was thrashed, then the fingers were run

through the sheaf to remove short straws and weeds. The preparation of sufficient

"gloy" to tekk a house took about two weeks, as the longest straw was continually
selected during the ongoing thrashing (C.,Lw.). If straw was applied in two layers, hallos,
which was not so well prepared, padded the roof, before spreading "gloy" on Lop

(G.,Jm.; Tulloch 1980). The depth of straw applied in Orcadian roofs was the same as

that in Shetland (Firth 1920:14).

A flatter surface was achieved by processing straw into bundles called drawn windlins.
After thrashing by flail, the straw was gripped in each fist at the cut end and the hands
drawn outward to give two straight bunches. These were shaken to let tangled and
short straws fall out, and any weeds were removed. Both bunches were then combined,
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split and redrawn, separating the bundle in two different halves; around three draws
were sufficient to remove waste, the bunches being laid heads-to-tails each time, making
the finished bundle an even cylinder. This was loosely gripped, held a few inches above
floor level, and dropped down a couple of times to place the straws evenly. About 40
of these drawn windlins were required to tekk a house. The "gloy" was more carefully
thrashed and cleaned, and was used for thatching the lowermost course, where it was

applied thicker than windlins, and gave a neater job. Because drawn windlins were

prepared faster, they were used on the general body of the roof (C.,L.).

Tekk was used as the outer covering on uthus roofs in Firth, Delting, when straw was in
short supply (L.,C.). This is alluded to by Shirreff, who reported roofs covered with
either sods (i.e. pons), or thatched using straw or heath (1814:19).

Ror (reed grass) was exploited when available, although it was unevenly distributed. It
was used with a "gloy" outer layer, supplementing straw supplies, in Papa Stour and

complete roofs were thatched with it in Firth, where it was used on outbuildings to

conserve straw (P.,G.; L.,C.). In Foula rorwas preferred to straw, and folk came from
over the island to the place where it grew best in order to harvest it. Attempts made to

sow it elsewhere were unsuccessful (G.,Jm.; I.,E.). The use of reed grass is not recorded

by Walker et al. (1996:26).

The use offlos (rush) to thatch a byre in Fladdabister is reported, because of a shortage
of straw (M.,Bb.). Although its use was commonplace in the Hebrides (Walker et al.

1996:26), the Cunningsburgh example is atypical for Shetland,flosbeing avoided due to

its slipperiness, although it was suitable for rope-making.

A trustworthy account specifies Shetland houses were "coeverd with hather" in the

early 17th century (James [c. 1616]:50). This, if not referring to the bolster layer, is the

only evidence suggesting heather thatching. Although heather was used as an

underlayer in Ireland and Denmark, only in Scotland was it used as the outer thatch,
where it was distributed widely over the country (Souness 1991:4-5).
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Spreading thatch
The verb to thatch was to tekk (Orkney: tekk), and the covering constituted the tekkin

(Orkney: tekk). In thatching, "bets" were heaped at both sides of the building, and the
"linkstanes" were gathered down. Fine straw was shaken onto the roof, and "gloy" was

spread above, around 4" deep. The "bets" overlapped by about 4", with cut ends
lowermost, and were laid from the wallhead upwards. Once spreading was complete,
lateral simmens were fixed between the gables to hold the straw down (Johnson 1980:50;
Smith 1960; Edmondston 1961; Fig.3/17). A small uthus roof used about two "bets" to

reach the ridge, a bus about four. An unusual technique (from Fladdabister) had "gloy"
laid in slanting courses, each sheaf having the straw drawn upwards from underneath
once it was placed on the roof (M.,Bb.). It was essential that there was little wind when

thatching, but if winds rose whilst work was underway, water was poured over the

"gloy" to hold it down long enough to get the job finished (A.,Mg.).

Ridge straw was separately prepared beforehand into bundles called drawn "bets"

(Johnson 1980:49 calls them hallos), for which the longest sheaves were selected. The

upper end of the sheaf was gripped, and the fingers combed through to remove short
straws. The sheaf was bisected, placed end-to-end, and straw was drawn outwards from
each bundle simultaneously, providing equal proportions of heads and tails in each
direction (Fig.3/17). Timber chimneys were fitted with a jacket of "gloy" in vertical
bunches stitched with simmens along one edge, with the rest of the straw left free to give
better coverage over the chimney. The jacket had simmen loops for tying it on (G.,Jm.;
Smith 1964:3).

Dependent on the durability of ropes and quality of straw, thatching was done every

one to three years (Bruce 1908:7; TA/.: 1/12/1888; Taylor 1948:29; Johnson 1980:52).
Tekkin accumulated over many decades, and it was seldom necessary to aftck (strip

thatch), this being done only if a roof became too rounded to shed water.

Foot-ledge — tek-'gate"

Thatching of small buildings was done from ground level, with one person on the ridge,
but this was not possible with taller buildings. Pons were almost flush with the wall face,

leaving a few inches of wallhead under the tekkin, so a person working on the roof had
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to secure a toehold or use a ladder (C.,Lw.). Ladders were necessary for die larger-

dwellings erected during the 19th century.

On some houses, slabs were employed on the wallhead which projected past the wall

face, creating a ledge allowing a person to stand. This feature was called a tek-"gate"; a

form unnoted by Jakobsen in this definition. In Orkney the same ledge was called the

odder, a form related to the Shetlandic obder (lintel). Fenton recognised the Orcadian

ledge, but thought such slabs were not used in Shetland (1985b:91). Confusingly, obder
was also used of a porch, and the term onder (porch) was used of a lintel.

The tek-"gate" was used on tall roofs, mostly larger houses. Besides the projection, the
stones were sufficiendy broad to span most of the wallhead, so that the ledge bore the

weight of a person. The slabs also shielded the wallhead from water penetradon

(Johnson 1980:50; Fig.3/18). The tek-"gate" at Garth, Bressay, projects by 3" past the
wall face, and that at Breibister, Northmavine, by 4", replicating the 3"-4" projection of
Orcadian odders (Firth 1920:14). In Dunrossness, where broad stones abounded, the

tek-"gate" took a different form, with an exposed wallhead outside the eaves covered by
slabs (Fig.3/10). This was used on other farmstead buildings besides houses. Originally
scarce outside Dunrossness, tek-"gates" spread from the 18th century as houses got

larger.

Outwith the Northern Isles, the foot-ledge had a close parallel in Caithness - a county

with certain cultural links (Stell 1982:104). There is some comparability in the
Flebridean exposed wallhead (tobhta), whose principal purpose was a thatching step.

The tobhta was, however, grassy, so sheep and calves could graze there, and it also

provided an occasional seat. To facilitate these activities, steps to the ledge were

incorporated (Sinclair 1953:18, 23).

Rope - simmen

Rope (simmen, Orkney: simmari), was hand-twisted from various plants, depending on

availability. Ling/lung (heather) was strongest and most durable, but toughest to make;

flos (rush) was available in most areas; havr (oat) straw was always available, but least
durable. Straw and heather were used in Orkney, and heather in the Flebrides and
Caithness (Newman & Newman 1992:46; Sinclair 1953:27; Stell 1982:108). Flay was
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sometimes used in Faroe (Landt J1800]:244), but this impermanent material was not

used in Shetland. Juniper, resistant to rot, was utilised in Faroe (Larsen 1990:55, 57),
but although it was also native to Shetland, there is no tradition of its use there.
Settlement in Faroe predated the Viking era by only two centuries, from which time

sheep-grazing and harvesting of shrubs drastically depleted native trees until the use of

juniper was obsolete by the 18th century {ibid;.55-56). Because Shetland was settled four
millennia before the Viking conquest, and the native vegetation had been radically
altered long before, there was no Norse usage of juniper.

Long thin ling was selected to make into simmens (Smith 1960). Gordsimens (ropes

suspending the stones) were thicker than transverse simmens (Smith 1964:4). Simmens
were made up into clews from l!/2-3' diameter (M.,B.; G.,Jn.; Taylor 1948:30; Johnson

1980:51). To "link" a bus it required two 2'-3' straw gordsimen clews, totalling 600
fathoms (Edmondston 1961).

Securing thatch
Thatch was secured by ropes and stones. Weight was supplied by a row of stones

suspended by transverse ropes, and the tekkin was usually protected from the wind by
additional strands, which were fitted either before or after the transverse ropes

(Fig.3/10, 3/19).

Outbuildings at the South Biggins, Foula, were thatched with ror. After it was spread,

longitudinal simmens were laid, spanning the length of the roof; these were spaced
around 1', from wallhead to ridge, with their ends packed under the tekkin. The "links"
and "linkstanes" were placed over this (I.,E.). The byre at neighbouring South Harrier
used around six strands (E.U.S.S.S.: AVIIle3774).

A row of stones ("linkstancs") ran the length of the roof, held in place a few feet above
the roof edge by passing a continuous gordsimen alternately to the stones on each side,

spaced about 4" apart. Roping required four people. One on the ridge hauled a bight
from the clew on the ground, passing it alternately to the person on each face, each of
whom slung the "linkstanes" at a regular height (Fig.3/20). The person on the ground
unrolled the gordsimen clew as required. If three people were present, the gordsimens were

laid into a few coils in a continuous strand along the building's length, so they did not
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tangle through a single ball rolling off. Stones were suspended higher than finally

required to allow for stretch in the gordsimens. The layer of shaken straw under the

"gloy" prevented the "links" sinking into the latter (G.,Jm.; Johnson 1980:51; Smith
1960; Edmondston 1961). Once the "linkstanes" were suspended, a lateral simmen, the

fitjin (Orkney: garbendlin) was passed under the lower "links" and over the top "links" to

draw the ropes together, securing the stones.

The second alternative to secure tekkin was to use very close "links" on each stone.

This was used at the Pund of Framgord, Northmavine, with around six "links" per

"linkstane", and at East Longfield, Dunrossness (G.H.M.: B4636; Fig.3/14). This

technique required a layer of random straw under the "gloy" to stop gordsimens sinking
down.

I'itjins applied after "linkin" provided the third method of protecting tekkin. It was

possible to fitj (Orkney: bennle) laterally or diagonally. Two lateralfitjins were usual, with
the upper one as far up the roof as person could reach, and the lowerfitjin mid-way
between this and the "linkstanes" (Edmondston 1961). On tall roofs fitjins were easier
to apply lower down the roof, where a person on the tek-"gate" could reach, so strands
were closer on the lower half of the roof. In Orkney a garbendlin was sometimes

incorporated about a third-way up the roof face, fixed to iron pegs at the gables

(Newman & Newman 1992:46), although the use of laterals other than those fixing the
stones was rarer in Orkney.

Often, diagonalfitjins were applied in both directions, creating a lattice (Fig.3/21).
Having been on a roof for some years, ling "links" were liable to break where
"linkstanes" were suspended. On re-thatching, new gordsimens were used to hang the
stones, and if strength was left in the old gordsimens, they weie reused for fitjins. Each
strand was inserted individually, woven over-and-under the "links", in both diagonals.
This way, half a dozen years' use was obtained from the. gordsimens, as in Orcadian
heather simmans (T.J.; Newman 2003:88). At Houll, Northmavine, a hits used around 10
lateral fitjins, and an nthus around 5 lateral ones plus wide-mesh diagonal fitjins (G.H.M.:

B4615). Diagonal banding was occasionally practised in Orkney, and similar netting
was also practised in the Hebrides (Newman & Newman 1991:33; Roussell 1934:51).
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Skylights caused a break in the row of "linkstanes". At these places, "links" were

suspended higher, holding the stone above the skylight, and the jitjins securing the
"linkstanes" were cut and their ends were tied to pegs inserted between the pons and

"gloy" at either side of the skylight. The "linkstanc" above the skylight was secured by
short fitjins above the stone. This technique was identical in Orkney (Newman &
Newman 1991:33).

Thatching on low buildings was vulnerable to grazing animals, and to provide

protection, a fixed hurdle was erected (Fig.3/22). Shetland roofing contrasted to

Faroese grass-turf, where sheep or hens were permitted to graze.

Thatch weights — "linkstanes"
Each "linkstane" (Orkney: benlin-steeri) was selected for shape, length, and weight. A

straight edge prevented slippage because at least two "links" were passed around each

stone, "linkstanes" were as long as procurable to make thatching quicker and securer,

and heavy stones were avoided because they stretched the gordsimens. Sizes varied

greatly, one source specifying 12" long, 6" wide, 3" thick (Smith 1960), whilst
"linkstanes" at Kurkigarth, Delting, had average dimensions of 16" long, 9" wide, IV2"
thick. Where good stones were deficient heavy7 battens were sometimes used instead of
"linkstanes", but it was inconvenient to hold a balk until all "links" were passed around,
and photographic evidence proves this to have been infrequent. When a batten was

used, extra weight could be added by setting stones along the top edge (S.M.: W.48).

Hebridean thatching stones hung from a single loop, 1' above the wallhead, so rounded
forms were commonplace (Sinclair 1953:27). Most stones in Faroese roofing were laid

loosely, although weights were sometimes tied, replicating the Hebridean form, being
rounded, with a single loop (Stummann Hansen 1989:141).

Stone and wood roofs

Wherever geology provided, slab roofs were part of the vernacular. Thin flagstones
were used in Norway and heavier slabs in Orkney (Christensen 1995:64; Fenton

1978:188), but stone was not part of the Faroese or Hebridean tradition. It was not a

Shetland tradition either, but an exceptional vernacular example was utilised at the
Banks, Foula. This byre had broad langbands supporting irregular overlapping slabs, laid
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loosely (E.U.S.S.S.: AVIIlc3798). Its technique was similar to the Icelandic hellubak, a

covering of large slabs, although that design was covered by a double turf layer, whereas
closer resemblance is shared with the irregular slabs used on south-west Norwegian

outbuildings, although slabs there were larger and thinner than in Shedand (Gisli
Gestsson 1978:49; Gammersvik 1981:54).

Outwith the vernacular scope are roofs of sandstone slabs hung by wooden pins onto

purlins. These roofs used stone quarried commercially in Bressay, which was exported
both within and outwith Shedand (Shirreff 1814:127). Such roofs were confined to

buildings of the gentry, clergy, and for commercial fisheries, and only developed in the
18th century. In the 1680s there were only four slated houses in Shetland, and by 1710

"very few" (Bruce 1908:8; Sibbald 1711:3).

Roofing with planks, a Norwegian tradidon, was employed in the 1680s in Shedand, but
no other evidence exists for this construction (Christensen 1995:64; Bruce 1908:8).
These roofs, dependent on imported timber, were doubtiess part of the Norwegian
trade (Sect.3.4.1).

3.7.4 Boat roofs

Redundant boats were used as roofs with curving walls built to accommodate the

upturned vessel (Fig.3/23). Building dimensions were dependent on the scantlings of
the available boat, and the vessel sat on the inner edge of the wallhead to optimise
internal space. A boat was secured to the wallhead by driving wedges into the interior

masonry and nailing lengths of wood from the wedges into each boat rib, and lime
mortar was often plastered over the gunwales to make them weathcrtight.

Shetland boats were double-ended, with a shallow sheer, and these traditional forms

shaped the design of such outbuildings. The most common type was the 16'-18'
"four"-erin, and most vernacular roofs utilised these vessels. Because of this, only small

outbuildings were roofed with a boat. The largest indigenous boat was the sekserin, at

28'-30' overall. Because of its size it was often cut in half to provide two roofs.

Boat roofs gave rise to buildings of three principal forms, designed to facilitate access.

The usual method was to insert the doorway in the centre of a side, taking advantage of
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the sheer to give maximum headroom (S.M.: Z.152). Less frequently, part of a prow

was sawn-off to allow a doorway in an end (Tab.3:12).
Table 3:12 boat-roofed building; Ham Voe, Foula
Siting Across slope, with upper wall revetted into bank
Walls 5' high, 1'8" thick
Interior 15' long, 5'6" broad amidships
Doorway 1'2" wide

Tab.3:12 Siting and construction of boat-roofed building

The third technique, mostly used with larger boats, was to bisect them and erect stone

walls for the sides and a wooden gable with a door for the cut portion. This was done
with a sekserin at Sandwick, Whalsay, where the bows became a sty, and the stern a

lambbus (J.,J.).

3.8 Doors

Door — donna

The rudest portal comprised a loose cover, retained by planks and stones (Fig.3/24).
Evidence is inconclusive as to the frequency of this method of closure; infrequendy
used buildings were more likely to have used such portals, but photographs mainly
illustrate farmsteads or buildings closely associated thereto. A mill at Papa Stour in
c.1890 had such a cover (Fenton 1987:136). A refinement to this method was a

removable board held in place by a bar supported by wooden hooks on the doorframe.

Plants were used in door construction. Straw was primarily used, as it was in Orkney,
the Flebrides, and Denmark (Fenton 1978:141; Roussell 1934:33; Ayres 1981:82;
Flansen 1945:97). In Ireland, where detachable matting doors were commonplace, the
construction often incorporated stiffening rods that were pressed into the side of the
doorframe to hold it in place (O Dubhthaigh [1943]:77); a similar arrangement was

likely in Shetland. A variant construction utilising heather is recorded at Esterskord,

Delting, where the door in the bolk was entirely of heather; parallel strips were bound
with lingsimmens, and the hinges were lingsimmen loops (C.,E.; Tab.5:3).

The donna (door) had 3-5 dorafels (planks) secured to three thicker horizontals, fixed by
trenels and blegds. The same technique was used in Orkney, where pegs were set in a

lozenge pattern (Firth 1920:8). As sem became universal by the 18th century, it

supplanted trenels for attaching dorafels (Tab.3:13).
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Table 3:13 donna of "but" room; Southgardie, Gluss,
Northmavine

Overall dimensions 2'3" x 6'6"

Dorafe/s Five 5I/2" x V2" planks
Cross-planks Three 5" x 3A" planks
Fastenings Around a dozen nails 111 each

cross-plank
Sjarls 2OV2" long
Sjarl-'pins" 7" x 2"
Latch 14" x VA" x y2"

Keeper 7" X VA"
Timber Planks pine, fittings of

hardwood driftwood
Tab.3:13 Door construction

Doorframe - got!

Jakobsen's proposed Norn raibit, signifying the corner of doorway or window masonry,

is a misinterpretation of the Scoto-English "rybat" (Jakobsen 1985:686; Pride 1996:66).
In the doorway was fitted the gotI (doorframe), comprising the ordel (lintel) and uprights,
and house doorframes often had a gotti (threshold). Both these Norn terms had several
variants, used interchangeably. Sometimes a bar was fixed to the gotti to reduce

draughts (P-J-).

Hinges —joks and siar/s
The donna was attached to the doorframe by woodenjoks (hinges). Each comprised a

pivot fixed to the frame, and a socket cross-piece on the door. The termjok properly
signifies the horizontal member, although the name was collectively used for both
components (Jakobsen 1985:391). The cross-piece was individually named the sjarl, and
the pivot the sjarl-'pin". Leather washers over the j/tir/-"pins" enabled the donna to
rotate smoothly, and levelled-up worn joks. Most makers preferred to bore the hole in
the sjarl clean through, preventing abrasion on the pin if thejoks wore. The donna

opened outwards on some outbuildings andjoks were fitted on the exterior. Shetland
hinges conform to Faroese, Orcadian, and Hebndean designs (Stoklund 1996:52; Firth
1920:8; Fenton 1985b:71).

Opening mechanisms

Opening mechanisms divide into four categories - swivel, latch, bolt, and lock - all of
which were fabricated from wood. Although no geographical distribution pattern is
discernible, design differences and frequency of use commend investigation.
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The simplest device holding a donna closed was a revolving catch (wev, Orkney: tirlo),
which was fixed to the jamb and rotated at 90° to free the door. It was rectangular,
bevelled towards both ends, with a nail through the middle. Only operable from one

side, these were used on uthuses, often with a separate handle to manoeuvre the donna.
This was one of the two most common and widespread mechanisms.

The latch was the other commonplace mechanism, also used frequendy on grinds. There
were three components common to all: the latch, a bar pivoted at one end; the hasp,

clasping the latch along the door; the keeper fixed to the jamb, seating the latch when
closed. Subdivisions within the type stem from the method used to activate the latch.
a. Latch only: Mechanism on door exterior, only operative from one side. This type

was confined to uthuses, where there was no requirement to be inside with the door

closed, as with lambhuses, where winter feeding was the only activity.
b. Finger-hole: A hole admitting a finger was located below the edge of the latch

(Fig.3/25). A person entering from outside inserted a digit, pushing up the latch.
Because the hole admitted draughts, this method was avoided on house exterior
doors.

c. Pull-string: A cord was attached to the upper edge of the latch, passing through a

hole to the exterior where it was tied to a hooked handle, or hun. The door was

closed from outside by pulling the hun, and tugging the string up to raise the snar

(latch). In Orkney hide was used for the cord (Firth 1920:8).
d. Knob and cam: A knob was socketed into a cam under the latch, which was lifted

on rotating the knob on either door face. On one face a knob was visible, on the
other, the full mechanism. This form took longest to fabricate, but was most

convenient to operate, so was mostly utilised on house exterior doors (Fig.3/26).
e. Direct knob: This type differed from the previous four in having power transferred

directly to the fulcrum - a knob was socketed into the latch, so that turning it raised
the latch. Because energy was transferred directly, shorter latches were usual,
without the need for a hesp (hasp). Longer latches increased the distance between

pivot and jamb, so a hesp was necessary (Fig.3/27).

The bolt (varnagL) was a slider mechanism. Both ends were stepped, leaving a thicker
centre section, and the slider was clasped to the door by two hasps. The end engaged
into a keeper on the jamb, the middle part stopping the bolt from sliding out altogether.
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This type is only noted from outbuildings, and subdivides according to how the bolt
was moved.

a. Bolt only: used on the exterior, where a door was opened from one side only. An
additional handle could provide means to draw the door shut (N.M.S.: 130AA).

b. Finger-hole: the bolt was operative from the exterior by means of a hole for a digit,
a mechanism known in Orkney (Firth 1920:8). The bolt took the usual form, with
notches along the top edge to hook the fingertips into. Four to seven notches were

usual (N.M.S.: 130AA; Fcnton 1978:165; S.M.: FPL6574; Fig.3/28).
c. Knob: the bolt was fitted with a knob, passed through a slot on the door, the knob

operated from the exterior by sliding horizontally. The term snagg was used for this

type.

Early 17th-century references to locks pertain to non-vernacular buildings: gentry

houses, farmsteads, and fishing lodges at Sumburgh; a booth at Sound, Weisdale; a

house at Laxfirth, Tingwall (Ballantync & Smith 1994:180, 230; Donaldson 1991:31,

133). These references doubtless refer to iron fittings, and contrast to the indigenous
tradition, in which locks were infrequent. The vernacular lock comprised four wooden

parts; the rectangular casing, a removable bolt, a set of tumblers, and a key. Casings
were usually of pitch pine, whilst keys were of oak, and three tumblers were standard

([Nisbet] 1953:IV; S.M.: FPL66166, FPL65398; Fenton & Hendry 1984:13, 15). The

casing was pegged to the exterior of the donna. To operate, the key was inserted, pushed

upwards to press up the tumblers, freeing them from slots in the bolt which was then
withdrawn (Fig.3/29). These mechanisms were uncommon and evidence indicates their
utilisation on outbuildings used for storage.

Such locks were found in northern Europe, especially in Scandinavia and the Baltic.
Shetland ones were especially comparable to Faroese and Norwegian examples, and also
similar to Scottish versions. The Shetland lock shared the same proportions and well-
finished casing of equivalents in the former two regions (Joensen 1977:26-27; Fenton
1984:131-133; Fenton & Hendry 1984:13-15). The bolt in Faroese locks was often

captive, whereas Shetland ones carried a retractable bolt only (Svabo [1782]: 137;

Joensen 1977:25, 29). Fenton found that indigenous rudimentary constructional
elements like wooden locks withstood the adoption of sophisticated imports, as in
Faroe, where they survived on outbuildings such as hjallur (Fenton 1984:131;
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Williamson 1948:300). This pattern was not replicated in Shetland, although locks were

used on equivalent buildings (Donaldson 1991:64). Shetland was included into the

burgeoning British market in the 19th century, in comparison to Faroe's relative isolation
from Denmark. Local economic growth encouraged the purchase of mass-produced
hardware, eclipsing local apparatus which was perceived as primitive. The resilience of
Faroese cultural identity facilitated the retention of such elements, given comparable
circumstances.

3.9 Windows and skylights
Louver cover — skat

Natural illumination in most buildings came through the doorway, and in dwellings, up

to the 18th century, most light came from the louver (Hibbert 1822:115). Smoke exited
from Ijoras (louvers) in the ridge, and whichever was not in use could be fitted with a

removable cover, or skiii (Sect.5.3, 5.6). This was a wooden frame with a dried intestinal
membrane (usually porcine) stretched and fixed to it. This type of closure was

employed in Faroe (Jakobsen 1985:776; Stoklund 1996:79). The use of skin to admit

light, once widespread in the British Isles and Scandinavia, declined with the increasing

affordability of glass. This made a general impact from the 17th century, but in

peripheral areas, such as Ulster, the use of sheepskin windows endured into the 19th
century (Ayres 1981:98).

The skat declined rapidly in the 19th century, with the adoption of the gable hearth in the
fire-room that rendered louvers obsolete (Sect.5.3.2, 5.6). After the redundancy of the

Ijoari in Faroe, fixed glazing converted it to a skylight during the 19th century

(Rasmussen 1992:39; Stoklund 1996:79). In Shetland, plebeian farmers' social standing
was impoverished into that century, and imported glass made negligible impact on Ijoras
because houses cither retained them, or dispensed with louvers altogether. That

notwithstanding, glazed Ijoras did evolve, which may be considered descendants of the
skai (Sect.5.6).

Skylight — sjm
Earliest evidence of glass comes from glazing in a tithe barn of 1500-20 at Kebister,

Tingwall, and a wing at Sumburgh built in 1604-05 (Owen & Lowe 1999:92; Hamilton

1956:197). These buildings were not vernacular and their influence on subsistence
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buildings was negligible. Before the 18lh century windows were generally rare in small
British vernacular houses (Brunskill 2000:130), and marginalised Shetland lagged behind

general trends. Glass was the earliest imported commodity to substantially affect the
form of Shetland vernacular buildings. Landlords were reliant on fish exports in the
18th century, and took return cargoes of commodities from Baltic ports. In 1770 James

Henderson, Bressay, issued a commission for goods from Hamburg, including 6 dozen

large window panes and 4 dozen of small sizes (Tait 1955:30). Glazing was in use in the
18th century within the vernacular sphere at Papa Stour (Crawford & Ballin-Smith

1999:170).

Glazing was incorporated into existing buildings as a gligg (skylight), a restricted usage of
a term referring to any wall opening. Houses with gliggs in the 1830s were perhaps in
the minority, but they were installed in existing and new domiciles rapidly during the
later 19th century (Catton 1838:104; Tab.5:8).

Most gliggs were wooden. They were tarred and sometimes had a channel cut in the
wood below the pane to prevent water lying, both measures preventing rot. The frame
often had planks on the top and two sides, resembling a three-sided glass-bottomed
box, which hindered thatching from obscuring the pane (L.,C.). The gligg was located at

the eaves, in the ufsahella course. Stone gliggs were immune to rot but because the

requisite sandstone was confined to south Mainland their distribution was restricted.
Each comprised a slab with an approximately rectangular rebate on the outside, into
which the pane was fitted. They were laid into the course of ufsabellas, as at Loster, near

Clumlie, where there were at least two (Fig.3/30; N.M.S.: 130AA). By the 1880s most

houses had wall windows, although older dwellings relied on stone gliggs alone (Smith
1882-83:295-296). Identical stone skylights were used in Orkney, in the tekkalcourse

(Fenton 1978:187; Newman & Newman 1991:32).

Window - mndog
Some houses were provided with a wall aperture fitted-up with a frame covered by a

bladder or lamb's skin, similar to a skai, termed a mndog (Bryden 1841:139). Their form
was doubtless similar to Norwegian equivalents, where a bladder was held over

cruciform stiffeners (Sundt 1900:230). Apertures were often bare openings, closed in
inclement weather by a straw bundle — a form approximated in Hebridean houses which
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employed a wood shutter over ail opening which occasionally held a pane (anon. 1845;
Sinclair 1953:38). By the 1810s glazed windows had suddenly become more general
than in previous decades (Hibbert 1822:115), quickly achieving universality by the mid-
19th century, as manifested in abandoned farmsteads. Evidence notwithstanding, a

fallacious belief persists that the increase in windows stemmed from the 1851 repeal of
the 1696 window tax (e.g. Smith 1964:8), although this tax was only levied on houses

having more than six (from 1825, eight) windows. Most houses built after 1850 only
had three to six windows. Shetland and the Hebrides' situation contrasts with that of

Faroe, where windows made a vast impact on the vernacular in the 18th century, leading
to the development of a glazed room as a defining component of the house (Stoklund
1996:69, 93).

Windows were commonly four-pane on houses, and any on outbuildings were generally

single-pane. Most windows were fixed. In later 19th century7 houses, when an opening
was required, either the upper half or the full window was screwed to the outer casing,

letting the window tilt upwards. An LTnst type had a hinged wooden flap above the
fixed four panes, which opened for ventilation.

Masonry7 around windows subclassifies as:

a. Full-cill; masonry below the cill is same width as the wall.
b. Stepped-cill; a stepped part below the cill.
c. No-cill; masonry below the window was half-width.

These forms (Fig.3/31) were not regionally distributed, and could occur

contemporaneously in the same house. This is indicative of a rapid dissemination of
utilisation within the vernacular, as opposed to an outdrawn development which may be

expected to perfect a general form.

3.10 Discussion

Constructional techniques in roofed buildings divide the Atlantic islands into three
distinct zones; Faroe, the Northern Isles, and the Hebrides. The basis for this division

is the wall and roof construction. The buildings of Faroe were fundamentally different
from those in the latter zones because frame-built forms were used, in farmsteads and

other buildings. In the latter two areas mass-building was the norm. Individually, wall
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and roof construction further differentiated the three regions. In roofing, the difference
between Faroe's grass-turf system strongly differed from the turf shingles used in the
Northern Isles and Hebrides, with or without thatch cover. Wall types delineate the
subdivision between the Hebrides and the Northern Isles, the former using earth cores,

whereas Orkney and Shetland used solid walling. In this way Hebridean walls
resembled those of Faroe, where, whenever timber walling was not used, earth-cores
were employed. There was, then, a clear difference between the mainstream
Scandinavian style of Faroe and the localised fashion of the British islands. How had
these similarities and differences come about?

The forces giving rise to vernacular building practices in the region were political,
economic, cultural, and environmental. The impact of these factors was, in part,

sequential, and the influences were indivisibly linked. The political change preceding
1600 was not effective in influencing building styles per se, but it set the context for the
social upheaval that, in turn, caused cultural change; because Scottish landowners

dispossessed native freeholders, they were deprived of economic autonomy, and the

importation of timber buildings ceased. The consequent increased reliance on

indigenous resources in the 17th century strengthened the vernacular. Economic activity
in the 18th century again upset social and demographic stability and had an impact on

building customs; technological innovation within the vernacular stemmed from
landowners' importation of building materials, and such stylistic change occurred within
the Scottish cultural milieu (Sect.5.2, 5.3.2).

The primary environmental factor shaping the vernacular since prehistory throughout
the North Atlantic was the dearth of timber. This was instrumental in the cultural

specialisation that led to the abandonment of Norwegian colonial styles across the

region in the Middle Ages. Notwithstanding comparable resources available in the

archipelagos, walling and roofing - the principal elements of construction - clearly
indicate cultural difference, rather than environmental specialisation. The Celtic cultural

resurgence in the Hebrides differentiated those islands from Shetland, and whilst the
former conservatively clung to wall forms known since Viking times, in Shetland solid

walling was developed. The pre-existence of ancient sites meant that the gathering of
rubble was easier in Shetland and those islands to the south it, compared with Faroe,
where settlement was more recent. This may, in part, be a reason for less rock being
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utilised in Faroese building, in favour of earth-core and timber walling. In Faroe

imports ameliorated this dearth, and its vernacular style balancing indigenous and
outside resources was a form between the stone utilisation of the British islands on one

side, and the timber construction of Norway on the other. The ability of economic
forces to circumvent environmental disadvantages is demonstrated most clearly by the
vernacular of Faroe, which was furthest of all the Atlantic archipelagos from timber
sources, yet where fullest use was made of this material. Even in islands with poor

timber supplies, like Koltur, a greater use of timber was made than in Shetland

(Rasmussen 1992:44). Orkney and the Hebrides are geographically close to Scotland,
but there was minimal use of wood in these islands. In the case of the Hebrides

permanent economic depression contributed to this situation, but in relatively

prosperous Orkney an equally slight use was made of timber, illustrating cultural

preference for stone, aided by favourable local geology. In the British islands there was

a uniformity of build style within each archipelago, although this was less the case in

Orkney because of its geology, which allowed specialised roof forms using flagstones in
different ways.

Roofing designs between the northern zone and the two zones further south were

radically different. The frame trusses and grass-turf of Faroese/Norwegian form
contrasted to the turf shingles and thatch of the Northern Isles, Hebrides, and much of
west and north Britain. Stylistically, the closest similarity to Shetland was found in

Orkney - in materials, techniques and terminology - and beyond that, save for certain
differences in method and cereals, broader similarities were seen in the Hebrides. Straw

was used within the Faroese tradition, but because the principle of grass-turf was

entrenched, the part it played was different, forming a substitute for bark underneath
turves. This Faroese utilisation was a local development of the Norwegian form,

maximising indigenous resources. The Shetland system avoided bark altogether, but
was grass-turf ever used in the Shetland vernacular? Although there is no evidence at

Sandwick or Sumburgh, walling techniques there show localisation in the medieval

period, as part of the wider evolution of regional forms. Roof components primarily
bore Norn names and thatching was established by c.1600, before Scottish influence in
material culture became effective (James [c.l616]:50; [Bruce] 1908:7). Evidently,

thatching developed as an indigenous technique, rather than doing so because farmers
had lost trading opportunities. That said, thatching techniques used by Scottish settlers
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who widely arrived from the 16th century must have made an impact, as masonry style
did also (Sect.3.1). There was some variadon in thatch materials in Shetland and the
Hebrides, but there was more uniformity in Orkney, due to the greater agricultural

productivity that provided abundant cereals. That the Hebrides, divorced from the
Scandinavian cultural heartland for two centuries longer than Shetland, developed a

comparable roofing technique demonstrates that similar conditions and materials
favoured similar practices, even where there was little cultural link. Conversely, similar
environmental conditions prevailing in these archipelagos witnessed dissimilarities in
roof/wall relationships, although these performed similar tasks, due to cultural
differences between the islands. The interplay between environmental and cultural
factors is further seen in methods to secure thatch. Shetlandic and Orcadian systems

resembled those of western and northern Britain, whereas methods in the Hebrides

were somewhat different. Faroese roofing seldom used rope.

The imposition of Scottish feudal tenure meant freeholders became tenants, and the

consequent social polarisation brought a change to building customs. As Shetlanders
lost their economic wherewithal to import timber, plebeians increasingly relied on

native traditions, and the importation of timber prefabrications ceased in the 17th
century. This contrasts strongly with Faroe, where the continuance of wood

importation allowed the growth of indigenous timber traditions. Shetland's feudal
landowners employed Scottish architectural styles built of stone, and their maintenance
of the Norwegian trade was limited to boat importation. As British commercial and
social influence became dominant in the 18th century, shipments from Britain formed
the main trading entry, and timber importation came from Scotland. The enduring
status of Faroe within the Scandinavian political sphere meant that contacts with

Norway/Denmark continued, creating less social upheaval and greater cultural stability,
and because timber importation continued, established traditions endured. The reliance
on indigenous resources in the northern and western British Isles was absolute -

contrasting to the Faroese vernacular, which was reliant on imports. There was a

difference in the quality of joinery between the archipelagos: generally work in the
Northern Isles was inferior to that in Faroe, but contrasted to poorer finishing in the
Hebrides (Stoklund 1996:58-59; Roussell 1934:14, 16; Walker & McGregor 1996:21).
This can hardly be attributed to differences in indigenous resources. In Faroe the

availability of wooden houses instilled a timber tradition firmly in the vernacular, and
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islanders had an affinity with woodworking techniques. The difference between the
Northern Isles and the Hebrides was cultural. In the Hebrides a fatalistic fatigue

prevailed, exacerbated by religiosity - as Geddes puts it, "when they suffered, God was

with them" - circumstances which were inimical to finesse in building (Geddes

1955:213, 216; Day 1918:295-296, 303-304). As Mitchell, a careful observer, wrote;

"Zetland dwellings stand a favourable comparison with those of the Western Islands.
There is a bareness and desolation about the misery of a Harris house that is tenfold
more depressing. It is a poor house.. .Whereas in Zetland there is usually a certain
fulness." (1860:3).

From the 18lh century economic development driven by landlords pushed building
innovation in various ways. Their trading activities included the importation of goods,

although the impact these products made was limited because of the powerless status of
the tenantry. The two crucial imports were iron and glass. Iron enabled the production
of nails, although trenels continued to be used wherever practicable into the 19lh century.

Glass made a greater impact and was the first outside material to affect building
evolution. Within the wider context lay the industrialisation of Britain that perfected
the mass-production of iron, glass, and machine-sawn timber. The employment of
wood within the Shetland vernacular stems from the increased maritime traffic

throughout this era, bringing greater supplies of wreckwood. This encouraged the
inclusion of hardwood into buildings, and the abandonment of straw partitions and
doors. Skylights with imported glass were readily adopted into roof structures in the
Northern Isles and Hebrides but were incompatible with Faroese roofing. In those
islands the nature of their adoption was dissimilar, and windows were incorporated in
the timber walling. The invigorated local economy spread the use of lime beyond polite
architecture, and this increase allowed a degree of refinement that was curbed in the
more impoverished Hebrides. Because this usage only stemmed from the 18th century,

the building terminology of the associated structures was English. The widespread use

of boats as roofing substantially stemmed from the 18'h century, when landlords
increased the importation of craft.

Other influences from the 18th century were exerted culturally. As overpopulation

placed pressure on land productivity7 in Shetland and the Hebrides, differing cultural
attitudes pushed change in opposite directions in these communities. Hebndean
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thatching techniques apparently changed when Lewis farmers started regularly stripping
the thatch to produce fertiliser and louvers were discarded in order to maximise smoke

impregnation of the thatch to these ends. Fenton's finding that the Lewis thatch-

stripping regime was due to population increase is, however, questionable because this

technique was also employed in remote St Kilda, where demographic change eventually

pushed the population downward (Harman 1997:147, 200). In Shedand no such

development occurred, and roofs were maintained in accumulating layers, and smoke
was encouraged to leave. The root of this difference between Shetland and the Hebrides
was partly due to differing social attitudes as to what constituted a tolerable habitation.
Scottish influence began to be manifested subtly, in such building components as pons',

with the introduction of the Scottish "flachter" — possible through increased iron

importation — flat pons developed (Sect.3.7.3). Beyond economics and culture the social
division that kept farmers within their powerless status prevented their being able to

trade, causing Shetland to lag behind architectural trends, despite Britain's burgeoning

economy. This was not, however, the case with gentrified buildings, which were

comparable to those in mainland northern Britain.
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Chapter 4: Farmsteads

4.1 Farmsteads - form and function

The nucleus of each farm was the farmstead complex. This conjoint block comprised
the principal buildings of the holding - the house, byre, and barn (Fig.4/2). Every farm
had one of several variations in plan of this block of buildings, or tonmel, at its heart.

4.2 Origins: from Viking farmstead to Medieval vernacular
The farmstead of 1600 was part of a developmental sequence stemming from the 9th
century. The Viking farmstead consisted of a composite house/byre contained within

elongated walls, the curved sides of which gave a sub-rectangular plan. It was sited

gable-on to the ground slope with the byre at the lower end. The domestic portion

comprised a sleeping area at the upper end and the living area in the middle with a

central hearth flanked by fixed benches. Cattle were stalled along either side of a central
drain which emptied through the gable entrance. The house entrance was through one

of the sides. This combined dwelling/byre was the farmstead type employed by the

majority population, and was entrenched throughout the North Atlantic by the Middle

Ages (Fenton 1978:114). Such farmsteads, exemplified in Shetland by Hamar, Unst,

epitomised Shetland's inclusion within the Norse cultural mainstream (Sect.2.1.1), and
such stylistic transferrals were indistinguishable from their contemporaries elsewhere in
the region (Stummann Hansen 2000:90-91; Larsen & Stummann Flansen 2001:117).

In the Middle Ages the farmstead evolved into a definitively Shctlandic form, providing
a distinct vernacular with buildings adapted to suit local conditions. A fundamental
constructional technique - the adoption of solid-cored walls - along with a stylistic

change prevalent throughout the north — the use of rectilinear ground-plans —

distinguished this tradition (Sect.3.1). A key characteristic of this farmstead was a

degree of specialisation. The advent of an appended outbuilding which may be

regarded as a barn (although see Bigelow 1985:114; 1987:29, 31 for interpretative

problems) allowed agricultural and workshop tasks to be relocated to this area, and as a

consequence the domestic part of the farmstead became smaller. A similar pattern was

repeated in Orkney and Faroe, where discrete appended outbuildings were used (Fenton

1985a:171). As these adaptations to local conditions were made, elements of Viking
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style were dispensed with. A significant discard was the bath-house, a building which
was utilised in Shedand in the 10ril century, and whose pre-existence is confirmed in

place names (Hamilton 1956:103; Jakobsen 1993:45). By 1600-1900 there is no

evidence whatever of these structures, as is also the case in Orkney (Clouston 1923:12).
This extinction was part of a general trend that resulted in steam bathing being confined
to east Scandinavia (Talve 1960).

The vernacular form is manifested at Norrabister, at Bigga, off Yell — probably
abandoned in the 14lh century. This farmstead retained slightly curved sides delineating
a 29' x 13' interior. Another example is the 14th-century farmstead at Sandwick, Unst.
This Type la building (Sect.4.5.1) comprised a house and byre divided by a cross-

passage lined by partitions, and had an outbuilding attached to the house. Besides

intercommunicating doors the three zones had their own entrances (Bigelow 1987:27;

Fig.4/7). A variation of the form, the Type lb farmstead of Sumburgh, Dunrossness,

dispensed with a direct house entrance, and the domicile was accessible through either
the byre or barn (Hamilton 1956:103; Sect.4.5.1; Fig.4/10).

4.3 Configuration of units

During the Viking era farmsteads comprised single sub-rectangular blocks, with any

internal divisions effected by partitions. Developments in the 1 llh-12th centuries

brought variation to this basic plan-form, as barns and other outbuildings were included
within the complex. Because the lower end of the building allowed drainage from the

byre and the upper end of the house accommodated a sleeping dais, the barn was

appended on one side of the house/byre. This gave rise to a parallel configuration
which was predominant in 1600.

Right-angle alignment to the ground-slope imposed certain limitations of design,

primarily the positioning of the byre at the lower end of the range. During the 18th
century a crucial change in farmstead design took place, as the complex was realigned to

lie along the contour. This, in turn, allowed a redefinition of the geometrical

configuration of the units, and over the next three centuries evolution in form

encouraged several variations in plan to develop. The redeployment along the contour

was remarkably consistent and comprehensive, even allowing for periodical remodelling
of farmsteads (Sect.3.3), and surviving complexes are all built in this way, save one
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example at Foula (Sect.4.5.2). At Tresta, Fetlar, a farmstead was realigned across the

slope some time after 1797-1802, using the same site (Williamson c.1875). At the same

time as slope realignment the second definitive change in morphology took place, as the
house became a discrete unit divided by a stone gable or wall from whichever building

lay adjacent to it. This contrasted to the medieval byre/dwelling under a single roofline.
In contradistinction, the post-medieval farmstead had a house at its core which was a

separate unit from the byre.

The present analysis has determined three variations of configuration in farmstead plan,
classified according to the orientation of the house, byre, barn, and other contiguous

buildings; parallel, linear, and right-angle (Figs.4/3-5). Most farmsteads until the 19lh
century combined two (or rarely, three) of these arrangements, until purely linear
farmsteads became common late in that century (Fig.4/4; Tab.4:1). The decision to

build in any configuration was a balance of factors. Parallel building was more

economical on rubble because an appended outbuilding used thinner walls where it lay

along another building. The disadvantage of this method, obviated by linear

configuration, was the seepage of water shed from the roof into the valley between the

buildings, which had to drain through the wall. Parallel blocks were more compact,

lessening the distance to walk between and within buildings. Right-angle placement

sought to retain a compact block of buildings without the valley problems inherent in

parallel siting. The most critical factor was the byre, which had to be placed so that
manure run-off drained away from the buildings. This gave rise to the common

configuration relationships: the barn either parallel to the rear of the house or linear to

its gable; the byre in parallel, linear, or right-angle on the barn or house. Only in the
west - in Walls, and especially in Foula - were byres occasionally sited upslope on the
rear of the house or barn. This pattern was rare even in these parishes, in tiny numbers
insufficient to gauge significance, and in at least one case (South Flarrier) the farmstead
was remodelled so that the house was relegated to byre status and a new house was

added on the front, on the old byre's foundation (I.,E.).

Because buildings were single-storey, wall-height and roofline were generally uniform,
and where linear arrangements existed a continuous ridge-line (without an intervening

"skew") was the norm. From the early 19th century there was a desire to gain a useable

upper level, and new houses became taller and existing domiciles were heightened,
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stepping the ridge-line (Fenton 1985a: 174). Later farmsteads developed this concept

with outbuildings appended to the house having roofs stepped in diminishing heights.

A reversion to a singular block subdivided by a wooden partition into a house and byre
came about in the 19th century in a few farms in Walls. Although this layout was similar
to Type I farmsteads the comparability was coincidental, the construction a reflection of
increased timber availability. Farmsteads erected in the later 19th century demonstrated
the desire to move cattle further from the domicile (Sect.4.7) and at the same time the

buildings themselves became larger, with substantial gables between units. This caused
linear farmsteads to develop, placing the byre at the end of an elongated block of

buildings. Fenton considers the linear form of these farmsteads to have been a

continuation of the unitary dwelling/byre of Viking times (1985a: 174). This is

insupportable because the elongated form was an answer to the relationship required
between the house and byre, and the return to linear plans came after centuries of
combined parallel/linear/right-angle configurations. The typology and chronology of
these developments are discussed in Sect.4.5.1-4.5.7. Because of continual remodelling
on the same site, only the tinmol - the site on which the farmstead stood — remained

unchanged, a pattern observable in both the Flebrides and in Faroe (Flamilton

1956:102).

Orcadian farmsteads followed broadly similar permutations to those in Shetland,

although purely linear forms were especially prevalent, often with an unattached parallel
outhouse block (Fenton 1978:125). The variation in Northern Isles farmstead

configuration throughout the various phases was not mirrored in the Hebrides, where
the linear placement of the byre and the parallel positioning of the barn were universal

(Fenton 1985b:85). Farmsteads in Caithness generally comprised a unitary house/byre
block partitioned in timber, and an unattached barn. This evolved from the 18th century

to a linear house partitioned in stone with attached byre, the barn still unappended as a

rule (Stell 1982:88-89, 92). The part-timber farmsteads of post-1600 Faroe were

dissimilar in most respects. Their configuration was governed by the shape of the
timber framework, and almost square plans were common. The units comprised only
domestic and byre areas, without a barn. The morphology of later Faroese farmsteads
increased this dissimilarity7 in having the domestic zone raised above the ground-level
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kjallari, a cellar which combined the function of a store, winter byre, workshop and fish-

drying (Bruun 1929:145; Williamson 1948:28).

In Shetland where a grouping of farms had been established since medieval times, a

feature of building deployment was the bigg,/biggi (Orkney: bigging), a cluster of dwellings
and outbuildings belonging to two or more farms (Fig.4/1). These conglomerations
were often contiguous, and conjoint houses (Jen) were occasionally found (Fig.4/19).
Besides farmsteads abutting one another in these nucleated biggs, their yards and other-

dykes were frequently appended, giving tight clusters which were paralleled in Orkney

(Thomson 2001:323). Where buildings were closely-placed, a narrow passageway

(trinki/shot/slotek, Orkney: trinjo) could separate them, as at Kolbeinstoft, Fetlar.

Table 4:1 configuration forms
Form Position of barn Position of byre

Hoja, Haraldswick,
Unst

linear/right-angle
(Fig.4/31)

linear on house

gable
right-angles to barn

South Setter, near

Cliff, Unst
parallel/linear
(Fig.4/27)

parallel on house
rear

linear on barn gable

Ramnageo, Unst linear/parallel linear on house

gable
parallel along front
of barn

Graven, Westafirth,
Yell

parallel/right-angle parallel on house
rear-

right-angles across
gables of house and
barn

Vollister, Yell parallel/right-angle parallel on house
rear

right-angles across
gables of house and
barn

Halsigarth, Yell linear (Fig.4/32) on house gable on barn gable
Little Roe, Delting parallel/linear parallel on house

rear

linear on house

gable
Pitt, Wethersta,
Delting

linear on house gable on barn gable

Gillies, near Garth,
Sandness

parallel (Fig.4/38) amalgamated with
byre, on front of
house

amalgamated with
barn, on front of
house

Wells, near Dale,
Walls

linear/parallel linear on house

gable
parallel on rear of
house

Minn, Burra linear/parallel linear on house

gable
parallel along front
of barn

Tab.4:l Variation in farmstead plan-form between parallel, linear, and right-angle configurations

Permutations of form were used throughout all parishes and no configuration type was

confined to any area, although some forms were predominant in certain districts. This
was partly because labour was shared between local people, so certain configurations
were characteristic of one neighbourhood. An example is Vollister, Yell, where several
farmsteads were erected in an uncommon parallel/right-angle arrangement. On the

parish scale Foula farmsteads display a strong preference for parallel configurations, a
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uniformity fostered by the island's relative isolation (Figs.4/3, 4/11, 4/15, 4/17, 4/18,
4/19).

4.4 Interrelationship between units
The individual buildings of the farmstead had specialised uses, as well as general

interrelationships with one another. These relationships both shaped and limited the
forms the farmstead took. The house served various needs; sleeping space, cooking, a

working area for craft tasks, and storage for domestic, farming and fishing equipment.
The barn, primarily an agricultural store and working area, was also a workshop and
larder. Direct intercommunication between units was necessary to facilitate daily tasks

effectively. This pattern contrasts to traditions in south-west Norway. In Sunnmore,
where a comparable land-use pattern existed, farmsteads were deployed differendy to

those in the Northern Isles. Farms comprised large groups of disconnected timber

outbuildings and large dwellings, the scattered siting in part due to the irregularity of the
terrain. These farms employed a diversity of specialised buildings like cooking houses,
woodsheds and stores (Bjorkvik 1956:44-45, 47). In Shetland these activities were

encompassed in smaller and conjoint farmsteads. The smaller farms in Rogaland and
Flordaland used contiguous complexes, although their timber construction
differentiated them from their Shetland counterparts. In these provinces the house was

generally conjoint with storage rooms, but byres were not consistently appended, and
barns were seldom attached. Risa at Lindas, Hordaland, did include a storage bu in
addition to the domestic units, but a byre or barn were not appended (Brekke

1992:unpag.). Comparison with Faroese farmsteads is also unsustainable because the
house and byre generally had separate entrances, and only in small farmsteads was the
entrance shared. Flouse/byre intercommunication was usual, but again barns were not

part of the complex (Stoklund 1996:70-71). The closest comparisons in building

interrelationship are found in the Flebrides and Orkney.

Intercommunicating house/byres are frequently considered "longhouses", but the

fluidity of definition of this term renders it unsatisfactory. In the generally understood

meaning the longhouse describes the composite house/byre of Viking type, and in the
Shetland context, by inference the building which lay at the core of the medieval
vernacular farmstead. This equates to Brunskill's definition: that in the longhouse the
house and byre were combined in one building (1999:106). Realising there are varying
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degrees of purity of form, he finds the defining characteristic to be an elongated form

featuring a common human and bovine entrance. Fenton applies broader parameters,

encompassing discrete houses and byres (i.e. not unified structures) which shared
intercommunication, and not only in linear but also parallel configuration.

Communicability between the house and byre could be similar in either linear or parallel

arrangements (Fenton 1978:115; 1985b:85). It is for this reason he states that by "the
first half of the 19th century.. .the longhouse.. .was on the way out" (Fenton 1985a:170-
171; 1985b:83). Small's definition of the longhouse took the opposite view, and was

related to configuration alone. He specified a linear range with the house and its

outbuildings united under one roofline, without specifying a house/byre link

(1982:252).

A primary factor in building intercommunicability was the tending of cattle, which were

ministered to in a daily routine of milking and feeding, terminating in the stalling of
beasts at night. Advantages of close proximity to the domicile were increased in winter,
when most of the cows' day was spent in the byre and fodder was provided indoors.
Intercommunication with the barn allowed provender to be taken from there, and hot
water was obtained from the hearth for warming fodder. When a cow was due to give
birth her progress was monitored by frequent visitations from the house. The barn also
had a close relationship with the home. Throughout the year sheaves were taken into

the barn for processing, for animal or human use, and grain was ground for immediate
use. The barn was a store for bulk foodstuffs, which were retrieved easily when needed.
All activities in the outhouses were made possible in darkest winter by the amenity that

intercommunicating doorways provided; it was possible to carry a lamp between the

buildings however inclement the weather.

Entrances linking buildings took the form of either a donna (door) or gligg (hatch). In the
earliest phase of farmsteads, those of Types I-III, the house was entered through the

byre and the portal between these two units was a donna (Figs.4/10-19). In these cases

the entrance to the barn was also a donna. In Types IV-IX farmsteads the barn had its
own external entrance, and in more than 90% of such farmsteads the byre/barn link
was a donna, for maximum convenience. However, because outbuildings had their own

external entrances, and the sole purpose of the barn/byre portal was to pass through
fodder, some farmsteads employed a gligg instead. Examples include the Pitt, Wethersta,
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Delting, and Quinster, near East Burrafirth, Aithsting. This is paralleled at North

llonaldsay, Orkney, with hatches between the barn and stable (Roussell 1934:88). In
rare instances, confined to the west, a gligg was used instead of a donna between the barn
and the house (Figs.4/6, 4/37).

In early-phase farmsteads, like the prevalent Type III, the sole means of entry into the
barn was through the house (Figs.4/12, 4/14, 4/16). An advantage of this arrangement

was the cleanliness imparted to the barn, necessary for the sake of the kwern and sinni

(S.,S.). With the advent of later phase farmsteads with intercommunication between the
barn and byre, as in Type VII configuration (Figs.4/28-31), it was commonplace to

exchange footwear to prevent muck being tramped through the barn (S.,L.).

4.5 Evolution of farmsteads

Over the 1600-1900 period farmsteads in Shetland were comprehensively realigned to

an orientation along the contour - a major conceptual shift (Sect.4.3). Although this

realignment freed options in configuration, this variation in plan-form does not

constitute the basis for farmstead typology because such permutations were answers to

constructional preferences and the exigencies of particular tinmols. The key to

unravelling farmstead development is the concept of emphases of relationship between
the units, charting the shift in relationship between the home, its outbuildings, and
external entrances. The medieval farmstead combined a unified house/byre with an

appended barn, and over the three centuries under scrutiny changes took place as these
units were remodelled, facilitating new emphases of relationship between the domicile
and its outbuildings.

Farmsteads exhibited a variability of type across and within districts, as well as over

time, negating a purely evolutionary chronology. Problems attend attempts to classify
farmstead forms because subsistence farmers were not by nature architectural
innovators and buildings were conceived to serve tire practical needs and stylistic

preferences of individual builders. This resulted in a wide range of "expressions of

style", and major stylistic variation only followed significant social change (Bigelow
1987:32; Small 1982:253). This notwithstanding, although many form-types were

contemporary, definable shifts punctuate the evolution, and these changes of emphasis
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have enabled the present study to establish a typology to designate farmstead types,

detailed in Sect.4.5.1—4.5.7.

4.5.1 Type I
A Shetlandic vernacular farmstead developed in the Middle Ages in the form of a

house/byre featuring interconnection with an appended parallel outbuilding. This Type
I complex was an adaptation to limitations on the agriculture, a response to the climate,
and the availability of resources (Sect.2.1.1, 2.1.2, 4.2). The principal unit featured a

composite house and byre, these zones divided by a cross-passage. Entrance came

either through an external door into the barn, or from the gable entrance of the byre.
The existence or want of a direct external entrance into the domicile provides a

subdivision of the type; la at Sandwick, Unst, had such a doorway and lb at Sumburgh,
Dunrossness, did not (Figs.4/7, 4/10). The inherent suitability of this form throughout

regions sharing similar circumstances (Sect. 1.3.2) is boldly displayed by Hebridean

buildings. Farmsteads in that archipelago employed an identical ground-plan and
internal communicability, and examples in Lewis were closely analogous with Type la
forms (Campbell 1944:238; Sinclair 1953:19, 64; Figs.4/8, 4/9). The Hebridean
farmstead also comprised a unified house/byre, sometimes divided by a turf or timber

partition, with the byre floor at a lower level (Roussell 1934:28; Sinclair 1953:20). In
older Hebridean types there was no direct house entrance, as in Shetland la farmsteads,
and the barn was accessible from the cross-passage only {ibid.:20; Ferguson 2003:37).

These Hebridean farmsteads date from the 19th century, and their congruence with
earlier Shetland buildings sheds light on the likely architecture of the early 17„th century.

The Hebrides was a region of cultural conservatism where established traditions were

cherished and preserved (Day 1918:297, 302; Fenton 1985b:79), inhibiting

development. Although Shetland's Scandinavian character was altered by Scottish

immigration from the 16th century (Bigelow 1987:24), the marginalisation of tenant

farmers in the 17lh century favoured the perpetuation of the existing vernacular

(Sect.2.1.2). Fenton has suggested (1978:114) that farmsteads in the early 17th century

still comprised a house/byre with appended barn - i.e. Type I morphology. This is

likely in light of the cultural stasis in that time, although byres and barns are specifically
mentioned in 1615 court processes, hinting at byres clearly defined from houses at that

point (Donaldson 1991:2, 16, 22). Type I configuration is inferred in a 1745 account,
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where people and cattle lived at either side of the hearth (Ekcbcrg [1773]: 131). It was

only agricultural fragmentation, within the context of Scottification from the early 18th
century, which radically altered building traditions.

4.5.2 Type II
The primary pivotal change to the farmstead was the inception of a distinct house and

byre. This encompassed a segregation of units from a single architectural shell, whilst

retaining intercommunication between the two buildings. This morphology preserved

relationship emphases between all three zones in the fashion of Type I farmsteads. The

phase is represented by Goterem, Foula (Fig.4/11). Here, the house was straddled by
the outbuildings and the only entrance into the complex was through the exterior donna
in each outbuilding. Intercommunicating donnas off the house linked it with the

outbuildings. In these respects the relationships were identical to those of Type lb

(Fig.4/10). There were access gliggs in the byre, and a kelek (drain opening) in the barn.
Local folklore suggests Goterem predates the 18th century, and its dissimilarity to a

neighbouring farmstead of mid-18lh century date at the Brekins favours corroboration
of this tradition. Furthermore, Goterem exhibits construction not found in later

phases; it is orientated downslope, it is devoid of windows, and is markedly irregular. A
dearth of similar buildings in Shetland indicates that the realignment along the ground
contour happened sufficiently early that periodical remodelling on the same site
eradicated all but this farmstead, which survived in a sequestered parish. The form
cannot, though, be assumed to have been formerly general, as later phase types display
some regionality.

4.5.3 Type III
The second pivotal change, which unequivocally altered building tradition by the 18th
century, was the repositioning of the farmstead in relation to the ground-slope.

Although farmsteads were reconceived in this way the earliest manifestation of the

phase, Type III, preserved the essence of the relationships between house and

outbuildings shown by Types I and II.

The basis of this form was the subtype Ilia farmstead, where the only means of entry

was through the byre into the house, from where access was gained into the barn. Both

outbuildings thus enjoyed equal communication links with respect to the house. The
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type is demonstrated by examples in several parishes: Effirth, Sandsting (Roussell

1934:53); Woodwick, Unst; Kolbeinstoft, Fetlar; Whalwick, Aithsting. A development
of this form was the Illb phase, where an external access door was provided into the
barn, utilised at the Brekins and South Biggins, Foula. The latter farmstead was built in
1843 (I.,E.). This wide distribution indicates the general spread of Type III buildings.
In each of these farmsteads the barn was in linear and the byre in parallel configuration
and in each case the "ben" room was provided with a gable hearth and the "but" had a

central hearth. At the northernmost farmstead at Woodwick the pre-existence of the
central hearth is confirmed by a storage gligg in the centre of the gable (Fig.4/12, 4/13).
The byre here was bisected by an internal wall, segregating an inner room which was

possibly a dofkro (Sect.6.6). At Whalwick, abandoned c.1909 (A.,Ag.), there was a

refinement to accessibility, where the byre had two entrances, separating human and
cattle access, and muck removal (Fig.4/15).

The subdivision of the house in Ilia and Illb farmsteads is demonstrated by the Brekins

(Fig.4/16). Here the house was divided into three rooms by two wooden partitions.
The door from the byre led into the outer of these compartments, named the bisi,

indicating the room's role as a calf stall (Sect.6.4). Although this feature was not found
in Faroese farmsteads a similar zone was utilised in Orkney, where the outermost end of
the domestic portion ("oot-by") was a zone serving both as an entrance area and calf
stall (Firth 1920:8; Fenton 1978:117, 118, 147). The "oot-by" opened directly into the

byre and is analogous with the bisi of Type III farmsteads.

Type III farmsteads exemplify the 18th-century build-style. Spence, a Shetlander,

recognised the intercommunicating complex with entrance through the byre as being
the standard 18th-century form (1899:170). A visitor in 1824 describes entering a house
via its byre but not the barn — indicative of a Type III farmstead, and according to local
tradition the Brekins was built in the 1750s (Flinn 1989:141; I.,E.). Kolbeinstoft was

cleared in 1847, by which time one farmstead had been established long enough to have
had the byre extended (Fig.4/14). Type III farmsteads were general throughout Walls
in the 1830s (Elder 1841:21). The small size of the barn and yard at Woodwick

(abandoned c.1870) indicates the peripheral nature and late date of the farm, but the
farmstead is the only one of the scores of derelict farms in Unst to retain Type III

configuration. This provides evidence for the constant remodelling of buildings in the
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economic boom brought about by early 19th-century fisheries, whilst peripheral farms

perpetuated anachronistic forms.

A contemporary variant stemming from the Illb form repositioned the initial area of
access into the house as a transverse corridor with the two rooms at either side. This

I lie phase was restricted in distribution, and was especially characteristic of Foula. Two
farms of this type were Grisigarth and Sloag (Figs.4/17, 4/18). Grisigarth was built
c.1825 and was abandoned c.1921/22 (G.,J.; I.,E.), unaltered since erection. Atypical
features were the barn with two external doors (one opening into the yard, the other
outwith the yard), and the lambhus integrated into the dyke. Sloag was similar in form,

although was modernised during the 19th century by shifting the "but" central hearth to

a transverse partition. At Breidfit, also in Foula, two farmsteads were erected in a bigg,

comprising a IIIc and Hid grouping (Fig.4/19). Besides the relationships between the
units of each farm, the byres of both groups intercommunicated.

Contemporary Orcadian farmsteads like Nether Bennieclett and Mossetter differed

noticeably in configuration, being predominantly linear. However, relationship

emphases between buildings were comparable with plebeian farmsteads throughout the
Northern Isles. In the Orcadian farmstead the house shared intercommunication with

the byre and the external entrance to the complex was sometimes through a common

door, otherwise through independent portals for the house and byre. At the end of the

range was the barn, which both intercommunicated and had its own external entrance

(Firth 1920:7; Fenton 1978:118, 121).

4.5.4 Type IV
A 19th-century development of Type III farmsteads was the adoption of an independent
external entrance for the house. In these cases house/byre and byre/barn
intercommunication was preserved, but the configuration was adapted to facilitate a

door for the house. A progenitor to this phase was the form represented by Southvoe,
Dunrossness, built c.1830. At this farmstead the end of the byre abutting the house was

partitioned-off to create a lobby similar to a bisi, with its own entrance. This zone, or

"trance", had three other doors; one each to the house, byre, and barn (Fig.5/6; Tait

2000:40).
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Building innovation generally came earliest to Dunrossness and the Southvoe style

spread farther through Shetland in a somewhat developed form, the IVa phase being
most characteristic of Walls. At Southvoe the "trance" allows movement between the

three units from a single outside entrance, whereas in IVa farmsteads the house could
be entered separately from the outhouses as desired. The Hill (Figs.4/20, 4/21) is

probably pre-1850 whereas Lumsdel (Fig.4/22) is later 19lh century. By the time
Lumsdel was erected IV relationships were anachronistic, and farmsteads at Goster, also
in Walls, were altered from IVa status in this period. In all these cases, as in Types II-
III farmsteads, the only means of entering the "ben" was through the "but".

Another subtype, IVb, is recorded at Stjol, Foula (Fig.4/23). There, all buildings
communicated with one another, with the additional feature of an external barn door.

The farmstead is erected in the atypical parallel configuration with the byre uphill of the
house (Sect.4.3) and the house is divided by a cross-passage, characteristic of Foula
domiciles.

4.5.5 Types V-VII
A definitive shift in development was the termination of intercommunication between
the house and its outbuildings. This came about at the phase of evolution where the
house's direct link had shifted from the byre to the barn (q.v. Type VI). Because of this
a phase of development which severed the house/barn link while preserving

house/byre communication was unusual, and at variance with general trends.

Gronateng, Walls, was a farmstead of this Type V form (Fig.4/24). There the principal
domestic entrance was direct rather than through the byre. The isolated incidence of

Type V farmsteads in Walls is an indication of enduring tradition in west Mainland
rather than the early abandonment of intercommunication. In Orkney a farmstead type

came into being in the 19th century which shared broad similarity with the Type V form.
This phase, represented by Estabin in Firth and Breck in Fara, featured

intercommunicability with the house and byre only (Fenton 1978:124; Hunter et al.
1982:5). A comparison with a Norwegian form, at Ytre Fosse, Alversund, has some

validity. There the farmstead had a common entrance into a kavle (passage), with doors

leading off either side to the house or byre, the latter also having own external entrance.

A wider comparability is unsustainable because, unlike in Orcadian farmsteads,

Norwegian groupings did not employ a building corresponding to a barn. Although
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Ytre Fosse had a boolli il intercommunicated with the house, not with the kavle (Brekke

1992:unpag.).

A different evolutionary path was followed by the Type VI farmstead, a form which
featured intercommunication between the house and the barn, whilst the byre had a

separate entrance. This form was a direct development from Type III, achieved by

placing the byre gable away from the house frontage sufficiently to allow for a doorway.
This evolution was originally determined by Roussell in his study of Staneydale,

Sandsting (1934:56). A refinement of this arrangement was used at the Garths, near

Billister, Nesting, where the house and byre had independent entrances which were

accessed through a single door into a sjaphus, or porch (Fig.4/25). This structure may

have been added later to provide shelter, and the use of a sjaphus was uncommon.

When the isolated island of Little Roe, Delting, was abandoned c.1865, both farmsteads
there were of Type VI form (Tab.4:1). Each employed an intercommunicating house
and barn with a byre having an independent external entrance.

A development within Type VI was the adoption of an external barn door, whilst

maintaining the house/barn link as the only intercommunication. This was the case at

Brenwell, Sandness (Fig.4/26). Comparable lines of development were followed on

some Orkney farms. Conglabist, North Ronaldsay, was built in the mid 18th-century
and used entrances for both house and barn, plus intercommunication between the two

(Roussell 1934:88). The byre, however, was unconnected altogether. This farmstead
was not typical of the Orcadian norm, where the house and byre were conjoint and the
barn a separated unit.

The desire to shift the byre away from the house moulded the development of
farmsteads. Types V and VI forms adopLed different methods of achieving this
severance but a third class, the Type VII farmstead, was perfected to the same ends and
was used most widely. This form used the barn as the link between the house and byre,
and external entrances were provided for both outer buildings. The form is exemplified

by South Setter, near Cliff, Unst — evicted in the 1870s (Fig.4/27). In this case the
access between the barn and byre was a gligg- An early example, typifying the doorway
access between house and barn, was the southernmost of the two farms of Klugan,

Unst, which probably dates to c.1800 (Fig.4/28). The placement of internal doorways
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varied according to scale and configuration. At Faxigarth, near Burraness, Yell, the

doorways were situated close together, placing the barn/byre entrance in immediate
reach of the house, whereas at Hoja, Unst, the internal byre entrance was more distant

(Figs.4/29, 4/31). Type VII relationships continued in farmsteads erected into the later
19th century, as at llamnageo, Unst (Fig.4/30).

4.5.6 Types VIII-IX
The Type VII farmstead was further developed, often by remodelling, to include an

external door for the barn and thus entrances to all three units. This form is

represented by Halsigarth, near Setter, Yell (Fig.4/32). Such arrangements combined
the convenience of internal intercommunicability and the amenity of external entrances.

The form of the linear farmstead was best suited to this placement of doorways, and the
desire for Type VIII advantages encouraged the ubiquity of linear configurations.

Further refinement which extended the amenity of the class VIII farmstead gave rise to

a house with a link to the byre via the barn, but also incorporating a door between the
house and the byre. This initial form, Type IXa, was erected at Breiwick, Sandness

(Fig.4/33). The versatility of the complex was further enhanced with the placement of
an external barn entrance, forming the IXb phase exemplified by Easthouse, Snabroch,
Unst (Fig.4/34). There, the byre/barn link was a gligg (Fig.4/35). Easthouse also had a

"taatie"-/w/j' appended to the barn, entered through another gligg. The IXb form was the
ultimate expression of versatility in intercommunication and access in the farmstead.

Flowever, it only came into being in the era of farmstead fragmentation (Sect.4.5.7), and
IX phases were uncommon. Indeed, the late 19lh-century Southerhouse, Snarravoe,

Unst, provides a further subtype, IXc, which dispensed with intercommunication
between the byre and barn (Fig.4/36).

4.5.7 Types X-XII

By the later 19th century a desire to eliminate internal communication between the house
and the barn influenced farmstead morphology. The initial phase, Type X, severed the
domestic link whilst retaining interconnection between the byre and barn. The form is

represented by Kellister, Sandness, where a vestigial link to the outbuildings remained in
the form of an access gligg between house and byre (Fig.4/37). It is probable that this

type became established first in Dunrossness, in accord with that parish forming the
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entry-point for architectural and cultural innovation (Melton 2001:181-183, 236, 392).
The utset of Ramnabanks, near Clumlie, was erected in 1817 in Type X form, in a

parallel/right-angle configuration (Tait 1951:79). Despite this farm being on the

margins of the tun, the farmstead utilised this form, shunning house/barn
intercommunication — at a time when such linkage was retained elsewhere in Shetland.
In some cases existing farmsteads were adapted to isolate the house from the barn.
Breibister, Northmavine, which was derelict by the late 19th century, probably dates to

early in the same century. This linear farmstead was conceived as a Type VIII complex
but was later altered when an additional barn was erected on the back of the original
barn and the doorway connecting the house to this building was blocked.

With the rejection of communication between barns and houses the positioning of

outbuildings in relation to the domicile was of less consequence. This meant it was

possible to deploy an intercommunicating byre/barn block with the byre contiguous to

the house. A dateable farmstead of this morphology was the Bjurg, Muckle Roe,

Delting, which was built in the 1860s and was abandoned in the early 1890s (B.,B.).
This linear farmstead, having its byre abutting the house, had the byre and bam

separated by a low stone foundation bearing a turf partition.

Further development beyond Type X extended the principle of shunning
intercommunication; in Type XI farmsteads all the units employed their own entrances.

An early manifestation of the form was in Fetlar, at a farmstead at 0ri and at the nearby

Quarry — both farms cleared in the 1820s. By that decade most parishes, including
Fetlar, retained Type III links to the byre and the incidence of Type XI relationships
was novel at this time, and the parallel configuration of the Quarry is somewhat
anachronistic in combination with external entrances. Later, by the mid-19th century,

the segregation of the units was more widespread. In some cases outbuilding doors
were as near one another as possible to achieve virtual interconnection, such as the

linear/parallel Minn, Burra, where the byre and barn entrances were in a right angle, a

few feet apart (Tab.4:1). Nevertheless, without intercommunication buildings could be

deployed in any position in respect to the house. The usual form was a linear

configuration with the house either central to the complex or at one end (Fig.4/40;
Roussell 1934:59). Often the outbuildings were on one end of the house with byre
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nearest it, with some evidence of regional preferences for this positioning - notably at

Gruting, Sandsting, and in eastern Whalsay.

In Orkney the pattern of outhouse placement and communication arrangements similar
to those in Shedand was fostered in peripheral islands, where the indigenous vernacular

persisted because of the limitations on agricultural improvement. Late 19th-century
farmsteads in Fara were linear, with the byre nearest the house, and with separate

entrances for all units (Hunter et al. 1982:4,6). Generally, however, Orcadian farmsteads
differed from those of Shetland. In Orkney there was a preference for maintaining a

house/byre link, and the barn was frequently a disconnected block, from the 18th
century at least, as at Midhouse, Harray, dating to c.1740 (Fenton 1978:124). Although
Shetiandic and Norwegian farmsteads had hitherto manifested little parity, there was a

partial convergence during this phase. Hopland in Austrheim has overall similarity with

Type XI farmsteads, where the barn is between the house and byre (Brckke

1992:unpag.). Contemporaneous developments in Faroe in the later 19th century

followed an opposite path. There the byre had hitherto been contiguous with the
house, in itself dissimilar to Shetland Types VI-IX. During the 19th century a minority
of farmsteads were built with the jjos (byre) underneath the glasstova (glazed room) on a

lower level, partly to spread heat from the cattle (Bruun 1929:145). Such an

arrangement, although found in Norway, was never utilised in Shetland farmsteads.
This is as much indicative of North Atlantic cultures developing independently as it is
of the impoverishment of the Shetlanders.

The final expression, in evolutionary terms, was fragmentation of the conjoint
farmstead complex, in the Type XII morphology. The initial indication of this was the
severance of the byre, whilst retaining a non-intercommunicating barn attached to the
house. This form was widespread, represented by: a farmstead near Billister, Nesting;
Sandwick, Lunnasting; Culster, Delting. The latter farm was abandoned c.1870. The
conclusion of the process was complete severance of the outbuildings from the
domicile. This was achieved by erecting individual scattered outbuildings, as at Tararet,

Lunnasting, which comprised more than half a dozen buildings (Fig.4/41). Often

contiguous outbuilding blocks were used, as at Kurkigarth, Delting, where the barn and

byre were connected, and Roussell noted a conjoint byre and stable in Northmavine

(1934:58, 63). Separation of the units was an ongoing development in Caithness from
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the mid 19th century, and the process is traceable in a generalised sense in Britain as a

whole from the 18th century; stemming from farms higher up the social scale, the notion
of segregation of the house from its outbuildings was a precept popularised by

agricultural improvers (Stell 1982:96; Brunskill 1999:106).

4.6 Farmsteads on the periphery
As the population increased in the 18th century, farms on the periphery of tuns

proliferated (Sect.2.1.1), a demographic change which placed strain on both resources

and society. New farmsteads were distributed both within tuns as subdivisions of

existing farms or as extensions to the township as utsets. These complexes were erected
on new sites, and contrasted with the established farms which encompassed a plethora
of buildings adapted over time on a static toft. New farmsteads fulfilled the same

requirements of subsistence and resembled their contemporaries within the older tuns,

although newer farms were often smaller and the farmsteads commensurately more

basic. Kaldhol, Whalsay, was such a marginal farm, of Type XI form (Fig.4/39).

Individuals and families on the margins of society had limited means, and had to inhabit
more rudimentary abodes than normal homesteads, giving rise to a special class of
farmstead form on the periphery. In the township of Firth, Dclting, new farms were

created throughout the 1700-1850 period. Those farmsteads on the margins used
rubble gleaned from existing non-domestic structures, such as a demolished km and

"pund", whilst the most humble homestead was a former barn. The growth of this tun

was such that by the 1800s all the viable peripheral land had been enclosed, and further
farmsteads were subdivisions within the existing settlement (Beattie 2002:9).
Conversion of rudimentary buildings is paralleled in the Hebrides, where settlement

expansion beyond established townships into common land caused many shielings to be
converted into farmsteads (Dodgshon 7.002:38).

As the indigent were forced to settle on the margins of the cultivable landscape, hovels
to accommodate paupers which were stylistically different from standard types came

into being. These utsets were markedly small, and because the inhabitant was often
unable to assist in construction, and because stone was frequently unobtainable in

quantity, they were commonly poorly constructed. The building could consist of a

house and outbuildings, or at the most lowly, a domicile alone. The Gillies, near Garth,
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Sandness, represents the former group. It comprised a house and parallel outhouse
block which combined a byre and barn, putatively divided by a wooden partition

(Fig.4/38). The complex has the elements of Type X relationships. Where a single hut
existed this was usually shared by the inhabitant and whatever livestock he or she

possessed. This form is typified by Hogapund, near Niben, Northmavine. This
minuscule farm comprised an arable area enclosed by a dyke with an appended stone

hut, plus a krobb. The hut consisted of a room with a gable hearth and a single window
and door. This smallholding, created in the third quarter of the 19th century, was the
home of one person who shared her residence with her cow (J.,C.; B.,R.). Hogapund's
form and scale shows strong resemblance to marginal huts erected for single persons

and pauper families in both the Hebrides and Faroe (Campbell 1944:242; Bruun
1929:145; Stoklund 1996:87). Despite its tiny dimensions, a hut at Vagar in Faroe
included two cattle stalls, echoing the Hogapund situation. These hovels were not

outmoded forms contrary to general farmstead evolution, but a product of people living
at the lowest social stratum (Stoklund 1996:87). By dint of their limited size such
farmsteads had limited scope for variation in configuration and in intercommunication

relationships. The poorest buildings, like Burral, near Sandwick, Unst, comprised a

dwelling with an appended turf outbuilding, without intercommunication. The degree
of intercommunication which was possible at the Gillies was consequent to the fact that
a unitary outbuilding block was the easiest to erect.

The morphology of peripheral farmsteads was only to a limited extent part of the

general evolution within farmstead typologies. Whilst peripheral farmsteads followed

general trends, social constraints limited development, with resultant stylistic
anachronism.

4.7 Discussion

Farmsteads evolved radically over the three centuries up to 1900. Within agricultural
and domestic constraints the complex was subject to great stylistic alteration. In the
18th century a pivotal change in morphology was implemented as the house/byre link
was broken, changing the emphasis the barn held within the whole ensemble. A
further, gradual, change ensued in the 19th century, with the installation of separate

entrances to the house first, and later to the barn. This shifted the farmstead from a

byre-entrance complex to one with independent house and outbuilding access. In turn,
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this led to a further pivotal conceptual change — the abandonment of
intercommunication between the units.

The reasons for, and the pace of, change were founded on the principles of cultural

stability versus cultural influence. The driving force behind cultural change was the

growth in economic activity in the 18lh century. This provided a context of
Scottification, offering a new cultural outlook which brought Shetland nearer the
cultural fold of Britain, and moulded the form of its principal building group, the
farmstead. The pace of change differed throughout districts; architectural innovation
was strongest in areas of prosperity and most subject to Scottish influence. Farmstead
forms in these localities, disseminating from Dunrossness, contrasted with the
conservatism in isolated islands (Hibbert 1822:114; Melton 2001:179, 236). The

perpetuation of archaic farmstead forms in more traditional parishes fostered the

growth of vernacular forms there, in tandem with the contemporary adoption of more

standard Scottish forms in more prosperous districts.

The degree to which Shetland and Orkney farmers embraced a changing architectural
climate contrasts with the cultural stability and isolation of the Hebrides and Faroe.
Shetlanders readily remodelled their farmsteads with such comprehensiveness that
innovative building forms achieved a degree of universality. This may be gauged from
the mid 19th century, during which period many farms were abandoned, leaving extant

ruins, the preponderance of which are of Type VII configuration. Smaller farms on the

margins of tuns frequently fossilised earlier farmstead types in relation to farms in the

township core because the latter farmsteads were more subject to re-modelling. This

pattern is visible at Faxigarth (Fig.4/29) in relation to the hub settlement of Burraness,
and with the northernmost farmstead of Woodwick in comparison to the others in the
core of that township. The formerly prevalent Type III farmstead came under

increasing pressure in the late 19th century, in light of the desire to segregate cattle from
humans. Around 1900 the Type III farmstead of Pirligarth, near Aith, Aithsting, had its
barn and byre re-sited disconnected from the house, involving converting the

byre/house doorway to a window, and adding an exterior door to the house (M.,Je.).
Even in distant Foula there was a spate of farmstead improvement in the 1890s; a new

farmstead was built to replace the existing 1Kb form at the South Biggins in 1900 and
the old grouping was converted to a byre and barn (Holbourn 1938:115; I.,E.).
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Having similar agricultural and environmental circumstances encouraged analogous

buildings in the Northern Isles and the Hebrides, irrespective of their unconnected
cultures. The initial farmstead form, comprising an elongated house/byre was a phase

prevalent across unconnected culture areas, given similar architectural preferences

(Bigelow 1987:34). The different environmental resources relied on in the Hebrides and
Northern Isles gave rise, centuries prior to 1600, to a vernacular which was dissimilar to

that of wesl Norway (Brekke 1992:unpag.). The lineage of the Shetland vernacular
farmstead has been considered to be directly traceable from Viking forms, without

evaluating the degree of Scottish cultural input (Hamilton 1956:102; Small 1982:253;
Fenton 1985b:86). Roussell was the first to determine (1934:99) that Flebridean and
Northern Isles farmsteads belonged to a different cultural framework to those of
mainstream Scandinavia. He explained these forms as stages of evolution, and although
his developmental hypothesis was undermined by Campbell (1944) and Stoklund

(1980), his morphological observations are sound. Regional preference is evident —

parallel in the Flebrides, linear in Orkney, and a general move from parallel to linear or

mixed configuration in Shetland. Hebridean farmsteads had an impermanence in their
construction, with makeshift or non-existent doorways where a wall or roof section was

torn down as agricultural necessity required (Stoklund 1980:130), in contrast to the
Northern Isles and Faroe. Dodgshon links this rudimentary construction with

insecurity of tenure (2002:39), although comparable circumstances in Shetland did not

cause farmers to build structures of a similarly basic form.

Cultural change provided the framework, and economic boom the means, to

architectural evolution in Shetland. The manner in which Shetland farmsteads evolved

over the 18th-l9th centuries, whereas Hebridean ones remained relatively static, indicates
the islands' differing cultural environments. By the 1870s, before legislation forced

change, Shetland farmsteads had generally abandoned Type III relationships, whilst in
the Hebrides Type I morphology was retained. Organic change in Shetland was

stimulated by Scottiflcation before governmental influence was brought to bear, but in
the Hebrides the population were more reliant on their traditions and existing farmstead

styles were sustained. Illustrative of this contrast, in the 1880s the farmsteads of the
Hebrides compared unfavourably with those of the Northern Isles, in both the method
of construction and the internal arrangements. In both regions tenants were only
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afforded the security of tenure that encouraged building improvement in the 1880s, but

already by that time Northern Isles farmsteads were constructionally superior to official

eyes (Day 1918:294-295).

The pressure to sever people and livestock from living in close proximity was the

elementary force behind farmstead development, although such influence came from
outwith indigenous communities. The proximity to cattle in Type III farmsteads did
not necessitate living in squalor, and outsiders' opinions differ. A visitor to Papa Stour
in 1835 was favourably impressed with the cleanliness of the interior she found,
whereas an 1824 guest found such a farmstead to be filthy (Flinn 1989:158, 141). A
tourist in 1834 considered a Foula farmstead of this form as well-appointed and clean

compared to most farmsteads in the island, although he encountered ordure trodden
from the byre to house in Walls (Flinn 1989:191; Charlton [1834]:62). Some based their

castigation on the keeping of animals in the home per se, whether or not this was

through an intercommunicating byre (Evershed 1874:202). Hebridean farmsteads
centred on an undivided house/byre with a single entrance were considered the most

wretched in Scotland. Those farmsteads with a separate cattle entrance and an

intervening partition, although of the same indigenous constructional technique, were

more sanitary, although the inhabitants' ability to keep them clean was recognised as

important (Day 1918:295-296). Legal pressure became the guiding force in farmstead

development from the closing decade of the 19th century. The state of housing in
subsistence farming counties was a matter of concern to the government, primarily on

the grounds of the detriment to health caused by human proximity to animals.
However, a contemporary commentator perceived that grime in homes was only partly
caused by byre-entrance farmsteads, and was also due to the clustering of biggs, and to

the peat smoke and middens associated with subsistence agriculture. He realised that so

long as these conditions were general "it is useless to endeavour to enforce cleanliness

by law" (Evershed 1874:203).

Nevertheless, legislation which prohibited people and livestock (primarily cattle) living
in close proximity became effective after 1889, with the promulgation of the Local
Government (Scotland) Act. This statute established county councils which were

responsible for implementing standing public health legislation. This "led almost at

once to a marked improvement in the sanitary conditions of [Scotland]" (Day 1918:294;
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Shaw 2003:465). The Act was a substantial influence on Shetland farmstead design, but
not as crucial as the part it played in the Hebrides, where vernacular traditions were

more entrenched. In the Hebrides the local Council implemented a campaign to

improve housing from 1893. Efforts concentrated on ending house/byre
intercommunication; installing a separate byre doorway; moving the hearth from the
centre of the floor to the gable; and installing a window. Legal action ensured the

campaign was exceptionally effective, and the number of combined house/byres in
Harris alone dropped by 92% during 1896-98 (Day 1918:299-300; Cheape 2001:44). In
other areas, especially Lewis, cultural conservatism hampered the pace of change into
the 1900s, and the government found "at the first opportunity custom and habit assert

themselves as strong as ever" (Day 1918:302-304; Geddes 1955:79). In the 1890s
Hebridean farmsteads still commonly accommodated people, cattle and sheep in the
same building, whereas in Shetland only a minority of families shared habitations with
swine or hens (Day 1918:301). Thereafter, medical officers in Shetland districts where
traditions endured longest — the north and west - reported favourably on farmstead

improvement, finding their recommendations on byre placement, sanitation and roof
construction progressively fulfilled (White 1897; Taylor 1897; Elder 1897). Centuries of
conservatism had insulated the Hebridean farmstead from development, and the
traditional form was incapable of successfully adapting to new social demands. As a

consequence, a new form of dwelling was conceived to fulfil the demands of the Act,
the so-called "white house", a standard Lowland Scottish form already popular in the
Northern Isles. These were built adjacent to the established farmsteads, which were

promptly abandoned. The vernacular farmstead had clung to the orientation

downslopc from the Middle Ages into the 19lh century, and the new houses erected

nearby perpetuated this placement (see Roussell 1934:13). In Orkney and Shetland the
farmstead had developed steadily since 1700 to an extent that remodelling on the same

site ensured the dual site placement of the "white house" pattern was not replicated in
the north, where there was an aspiration for improvement. As fashions progressively
militated against internal communication, farmsteads of later phases were also
converted to reflect prevalent stylistic requirements. For example, in the Type IXb
Easthouse at Snabroch, Unst, the house/byre doorway was blocked and at the Type
IXa Breiwick, Sandness, both the house/byre and house/barn doorways were blocked

(Figs.4/34, 4/33). The separation of the house/byre link and the later abandonment of
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intercommunication altogether allowed more freedom in die placement of units and

eventually led to the break-up of the conjoint farmstead.

Farmstead form in the Scottish islands was a balance of differences within an overall

similar framework, a comparability that lessened through time. The farmstead of
Shetland took a different evolutionary path from 1600-1900 to its cultural affiliate,

Orkney. In Orkney the standard farmstead contemporary with the Shetland Types I-III

comprised a house/byre with a detached parallel barn. Improvement of the range was

based on enlargement of the domicile (associated with the adoption of a gable hearth),

retaining intercommunication with the byre through the older part of house (Newman

2003:85). The Orcadian farmstead was dissimilar in several respects from its Shetland

contemporaries. Usually the barn, along with a stable, was an unattached block, and the
house was divided by a stone partition into two rooms. Later the outer portion of the
"but" was bisected (Fenton 1978:125), in some ways mirroring the Shetland bisi. The
link with the byre was preserved throughout changing phases, unlike the Shetland move

towards house/barn linkage. The dogged conservatism of the Flebrides protected the
vernacular from evolution, although the farmstead was not immune to voluntary
influences (Fenton 1985b:69). Although there were stylistic similarities with Norse
antecedents and 19lh century Hebridcan farmsteads, such congruence was not primarily
the result of unbroken cultural lineage. Farmstead morphology in the 18th-l 9lh centuries
was not completely static, as complexes had grown in size and became simpler in
subdivision, dispensing with small compartments and attempting to better segregate

people from livestock (Dodgshon 2002:38, 61; Fenton 1985b:69, 70, 75). The

government considered any compulsion to sudden change would be counterproductive

given the islanders' attachment to traditional farmsteads. Indeed, Lewis farmers refused
to relinquish their traditional building forms, and in the 1900s hundreds of farmsteads
still persisted which inspectors found to be squalid (Day 1918:297, 302). The

implementation of the 1889 Act effectively terminated the local vernacular in the
Hebrides, rather than stimulate its evolution, but Shetland farmsteads, developmentally
in flux throughout the 19th century, continued to evolve within the vernacular milieu
until a distinct vernacular ceased to exist in the following century.
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Chapter 5: Dwellings

5.1 Houses

Developments in house construction are tracked in two ways: the development of the

general plan (coeval with the evoludon of the farmstead), and the structure of the
individual components such as hearths, lofts, and partitions. These factors are analysed
in sections 5.2 and 5.3-5.11, respectively.

5.2 Deployment of space

In Type I farmsteads the house and byre were constituents of a single unit segregated by

partitions (Sect.4.2). There was a main hearth in the centre of the living/sleeping zone,

and a subsidiary hearth was occasionally provided along a wall. The configuration of
the Type I farmstead was similar to Hebridean farmsteads surviving into the 19lh
century, and it is probable that internal partitioning was similar (Roussell 1934:17-18).
Unlike in the Hebrides, the advent of glazing made no impact on this configuration
because farmstead evolution had ushered the Type III form into Shetland by the 18th
century. House forms were governed by the mode of entrance through adjacent

buildings and by the position of the hearth (Sect.4.5.3). Houses in Type III farmsteads
were either two- or three-chambered. The principal form was bisected into two rooms,

the entrance coming directly from the byre into the main room (Dunn 1837:12; anon.

1862:VI). The most basic, including turf houses, had no partitions, relying on beds

placed at right-angles to the walls to form a division (Bryden 1841:139; anon. 1846a:27;
anon. 1862:VI; Kerr 1866:543) — these examples noted in Aithsting, Sandsting, and
Unst. The second bus (house) form was subdivided into three compartments, entered

through one another; the outer part was the bisi, leading into "but", thence into "ben".
The correlation of house construction and farm size is seen in an important

unpublished landlord's survey (Tab.5:1). Shetland houses had their closest
constructional and cultural parallels in Orkney, although they also bore broad similarity
to dwellings in the Hebrides, the west Highlands, and the Isle of Man. The only

significant difference borne by Orcadian houses concerned the separation of units;
"ben" partitions were generally stone, and in later domiciles "but" was subdivided by a

second wall (Fenton 1978:125).

The Faroese house presented a greater degree of difference than comparability to its
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Northern Isles counterparts. Tliis building comprised two rooms, the roykstova (main

room) and glasstova (best room), erected as a single timber block and partitioned with
wood. A stone shelter-wall integrated the house with the byre (Stoklund 1996:46, 48-

51, 70-71, 94). Faroese houses of the 18th century shared great similarity with 17th-
century south-west Norwegian forms in both construction and internal arrangement. In
both regions a timber unit was subdivided into rooms (in Faroe 3-4, in Norway 4-6)
with the hearth sited along a central partition that heated a stove in the best room.

Faroe's isolation helped preserve architectural parity with west Norwegian forms, and
where innovations were adopted - primarily the glazed room - a style similar to that of
south-west Norway was utilised (Hoffmann 1943:93, 120-121, 128; Stoklund 1985:216,
224, 228).

In the 18th century the main room was termed the firehouse in Shetland, as it was in

Orkney (Auchinleck 1785; Clouston 1923:12). This term perhaps presupposes an

original Norn form derived from the Norse eldhus. From the late 16th century the term

"sellar" was used by the Scottish gentry in the Northern Isles for a bedroom (ibid.: 12;
Fenton 1978:136; Donaldson 1954:76). Clouston (1923:16) derived this word from the
Norse salrhut the term was, in fact, Scoto-English (Fenton 1978:136). The Scottish
terms "but" (main room) and "ben" (best room) were universal in Shetland by the
1820s (Clarke 1833:183; Catton 1838:104; Ployen [1840]:201; Standen 1845:14; anon.

1846a:27). Only in Dunrossness, a parish with close architectural affiliations with

Orkney, was the term "sailer" used for the best room (Tait 1951:79).
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Table 5:1 houses in Garth estate, Delting, 1785 (from . \uchinleck 1785)
farm size

(marks)
partition "fire-

baak"
loft notes

Garth 5

Garth 5

Garth 5

Quoys 6

Garth 5

Bordigarth 3 two 6 joists
Laxo 2V*

Quoys 6

Laxo 4

Hahkapund 3

Toften 5

Niegarth 4 one yes partition
clay

Niegarth 2

Rugg [blank]
Staneycotts [blank]
Stanevcotts [blank]
Staneycotts [blank]
Innhouse 4%
Clouan 5

Uphouse 6

Nesthouse 4

Kirks 2

Swinister 3
Swinister 3V2
Swinister 3

Flukets [blank]
Firth 4

Calback 5

Calback 4

Calback 6

Calback 4

Calback 4'/2

Calback 4Y2
Calback 5

Calback 5 V2
Orka 5 one yes 9 joists pantry
Orka 2

Scatsta 18 one yes 2 joists
Scatsta 18 yes
Scatsta 18 one yes 5 joists partition

stone

Garderhouse [blank] 9 joists
Crookster [blank] one

Crookster [blank] yes
Tronaster 8
Little Roe [blank]
Tab.5:1 Correlation between farm size and sophistication of house construction, primarily provision of
timber components, and marked evidence of wood shortage — farms listed in order of original document

(duplicate entries denote neighbouring farms carrying same name)
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Inner porch — hisi.
The bisi was a store for peats and agricultural tools as well as an occasional animal stall

(Fig.4/19). The partition between it and "but" was either wooden, as at the Brekins,
Foula, where it was as high as the wallhead, or of straw, as at South Goterem, Foula

(I.,E.) - both constructions indicative of timber shortage. Sometimes used for a foal, it
was primarily for housing calves, where they were bucket-fed to conserve milk for
human consumption; a visitor to Foula found two calves stalled in a bisi (Chambers

1867:87). Where there was no bisi calves were stalled in the outer end of "but" (Reid

1869:51; [Sinclair] 1871:12; Smith 1964:6; Fig.4/12). Farmsteads from Type IV
onwards dispensed with the bisi, as the house was entered directly from outside, and the

byre had an area segregated to hold calves (Sect.6.4).

Developments in external access and internal intercommunication in farmsteads from
the 18th century caused a critical break in tradition, as house plans were reconfigured to

allow direct access from outside. House forms evolved along two contemporaneous

paths, both perfected to allow direct outside access. Analysis has determined a process

encompassing a division into three classes of dwelling (Fig.5/1; Tab.5:2). The Class A
house, associated with Type III farmsteads, was accessed from the byre, and

compartments were entered through one another. Generally there were two rooms,

although sometimes a bisi was on the outer side of "but". This class was in decline

during the 19th century, and only to a limited extent were modernisations instigated;

gable hearths were rare, and only "ben" had a window, if there was one at all. Class B
was derived from Class A, whereby access through compartments was retained but
external entry now came from outside. The door was offset to one end, and following
the adoption of windows the final expression of the form came into being; a door with
two windows to one side. Associated with Types IV-VI farmsteads, the morphology
allowed the retention of the central hearth (Fig.4/25). Hearths were otherwise placed

along the partition segregating "but" from "ben"; in timber at Gronateng, Walls, or in
stone as at Southvoe, Dunrossness. Class B houses were concentrated in Walls and

Sandsting.

Class C houses had a central door flanked by windows at either side. Entrance came

into the "trance" with doors to "ben" or "but" at either side. A closet at the rear of the

"trance" was entered from the latter compartment or from "but". Solely gable hearths
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were used. Part of Type VI-XII farmsteads, Class C morphology provided more

flexibility than the indigenous Class B with its inconvenient passage through "but" to

"ben", and this, plus the hastening demise of central hearths, ensured the form became
the commonest type. The generality of this process is demonstrated by 0ja,
Northmavine, and both Burraness and Westafirth in Yell, where the ten or so houses in

each township were of Class C form when cleared c. 1870. The adoption of this design

brought convergence both within Shetland and towards Scotland.
Table 5:2 house typology
Class A Entrance through byre (into bisi) into

"but", into "ben"
Class B Entrance from outside into "but",

into "ben"

Class C Entrance from outside into "trance",
into either "ben" or "but"

Tab.5:2 Basic classification of 18th-19th century house types

Similar patterns are observable in the Hebrides. In North Uist the 18th-century
windowless block with an offset door developed through two lines of evolution from
c.1800, where the entrance was either offset or central, and in both lineages two gable
hearths were adopted (Crawford 1965:49-52). Houses in the Inner Hebrides comprised
a tripartite block housing the byre and two rooms, all separated by partitions. This

layout equated with the Shetland Type I farmstead, which was, however, obsolete by the
18th century. Convergence with Shetland came with later Inner Hebridean houses,
which encompassed a lobby with a closet behind, flanked by a kitchen and bedroom —

replicating Class C morphology (Sinclair 1953:35, 67).

Partitions segregating compartments were generally constructed of timber or straw,

depending on the availability of wood. Houses at Burraness, Delting, were partitioned
with wood in 1725 (Gifford 1725). Partitions were also erected of clay or stone, called a

"cat-wa"' (Orkney: "katty-wa"'), used to divide "ben" from "but" (Roussell 1934:56;

Fig.4/19). The "ben"/"but" partition was invariably of stone in early ^'''-century
Orkney (Firth 1920:12), whereas it was seldom so in Shedand, save in Dunrossness.
There, the "cat-wa"' developed from early forms with central doorway, to ones

incorporating the "but" hearth, once it moved from centre-floor (Fig.5/2). The

popularity of the "cat-wa'" in Dunrossness was consequent to the hearth's move, and
led to a localised house form with the hearth along a partition rather than the gable

(Sect.5.3.2). This morphology was mirrored in Inner Hebridean houses having a stone

partition with a hearth alongside (Sinclair 1953:35, 67). The somewhat different
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Caithness house, where the house and byre were undivided, had, by the 18th century, the
domestic part of the farmstead partitioned in stone to hold a mural hearth (Stell
1982:88-89).

Straw partition — bo/k/ flotti
Intensive use of indigenous plants was characteristic of regions having a deficiency of
local or imported timber. In contrast to the widespread use of wood or wicker in

Norway and Faroe, straw, heather, rushes and other plants were widely used in the
Northern Isles for basketry as well as building. Constructionally, besides the use of

plants in roofing, use was made of these products within dwellings as partitions -

dividing rooms or closing off the lemm (Sect.5.5; Tab.5:3) - or as internal doors.
Table 5:3 bolk positioning
North Roe,
Northmavine

Partition between house and byre
(C.D)

Uterlis, Hamarvoe,
Northmavine

Partition between "but" and "ben"

(G.,E.)
Northus, Sullom,
Northmavine

Closing gap between lemm and sperreks
(M.,B.)

Esterskord, near Dale,
Delting

Partition between "but" and "ben"

(C.,E.)
Little Ayre, Muckle
Roe, Delting

Closing gap between lemm and sperreks
(J.,M.)

Huses, Grobsness,
Delting

Closing gap between lemm and sperreks
(A.,M.)

Musawater, Walls Peak of partition from eaves height
(W.J.)

Tulkic, Sandsting Partition between "but" and "ben"

(W.,B.)
Tab.5:3 Positioning of straw partitions (n.b. North Roe example was atypical cottar's house)

Similar techniques were used in the construction of a bolk (partition) as were used in

basketry; bunched oat straw was secured in rows by simmens. The technique was

comparable to areas of Denmark with scarce wood supplies, where parallel straw

bunches were bound together with transverse cordage, save that the binding in
Denmark was herringbone, rather than the Shetland linear method (Hansen

1945:P1.16a). A different technique was used in hoiks fabricated from lingsimmens

(heather rope) alone, used at Musawater and Tulkie (Tab.5:3). There, woven heather

provided a rigid base for plastering over with clay. This technique was used on watde in
south-west Norway and on wattle and heather in western Scotland (Loken 1997:8;
Fenton & Walker 1981:79). Irrespective of technique, the bolk would have required
stiffeners, in the same way as partitions in the Hebrides were made from straw woven

around sticks (Chcape 2001:36).
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Bedroom - "ben"

The "ben" room was afforded a degree of comfort above that of "but". The room

always featured a gable hearth by the late 18th century. It is known that a "sellar" in Yell
had a "lum" (chimney) in 1616 as did one in Northmavine in 1625 (Donaldson 1991:28,

122), although it is unclear how general "ben" hearths were in the 17th century. Best
rooms obtained a hearth within the gable fabric from the late 18th century in Scotland

(Fenton 2001:15), and there is no reason to doubt similar development in Shedand.

Paupers' dwellings usually had no "ben" hearth, although this adaptation was contrary

to the general trend (Fig.5/4). "Ben" had, from the early 19th century, the only window
in the building, and its walls were plastered and limewashed to maximise the light from
this (Fig.5/3). The lemm overhead formed a ceiling, and from the earlier 19th century

some "bens" had wooden floors (anon. 1846a:27; anon. 1862:VI; Cowie 1874:93).

Second storeys

The lemm evolved into an upper floor by incorporating the joists into sockets in the

masonry that allowed higher walls to be erected, and so provided headroom for a room

above. This process was ongoing from at least the early 19th century; the walls of

Flusigarth, Sandwick, Unst, were heightened in 1819 and its contemporary at Aithsness,

Aithsting, had a ladder ascending from the firehouse to the lemm which functioned as a

bedroom, illuminated from the Ijora (J.,Ge.; Hibbert 1822:538). This form developed

contemporaneously with the evolution of houses with external access (Sect.4.5.4),

extending from Type III farmsteads like Aithsness to early dwellings with outside

doorways. Lofts were used as bedchambers, and as an extension of "ben" it was logical
that further development saw provision of a hearth and window (Fig.5/5; Tab.5:4).
The transitional phase towards upstairs rooms in the whole bus is demonstrated at

Sandwick, 1 .unnasting, where the building was floored above, accessed by a stiggigrind

(open stair) from "but". The loft was divided between a wood-lined bedchamber above
"ben" and storage above "but", where the pons were exposed.
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Table 5:4 loft rooms

Breibister,
Northmavine

Sanjens, Ronis
We, Northmavine

North Ham,
Muckle Roe,
Delting

"But" hearth along gable central along gable
"Ben" hearth within gable within gable within gable
Loft position full length over "ben" and

part of "but"
over"ben"

Loft hearth yes yes yes
Loft window yes no no

Tab.5:4 Extent of loft rooms, with position of ground floor hearths and provision of hearths and
windows on upper floor

Closet and "trance"

The Class C house was trisected by two partitions, forming a central zone that was

bisected into two rooms. The front one of these was the "trance" (lobby), into which
the exterior door opened. At either side of the "trance" were doors to "ben" and "but".
At the rear of this lobby was the closet, which functioned as a bedchamber or store,

entrance into it coming from the "trance" or from "but". The closet was often

provided with a window. A few closets had no external illumination, but utilised
borrowed light through a small pane; at Gillarunna, Delting, light came from "but" and
at Sandwich, Lunnasting, it came from the "trance". This was the development of the
"trance" used in some Class B dwellings, where it was outwith the house block per se, as

part of the Type IV farmstead (Sect.4.5.4).

5.3 Hearths

The large central fire of the Viking era was abandoned during medieval times in favour
of a smaller general hearth with subsidiary specialised hearths used for cooking or other
tasks, as part of the development of a distinct Shetland vernacular (Sect.2.1.2; Fenton
1981:5; Hamilton 1956:109, 156). In the Middle Ages many hearths had impermanent

positions; at Sandwick, Unst, there were three in the 12th century, and two in the 14lh.
Some hearths were located along walls, whilst others were centrally placed (Bigelow
1987:29, 30; Fenton 1981:6). In the post-medieval period hearths decreased in number
and size in northern Britain (Fenton 2001:13), and later evidence indicates the Shetland
house of 1600 employed a single hearth, located in the firehouse.

By the later 18th century, by which time houses incorporated a "ben" room, the orn

(hearth) was sited in the firehouse ("but"). Some were situated near to the gable to
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leave a larger working area (anon. 1862:11; anon. 1889:675), while others were more

centrally-placed. Hearths at Gela in Fair Isle, Saltness in Delting, and Noss,

Dunrossness, were a few feet from the gable (E.,H.; T.,Jo.; Mouat c.1971).

5.3.1 Central hearths

Hearthstone -jurnsten
The jurnsten was constructed of clay-pointed slabs about 4" thick, usually in a rectilinear
form, as it was at the Taftlands, near Clousta, Aithsting, and at the Skjump, Hffirth,

Sandsting (A.,A.; B.,H.; lloussell 1934:53). That at the Gorl, Papa Stour, was 4'1" x 3' in

plan, and another at the Dykes, near Westerskeld, Sandsting, was around the same size

(Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:85, 86; Johnson 1994). Some hearths were circular, at

c.5' diameter (Smith 1964:4; Young 1898:201; Fig.5/7), and although shape was purely

stylistic preference, most were rectilinear and Fenton is incorrect when he asserts most

Shetland central hearths were round (1985a: 167). A variant at Whalsay had three stones

a few inches high set on edge to delineate three sides of the hearth (Stewart 2005:35) — a

form mirrored in a lodge at 0ja, Northmavine (Fig.8/19). Flebridean hearths were of
the same construction as the Shetland circular type (Geddes 1955:82). Through

prolonged scorching the hearth centre got brittle and as flakes detached, a hollow

developed, termed the kolki/kuli. With some hearths, ashes were scraped off the

jurnsten into an adjacent hollow in the floor termed the lipi, which was a refuse pit that
was periodically emptied (Fenton 1967:63). Landsborough's comment that this was a

modern improvement of c.1800 was facetious (1873:34), and comparable structures

were used in houses predating this period in Caithness (Stell 1982:90).

Fire-back - baksten

Orns frequently utilised an upright stone back that shielded the fire from gusts from the

doorway. This generally took the form of an upright slab, as at both Gela, Fair Isle, and
Saltness, Delting, although one at Hivdigarth, Walls, comprised a chunk of wood (E.,H.;

T.,Jo.; W.,G.). An equivalent stone was used for this purpose in both Norway and the
Scottish lowlands (Sundt 1900:222; Fenton 2001:15). The baksten persisted after the
hearth had moved off centre-floor in Class B houses, where the "but" and "ben" were

separated by a timber partition and had the hearth sited along it, as it was at North
Tulkie, Sandsting (Sect.5.2; W.,B.; Fig.5/9).
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Fire backs were a regular feature of Orcadian houses, where they took a different form.
The back was a little dyke around 4' high and 1'6" thick that separated the "but" into
two areas (Firth 1920:8-9; Roussell 1934:85). Its construction was a reflection of the

larger size of Orcadian houses, and masonry bakstens were uncommon in Shetland. One
existed at Northus, Sullom, Northmavine, where, as in Orkney, it provided a shelf for

pots (M.,B.). This fire-back type was an 18th-century sophistication of the central hearth

sporadically throughout Scotland and reflected changing concepts of domestic life,

creating separate working and storage areas (Fenton 2001:15).

From c.1800 central hearths were gradually moved towards the end of the "but". This

process took place throughout Scotland, developing along two paths, where the central
hearth retained its position incorporated into a dividing partition, or was otherwise
moved out to the gable (Fenton 2001:15). The former path was followed in Orkney,
where the back was extended into a stone partition bisecting the firehouse (Clouston

1923:18), but the rarity of masonry fire-backs in Shetland ensured this pattern was

unknown in Shetland. Throughout Shetland the hearth shifted to one end of the "but".
In most cases this meant to the gable, although where the house/barn doorway was in
the centre of the masonry or this partition was of timber the hearth was relocated along
a baksten at the "but"/"ben" partition (Fig.5/9).

Pot-chain beam — "fire-baak"/"crook-baak"

A chain suspended above the hearth supported the cooking pots. It was secured either
to a twartbak or to the "fire-baak" - a transverse beam fixed to the rafter feet (Smith

1964:4; Johnson 1994; Fig.5/8). An identical construction was used in Orkney (Firth

1920:9-10). Pots were moved along the chain by shifting a removable hook. This

component, called a crook in Shetland, was identical to the Orkney kruik, although the

supposed Norse derivation of the Orcadian term may, in fact, be Scoto-English

(Marwick 1929:97). The whole construction used the minimum of iron, with only the
lower length of chain; the term for the pot-chain (twang) signifies an original
construction of hide, and the upper part was regularly of simmens 0akobsen 1985:981;
anon. 1862:11). Orcadian houses employed the same construction, with a few links

suspended by a four-ply simman (Firth 1920:9). The ratcheted shank and trammel used
in Faroe and Norway was unknown.
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Louver - Ijora/ lora/ lura
Smoke escaped through louvers at the roof ridge, not located directiy over the orn, so

rain did not strike the fire. The Hcbridean farleus (louver) was positioned in the same

way (Sinclair 1953:20). Although a few houses had one Ijora, most had two or three, and
some as many as six (Roussell 1934:54; anon. 1846b; Cowie 1874:91; Doeg 1877:236;

Bryden 1841:139). The three Ijoras at the Brekins, Foula, were 6"-9" wide (I.,E.). Smoke
in the roof-space was drawn in either direction by the draught inside the building,

although without wind only the lower few feet was smoke-free (A.,A.). In the 19th
century houses in Lewis had no farleus. This construction was intended to retain the
smoke rather than to release it, in order to create smoke-impregnated thatch for
fertiliser. Even rudimentary shielings employed louvers, so that lack of such in

dwellings was not evidence of primitive tradition, but rather a functional adaptation

(Fenton 1981:20; 1987:87).

To prevent smoke gusting downwards a baffle (skail/windskjii) was utilised, set on the
windward side of the Ijora. Two forms were used — turf or timber. The skdil was useful
on low buildings such as peat-buses and lodges, in which cases turf skails were usual

(Fenton 1981:18; Fig.8/18). The wooden skdil constituted two planks fixed at right-

angles fitted to a pole projecting downward into the building. This enabled it to be
rotated as required from indoors, and the necessity to ascend the roof to shift a turf
tM/was avoided (Bryden 1841:139; Murray 1861). The wooden draught-regulators
used in the Hebrides and Faroe were of the same design (Crawford 1965:49; Landt

[1800] :243).

By raising the Ijora above the roofline the smoke caught the wind better and was drawn
out more efficiently. Raised Ijoras comprised a timber casing thatched with straw. Some
had projecting cornerposls Lo hold a skdil, and others were fitted with a wooden cover

raised on posts to keep out the rain, such as one constructed at the South Biggins,
Foula, in 1838/9 (Fig.5/10; I.,E.). Raised Ijoras had developed by 1600, and this
construction was also used in Orkney although evidently it was not a common type in
Shetland (James [c. 1616]:50; Firth 1920:10).
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5.3.2 Gable hearths

From the late 18th century central hearths were in decline. The opinions of outsiders

commenting on smoky domestic conditions compared to their own genteel homes
doubdess influenced Shctlanders' expectations (Laing 1815:48; Dunn 1976:18, 19, 27;
Clarke 1833:131; Kerr 1866:543). The transfer of the hearth to the gable occurred as a

part of increasingly strong cultural links from Scotland, where gable hearths were

standard in the Lowlands by the 18th century (Fenton 1987:90). By 1800 the building of

gable chimneys in Shetland was beginning to be common (Edmondston 1809:48),

although the general pace of change is unclear, as observers' impressions varied

according to which districts they visited, and the status of farmsteads they inspected.
An 1839 visitor found many houses with "but" chimneys, whereas twenty years later
another observer declared few houses to have such (Ployen [1840]:201; anon. 1862:IV).
Two observers in the 1870s reported chimneys being lately installed on some estates,

but that central hearths were still commonest (Cowie 1872:371; Evershed 1874:202);
this is however inconclusive, because houses evicted in the 1860s-1870s mostly have
flues. Corroboration comes from the Garth estate townships in Unst and Yell, where
central hearths abounded c.1840, being replaced at the expense of the landowner over

the mid l9lh century (Cameron 1888). Rapid Scottification is otherwise indicated by the
existence of gable hearths in isolated houses such as at Brether Isle, Delting (deserted in
the 1830s). Central hearths endured longest in western parishes, in some instances

beyond 1900 (Tab.5:5).

Although gable hearths were used in non-vernacular buildings since the 16th century,

their innovation in plebeian houses stemmed only from the economic and demographic
transformation during the 18th century that provided the environment for wider stylistic

change. The late origin of gable hearths is shown by linguistic cultural indicators

(Sect.2.1.2); the components of such hearths employed mainly Scoto-English terms;

"lum" (chimney), "crook-baak" (pot-chain bar), "toffi" (canopy), "swey" (pot crane).
As gable hearths spread throughout the homes of the indigenous population, the

terminology came from the new tongue.
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Table 5:5 latest survivals of central hearth in selected parishes
Pobiesgjo, Muckle Roe, Delting Hearth moved to gable c.1916

(J.,M.)
Gillies, Sandness 1949, when abandoned (W.,G.)
Hivdigarth, Walls 1927, when abandoned ().,T.)
Brekins, Foula 1964, when abandoned (I.,E.)
Uppastoun, Westerskeld,
Sandsting

1948, when abandoned (G.,B.)

Taftlands, Aithsting 1949, when abandoned (A.,A.)
House at Fladdabister,
Ginningshnrgh

Hearth moved to gable in
1920s (H.,M.)

Gela, Fair Isle Mid-1920s, when abandoned
(E.,H.)

Tab.5:5 Latest known instances of central hearths from different parishes

Relocation of the hearth to the gable necessitated heavy koddins (foundation stones) and
a baksten was necessary to prevent shattering through heat, as it was when the gable was

of turf (Fig.5/12; Fenton 1981:27). Having the floor rising slightly towards the gable
hearth was thought to improve a fire's venting (G.,Jm.). Constructional elements
devised to support the pot-chain and funnel smoke were variants of Scottish forms, and
the Shetland gable hearth was dissimilar to Scandinavian forms. In south-west Norway
a masonry oven was raised above floor-level, and warmed the room by radiating heat
from the stonework. The later gruva, and Fztoese. grtigva, was placed along a central

partition with an aperture at the back to heat a stove in an adjacent room (Sundt
1900:190, 259; Williamson 1948:27; Stoklund 1996:96, 83, 151).

Pot-chain bar — "crook-baak"

When the hearth gravitated to the gable, alternative means of suspending the pot chain
was devised. An iron rod (Shetland: "crook-baak", Orkney: rammle-back) was fixed with
one end into the stonework, and the chain secured around it. Where there was a

canopy, the outer end of the bar could be fitted through the front of this for additional

stability. In rare instances, if a slender rock was procurable, the "crook-baak" was stone
- at Pettister, Unst, and Norderhus, Neapaback, Yell - but because iron was readily
available by the time gable hearths were universal, stone "crook-baaks" were rare.

Fenton (1981:30) deduced the bar was originally wooden because the element "baak"

signifies a balk, although more probably the name was a transferral of the balk that

spanned houses with central hearths.
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Chimney canopy - "toffi"
A timber canopy at the gable enabled smoke to escape. This was fixed to the
stonework with its lower edge about 5' above floor-level and exiting the ridge as a box

chimney. Smoke was drawn upwards by the draught in the chimney, and although the

sticky soot residue coating the inside caught sparks, chimney fires in canopies were rare

(A.,Mo.). Walker denied (1985:44-45, 49) that canopies could be supported by pegs in
the masonry alone, insisting they required balks built into the stonework at the base of
the canopy. In this he was pardy correct, because the "toffi" - which conformed with
Walker's systems 2a-2c - rarely employed integral balks, although several Bressay houses
did use bars inserted into sockets, as at Grimsetter, Cullinsbroch, and Garth (Fig.5/13).

Canopies emerged from the "southern innovation zone" of the Scottish lowlands,

spreading in the mid-18th century, reaching Shetland by the end of the century and

finally the Hebrides by the mid-19th century (Fenton 2001:18-19). Dating evidence for
innovation of the type corresponds with the obsolescence of central hearths; canopies
were installed at Whalsay - an island generally abreast of cultural innovation - from
c.1800, whereas gable hearths were superseding central ones in Yell, a more

traditionalist island, in the 1890s (Stewart 2005:55-56; Taylor 1948:28). Crawford

suggested canopies appeared in the Hebrides as early as c.1800 (1965:49). As a Scottish

type, canopy chimneys were originally of wattle and clay and were latterly constructed of
timber, although as the type spread design and materials differed across regions (Fenton
1981:27; Walker 1985:47). The "toffi" was in every respect a Scottish innovation,

adopted in Shetland in its developed form without antecedents.

Hearth cheeks

Further development of the gable hearth saw the enclosure of the sides by masonry

cheeks, comprising two walls, flat-sided on the outside and sloping on the inside.
Cheeks added strength to support the canopy and withheld smoke. The Shetland form
conforms to Walker's Scottish type 3b (1985:49; Fig.4/37). The inception of this

adaptation took place sufficiendy late that timber-lining of houses had started to occur

and cheeks were often clad with boards. This system was used at Kellister, Sandness,
and Fedeland, Northmavine. The insides of cheeks were limewashed to cover the soot,

lightened by adding milk to the mixture (T.J.).
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Chimney — "lum"

Canopies utilised a square-sectioned wooden casing which ran up from the apex of the

canopy and out through the ridge, on the inside of the wind-''skew". This "lum"

(chimney) was usually thatched, as they were in the Inner Hebrides (Figs.4/4, 4/40;
Sinclair 1953:35, 38). Outer Hebridean chimney forms were dissimilar to those of
Shetland because the vernacular tradition there employed hipped roofs, so the adoption
of gable hearths around the mid-19lh century encouraged the spread of "tower

chimneys" with high stacks from western Scotland (ibid.:40; Crawford 1965:53;

Ferguson 2003:37). At Forewick, Papa Stour, a flue was ducted into the masonry at the

height of the side-walls to protect the tekkin from fire, conforming to Walker's type 8

(1985:46). However, burning is seldom attested and the Forewick adaptation was

unusual (N.M.S.: 130AA). Rarely, "lums" were fitted with a cover to shield rainwater,
of the same construction as some Ijoras (Fig.5/14; Sect.5.3.1).

Flue within gable fabric

Increasingly during the later 19th century houses were erected with the "but" flue within
the gable fabric (Fig.5/15). This was a transferral of the construction used in "ben"
hearths for a century, but with adaptations of scale. Because the "but" hearth heated
the main room and accommodated cooking, it was broader and taller, with more

splayed cheeks. Increased width necessitated a sizeable lintel, and timber frequently had
to be used instead of stone. The danger of burning was lessened by using hardwood,
which charred rather than burnt, usually fashioned from oaken wreckwood. An iron
"crook-baak" bridged the flue; the use of a stone "crook-baak" in a flue of this type at

the Burns, Sandsound, Aithsting, is atypical. Flues within the gable fabric had a stone

stack, rather than a chimney inward of the wind-"skew" (Fig.3/24). The gable-fabric
flue was difficult to install in an existing building; some had an inner face erected onto

the inner gable face, which provided strength although the facing was difficult to tie in
and the technique was unpopular.

This hearth form was less widespread than cheeks because the latter type was simpler to

construct and projected heat better into the room. The within-gable form was a

transferral of the type used in "ben" gables since the late 18th century, and appears to

have been established by c.1850. The first house in Bigton, Dunrossness, — a parish in
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the vanguard of architectural innovation - to have a "but" hearth within the gable was

Tisselhaa, built c.1860 (L.,R.). The contemporary Bjurg, Delting, also had both hearths
of this type (Sect.4.5.7).

If a gable hearth was insufficiently large or did not remove smoke properly, it could
have the flue blocked and stone cheeks built, to convert the form: this was done at

Leascole and Setter, both in Northmavine. The "ben" hearth at Stjol, Foula, was

blocked and repositioned along the gable-face in order to retain heat. The remodelled
hearth had a canopy with a mantel around the edge, but no masonry sides (I.,E.; S.,S.).

5.4 Daises, benches, beds

Sleeping bench - benk
In the Viking era Shetland houses employed stone benches that formed a seat and bed

flanking the hearth (Hamilton 1956:107) — equivalent to wooden versions used

throughout the Norwegian sphere. As part of the development of an indigenous
vernacular in medieval times (Sect.2.1.2), bench forms changed, and at Sandwick, Unst,
shorter benches flanked the hearth and a broad dais was built at the gable (Bigelow

1987:29-31). Fixed benches [benks) along both sides of the hearth remained the sleeping
accommodation in the early 17th century (James [c. 1616]:50).

The benk comprised planks resting on stone or turf pediments (Standcn 1845:15;
Stewart 2005:35; Smith 1964:6). This should not be confused with the earth-filled
wooden structure fixed along the sides of a timber building at Papa Stour (Crawford &
Ballin-Smith 1999:227). That construction was not part of the indigenous vernacular,
but was equivalent to the benches of the Faroese timber-house tradition (Sect.2.1.2;
Stoklund 1996:70, 81). By the 18th century houses encompassed a room with beds, and
the benk became primarily a seat, whilst remaining an occasional bed. Because of this, a

reduction in width is probable. Benks were located at either side of the hearth, often
with a third one along the gable or partition at the back of the hearth (Standen 1845:15;
Stewart 2005:35). At both Saltness and Mungraklett in Dclting a benk comprising a log
on stone pediments was set along the gable (T.,Jo.; L.,C.).

Benks declined through the 19th century as the availability of driftwood increased

(Sect.3.4.1), and movable settles replaced the fixed architectural element. Whereas turf
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berths remained in use in a Walls house in 1834, settles flanked the hearth at Aithsness,

Aithsting, in 1817 (Charlton [1834]:62; Hibbert 1822:538). Later detailed accounts of

dwellings with central hearths do not mention benks, only settles (Kerr 1866:543; Cowie
1874:92; [Black] 1872:23; Orm 1950:25). This pattern was replicated from 1840-50 in
the Hebrides, where stone benches covered with turf started to be supplanted by settles
in Skye and wall-beds were supplanted by wooden box-beds in Lewis (Cheape 2001:37,
41, 47). Benks endured longest in Foula, where they survived in the 1880s in

unoccupied houses (Holbourn 1938:115).

Beds

The "ben" hearth was set off-centre towards the front wall to allow beds to stand along
the back wall without being too close to the fire (Figs.4/20, 4/22, 4/29, 4/31). Another
bed was invariably placed at right-angles along the partition. This was the only

adaptation in the masonry to provide sleeping space, and this lack of specialisation
differentiated Shetland architecture from that of neighbouring regions. The bed
outshot, where an alcove projected from the exterior wall fabric, was characteristic of
ancient stone buildings on the North Atlantic islands, and of half-timber buildings
elsewhere in Scandinavia (Erixon 1938:170). It was found in the Netherlands, north¬
west Germany, Denmark, northern Britain, north-west Ireland, Faroe, Iceland, Norway,
and south-west Sweden. Although outshots were used in older Orcadian houses

(Fenton 1978:117, 124, 132), they are unknown in Shetland, whether or not a tradition
existed prior to the 18th century. In the Hebrides, where the wall fabric was much
thicker, alcove beds were used instead, located either in house or barn walls (Roussell

1934:28, 30-31). Worsaae erroneously stated Shetland beds were generally within the
wall thickness, doubtless having read descriptions of Hebridean dwellings (1852:225).
The only building adaptation for beds other than offset hearths was noted at the 0b,
Collafirth, Delting, where part of the back wall was recessed to create a ledge to support

the back edge of a bed. This was 6' long, l'l" wide, and 1' above floor level.

Timber beds constituting part of the building fabric developed during the 18th century.

These, and movable box-beds, are mentioned by most 19lh-century observers, and were

a characteristic of Scottish domestic interiors. It was a developed form by the first

description of 1806-7, where their construction with sliding doors was compared to

ships' bunks (Laing 1815:48). Fixed beds had tiers above each other, usually two,
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although three were employed rarely (Catton 1838:110-111; Standen 1845:15;

[Sutherland] 1846:23; [Black] 1872:23). Beds took up most space in "ben" and there
was usually at least one in "but" also. The inception of box-beds likewise influenced
the reshaping of west Scottish houses in the 19th century (Sinclair 1953:41, 71). Faroese
houses employed cubicle beds along one side of the rojkstova, as part of an integrated
timber framework, and comparability to Shetlandic forms is therefore superficial

(Stoklund 1996:58, 79, 104).
Table 5:6 bed types
Vatnigarth, Unst Two-tier fixed bed along "ben" partition, movable

bed along "but" partition (f.,D.)
Aith, Fetlar Two fixed beds and one movable bed in "ben", one

box-bed in "but" (Fenton 1978:163)
Ratteltun, near Calback,
Delting

Two movable box-beds at back wall and two-tier
fixed bed on partition in "ben", fixed two-tier bed
on "but" partition (M.,B.)

Gillarunna, Muckle Roe,
Delting

Movable beds in "ben", two-tier bed in closet

Sandwick, Lunnasting Movable beds in "ben", fixed single-tier bed in
"but", three movable beds on lemm

Tab.5:6 Bed types and disposition within house

Although beds accommodated several individuals, in large households older children

slept on the lemm. At Quinster, Aithsting, a new barn was added to the byre gable and
the former barn converted to a bedchamber to alleviate congestion in the late 19th
century (FI.,A1.).

5.5 Lofts and storage

Besides the space between the wallhead and the eaves (esins/krapp, Orkney:

aisins/rammle-back) used as a depository for small objects, storage areas divide between
lofts and alcoves.

Loft — lemm ! lama

The lemm (loft) was a platform comprising joists fixed to the rafters and resting on the
wallhead with boards nailed across them. The lemm covered the "ben" and many

extended partly over the "but" (Fig.5/12). Its positioning and usage resembled the half-
loft used over the Faroese glasstova and those fitted in west Scottish houses (Williamson
1948:27; Sinclair 1953:42). The situation of hearths determined the extent of lemms
because of the requirement for smoke to escape, and this uniform positioning with the
lemm covering the "ben" was consequent to the universal adoption of gable hearths in
"ben" in the later 18th century (Sect.5.2; Tab.5:7). The /«®was usually accessible from
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a mobile ladder, saving space, although at Mouswell, Tiugwall, it was accessible by a

fixed ladder in "but" (A.,Mo.). The siting of older farmsteads downward to the slope
allowed additional headroom on the lemm, and often the area was enclosed to provide a

sleeping area for the young men in large families (Mouat 1811; anon. 1846a:27). In
these cases the triangular space between the lemm and the rafters was frequently
blocked, sometimes closed by a bolk (Sect.5.2). Because this was adjacent to the smoke
it got grimy and needed periodic brushing to clear soot from it, for which purpose it
was sometimes detached and taken outdoors (S.,J.; A.,M.). The lemm was alternatively

positioned at the gable end of the "but", at the inner end of the hearth. In Class C
houses the lemm extended over "ben" and the two central rooms. In those cases the

end of the lemm was often blocked and an access hatch provided in the closet, as it was

at Gillarunna, Delting. Further development saw the extension of the lemm over the full

length of the building, as it was at Vatnigert, Unst, where access came from "but"

(J.,D.).
Table 5:7 lemm and orn position

lemm "but" hearth

Northus, Sullom,
Northmavine (M.,B.)

over"ben"
and partly
over "but"

on centre of floor

Huses, Grobsness,
Delting (A.,M.)

over "ben" several feet from gable

Northus, Groten,
Delting (C.,Be.)

over"ben"
and partly
over "but"

along gable, without
canopy

Taftlands, Clousta,
Aithsting (A.A-)

over"ben" on centre of floor

Mongidal, Silwick,
Sandsting (G.,Jn.)

over "ben",
closet and
"trance"

on centre of floor

Tab.5:7 Relationship between loft size and kitchen hearth position

Storage loft — terri
To provide additional storage a small loft (terri) was sometimes fixed at a higher level
than the lemm, made by fixing planks across the twartbaks in "but". A different type was

fabricated of simmens, with thick strands fixed between the rafters and a net of thinner

gauge simmens fixed between (Stewart 2005:35). This form was especially used to store

dried fish.

Alcove — dm

Most houses incorporated a wall alcove for storage, and some dwellings had more than
one. G/iggs were usually in "but", and only rarely was one in "ben" because wall space
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was occupied by beds. The gligg was generally a rectilinear cell let into the wall, and its
basic form was part of building traditions in Scotland as well as in Orkney. Some larger

gliggs had a stone shelf bisecting the compartment, as at Graven and Sandgjo,
Westafirth, Yell. In some later 19lh-century houses with taller walls there were lofty

gliggs, sometimes as high as a doorway, and shelved across with boards. Gliggs of this

type at Wadbister, Bressay, had around three shelves and the local geology allowed
some of these to be of sandstone.

5.6 Skylights and windows
The earliest house forms had no light source other than that from door and Ijora

(Hibbert 1822:115; Dunn 1837:12), in which case provision was made to temporarily
cover the Ijora whilst still allowing light through. Lack of glazed windows and the
reliance on the louver and doorways as light sources was a characteristic of dwellings in
the North Atlantic. Houses without permanent glazing primarily encompassed those
earliest of farmstead Type III (Sect.4.5.3). The utilisation of imported glass enabled two

light sources to develop, doubtless influenced by the non-vernacular buildings of the
elite; skylights and windows (Sect.3.9). These were rapidly adopted through the 19th
century, their position closely tied to changes in house-form.

Louver skylight — skcii
To keep out rain whilst still admitting light, any Ijora not letting out smoke could be
fitted with a semi-transparent cover, or skdi, comprising a frame with an intestinal
membrane stretched and fixed over it. It was similar to the Faroese skjoland

Norwegian skja - a frame with a fixed membrane or bladder that was fitted over the
louver to admit daylight (Stoklund 1996:81; Sundt 1900:191). In rough weather the skdi
was protected by a lepp, a mat of parallel straw bunches bound together by simmens and
secured down by tying or with stones. Similar wood and straw covers were used around
Telemark, Norway {ibid.:230). In Faroe the louver was the only light-source in the

rojkstova, and after the hearth was moved to the partition the louver was replaced by a

windowpane which could be opened for ventilation (Stoklund 1996:79; Rasmussen

1992:11). Only to a limited extent was this process paralleled in Shetland, because

following the adoption of gable hearths, skais became redundant as most Ijoras were

blocked and thatched over, the house itself having mural windows. However, some

dwellings replaced the Ijora with a glazed skylight, similar to Faroese forms (Fig.5/11).
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Skylight — gligg
With the adoption of glass as a resource, additional light was provided to the domicile

by means of skylights (g/iggs)• In the early 19lh century several houses had lighting of this
kind, although many still had no glazed lighting at all (Catton 1838:104). This

development was contemporaneously mirrored in the Inner Hebrides, where the only

light in many houses in c.1840 came through a few skylights (Cheape 2001:37). The gligg
was readily integrated without major building work (Sect.3.9), so its installation was not

dependent on remodelling to the extent that windows required, and its adoption was

more rapid. Houses solely reliant on gliggs as the light-source endured into the 1880s

(Orm 1948:14; Smith 1882-83:295-6).

Window

Up to the 18th century glazed windows were unknown in houses in the Northern Isles
and the Hebrides (Sect.3.9). From late in that century imported glass had an important
effect on the vernacular, and windows became increasingly general in Shetland from
c.1800 (Hibbert 1822:115). Windows were initially installed in "ben", the best room of
the house; several Fetlar farmsteads evicted in the 1830s have single-window houses,

including ones at Kolbeinstoft, Strand, and 0ri (Fig.4/25). The increase in windows
must be considered in tandem with the growing use ofgliggs, which continued to

provide light in the "but" in many single-window houses (Figs.5/3, 5/4). Typical of
this form was the Skjump, Sandsting, which had a gligg in "but" and a window in "ben"

(Roussell 1934:54). Windows became general from the late 18th century in Norway after-

chimneys were officially stipulated, and the Ijore (louver) thereby lost its function (Sundt
1900:191, 230). As glass became increasingly affordable additional windows were

installed in Shetland houses. Windows were rapidly adopted in the mid 19th century

(Cowie 1872:371), and most houses abandoned from c.1870 onwards incorporate a

window in both main rooms, with the one in "but" - where most activity was based -

often being larger (Fig.4/27). This development was contemporaneous with the

adoption of direct access to the house, especially from Type VII onwards. These

dwellings incorporated a closet, and frequently a third window was installed on the rear

of the building to light this room. This deployment of windows was identical to those
in the Inner Hebrides (Sinclair 1953:38), as well as later Orcadian dwellings. Often a

second window was incorporated in "ben", in the gable or on the rear of the building.
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The rapidity with which windows were installed is gauged from census records (Tab.5:8)

(many households were single rooms added onto farmsteads).
Table 5:8 houses without
windows (Shetland Times,
15/5/1913)
1861 7,964
1871 1,515
1881 492

1891 398

1901 41

1911 4

Tab.5:8 Rapid adoption of glazed windows in later 19th century

5.7 Windbreaks and porches
In older farmstead forms, of Types I-1II, where the house was generally entered

through contiguous buildings and passages, the problem of wind blasts were

ameliorated by the farmstead architecture itself. As houses developed with their own

external entrance there was an increased need to counteract gales in exposed sites, and
two architectural forms were increasingly erected during the 19th century: windbreaks
and porches. In contrast, the fosgalan of the Hebridean house was more integrated into
the farmstead rather than an appendage of the house, and performed the functions of
an outhouse (Sinclair 1953:29; Cheape 2001:41, 43).

Windbreak - andor

A doorway exposed to constant wind was most readily sheltered by a short dyke parallel
to the house front ([Gillies] 1870:24). The structure usually comprised a straight length
of dyke, as at Skjurron, Tingwall, and resembled the Orkney givo/'forskin/furskin

(Fig.5/16). If the prevailing wind lay at an angle to the doorway additional shelter was

gained by forming an L-plan dyke joined to the house wall, as at Halsigarth, Yell

(Fig.4/32). The term andor is problematic, having several usage applications, and

properly signified a penthouse rather than a free-standing dyke (jakobsen *1985:13).

Porch - bur/katthus/sjaphus
The shelter-dyke may be regarded as an evolutionary stage towards a porch. That this
evolution predated the 1600 period is indicated by the Norn terms signifying structures

appended to the farmstead: katthus (porch), bur (porch/store), andor/onder and sjaphus

(generic terms for penthouses, especially porches). In Orkney a shelter wall with

slanting roof and no ends was a shieldo/tirvin, and a porch a jorskal/'furskyo. The katthus
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was almost square in plan, with a door in one or both sides, and generally a window on

the front. Such construction is indicative of late origin, and the physical form of the
earlier penthouse structures is obscure, although the Garths, Billister, Nesting, illustrates
a sjaphus (Fig.4/25). Two roof-forms were developed: pitched, used at Quinster,

Aithsting, and Hubansetter, Delting; and monopitch, used at Kuppa, Bressay, and Stjol,
Foula (Figs.4/23, 5/17). It is probable that the katthus became a developed form earlier
in districts where there was quality rubble, evidenced by multiple specimens in Bressay
and Dunrossness. The Bjurg, Delting, was built in the 1860s including a katthus

(Sect.4.5.7).

5.8 Floors and paving

Throughout most of the period, in common with other North Atlantic regions,
Shetland domestic flooring was of trampled earth or clay (Sect.3.6). Earth floors often

presented problems of rot for furniture legs, and stone slabs were included to obviate
this difficulty, a technique also practised in Orkney (Firth 1920:13; A.,Mo.). A house at

Houlland, Sandwick, in the mid-19th century had flagstones in "ben" and part flags, part

earth, in "but" (Duncan 1937:74). Most pre-1880 accounts describe the lack of
furniture in Shetland, and the general increase in prosperity from that period doubtless
caused earth floors to be adapted to support furnishings. In time, timber availability
allowed wood flooring to be introduced into some homes, initially in the "ben" as a

rule. This pattern was replicated in later 19th-century Flebridean houses (Sinclair

1953:35-36). By the 1880s wooden flooring was being installed in the "but" too,

including outlying areas like Foula (I.,E.).

Paving — briggstens
Outside the house and extending along the front of the farmstead was the

briggstensjsmile (Orkney: brig steens) flat slabs placed to stop mud accumulating and
weeds proliferating (Fig.5/17).

5.9 Water

Built structures concerning domestic water applied to springs, to storage, and to

disposal. Because farms collected water individually, these structures were private,

although some communal wells were used to collect water for livestock.
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Well - kelda

The kelda (well) was sited wherever there was a spring near to the farmstead, situated
above or to the side of the house, or some distance in front, to prevent contamination
from byre effluvia. Some farms possessed more than one kelda\ one for human

consumption, the other for washing and for cattle. Some springs dried up during

drought and weak springs were slow to replenish themselves, and in these cases a

secondary kelda was used to augment supplies. If the secondary well gave impure water,

that kelda was used to serve the catde. Occasionally wells were near the shore, but
because spray got into the water during storms, an alternative kelda had to be available

(L.,W.).

The kelda comprised a hole large enough to admit a bucket, with sides faced-up with
stones from the ground level down to the gravel bed under the water surface. It was

usually square, and a wooden lid was placed over the opening to prevent debris entering
the water. The kelda seldom had any structure above ground surface, although some

were built under a bank with a revetment to retain soil, as at Hoja, Norwick, Unst. That
kelda had slabs at each side of the hole onto which pails were set. A further

development of this type employed a revetted back with two partly free-standing sides
and a slab covering the top, leaving an aperture at the front. This form, recorded at

Sound, Weisdale, and Sandsound, Aithsting, was paralleled in the Hebrides (Fig.5/18;
Campbell 1944:P1.30).

An atypical form had the kelda sited inside the house, a provision born of individual
circumstance, and without a geographical distribution pattern: most parishes had

dwellings with such an arrangement. Indoor wells were invariably in the "but"

(Tab.5:9). The kelda at the North Punds was for washing only, but all the others were

for drinking purposes.

Table 5:9 indoor keldas

Fjel, Haraldswick, Unst In "but" (M.J.)
Neapaback, Yell In "but" (0,H.)
Njuhus, Taften, Northmavine In "but" (M,B.)
Bunnidale, Lunnasting In "but" (S,R.)
Toft, Whalsay In "ben" (S,M.)
Minn, Burra In "but" (C.,Lw.)
Ku Get, Bressay In "but" (A.,L)
Fladdabister, Cunningsburgh In "but" (H.,M.)
North Punds, Levenwick, Sandwick In "but" (S.,F.)
Tab.5:9 Widespread instances of indoor wells, with location in domicile
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Water bench - waterbenk

Fresh water was kept for immediate use on a bench situated close to the house
entrance. This bench (Shetland: waterbenk-, Orkney: benk) was used to hold buckets and

kegs and was situated either within or outwith the farmstead, and took either of two

forms - fixed or movable. Fixed versions fall within the scope of study. The indoor
waterbenk was a timber bench fixed to the wall, typically 1'6" high x 2'6" long (Smith

1964:7). In Hebridean farmsteads equivalent to the Shetland Type I the bench stood in
the lobby separating the byre from the house (Ferguson 2003:37). In Type III-V
farmsteads it sat in "but", as at the Brekins and South Biggins, Foula (I.,E.), whereas in

Type VI-XII farmsteads the waterbenk stood in the "trance", or katthus, if there was one

(Fig.5/6). Most external waterbenks comprised planks on removable stone pediments, or

individual blocks alone (Barnard 1890:iv). A minority were more permanent, such as at

the Millburn, Graven, Delting, where a stone-built ledge was used. Favourable geology
facilitated a table-form waterbenk at Quinnister, Foula, formed of a slab set onto two

stone blocks (Tab.5:10). This morphology is otherwise unknown, although it was used
in Orkney, where the pediments were stone or wood (Firth 1920:11).

Table 5:10 stone waterbenk, Quinnister, Foula
Top slab 3'8" long x 1'6" wide x 2V2"

thick
Ground level to

underside of slab
1'3"

Pedestal blocks 9" wide x 1' deep and 2"
wide x 1'4" deep

Tab.5:10 Construction of stone water storage bench

Drain oudet - kelek

To allow waste water to be decanted without leaving the house, some "but" rooms were

provided with an aperture at the foot of the wall through which liquid cast on the floor
could exit (Fig.5/19). A kelek at Vigen, Yell, was 9" wide. These components were

uncommon because the ronek. allowed water disposal, and the obsolescence of
intercommunication with the byre probably increased the incidence of keleks. This is
seen at Breibister, Northmavine, where the kelek was situated in the katthus rather than

in the "but" (Sect.4.5.7), and other examples noted (Swarister, Yell; Upper Skolla,

Delting; North Tararet, Lunnasting) were in late farmstead types. One in Fetlar was in a

peat-Aw (Fig.7/76).
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5.10 Meat and fish drying
Fish and flesh was preserved by various means, using wind, smoke, salt, or a

combination of these. Salted fish were dried on lines on the outside of buildings,

usually attached to pegs in the masonry. A rare adaptation is noted in one tun in

Tingwall, where permanent fixing points, comprising two projecting stones in the gable
near the kodd-"skew", were used at both 0radel and Tu. Over winter salted foodstuffs

were preserved by suspending them above the hearth, where smoke and dryness kept
the food edible. Usually this was achieved on lines, but some houses employed a vagi., a

bar fixed to the sperreks above the height of the twartbak, on which the food was

secured.

Drying-hut — skin
The skjo (Orkney: skyo) was a hut for wind-drying flesh and fish without salting, as well
as to ferment milk serum (anon. 1753:17). Skjos were sited in elevated locations to catch
the wind or near the shore to allow spray through the walls onto the foodstuffs hung on

poles inside (anon. 1753:17; Hibbert 1822:470; Jakobsen 1985:1059; L.,R.; Fig.5/20).
The Faroese hjallur; whose usage equates with the skjo, was sited in similar ways - those
for fish were set on cliffs or at the shore to obtain saline updraught, and meat hjallar on

knolls above each farm's other buildings or beside rapid streams (Williamson 1948:275;
Landt [1800]:244; Rasmussen 1992:16, 37; Stoklund 1963:37). The Hebridean cleit, so

remarkably numerous in St Kilda, was sited inland on steeply sloping ground so as to

catch updraughts (Stell & Flarman 1988:28). Skjos were sometimes built on islets to

hinder incursions by vermin; there was one apiece on the sea islets of Krogaholm,

Delting, and the Holm of Niben, Northmavine, and in freshwater at the Loch of Cliff,
Unst (J.,W.; Bruce 1908:76). These topographical requirements meant skjos were

situated in either tun or skattald. Site preferences are indicated in place names: Skjoteng,

Dury Voe, Lunnasting ("drying-hut promontory"); Skjogjo, Sandyburn, Lunnasting

("drying-hut inlet"); Skjohill, South Havera ("drying-hut hill"). Both Shetland and
Faroese drying-huts were clustered together or sited individually. No surviving
evidence reveals huts appended to dwellings in Shetland as they were in Faroe, although
such did exist in Foula (Low [1774]:90; Williamson 1948:299; Bruun 1929:148; I.,E.).

There are remarkably numerous references to skjos in court processes of 1602-04/1615-
29 (Donaldson 1954; 1991). Excluding houses and non-vernacular buildings, and taking
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account of multiple citations, structures mentioned comprise: two barns (1991:2, 92),
two beds (1954:18, 89), two kres (1954:121; 1991:14), three "punds" (1954:10, 30, 129),
three mills (1954:11, 23; 1991:13), four byres (1991:2, 16, 22, 92), four yards (1954:68,

88; 1991:27, 170), sixty skjos (1954:4, 5, 8, 11, 14-16, 20, 27, 31-33, 66, 68, 69, 72, 75, 76,
78, 87, 119-121, 126, 131; 1991:9, 18, 27, 64, 127, 130, 131, 141, 145, 148, 150, 152).
This startling disparity is due to the fact that skjos were used as stores, and because they
were distant from farmsteads, they were more liable to dishonest incursion. The grdthus
and the later hjallur plus the cleit sometimes had wooden locks, and skjos at Sandsting and
Northmavine had such in the early 17th century (Joensen 1980:137; Bruun 1929:148;
Williamson 1948:300; Harman 1997:163; Donaldson 1954:121; 1991:64). Like

comparable huts in the Adantic archipelagos, the Norwegian fish-drying skja was also
used as a store, for wood, peats, and hay (Stoklund 1963:54).

Although the usage of the bjallur corresponds with the skjo, its evolution in those islands
was late, and it is not the Faroese equivalent of Shetland drying-huts. It was a

development of a fish-drying rack, where a timber staging with stone ends (opnahjallur)
was improved by adding timber sides to form the vardahjallur — a technique established

by the 17th century (Stoklund 1963:40; Thorsteinsson 1982:158-159; Debes 1673:243).
Both types were used for meat (kjethjallur) or fish {fiskahjallur) (Rasmussen 1992:15-16,
34, 44). The later hjallur of the 19th century employed either timber sides with stone

gables, or timber alone, as an effective means of deterring vermin, and the kjethjallur had
the gaps between slats reduced to keep out rats (Bruun 1929:148). The actual Faroese

comparator, whose form and function were strongly similar to that of the skjo, was the

grdthus — a hut built entirely of stone, used to dry flesh and fish. From the early 19th
century its use changed to that of a peat store, as the bjallur advanced, although in some

districys it remained as a meat store (Stoklund 1963:43-44, 51). The walls of the skjo
were loosely built without mortar to allow wind freely through, as were the walls of the

grdthus (Bruce 1908:40; Sibbald 1711:13; Low [1774]:90; Stoklund 1963:39, 42). The

walling of a skjo at the Banks, Foula, with large flat blocks with intervening gaps on the
interior, was unusually accomplished, and had more affinity with commercial fish-drying

buildings (E.U.S.S.S.: VIIle3799). The skjo is reminiscent of the cleit, which had stone

walls built in a loose fashion, although Hebridean masonry techniques differed; earthen
cores, battered and corbelled elevations, rounded gables, and no returns at the entrance

where there was a gable doorway (Stell & Harman 1988:28-29, 45-47; Harman
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1997:159). A skjo a( the Skjo IIul, Ilousay, Skerries, was a 10' x 8' rectangle. This use of
wood allowed specialisation; one form of fiskahjallar had a timber end for drying and a

stone part for storage (Stoklund 1996:31). The contrasting shortage of timber to

Shedanders, coupled with the cultural change that rendered skjos obsolete by the time
wood was readily available in the 19th century, meant the building never made a

transition to timber construction.

Skjos declined rapidly from the middle of the 18th century. This was because of the
cessation of consumption of desiccated meat. In Sandsting in 1774 skjos were regularly
used for fish preservation but wind-drying of meat had declined radically (Low

|1774]:90). By the 1810s wind-dried flesh was obsolete, and although one source states

most farms retained a skjo in this period, most were becoming derelict (Hibbert

1822:418, 470; Eldmondston 1809:49). This change in dietary practice was influenced

by outside opinion, one visitor stating "Nothing can smell stronger than a number of
these Skeos placed near one another", adding they were "unhealthful and pernicious"

(Low [ 1774] :90).

Following obsolescence most skjos fell into disrepair, although some were remodelled
within the vernacular tradition. One on the Skjo Knowe, Aithsetter, Cunningburgh,
was refashioned into a krobb, and another on the Skjo Hul, Skerries, was converted to a

henhouse by building rubble to an oval outline to accommodate a boat for a roof (S.,F.;

H.,D.). Skjos actively survived in names of arable fields: in Northmavine were the

Skjodclds, Tangwick, and the Skjodellin, 0r. A skjo on the hilltop of Katsjarif, Flousay,
Out Skerries, was used as a sea-mark for a fishing ground called the Skjo (H.,J.). The

hjallur was used as an agricultural store in Faroe and the cleit was used keep grain,

potatoes, fowl, fish, hay, and peats (Williamson 1948:29; Stell & Harman 1988:29).

Considering the skjo was used in a similar fashion to the hjallur., and because the ubiquity
of the cleit correlates with a lack of barns in St Kilda, the sk/o's demise doubtless
contributed to the increasing size of Shetland barns during the 19th century.

A few skjos were still extant in the 1890s, for drying fish as well as garments and nets

(Jakobsen 1957:124). The skjo afforded shelter from rainfall, and although nets were a

late innovation, the occasional use of skjos for drying clothing is probably early. The

hjallur was used for drying washing outwith the time fish were preserved in it
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(Williamson 1948:275; Thorsteinsson 1982:158). The skjo was smaller than the wooden

hjallur., inhibiting its suitability for drying large quantities of clothing, and the usage of

skjos in this way probably increased following the obsolescence of meat desiccation,
before the skjo fell into desuetude altogether.

5.11 Leper houses

People afflicted with leprosy were segregated from the community to live in huts
erected for them. These huts were isolation areas distant from habitation, where the

diseased had food brought to them and where a water source existed. A colony outside
the jjalsgord at Papa Stour had its own well (Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:42), whereas
a hut at Skelladale, Delting, was beside a stream. The huts were invariably tiny,

accommodating a single person, and the marginal status of their occupants fostered an

anachronistic form. Utilisation of huts fluctuated with incidence of the disease, and

whilst one in Tingwall was ruined by 1700 (Brand 1703:72), the Papa Stour colony

perhaps sustained lepers from elsewhere in Shetland, the last of whom died in 1742

(Crawford & Ballin-Smith 1999:42). Similar structures were also utilised in Faroe

(Stummann Hansen, pers. comm.), and undoubtedly elsewhere in the region.

5.12 Discussion

The evolution of the Shetland house passed through two phases - a period of stability
and cultural stasis from 1600 up to the 18th century which gave way to gradual change
and increasing Scottification from that time. Throughout the 17th century Shetland
landlords intervened little in the lives of then tenants (Sect.2.1.1). So long as farmers

practised a subsistence lifestyle and because of their reliance on tradition for building

design, the facility for divergence from the established domestic vernacular was limited.
The policy that landlords enforced from c.1700, whereby families were allocated land,

usually including a dwelling, in return for the obligation to fish, imposed a major social

change. Outbuildings had to be erected by the tenants, who also had to effect future

repairs to the house or build anew themselves (Laing 1815:47; Bryden 1841:122).

Throughout the 18th century Shetlanders were increasingly at the mercy of feudal
overlords who subdivided farms into smaller units, exacerbating poverty, but were

unwilling to expend money on building houses (Morison 1790:395). This environment

might be considered unfavourable for architectural evolution, however it was precisely
because of the farmers' dependence on landowners that architectural innovation was
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boosted. Landowners, unlike their tenants, had the means to trade outwith Shetland,

and their cultural outlook was towards Britain. The style of non-vernacular building
was generically British, and it was an inevitable consequence that Scottish stylistic

change crept into domestic building tradition during the 18th century. Transition was

faster in prosperous parishes, and especially where Scottish culture was strongest, in
Dunrossness. The general status of tenants militated against concerted change, though
— a situation far removed from Faroe, where feudalism was unknown, and Shetland

dwellings compared unfavourably (Ployen [1840]:201). It was only by the mid-19th
century that landlords largely responded to the increasing dissatisfaction that tenants felt

concerning housing deficiencies, and proprietors employed builders to effect

improvements (Fenton 1978:171). This hastened the stylistic convergence of Shetland
houses with those of Scotland.

Visitors' impressions of 19th-century housing conflict, ranging from highly negative
commentaries (anon. 1846b; anon. 1877:233-234) to romanticised impressions (Barnard
1890:VII, IX). Nineteenth-century travellers found little to commend Shetland
domiciles compared to Scandinavian ones — they were more rudimentary than those of

Norway, and Ployen reasoned that Shetland disorderliness compared to Faroese homes
was because of the Scottish feudal system in the former archipelago (Doeg 1877:236;

Ployen [1840] :201). The character of Shetland dwellings was only in part governed by
the farmers' economic circumstances. However, the houses of western Scotland —

where the economic situation of farmers was comparable — invariably contrasted

adversely with those of Shetland. A detailed account considered Shetland homes much

superior to Highland ones (anon. 1846a:28). It is noteworthy that official recognition
recorded that Shetland homes — the smallest and darkest in Britain "the worst housed of

all the counties of Scotland" — fostered the most healthy and moral of the population

(Skirving 1874:240-241). The melancholic introspection that characterised much of
Hebridean society was absent from the Northern Isles, and was a strong factor affecting

building practices.

The principal factors driving change in Shetland house design may be summarised as

follows:
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1. With the development of an interior with separate sleeping and living rooms a

degree of specialisation was possible - primarily the adoption of a gable hearth in
"ben" (Sect.5.2).

2. Evolution in farmstead morphology instigated an independent domestic entrance

separate from the byre, allowing the house interior to be reconfigured (Sect.4.5.5-5).
3. Social change prompted the move of the "but" hearth from centre-floor to the

gable, allowing a greater degree of reconfiguration. This hearth repositioning was

also the critical factor in Hebridean house evolution (Crawford 1965:49)
4. The importation of glass led to the introduction, and increase, of windows in

vernacular dwellings (Sect.3.9), eliminating the reliance on natural light from the
louver. This pattern was duplicated in the Hebrides, but contrasted with Faroe,
where imported glass was an established constituent of the vernacular by the 18th
century (Stoklund 1996:93-95).

5. An increasing population meant a necessity for greater sleeping space, in both lemms
and fixed beds. Population rise in Lewis also led to the obsolescence of louvers in
order to prepare more fertiliser for crops (Fenton 1985b:73-74), in contrast to

Shetland, where the Ijora was retained.
6. Insecurity of tenure was a disincentive to house improvement, and landowners were

disinclined to expend cash on building. This artificially slowed the process of
Scottification of house styles until the later 19th century.

7. As elements of indigenous culture disintegrated, a change in dietary practices led to

the rejection of desiccated meat, and the obsolescence of skjos. This contrasted with
the retention of traditional society in Faroe (Sect.2.1.2), where wind-dried flesh and
fowl were cultural mainstays, and where the hjallur endured (Stoklund 1996:29).

Where, then, were the closest affiliates to Shetland domiciles in neighbouring
communities? Shetland farmstead architecture had followed its own course, definably
different from that of Norway or Faroe, since before 1600 (Sect.4.2), and the course of
the 18th-l 9th centuries brought outlying regions of north Britain towards a common

Scottish house-type. Attempts have been made to compare late Shetland houses to

Swedish or Norwegian forms, but such comparison is specious because convergence

during the 19th century after centuries of divergence can, at best, be coincidental.
Roussell himself realised that "very different paths under different skies may lead to the
same result" (Roussell 1934:58-59; Brekke 1992:unpag.). The truest comparator lies
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closer to home. Only in Orkney and the Hebrides can houses encompassing similar
raw materials, morphology, terminology, and embracing a shared polidcal and cultural
context, be found. The greater prosperity of Orkney, added to its more favourable

geology, fostered a greater sophistication in domestic architecture; not only in terms of

quality and scale, but also in constructional refinements not seen in Shetland (Firth

1920:11-12).

The process was part of the ongoing Scottification of the Northern Isles. The Orcadian
vernacular house encompassed a bedroom and kitchen separated by a stone partition;

change during the 19th century saw the kitchen subdivided by a stone partition to isolate
the outer stall (Fenton 1978:125). In the mid-19th century Class C domiciles became

predominant in Orkney and Shetland, including the alteration of existing houses to the
new form (Fenton 1967:57-58; Newman & Newman 1991:37). Identical processes were

taking place in the Hebrides; late 19th-century South Uist houses comprised two rooms

with gable hearths and chimney stacks, a window to each room, and in the centre a

closet accessible off the kitchen and a small lobby (Walker 1989:68). The replacement
of the indigenous vernacular by this house design even extended to remote St Kilda,
where the vernacular houses were replaced by the improved form in 1861-62 (Harman
1997:151, 167-168). Later 19th-century Northern Isles house-types were not definably

unique but similar to widespread Scottish forms (Hunter et al 1982:5-6; Fenton

1985a:172). The pre-18th-century Shetland house was insulated from change by social

marginalisation, and was arguably a closer descendant of Viking house-forms than those
in Faroe, which freeholder farmers had developed over time (Sect.2.1.1, 3.2). From the
18th century economic developments accelerated evolution rapidly towards a Scottish
form, and by the later 19th century vernacular houses gave way to a general Scottish style
in the Shetland mould.

The process by which building traditions changed had different characteristics in the
Northern Isles than it did in the Hebrides. In the Northern Isles change was an

ongoing, accelerating, process whereas the Outer Hebrideans were greatly inimical to

change (Fenton 1985b:77). This slowed the pace of building evolution whilst

presenting indigenous traditions. When legislation forced change, in Shetland it readily
fitted within the context of ongoing stylistic modification but in the Hebrides it

instigated an abrupt break in continuity. Through the 19th century, in both the
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Northern Isles and the Hebrides, there was a shift towards a standard Scottish form,

manifested in Shetland as the Class C house. This trend increased an already wide gulf
between Shetland house-forms and those of Faroe.

The construction of the Shetland house followed the general vernacular of the islands,

constituting a tradition separate from Scandinavia, and dwelling designs had closest
affinities to Orkney and western Scotland (Sect.3.1, 3.3, 3.7.1). Nevertheless, individual

components of the building perpetuated elements of Scandinavian identity, such as

sleeping benches and central hearths. Fenton (1981:10) suggested central hearths did
not derive from Norse culture because similar fireplaces were also found in Scotland.
This assertion is questionable because similar hearths existed in medieval Shetland, and
because common farmers in Shetland and northern Scotland shared similar economic

constraints and natural resources, an affinity between the regions was likely to occur.

The shift of the hearth to the gable in Shetland was, undeniably, part of a widespread
Scottish development from the late 18th century, and was a manifestation of the
Scottification of Northern Isles culture {ibid:.24; Sect.2.1.1). Hearth forms were also
characteristic of the gulf between Shetland and Scandinavian post-medieval dwellings.
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Chapter 6: Livestock Buildings

6.1 Animal husbandry
Livestock husbandry was one half of the subsistence farming that supported Shetland's

population until the 19th century. Stock were kept for milk, meat or for draught work.
In common with the rest of pre-industrial Europe the keeping of cattle for dairy use

was the mainstay of this agriculture, in tandem with sheep kept for flesh and wool. The

logistics of stock-keeping were governed by the cyclical nature of the agriculture, which
balanced the demands of crop-growing (Sect.2.1.3). Structures were necessary to

facilitate the seasonal moving of animals away from the home fields onto common

grazings, where they were penned at different times for various reasons. Although the

indigenous breeds were able to withstand the inclemency of the environment, the

requirement to accommodate some of these animals impacted on the provision of

buildings.

6.2 Cattle husbandry
Cattle husbandry had both daily and seasonal cycles. In summer cattle grazed on the

skattald, and in winter they roamed the tun. Cattle were kept in the byre every night, and
for most of the day through winter. In winter they were taken outside to ensure

animals were kept mobile, and letting them forage to conserve fodder. In summer

cattle were put to the skattald each morning, returning in the evening to be tethered on

the pasture in the tun to graze, which ensured cattle got some better-quality infield grass

each day. They were thereafter taken into the byre and milked. Young cattle remained
in the hill throughout summer.

The moving of stock to summer pastures where beasts were milked and people lived in
seasonal huts was not practised within the 1600-1900 period. The shieling system was

transferred from Norway in the Viking colonisation, and sites are known from Faroe to

Greenland (Gutirun Sveinbjarnardottir 1990:73; Larsen & Stummann Hansen

2001:122). In Norway there were three specialised types to suit local environments:

pastures with seasonal huts where people processed milk; dairy sites where milk was

transported to the farms; and haymaking sites (Borchgrevink 1980:55-56). Shielings are

identifiable in Faroe and Shetland from the Norse root element cergi, found in place
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names in both archipelagos (Mahler 1993:495). Shetland examples include Arg,

Sandsting, and Ari, Nesting (Stewart 1987:309). The term signifies a summer pasture,

and does not presuppose a building, although several huts are identified in Faroe. The

agricultural system maximised available grass, and was better suited to the Norwegian
homeland and its larger geography. The small size of Shetland's landmass was such that
residential seasonal pasturing was impractical, because the distance from any tun to the
remotest pasture was two miles at most. Most shielings are indicated in Yell, and the

only hut identified on an arg is at Erjatun, north of Lumbister (Jakobsen 1993:182). Yell
was best suited to this activity, constituting the largest area of moorland in Shetland,
with comparatively verdant river valleys leading inland. The same topographical
limitations and lack of vegetational difference in Faroe were instrumental in the
abandonment of argir there by the 13th century, as Norse cultural elements were

dispensed with in favour of methods suited to the local environment (Mahler 1993:495,

501-502). In the Flebrides, Lewis provided a larger landmass than any island in Faroe
or the Northern Isles, and this geographical suitability coupled with cultural
conservatism caused shielings to survive into the 20lh century. The relatively vast

geography of Iceland meant shielings there could be far distant from the parent farm,
and the system was modified in light of the local environment, losing the specialised
characteristics of the Norwegian system. Seasonal sites in Iceland survived into the

early 20th century (Gudrun Sveinbjarnardottir 1990:74, 92).

6.3 Byres
The principal livestock building was the byre, and the only one regularly constituent to

the farmstead (Sect.4.1). Architectural components of the building divide into two

groups:

a. Measures to restrain cattle; tethering posts and stall dividers.
b. Structures concerned with the management of muck; cobbles, drains, and mould

compartments.

Doorways
Because native catde were small, byre doorways were no wider than house entrances

and did not normally feature any degree of specialisation to set them apart from other
farmstead gotts. A scarce form of byre doorway has been noted, where instead of

perpendicular masonry at the edges of the opening, the stonework widened out from
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ground-level. Doorways of this form are known from medieval times, represented by
the 14,h-century farmstead at Sandwick, Unst, where the opening's width was half that
of the breadth further up (Bigelow 1985:113-114). A 19th-century example at Stove,

Sandwick, replicated this barrel-shape, and in both these cases the masonry was widest
at mid-height, before narrowing nearer the top. Roussell reasoned such doorways were

designed to accommodate the contours of a cow's body, and found parallels in medieval
Greenlandic byres (1934:83). A variant doorway form, marginally rarer, utilised an

opening widening towards the lintel, rather than narrowing at the top. This type was

used at Aith, Cunningsburgh, where it widened from 3' at ground level to 6' at the head

(Fig.6/1). This design was used in Orkney, at Nether Bennieclett, Sandwick (Roussell

1934:82-83).

Although Roussell's analysis, "both clever and simplistic" (Bigelow 1985:114), is

compelling, problems attend interpretation of the "cow-shaped" doorway. It is unlikely
that real benefit in draught exclusion accompanied them, no less effort was required in
their construction, and if the door had to be wide enough to accommodate the cow's

belly, why was the whole opening not built to that width? An especially problematic
issue is the fitting of the doorframe to a curved opening. This was virtually impossible,
and the gott had to be fitted on the outer face of the stonework instead, as it was near

Powster, Whalsay (L.,R.). A byre at Spiggie, Dunrossness, featuring a barrel-form

doorway has been interpreted as an accommodation for horses bearing pack-saddles

carrying-out muck (Fig.6/2; Venables 1952:202; N.M.S.: 130AA). Although this

interpretation is feasible, the question of the provision of a doorframe is again raised. It
is possible in this large byre that the opening was normally blocked, the cattle using a

separate door, and the curved opening was demolished annually when the muck was

removed. A parallel with this is found in the Hebridean toll each (Fenton 1985b:76-77).

6.3.1 Stalls

In the Middle Ages byres across the Norse cultural region had cattle secured in two

rows flanking a central drain leading out through a gable door (Bigelow 1985:112). By
the post-medieval period a major shift in farmstead form led to a universal change in

byre design. Henceforth, primarily because of the prevalence of the Type III farmstead

aligned along the contour, cattle were stalled along one wall only (Sect.4.5.2-4.5.3). This

arrangement was shared throughout the Northern Isles and also in the Hebrides, where
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byres ran down the contour. In Shetland's northern and eastern neighbours stall

positioning was more variable, and both systems were used. In Faroe cattle were

arranged in two rows, heels towards one another, or in a single line (Bruun 1929:146;
Stoklund 1996:27), and in south-west Norway likewise, where regional preferences were

adhered to. In Ja;ren and Dalene stalls were along both walls, whereas in Ryfylke and

Vest-Agder a single row with a gutter behind was the norm (Hoffmann 1966:125, 128).
Outside opinion of the two-row system in Faroe was unfavourable, on account of the
shortness of the stalls combined with the width of the drain behind which caused the

beasts to stand with their hind legs drawn in (Bruun 1929:146). Ployen considered the

jjos (byre) too low and narrow compared to the Shedand form, stating ".. .even those of
the peasantry are far better than ours, and yet they are only built of stone, without the
smallest art, so that we might easily copy them" ([1840] :212).

Stalls were arranged along the upper wall to allow muck to run off. Cattle were secured
to this wall, held by rope to wall-stanchions, and a gutter ran the length of the lower
wall to provide drainage. The area each beast stood on was its bisi (Orkney: bi^gy). Bisis
were generally separated by timber stall dividers. Typical byres had roughly five stalls
whereas peripheral farms had capacity for around two cattle (Figs.4/19, 4/39).
Although Brunskill states open cribs were used on almost all (British) farms (1999:75),
this was not the case in the subsistence byres of the Northern Isles, and they were not

used in either Faroe or in south-west Norway (Rasmussen 1992:10; Stoklund 1996:27;
Hoffmann 1966:126). In all these areas cattle were tied in open stalls.

Stall dividers

The timber divisions separating stalls were necessary to hinder beasts taking one

another's fodder and from injuring each other with their horns. Each divider

comprised an upright slanting post, tilted in towards the cow's head, where it was nailed
to the rafter. Another post was fitted upright on the wall opposite the slanting timber,
and deals were nailed onto these posts to fill the space between (Fig.6/7; Tab.6:1). At
the Wirli, Yell, planks were fitted over the stalls to form a shelf for storing provender
for immediate use. Flagstone dividers were widely used in Orkney (Firth 1920:15-16),
but the scarcity of large slabs militated against such in Shetland.
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A few byres had no stall dividers. Because most farms kept two or more cattle, only in
a larger byre could beasts be spaced widely enough to allow dividers to be dispensed
with. In Foula in the 19th century byres generally did not have dividers, as at the South
and North Biggins, Mogill, and the Brekins. In these byres the veggwols were widely-

enough spaced that catde did not bolt each other (G.,A.; I.,E.). Some Bressay byres in
the late 19lh-century had no dividers (S.,L.). In both these islands, especially Foula,
vernacular farmsteads encompassed larger byres than usual, indicating a regional

preference for having no dividers, rather than demonstrating the retention of an

anachronistic form. Stall dividers were utilised in the Middle Ages in insular Norway,
and although archaeological conditions do not favour the survival of timber ones, stone

dividers are known from Iceland (Bruun 1928:140; Hoffmann 1966:121). In the 1600-
1900 period both timber and stone dividers were used throughout south-west Norway
(ibid:. 120-121, 125).
Table 6:1 stall dividers

Stove,
Haraldswick,
Unst

Wirli, Strand, Yell Njuhus,
Sound, Yell

Easterhouse,
Ulsta, Yell

Uprights inner 4" x 2",
outer 10" x 23/4"

half-round logs, 6" x
3"

Divider

planking
tongue-and-
groove 6 V2" x
1 Vi" boards, or

random deals 5"-
8" x c.l" with

intervening gaps
c.l"

rent boards 4"-9"

wide, 1" thick with
intervening gaps

eleven
horizontal

planks c.3/4M
thick, gaps of
c.l"

mostly 8"
boards, either
horizontal or

two horizontal
bars with boards
fitted vertically

Length of
stall dividers

5' 3' 2'11" at floor,
2'2" at top

4'

Height of
dividers

up to 3'11" 5' 4'5"

Width of
bisi

3'-4'4" 3'-3'6" 4'4" 4'6"

Tab.6:1 Dimensions and construction of dividers between byre stalls

Tethering post — vemvol
Beasts were held within their bisi by being tied to a post built into the wall with a drilled
hole, called a veggwol (Orkney: hthj), which projected about 6" from the wall-face. The
form was replicated in Faroese tethering posts (Rasmussen 1992:Fig.50). Hard timber
was selected because of the wear caused by the ropes, oak being most frequently used.
Durable wood typically came from wreckwood, as at Traewick, Lunnasting (S.M.:

SEA1995.212). In regions where workable stone was found, stone veggwols were
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occasionally used - a form known from medieval times in both Sandwick and Nonvick,
Unst. In Dunrossness these were of sandstone, as at Spiggie (Hamilton

1968:P1.XXXVIII). Elsewhere schist was the norm, especially associated with the mica-
schist geology centred in the north and north-west, in the areas of millstone production.
Stone veggwols were particularly frequent in Yell; at Vatchie all but one of the six were

stone (Figs.6/3, 6/5).

By spring muck had accumulated heavily in the bisis, and some byres had a higher set of

veggwols for use when the first ones became too low to secure animals to. Two byres at

Spiggie, Dunrossness, had veggwols on two levels (Venables 1952:202; Hamilton

1968:P1.XXXVIII). Stables in Orkney used lithies on two levels in the same fashion

(Firth 1920:16). Such a system was used at the Kirk Ivnowe, Westing, Unst, in a byre

lengthened in the 19th century to give provision for ten cattle. Besides veggwols at the
normal height, secondary ones above were set at either of two heights (Fig.6/6). A byre

reported in Bressay with veggwols on three levels (S.,L.) was probably of this form, rather
than an arrangement at three discrete levels.

Some byres had veggwols set into the lower wall. In such cases a single veggwol was usual,
for tying a calf to - utilised if there was no spare stall (J.,G.). More rarely, the lower wall
was provided with a full set of veggwols, used in the management of muck. By early

spring muck and Utter accrued deeply and these byres were adapted to allow the cattle
to be shifted to the opposite side, where there was more headroom. The byres at

Quinnister and South Harrier, both in Foula, were of this type.

A veggwol of unusual form was used at the Haa, Aywick, Yell, where a cyhndrical rock
was built across a corner, providing a bar around which ropes were tied. Although this

type of fixture has a parallel in some Orkney lithies (Roussell 1934:94; Fenton 1978:432),
typological significance is limited because the Aywick building was only latterly a byre,

having originally been a house.

6.3.2 Muck management

Manure was prepared over the year by accumulating dung in the byre, where its bulk
was increased by the routine spreading of peat mould onto the bisis, which kept cattle

dry underfoot. The litter absorbed urine and dung as well as retaining nutrient salts, and
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because the procedure continued over the winter the floor level was elevated

considerably by the spring (Low [1774]: 162; Edmondston 1809:173; Shirreff 1814:54;
Hibbcrt 1822:427). In south-west Norway muck was managed by either of two

systems; in some regions it was cleared-out daily, as opposed to other districts, primarily

Ryfylke and Vest-Agder, where it was left to accumulate interspersed with bedding

(Hoffmann 1966:120, 128), in the Shetland fashion. This system, maximising the

fertility of the dung, was used in Faroe, Orkney and the Hebrides, and in all regions the
confines of the byre allowed for the storage of muck, drainage of excess urine, and
facilitated clearance of manure.

Gutter - mnek

Parallel along the lower wall was the gutter (ronek/goIgrav/ olgrof/ronalent, Orkney:

rinnick/sesters). Other terms used for the gutter properly denoted the manure itself;
odler/oiler/oiler/oiler (Orkney: oddler). The ronek had one or more outlets through the
front wall, or less-frequently one at the gable (Figs.4/39, 6/8). Several byres had a

narrow floor area between the ronek and the lower wall for the purpose of heaping
muck which, because of its firm consistency, could heaped up to the wallhead (Figs.6/4,
6/6). Muck was managed in Orkney in the same fashion (Firth 1920:16). Where there
was an area like this, the bisi was regularly scraped off without breaking the earth layer

(G.,A.). At Njutun, Sound, Yell, the lower end of the ronek was covered with slabs

leading out the doorway, enabling people and beasts to enter without tramping in dung

(Fig.6/4).

Any bedding trampled into the ronek was cast back under the animal. Muck eventually
accumulated to produce a pronounced slope upward towards the cow's head, although
the bisi was not allowed to get too steep because it was considered injurious to the cow

to stand prolonged at an incline. It was common for beasts to end up standing on so

deep a deposit on their bisis that their horns brushed in the pons, chafing against the

ujsahellas (S.,L.). The accumulation of muck led to the same situation in Faroe and

Orkney (Bruun 1929:146; Firth 1920:16).

To hinder muck accumulating too unevenly some byres had a duplicate set of veggwols
on the lower wall, so beasts could be secured along that side in summer, to level-out the

slope they stood on. The byre at the Donnarunnie, Grobsness, Delting, had this
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facility. Where a byre was often used to secure cattle at either side it was advantageous
for it to have its gable towards the slope to ensure run-off of liquid manure.

If the byre was full, muck could be heaped into an enclosure in the bisi compartment of
the house (Sect.4.5.3). Only if there was an excess of dung was it taken outside and
made into a midden. In Jasren and Dalene in Norway the byre adjoined a hevdajjos

(muck-byre), where dung was cast daily through an opening into this building, where

sheep were also accommodated (Hoffmann 1966:126). The small scale of the
subsistence agriculture in the Atlantic islands militated against the building of specialised
structures for muck storage alone.

Floor

Byre floors were set with cobbles, usually beach stones, called in Orkney the bi^gy-steens.

Having stone flooring prevented saturation and poaching by cattle hooves, but the

primary advantage was the facility of digging out the muck annually. Faroese byres,
floored with trodden clay or earth where the cattle stood, had the drain behind the
animals constructed of stone or timber so it could be readily cleared (Bruun 1929:146).
It is probable that in Shetland districts without slabs or cobbles clay byre flooring was

general.

Mucking-out apertures

In Type I farmsteads the byre was one end of a linear block with the gutter running as a

central floor channel, exiting through the centre of the gable. Provision was made for
the removal of manure by removing the gable of the byre. To facilitate this, the gable

masonry was not bonded to the side-walls, as it was removed annually (Sect.4.5.1,

Figs.4/7, 4/10). This methodology was replicated in the Hebrides, where in spring the

gable was breached to allow the removal of manure (Roussell 1934:16; Shaw 2003:465).
This tradition survived in the conservative Hebrides into the 19th century, whereas in

post-1600 Shetland byres the gable is bonded, and clearance was performed through the
door.

A few byres had a mucking-out hatch (gbgs) a few feet up from ground level in the front
wall. Minn, Burra, was built on sloping ground so that the byre floor was considerably

higher than outside ground level, and a large gligg allowed muck to be cast out and
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down. Muck gliggs were fitted-up with a gott, into which a board was fitted, retained by
two bars (P. J-)- In Orkney mucking-out holes were used in stables which, when closed,
were built-up with turves (Firth 1920:15, 17).

6.4 Calf and bull accommodation

Because cattle were kept for milk, calves were regularly reared. In most farmsteads
there was room within the byre to harbour a calf, either in a stall retained for the task,

usually at the far end of the building, or if there was less space, tied to extra veggwols on

the lower wall. In this circumstance the calf had to stand over the ronek. Later, larger,

byres occasionally had a crib for a calf at the gable, sometimes in the barn ([J ohnson]

1964:35; Sect.6.3.1; Fig.7/3). If an extra cow or calf was being kept there was usually
insufficient room in the byre for an additional calf, and to overcome this the animal was

housed elsewhere in the farmstead. In 18th-century Type III farmsteads the calf was

kept in the adjacent unit, the bisi between the "but" and the barn (Sect.4.5.3). In later
farmsteads, where the byre intercommunicated with the barn, as in Type VII, the calf
was secured in the latter building. This was done at the Westing, Unst, where a veggwol
was in the back wall of a barn.

Occasional inconveniences of keeping calves outwith the byre rarely justified the
erection of a calf byre. This was also the case in Faroe, where only on some larger
farms was a specialised small kalvahus (calf byre) used (Bruun 1929:146; Stoklund

1996:27). In Shetland one place where a calf shed was used was Kurkigarth, Delting,
where a new byre was built in the mid-19th century and the original one was

downgraded for calves' accommodation (J.,Jn.). At Gerdie, Sandsound, Sandsting, a

calf byre was purpose-built (M.,L.). This had a gable door and a large drain outlet

through which it was mucked-out (Fig. 6/10).

Where a bull was kept, it was housed in a separate byre, which, like the calf house, was a

simple rectangular block. One was part of the mid-19th-century farmstead of Hivdiwick,

Delting (Fenton 1978:180). In Faroe a comparable tarvafjos was used to accommodate a

bull wherever it was kept, but only on very few farms (Bruun 1929:146; Stoklund

1996:27). Where there was a working ox it was usually housed in a separate byre. There
was an overall decrease in the use of oxen in favour of horses in the 18th century

(Brunskill 1999:75), but in Shetland it was the fragmentation of arable from that century
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onwards which led to the decrease in draught animals generally (Sect.2.1.1). From the
mid-19th century only in a few districts did oxen remain in use, and by 1900 only in Fair
Isle were ox houses regularly utilised.

6.5.1 Common-grazing pens

The necessity to preserve fodder meant that pasturing patterns were developed to

maximise the amount of grazing available. These activities were divided between zones

used on a daily basis and those used seasonally. Built structures facilitated both these

undertakings, and enclosures were sited both on the skattald and in the tun. Enclosures
in the skattald were located to take advantage of geographical features as well as

vegetation. Promontories along the coast or at a loch were readily segregated by

erecting a dyke, although verdant areas inland often had no topographical feature to

utilise and an encircling dyke was erected.

Enclosed pasture — kwi

By early spring fodder was low, so the non-milking cattle were put to graze on the
skattald as soon as fresh grass appeared. This meant that the grass on the tun sustained
the milking cows until the corn was sown, when they went to the hill too during the

day. Cattle put to hill pastures required enclosure at night for some weeks to familiarise
them to their new surroundings because they otherwise came to the grind seeking to get

back into the tun (0.,W.). Because of this they were penned in a kwi/hwi (Orkney: kwy).
This system fertilised areas of moorland in the same way as the shieling system but
differed in the sense that people travelled home nightly, and the relative isolation of
some kwis was not a drawback because the animals were not milked. Whereas the

shieling system encompassed the intensive use of a "limited resource area in order to

maintain and utilise the livestock" (Mahler 1993:487-8), kwis were used to conserve

fodder.

Kwis were most readily created by placing a dyke across a tongue of land. Where

pastures were inland and there were no lochs the free-standing form was used, typified

by Oxnapund, near Stennestwatt, Walls - an irregular oval 90' x 55' with two grinds. This
form was especially used in Yell, where the widest moorlands in Shetland are found,

examples of kwis including ones at Djubidale, Sundrabister, and Canisdale. At Canisdale
the kwi was sited on a bend in the stream, and a revetment protected it from
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undermining when the stream was in spate (Figs.6/13, 6/14). Kwi is a common element
in place names, and is usually compounded, as in Kulfahwei ("calf fold") at

Haraldswick, Unst (Jakobsen 1993:74-75) — indicative of its specialised use - and many

are identifiable through place names alone because with population growth many were

brought into the tun as farms, denominated the Quoy/s. Some kwis are idcndfiable in
the Scoto-English place name form "Byre/s of ..that at Djubidale is nominated the

Byres of Djubidale. However, some "Byre" names are natural features where cattle

grazed, and some were applied more indiscriminately to chasms and caverns generally,
such as the Byre o' Tua, Papa Stour (P.,G.).

Other kwis were used for daily pasturing of milking cattle outwith the tun. These were

used if there was insufficient grazing within the tun, and a verdant area in the skattald
functioned as a satellite part of the tun. This was the case in Out Skerries, at Quoyness

("cattle-fold promontory"), where the Housay cattle were put to graze one day per week

(H. J.). In this form of use the kwi was sometimes used as a fold for milking. This

usage form may be inferred from the pen's relative proximity to the tun, such as that at

Quiness ("cattle-fold promontory"), Muckle Roe, Delting.

Seasonal overnight pen - reft

Tuns not enclosed by a dyke were liable to incursions by animals during the summer

whilst crops were growing (Sect.2.2). To prevent this the cattle in the skattald were

impounded every night during summer, continuing until the harvest was in. This was

practised in Fetlar prior to the 19th century (Johnson 1971:129). This activity could be
undertaken in a kwi, and although a more specific form of usage was denominated by
the term rett, there was a degree of interdivisibility between the two terms. Precise
division is problematic because both terms, rett and kwi, were eclipsed by the Scoto-

English "pund". Interpretation is further complicated by the fact retts were also used to

keep sheep and horses overnight.

A probable rett was at Hamariwater, Aithsting. This was formed by segregating a loch

promontory with a dyke, and within the enclosure two islets in the loch were made
accessible by causeways. This structure was probably used by sheep too, more likely to

cross the causeways (Fig.7/8). The usage of the enclosure was changed around the

early 19,h century when it was used as a place in the skattald to make hay (L.,R.;
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Sect.7.5.1). To allow this the gateway was blocked to provide permanent protection

against sheep.

6.5.2 Township pens

Enclosed pasture - part, kwi
Pens were sited in the tun to enable cattle to graze on the best grass off their tethers,
and/or to prevent them straying onto crops. Whilst penned, they could be milked
there. As described in Sect.6.5.1 there was a degree of interchangeability between

terms, and township pens were often designated kwis as well as the more specialised

gart/gerdi, and many were also used to contain horses. As the ground benefited from

dung, these enclosures were used for occasional cultivation (Thomson 1998:120). The
use of Manx pinfolds — township pens that held cattle and sheep during summer whilst

crops were growing — was more intensive. These were temporal'}' enclosures expressly
erected to create manured areas for next year's cultivation, the turf fencing being
demolished each spring (Quayle [1812]:XIV.II). The intensification of agriculture from
the late 18th century obliterated these pens as the demand for cultivable land increased,

although they may be identified in such place names as the Garts, Norwich, Unst, and
the Kwis, Foula (Jakobsen 1993:43; Baldwin 1984:37). Many Orkney kwys were later

brought into cultivation in the same fashion (Thomson 2001:327).

Resting place — steL jg///-"dike"
A form of pen specifically used as a cattle resting or milking place was the steljstodel,
which was generally located in the tun (jakobsen 1993:104). It was used when cattle
came in from the hill in the afternoon and they could graze off the tether and be
milked. Baldwin suggests (1984:37) the use of the stel declined, perhaps in the 18Ul
century, in favour of cattle receiving their last milking of the day in the byre. A

probable stel/gart at Lotragjo, Burra, comprises a promontory within the tun of Minn
which is segregated by a dyke, and one at Breiwick, Sandness, is on the inside of the

jjalsgord (Fig.6/16, 6/17).

An equivalent structure was the jw%'-"dike", a specific form not recorded by jakobsen,

although related to the j'o/tf-"dike" (1985:876). This was a dyke inside the jjalsgord., and
like the stel it was not so high as the jjalsgord since it did not need to deter sheep. During
summer cattle were tethered on the tun until their midday milking, and thereafter they
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were put inside the sotti-"dike" to graze. The improved grass within stels and sotti-
"dikes" provided better forage for sheep and horses coming in from the hill in winter.
There was a sotti-"ddke" at Grunna, Gunnister Voe, Northmavine (B.,R.) and another at

Firth, Delting. Besides the farms within the latter .ro///-"dike", there were others
between it and theJjalsgord (L.,C.). The latter farms are probably 18th century, whereas
those within the jw//z-"dike" are mosdy medieval. After the expansion of the Firth tun a

new jjalsgord had been constructed to enclose the new farms, and the original fjalsgord
was retained as a Jo//z-"dike".

The relationship between tun, gartjstel, and skattald is demonstrated at Brurey, Out

Skerries, where the island was divided into three areas; tun, skattald, and the North Floga
- an area of former skattald enclosed by a dyke abutting the jjalsgord. This zone was a

cattle pasture. From May to September the calves were on the skattald during the day,
and in their byres at night to preserve the limited skattald grazings. For around four
weeks at the peak of summer the calves stayed on the skattald. Throughout summer

catde were milked in the byre, then tethered on the tun until late morning, whereupon

they were moved into the North Hoga, where they roamed freely, there being no crops

there. After midday catde were milked at the North Floga, then returned into the tun,

where they were tethered. In the afternoon they were tethered elsewhere on the tun,

and in the evening they were taken back into the byre for milking. Metstens in the tun

delineated where each farm could tether their animals (T.,M.).

6.6 Bedding
A mainstay of husbandry was the necessity to keep the cattle in the byre overnight

(Sect.6.3.2). Because of this, large quantities of litter were needed to absorb moisture
on the bisis, heath and turf were used, but most significant was peat mould. The

compacted mass on the byre door produced fertile muck which was removed and put

onto the tields each spring (Barclay 1792:586; Sands 1797:277; Laing 1815:32; Shirreff
1814:60). The collection of the mould in the skattald and the necessity to store it dry

gave rise to a class of structures that were cither temporary or permanent.

Mould heap - moldikus
Mould was scraped in peaty areas during the spring. Once a sufficient quantity was

prepared it was heaped-up and put under cover to protect it from wind dispersal and
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saturation until it could be taken into the byre. The moldikus/moldikjos/dofikus was built
onsite to contain the mould. The degree of its permanency was affected by the

availability of rock, whether the mould collection site was relatively fixed, and whether
the litter was stored permanently in the skattald or at the farmstead. Most of the Foula
moldikuses were at the Daal, where there were dozens - an area scalped by intensive
removal of litter (G.,A.). Where stone was in short supply, as it usually was in the
moorlands where mould was collected, moldikuses with turf walls were the norm

(Baldwin 1996:222). This impermanence was a reflection of the basic storage

requirement of the structure. Meldikuses were generally separate, although often
clustered in particular areas, and those in Foula which were built as contiguous pairs
were atypical (Gear 2003:9).

At its most basic the structure comprised a raised stone and peat platform onto which

heaped mould was covered with pons. In windier places the moldikus had low walls
around the circumference. Those of turf had "fells" fixed in courses by stakes with
stones set on the upper part of the walls, a form which could last for upwards of a

dozen years (G.,A.). Stone walling was basic, and only a minority of stone moldikuses
had a double-skin wall (Gear 2003:9). The mould was covered by pons heather-face
downwards. Pons were circular in some districts, 2' in diameter, and the one on the apex

was always circular, 3' in diameter (J.,G.; Gear 2003:9). Stones were placed in rows up

over the pons to hold them securely, and when the tmldikus was empty these rocks were

propped around its circumference. The form is typified by a dozen moldikuses near

Djubawater, Sandness (Tab.6:2). Each comprised a circular stone surround, roughly

built-up to a few courses high. An exposed site at Soberli, Foula, encouraged an adept
builder to erect a superlative development of the form, incorporating a splayed opening,
and had slabs set across the wall's width, cut to a taper so they keyed together (Tab.6:2;

Fig.6/21).
Table 6:2 moldikuses

external wall wall
diameter width height

Djubawater, near 11' 1'6" to 2'

Breiwick, Sandness 2'

Soberli, Foula oval, 11' x

10'6"
1'6" 4'

Tab.6:2 Dimensions of storage heaps for bedding mould

An uncommon form was the sub-rectangular moldikus. This had turf walls a few feet

high, and the mould inside was heaped like a pitched roof to an overall height of 6',
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although no wood was used in its construction. There was no doorway in the wall. The
mould was used gradually from one end of the moldikus, creating a widening gap

between the wall and the mould face as the year progressed (R.,W.).

Mould store - dot kro

Where the farmstead was near to the place mould was obtained, litter was taken direcdy
from the moldikus in the skattald as it was required. Where the moorland was distant,
mould was simply heaped for a short while, then transported to the farmstead for

permanent storage. This was done at Sandvoe, Northmavine, where the mould was

collected at one time by pack-horses (C.,M.). Mould stored at the farmstead was kept in
one of two structures - a moldikus or a dofkro. These moldikuses replicated the form of
those in the skattald., namely platform-bases or stone-walled, added to which was a

scarcer third form where the meldikus abutted a gable (Figs.6/18-20).

The dofkro allowed litter to be stockpiled in the byre. In its simplest form this was an

impermanent enclosure ofpons to retain the heap, and if hens were kept in the building,

pons were put on top to prevent fowl from scraping. A permanent dofkro was fabricated
in either of two forms, a stall-form or a gable-form. The former was constructed by

facing the front of a disused stall with boards set on their edges to create a

compartment (Fig.6/4). The gable-form dofkro was erected by partitioning one end of
the byre to the full width of the building, leaving an opening for the boards. This was

used at Sandvoe, Northmavine, where the doj kro was 6' wide (C.,M.). In all dofkros the

planks were set in as the compartment was filled, the mould inside holding them in

place. A large dofkro was used at the later 19th century Type XII farmstead of Stove,

Flaraldwick, Unst (Fig.6/9; Sect.4.5.7). At the outer end of the byre the compartment

was partitioned off and internally linked to the byre. It also had an outside door. The
nearest source of mould was several miles away, loads coming to Stove by cart, and this

dofkro has been devised to accommodate bulk transportation.

Notwithstanding the convenience the dofkro afforded, providing litter to hand in the

byre over winter, its inception and growth were relatively late. Such an arrangement

was only practicable in a byre with a modicum of free space. The stall-form was

possible when there was one less cow than usual, but the gable-form favoured large

buildings only, those forms appearing with the increase in farmstead size in the later 19th
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century. The increase of the dofkro was also linked with the advent of road

transportation from c.1850. Mould was traditionally conveyed by pack-horse in some

districts, but the provision of highways allowed carting of litter in bulk. By the late 19lh
century this was done at Goden, Yell, where the mould was carted at one time along
with the pons, and stored in the dofkro (J.,G.).

6.7 Moving cattle
Path between dykes - sniovalstred!strodi

Because cattle were regularly shifted between the skattald and tun, a means of allowing
them to move between the two zones themselves, thereby lessening the need for human
intervention, was occasionally erected. The smoga was a path between dykes that

permitted beasts to lead their way inside the tun without straying onto crops. The

system was rare, in part due to the labour involved in constructing dykes that had a

responsibility of communal upkeep. Recorded examples vary in their positioning.

A 30'-long paved track was used at Sumburgh, Dunrossness, in the Middle Ages. This
was a continuation of the central gutter of the byre and guided cattle directly into the

building (Hamilton 1956:159). This form, tied to one farmstead, was mirrored by

Faxigarth, near Burraness, Yell, which utilised a stuki (lead-dyke) to guide cattle into the

byre doorway (Fig.4/29). The smoga at Collaster, Unst, was adapted to allow cattle to

obtain water themselves; two dykes led from the byre doorway towards a loch. These
structures were specific to one farmstead only, but other smogas concerned two or more

farmsteads. The two farmsteads of the Quoy, Westing, Unst, were nearby one another.
On the north farm the yard ran up to each side of the byre door, and was extended so it
was a few feet from the southernmost yard. This allowed cattle to be herded into the

byre from in front or behind of the farmstead, the other opening being blocked with a

hurdle (Fig.6/12). At Quamm, near Garthsbanks, Dunrossness, two farmsteads were

sited near one another, their yards built to provide a smoga between the two, 100' long
and 9' wide. This guided animals from the outer part of the tun to the inner part, and
contrasted to the usage of two smogas at Oxna, Tingwall, which moved cattle from the
tun to the skaltald (Fig.6/11). The west smoga was around 5' wide, the south one 8'-10'.
The latter one was wider at the lowermost end to make it easier to herd cows in and at

the top was the grind, sited on bedrock so that cattle did not churn up the ground. A
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similar system to this was used leading into the beur at Ivoltur, in Faroe (Dyreborg &

Jensen 1996:2).

6.8 Horse husbandry

Compared to neighbouring regions, horses were important to Shetland's subsistence

agronomy. Because farms were small, families generally kept one or two animals, for

draught work, as pack-horses, and for transport. Somewhat smaller numbers were kept
in Faroe and the Hebrides, where spade cultivation was commoner and — especially in
Faroe — topography did not favour wheeled transport. Orcadian farms were larger, and
fewer, but larger and more capable, horses were kept. In Iceland's greater landmass
farms kept many more horses than in Shetland. Shetland horses lived outdoors all year

round, and often ran wild for some years before being tamed (Bruce 1908:4-5; Martin
1716:377; anon. 1753:9; Dunn 1837:118). They were in the skattald all summer and
came into the tun in winter, although they were not stabled. Contrasting with Orkney,
the Shetland pattern was similar to that of Faroe, where there were no outbuildings to

accommodate horses (Bruun 1929:145). Because horses were still taken into dwellings
to save them in exceptionally harsh winters around 1900 (J.,D.), it is probable that this
was formerly general in farmsteads sharing a byre and house entrance. This is favoured

by the fact that in the Hebrides the fosgalan, equivalent to the bisi of Shetland farmsteads,
was used as an occasional winter stable (Fenton 1985b:75).

6.9 Barriers

Shelter - krogaboI

Horses, along with sheep, had access to the skattald throughout the year, and to provide

refuge on exposed hillsides a krogabel (shelter) was erected to protect them from
blizzards. These were predominantly used by sheep, and are discussed in Sect.6.14.

Cliff dykes
Where parts of the skattald were bounded by cliffs there was the possibility of animals

being lost over a precipice, especially where an uphill slope was truncated by a vertical

drop. Sheep were less likely to be lost in this way, but to safeguard horses a dyke was

occasionally erected at the cliff edge. This was the case in Fetlar, where many horses
were kept. In the skattald at Lambhoga are extensive cliffs, and dykes were erected at

the Tolgans and other places (Fig.6/22).
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6.10 Holding pens

Restraining dyke - .r//w7-"dike"
Because horses were on the skattald at all times, they could be virtually wild, and difficult
to apprehend when the requirement came. When this was the case retts normally used
to pen sheep were used to impound horses to prevent them escaping over the hills,

although apprehending them within the rett was still difficult (W.,G.). This type of

usage may equate with the j7//r/-"dike" reported by Jakobsen (1985:911).

Holding pen — rett/hestensgot
Whilst crops were growing livestock had to be prevented from straying onto arable
land. Where a jjalsgord was absent or defective, stock pens were relied on to hold those
animals not held in the byre at night (Sect.2.2, 6.5.2). Horses were held in a rett, a

generic enclosure term usually pertaining to sheep or cattle (jakobsen 1985:692). The

hestensgot was a pasturing pen specifically for horses (Edmondston 1866:48; Angus

1914:61). Pens were sited either in the skattald or turr, those in the skattald were

communal, those in the tun belonged to individual farms. Up to c.1800 the tuns in Fetlar
were unenclosed, and up to the time the harvest was in the horses and cattle were

impounded nightly, mostly in the skattald (Johnson 1971:129). A pen called the Horse
Pund in the tun at Finnic, Fetlar, belonged to Gardie. By the 1820s it was subsumed by
the increasing demand for cultivable land (Thomson 1970:177).

6.11 Sheep husbandry

During summer sheep were on the skattald. Over this period they were rounded-up for

marking, plucking and slaughter - procedures that usually took place at separate

junctures (Baldwin 1978:103). Late in the year the lambs were taken from the ewes and
into the tun to graze, where they were housed nightly to tame them so that they could
be fed over winter. After the crops were in the grinds were opened, allowing sheep into
the tun. Throughout winter sheep were outside at all times, although ailing animals were

taken into an outhouse or dwelling as need arose. Built structures were used in these

processes — penning, safeguarding crops, sheltering lambs.
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6.12 Common-grazing enclosures
In common with cattle and horses, sheep were held overnight to keep them off growing

crops. Because of the larger number of animals involved, and the finite amount of

quality grass, sheep were penned in the skattald only (Sect.6.5.1, 6.10).

Holding pen - rett

The enclosure usually took advantage of the topography in its construction. They were

sited at a promontory at a loch, as at the Pund Loch, near the Bjurgs of Skelberry,
Northmavine, or along sea-cliff promontories, as at Rettgjo, Lambhoga, Fetlar

(Figs.6/23, 6/24). Sheep were sure-footed enough for there to be litde fear of them

going over cliffs, so cliff locations were not avoided. Kelts could take the form of a

discrete unit, such as the Pund of Kova, Weisdale, comprising a 45' x 22' oval pen and a

36' square rectilinear pen connected by a curved 42' dyke. The Faroese kyrringartippi,
used to enclose sheep to accustom them to the common-grazings and to tame them,

comprised an oval structure of similar scale and form to retts (Mortensen 1997:8). This

similarity was also shared with the Icelandic kviar (milking pen) and ndtthagi (overnight

pen) (Bruun 1928:280). Retts were infrequently sited close to one another, like the

Grotenpunds, near the Loch of Winjadepla, Fetiar, which comprised four large retts.

Each of consisted of an oval enclosure with a smaller smoga (compartment) within the
outer pen. The largest of the Grotenpunds was 140' across, with a 30' smoga inside

(Fig.6/25). Dykes sometimes had a grind, otherwise sheep were driven in over the dyke

(Johnson 1971:129). In Foula the word r<?//had been used for another type of pen,

normally nominated a kro, although the use of the latter term became general in the
island. This is mirrored by the Faroese raett, a structure equivalent to the Shetland kro

(Baldwin 1978:111).

The rett was used periodically for different husbandry practices, as follows:
a. Its primary use was to pen sheep overnight throughout summer to prevent their

incursion onto arable fields. This was necessary wherever there was no jjalsgord.
Retts were used widely for this purpose because it was more expedient to erect an

enclosure into which sheep were penned compared to the effort of building dykes.
b. During tupping it was customary for the ram to be released into the skattald, but in

large hills they could stray into neighbouring skattalds. To prevent this a farm could

pen ewes in the rett with the ram, and the ewes be released afterwards (W.,G.).
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c. Sheep selected for milking were penned in the evening. Ewes were not enclosed on

their own because inexperienced lambs strayed into danger, so sheep were pounded

along with their progeny. Lambs were usually prevented from suckling by using a

mouth-bit, but some retts were adapted to segregate lambs from ewes (W.,G.;

Fig.6/25). The sheep were milked the next day, and released. The rett at the Loch
of Collaster, Sandness, comprised two contiguous enclosures with an intervening

gateway, where lambs and ewes were pounded separately. At the South Ness,

Foula, sheep were pounded between two dykes crossing the promontory, in a

single-compartment rett (Baldwin 1978:117-119). Milking of ewes continued until
the mid-19th century (R.,J.; W.,G.).

d. In skattalds carrying large flocks there was often insufficient time to pluck all the

sheep at once, so the unshorn remainder were penned in the rett overnight for

processing the next day. It was used instead of the kro (sheepfold) because there
had to be sufficient grazing inside to sustain the animals. At Starapund, Sandness,
the kro and rett were near one another, so it was straightforward to shift sheep
across. A similar arrangement was used at Stromfirth, Weisdale (Fig.6/33). The rett

was also used on the day of plucking to hold sheep in excess to those in the kro until

they could be dealt with (W.,G.).

Retts are attested in place names, although rarely indicating which type of livestock used
them. Examples include Rettanes, Papa Litde, Aithsting, and llutnagjo, Burrafirth,
Llnst. Sorett ("sheepfold") is at Skaw, Whalsay Qakobsen 1993:91). The term was, by
the 18th century, supplanted by the Scoto-English "pund". This was one of the earliest

Scoto-English terms to enter the language, assimilated when the first language of
Shetlanders was still Norn. This is evidenced by the Fedar enclosure Punden Gamla

("the old enclosure"), in which name the new word has a suffixed Scandinavian definite
article (Stewart 1987:25). The term "pund" was known by 1600 and was applied as a

synonym for enclosure. Its usage included pens for cabbage, pasture, and cattie, but
later became a generalised term for an animal enclosure (Donaldson 1954:129; Stewart

1987:26). In the 1810s the terms kro and "pund" were being used indiscriminately for
the same structure (Flibbert 1822:439).

The rett was usually a communal enclosure, because all the township's sheep were

pounded at once. In the late 18th century tuns in Fcdar were unenclosed and the sheep
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were pounded as a flock, each farm's duty of penning being proportional to the number
of sheep it held (Johnson 1971:129). As place names, "pund" is sometimes attached to

the name of a single farm to which the enclosure belonged. Around the early 19th
century the sheep belonging to Kova, Weisdale, were penned overnight at the Pund of

Kova, almost a mile from the parent farm (C.,I.). "Pund" often occurs as a farm name

when a homestead was built on the site of the enclosure. The Punds, Sandness, was on

the site of the Punds of Snusquey, and the Punds, Walls, was erected on the site of the
Pund of Foratwatt (W.,G.). In the Sullom area of Northmavine are the Houbans, built
on the site of the Pund of Clodister, and the Punds, on the site of the Pund of Taften.

The Houbans farm was created c.1820 (M.,B.). These enclosures were originally on the
outskirts of the jjalsgord, but with the expansion of population areas of skattald were

incorporated into the tun.

Retts were rendered obsolete by the building ofjjalsgords (Sect.2.2). This process was

ongoing from the earlier 19th century, and after their erection the redundant retts fell into

disrepair. Few tuns were deserted before the 1850s, but in places where settlement was

curtailed before this progression took effect the older agricultural landscape may be
found. The small island of Lamba, Northmavine, was only settled during the 18th-
century population boom and abandoned c.1820 (B.,A.). There was noJjalsgord around
the solitary farm on the island, and the only place to enclose sheep was a rett. Lamba's

peripheral location and its short period of settlement ensured there was no likelihood of
the rett being supplanted.

6.13 Sheepfolds
When sheep were rounded-up for marking or plucking in early summer the entire
skattald was scoured for animals. Because of this, and the fact that sheep were

territorial, sheepfolds were dotted over the skattald to ensure all animals were caught,
and the structures were owned and used communally. For example, the tun of

Gonfirth, Delting, was served by four kros\ three near theJjalsgord and one further inland
at Smirlawater.

Sheepfold - kro
The kro/km/stilli (sheepfold) comprised a stone pen. It usually took advantage of

topographical features to make it easier to trap the sheep, and this led to range of
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variations in construction. Typical locations were the bottom of steep hillsides, the
sides of lochs, under sea banks, and on promontories. The kre was generally rounded,
so there was no crushing of the animals in the corners of the enclosure (L.,C.). To
enable sheep to be driven in, most kres had dykes flaring out from the entrance as

guides. These were known by several terms; krestigi/krestuki/stiggi/stjagi/stoggi/stuki, as

well as compound names incorporating the Scoto-English "dike"; ratta-"dike"/rekster-
"dike"/retta-"dike"/jWz»-"dike"/sodiskre-'dske"/soida-'dske"/soidle-"dike"/sota-

"dike"/r/z7/?rr-"dike". The Faroese rail used a catchment dyke of the same form (Bruun

1929:157). Guide-dykes were usually of stone, but the etymology of some terms, e.g.

stjagi, signify poles and indicate the use of revels and simmens. Kres without permanent

guides, as that at Ivrowater ("sheepfold lake"), near the Herra, Yell, evidently used such
a system. This form was similar to Icelandic sheep folds, where stone pens without

guides were used (Bruun 1928:280). Kres subdivide according to their siting, and

thereby the form of the stukis (Tab.6:3):

a. Two lead-dykes. This comprised two dykes flaring from the gateway, and was used
when the kre was on a hillside. This type was used near Gossameadow, Foula, and
near Busta, Sandness (Fig.6/32).

b. Two lead-dykes plus water barrier. A kre was sited near water so that one short
stuki abutted the shore and a longer one led inland. This was used at the Loch of

Whitebrigs, Aithsting, and at Djubawater, near Breiwick, Sandness (Figs.6/30,
6/31). The latter kre had a pronounced batter on the outer wall-face to gain

stability because of a deficiency of large stones.

c. Single lead-dyke plus water barrier. In some situations the landscape provided an

effective barrier, and one stuki was sufficient (Fig.6/29). This was the case at

Kruteng ("sheepfold promontory"), South Havera. Kres using a loch as a barrier
include one at the Loch of Clousta, Aithsting, which was sited on land between the
water and a rocky bank which functioned as a natural lead-dyke.

d. No lead-dykes. A kre could be situated on a site where the topography prevented
animals from escaping as they approached the enclosure. Such was the case at

Smirlawater, near Gonfirth, Delting. At this loch is a promontory, at the end of
which the kre was built (Fig.6/26). Of similar form was Kadiskro ("fostered lambs'

fold"), Whitesness, Walls, where the sheepfold was located on a sea promontory.

At Djubawater, near Brindister, Aithsting, the kre blocked the gap between the bank
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at the side of a loch and the water. Similar examples were common with the kro on

a shore between a bank and the sea (Fig.6/27).
Table 6:3 kres

Plan Walling Stukis Grind gateway
Klodiswatcr, near

Gossabroch, Yell
rectangular, 35' x 23'
externally; internally
narrows from 19' to

15'

free-standing, T6"
thick, (two walls built-
up with turf)

two; 41' inland, 35' to
loch edge

single

Rormill, Northmavine two conjoint ellipses;
smaller cell 14' x 9',
larger cell 26' x 29'

partly revetted, 4' high two, in crescent from
large cell gateway; 20'
and 25' long

three gateways, in line;
2' 10" wide at small cell,
2' where cells meet, 5'
at large cell

Gill, near Mangaster,
Northmavine

rectangular 28' x 26',
with 10' x 8' oblong
srnoga appended to side

free-standing, 2' thick two; 84' running to
clifftop, 26' along
hillside - gateway in
long stuki

two, in opposing sides
of main compartment
(2' and 4' wide), plus
2'6" connecting
gateway

Loch of ltavigjo,
Muckle Roe, Delting

oval 27' x 21'

internally, with 11' x
10' rectangular outshot
on side

free-standing two; 15' into loch, 14'
inland

two, at each point, plus
2'6" connecting
gateway

1 Iudale, Olnafirth,
Delting

rectangular, 21' x 12'
interior

partly revetted, 3'
thick, 4' high

none; between high-
water and bank

single

north of Burn of

Gonfirth, Delting
circular, 21' internal
diameter

partly revetted single, 60' long single, 6' wide

Smirlawater, near

Gonfirth, Delting
oval, internally 13'6" x
9'

free-standing, 3'6" high none; on loch
promontory

single, 4' wide

Vogans Point, I Iousay,
Skerries

irregular rectangle, 33'
x 22' internally

free-standing, up to 2'
thick

two; 68' to low clifftop,
82' inland

two, opposing; 4V2*
wide at seaward, 3'6" at
landward

South 11ill, near Busta,
Sandness

oval, 23' x 21'
internally

free-standing, 2'6"
thick, 4' high

two single, 3'6M wide

Djubawater, near
Breiwick, Sandness

oval, internally 18' x
13'

free-standing 2VJ
thick, 3'6" high

two; 14' into loch, 53'
inland (outer 10' a
stone foundation for

turf)

single, 3'6" wide

Djubawater, near
Brindistcr, Aithsting

slightly rectangular, 13'
x 12' internally

abutting bank, 3'6"
high

none (sited between
loch and bank)

single

Whalwick, Aithsting D-shaped, 28' x 20'
interior

abutting rock-face, 4'
high

one, at right-angle to
rock-face, 3' high

stuki stops short of kro,
forming 3' gateway

Ness of Clousta,
Aithsting

pear-shaped, internally
34' long x 19' at widest,
to 7' at narrowest

partly revetted, 3'6"
thick, 4'6" high

none (sited between
sea and bank)

single, 3' wide

Loch of Clousta,
Aithsting

circular, 13' internal
diameter

abutting rock-face one, into loch (sited
between loch and

bank)

single, 3' wide

Loch of Whitebrigs,
Aithsting

curved rectangle,
internally 38' long x 9'-
11' irregular width

partly revetted, 2'
thick, 4' high

two; 18' into loch, 60'
inland (outer 30' a
stone foundation for

turf)

single

Whifri Gill, near

Gossameadow, boula
circular, 21' internal
diameter

free-standing, 2' thick,
4' high

two; 98' and 80', flaring
outwards

single, 5V2 wide

east side of Stromfirth,
Weisdale

oval, internally 23' x
15'

abutting rock-face, 2'
thick, 3' high

two; 21' into sea, 40'
inland

single, 3' wide

Kru Bight, Papa circular, 16' internal
diameter

free-standing, 2V2
thick, up to 5' high

two; one parallel to
shore, one towards
shore

single

Kru l eng, South
I lavera

circular, 17' internal
diameter

free-standing, 2VJ
thick, 4' high

single, from gateway to
cliff edge

single

Tab.6:3 Sheepfold plan-forms, with provision of lead-dvkes and gates

Occasionally a kro was built along the outside of a dyke, which functioned as a lead-

dyke (Fig.6/28). At the narrowest part of a promontory in the skattald at Housay, Out
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Skerries, the Milla Dyke ("between dyke") spanned the land. A kro was appended to

this dyke. When sheep were driven they were prevented from breaking off by being run

into the promontory, then into the kro. The kro had two grinds', when the sheep were

driven the inner grind was open until the flock were in, then closed. Once the sheep
were plucked, the outermost grind was opened and the flock released into the inner part

of the skattald. At Hellibergs Wick, Foula, the kro was unusual because the hill grind

opened into the sheepfold. The kro had a gateway at both its ends, plus that through
the jjalsgord. Sheep were driven along the outside of the jjalsgord, where they entered the
kro, and once processed they were released through the inland grind. The interior of the
kro was so narrow that only a one-way processing of a few animals at a time was

practicable, and convenient access into the tun was facilitated by the third grind, so

animals could be dealt with there.

To allow urine and rainwater to drain away, wirlis were sometimes included at the foot
of the wall, as at Rormill and Klodiswater. Most kros had a single grind but some had
two, the rationale being that if sheep were accustomed to walking through the fold

normally when grinds were closed, their penning became easier (J.,Da.). This was

employed at Vogans Point, Skerries, and at the Loch of Ravigjo, Delting.

Situated at the cliff edge near Fografiddel, near Westerwick, Sandsting, was a kro

unusually combined with a tiny uthus (outbuilding) with its gable integrated into one of
the stukis. This must have been a store for wool. Considering the remoteness of the
kro, fleeces must have been transported by sea, but because of the exposed location the
wool would have to be kept in store until there was no sea swell, enabling it to be
lowered down to a boat.

Secondary compartment - smoga

A minority of kros had an additional compartment, or smoga, appended, although the
Faroese rcett often had internal compartments (Baldwin 1983:21). Smogas were generally
at kros serving larger hills, so that more sheep and owners were concerned and

consequendy there was an increased need to sort animals into groups. A kro of this

type was at the Gill, Northmavine. It had gates in the opposing sides of the main

compartment, and one between this compartment and the smoga. Unusually, there was a

gateway in one stuki. This allowed processed sheep to be released into the hill easily;
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because the km was sited near cliffs, and sheep were disinclined to pass between the kro
and sea with people around.

Temporary enclosure - gripster

During sheep-driving it was common for straggler animals to be missed. When such an

animal was apprehended by people at the rear of the drive it was held for later

processing after the main flock was secured in the kre. To hold stragglers an enclosure

(gripster/sjag) was used. It was a rudimentary pen, roughly-built. These were sometimes
erected on the hillside, and at other times located in the cliffs or along the shore where
the topography hindered animals escaping, and where some additional man-made
stonework could form a pen. In the latter scenario the gripster was often erected on the

spot; sheep were driven along a beach to where a high bank prevented their escape, the

gripster erected, and the animals driven back into it (L.,C.). This form did not have an

entrance gap, and sheep were lifted in. The Faroese (seyda)loka was used in the same

way (Baldwin 1983:22). Sheep were adept at getting onto inaccessible crags and were

often found there when herding was done. These animals had to be attended to

separately, people climbing crags to carry sheep to the gripster. In an area like this the

gripster was part natural feature, part man-made. Because sheep were left in the gripster

with their legs tied to prevent escape the walls did not need to be high. Sheep in the

gripster were retrieved later and carried up for fleecing (I.,E.).

There was a gripster in the cliffs at the Nup, Foula, located in a rock passage normally
used by sheep, which was blocked at one end when in use. Up to a dozen sheep could
be trapped in it at once (Baldwin 1978:114). Ronis Fell, Northmavine, was a large
skattaldwhere straggler animals were frequently encountered. These were put into any

of a number of enclosures on the hillside. These were called in the district a kus - a

generic term for a heap of stones, but a specific usage not recorded by Jakobsen

(1985:478). This form otgripstervj&s an irregular circle, smaller than a krobb. It could

only hold a couple of animals at a time, retained by some stones built into the entrance.

After herding was completed people went back to the kuses to collect the strays (W.,A1.).

Causeways
Where a loch formed a natural barrier to sheep, a detour round the side of the water

during the sheep-drive could be avoided if the loch was sufficiently narrow and shallow
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that a causeway could span it. These circumstances were seldom enough encountered
that such structures were uncommon. One was used near Culswick, Sandsting, where
the causeway crossed the Loch of the Broch, near Culswick, and a similar construction
was at the Brigs, Aithsting (Figs.6/46, 2/5).

6.14 Shelters

Storm shelter - krogabol
To provide protection for sheep from inclement weather and to save them from

drifting snow, short lengths of dyke (krogabols) were erected in the skattald. In bad
weather sheep were fed there (Baldwin 1978:115), but sheep in the tun sheltered along
other structures. Where horses were in the skattald they too used the krogabol, and the
structure was somewhat higher, as at Starapund, Sandness (Fig.6/34). There were many

forms of krogabol, T-form, right-angle, straight line, and several other permutations. A
1745 account likens them to small yards (Ekeberg [1773]:132). Krogabols were generally
sited so that their open faces were oriented towards the south, so the dyke shielded
animals from the north, as in Faroese shelters (Baldwin 1983:19-20).

A common type was the T-form, as used near Gerratoun, Haraldswick, Unst, and near

the Teng, Fair Isle (Fig.6/35). One at Underhoull, LTnst, was an unusual variant, having
three dykes of equal length joined at the centre, set at equal angles. Scarcer forms
included one at Stremness, Foula, incorporating two right-angles and an irregular H-
form at Butsa, Finnie Ness, Fetlar (Figs.6/36-38). A singular example near Malcolm's
Flead, Fair Isle, was a utilised two chevrons joined by straight line, giving an arrow

shape. Sizes ranged from a 6' x 6' L-form at the Mire of Vatnagard, Fair Isle, to a

krogabol of superlative size at the Kreyg Burn, Foula, using the standard of masonry

normally encountered in dwellings. Its three-sided form was built on a slope, so the
lowermost corner was 7' high — exceptional for such a structure (Fig.6/39). Both
construction and scale of the krogabol was similar to the Faroese sejdabol/sejdastoda

(sheep shelter). One at Suduroy had a sloped outer turf banking (Stoklund 1996:27, 56),

perhaps a response to difficult building stone, and differing from Shetland

perpendicular dyking. A comparable variety of forms of sejdabol was employed;
horseshoe, T-form, crescent, and irregular - most common being crescentic forms

(Bruun 1929:199; Baldwin 1983:19-20). Krogabols were often sited to take advantage of

prehistoric structures (Hunter 1998:21), although such locations were to a lesser degree
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influenced by ancient ruins in Faroe, there being no ancient settlement there. The

Starapund krogabolwas built on a Neolithic settlement (Fig.6/34).

Occasionally a krogabol was appended to an existing structure, as an easy means of

erecting a shelter. Usually krobbs were used. Near Hogaland, Weisdale, a krobb had an

appended dyke at right-angles to form a krogabol, and at the Ivolvigerts, Whalsay, a

krogabol was appended to a lambhus (Fig.6/43). An ingenious combination at the Kirk
Knowe, Westing, Unst, used a dyke added onto each corner of a krobb (Fig.6/40).

Although krogabols protected sheep from driving snow, fallen snow could itself be
utilised to set up a temporary shelter. This is recorded at Sandahwida, north of Dury,

Nesting, where the snow krogabol surmounted an old turf dyke to give additional height

(H.,P.).

6.15 Lamb accommodation

A farm typically had about a half-dozen lambs. They were born around May, remaining
with the flock until they were taken into the tun in September whilst the grind was still
shut but the mowing of crops was finished. Lambs were shifted on tethers throughout
the day until the weather got colder, and they started to be housed at night. Lambs
were staying indoors by the time the grind was opened, and throughout winter they were

outside during daytime and inside at night (L.,C.).

Lamb shed - lambhus

After lambing, weaker animals were taken into the house to be warmed by the hearth.
This practice endured into the 19' century. Housing of lambs inside the farmstead in
winter was possible in the bisi of Type III configurations, and the later increase of lamb
sheds was linked with the cessation of keeping lambs in the farmstead. Only the

minority of farms in Aithsting and Sandsting parishes in 1841 had lamb sheds, and
instead the general practice was to keep lambs in dwellings (Bryden 1841:127). In the
Hebrides lambs were housed in the farmstead; in the porch (equivalent to the Shetland

bisi), barn, or byre (Fenton 1986b:75; Ferguson 2003:37). Shaw finds the genesis of the
lambhus (lamb shed) in the 19th century to be a combination of factors, the availability of

cheap feed and increased market demand coupled with improved transport (2003:483).
Limitations must be placed on this interpretation because the fodder given to lambs
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until the turn of the 20th century was primarily procured on the farms, not purchased.
However, marketability of surplus animals probably did have an effect on sheep

production, and efforts were made to improve breed quality in the late 19th century

(Fenton 1978:449). Notwithstanding this fact, the principal driving factor in the

proliferation of lambbuses was a change in social attitudes — attitudes that pushed
Shetlanders increasingly to segregate themselves from their livestock (Sect.4.7). This is
corroborated in Faroe, where the winter housing of lambs stemmed from the late 18th
century, and where the keeping of them in the sodnhus must be seen in the light of the
increase of that structure from the 18th century (Bruun 1929:148; Baldwin 1983:19;
Rasmussen 1955:136, 147). In Iceland, where sheep husbandry was of greater

importance, the keeping of animals indoors in winter only became general from the
mid-19th century (Bruun 1928:247). hambhuses were utilised in outlying districts such as

Foula by the early 19lh century, as at Grisigarth, where one was integral to a farmstead
built in 1825 (Sect.4.5.3; Fig.4/17).

The term lambhus was unrecorded by Jakobsen although it is paralleled in the Icelandic
lambhus. Each belonged to an individual farm, located in the tun near to the farmstead
for the ease of transporting fodder (Fig.6/41). Inside was a manger to hold fodder

along one or both walls. Fixed mangers were tilted outwards from the wall, made of
vertical slats fixed between three horizontal bars (L.,C.). This fixture was avoided by
some farmers, who preferred to suspend the manger from the rafters so that it swayed
when lambs stood along it, stopping them trampling their fodder. Rope fixing also
enabled the manger to be raised as the dung level heightened (M.,A.). The form of

mangers was similar to those in Faroese lamb sheds, but differed from Icelandic ones,

where mangers rested on stone ledges (Gisli Gestsson 1978:62). The Faroese seydahus
was usually a converted redundant peat-house (Bruun 1929:148), but the Shetland
lambhus was integrated into subsistence agriculture to the extent that all were purpose-

built. Internal sizes ranged from 7'6" x 5'6" at Kettla Ness, Burra, to 13' x 7' at

Sandvoe, Northmavine. Lambhuses in Foula were larger than those elsewhere; one at

Quinnister was 14'6" x 7'. \Mmbhuses were not usually appended to the farmstead or

yard. An unusual conjoint lambhus and krobb at Kurkigarth, Stromfirth, Weisdale, was

possible because of the atypical siting of a krobb in the tun (Fig.6/44). A lambhus at

Papa, Tingwall, had a structure rarely associated other than with houses. This was an
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andor, sheltering the entrance to the building. It was an 8' long dyke parallel to the

gable, 3' from it (Fig.6/42).

Rest area - bol

A bo/was a place in the skattaldwhere animals were habituated to rest, and is a

component in place names such as Sobel ("sheep rest") and Kubel ("cattle rest")

(Jakobsen 1993:26). The term was used, by extension, for enclosures where stock were

held temporarily. The corresponding Orkney term buil referred in a more specific sense

to an animal's stall — equivalent to the Shedand bisi. A bol was sometimes used as a

place where lambs could move off the tether and be fed, at the time of year before the

grinds were opened. At the southernmost of the farms of Ivlugan, Unst, the bol was

appended to the yard, the lambhus opening directly into it (Fig.4/28). At Culswick,

Sandsting, the bol was in the skattald. It was appended to the jjalsgord and a lambhus was

integrated into the enclosure with its door opening into it (Fig.6/45). This bol was

readily accessible from the tun, being a few yards from the grind.

6.16 Swine husbandry

Pigs spent summer in the skatlald, living inside in winter. Once the harvest was in,
swine were taken from the hill and selected between those for slaughtering and those
for fattening or breeding (C.,B.). In winter pigs were kept indoors, either in the byre or

in the house, where they were sometimes held in the bisi (Sect.4.5.3; anon. 1845; anon.

1858; Evershed 1874:208). Swine-keeping in the hills was obsolete by c.1800 in Faroe

(Baldwin 1983:21) but continued half a century beyond that in Shetland, although the
numbers of native swine declined sharply to extinction in the later 19lh century. This
was associated with the desire of landowners to decrease the number of animals rooting
in the skattalds (Fenton 1978:496). Husbandry changed, as farmers turned to alternative
breeds. Fewer of these were kept, invariably one per farm, and animals were procured

young in spring and reared for slaughter in winter. This development took place as the
farmstead evolved in light of Shetlanders' desire to divorce domestic and agricultural

spaces (Sect.4.7), and during the later 19th century sties became increasingly

commonplace. They are uncommon in farmsteads abandoned in the 1870s or before.
Sties in the common land were a feature in 17th-century Orkney, and the general
accommodation of swine in sties had come earlier in those islands as part of 18lh-
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century improvement agriculture (Fenton 1978:496), rather than a change in subsistence

farming.

Sties

The sty was located near to the house, so that fodder did not have to be carried far. It

comprised a small rectangular building with an attached run, or krobb (Orkney: kro), in

front, of similar size to the sty. To prevent damage by rooting, the krobb had cobbles,
and turf walling was avoided. There was a doorway between the sty and the krobb, and
a grind in the krobb so that a person could enter to muck out the building. This
construction was general, as utilised at Mouswell, Tingwall, and the Forrets, Sandness

(Figs.6/47, 6/48). At the Forrets the sty was revetted so that one side had its wallhead
level with the ground, and a window was at ground level. Some sties had no krobb, like
that at Kurkigarth, Delting. The pigs belonging to Vatnigert, Unst, were kept in the
skattald, in a rectilinear "pund" with a sty in the corner (j.,D.).

Where the pig lived in the byre it was held in a kro (pen). This was the case at Veelie,

Norwick, Unst, where the kro was at the outer gable, in the corner next to the door.
The animal lived inside all the time, although on occasion a sow was kept to have

young, and in this instance the pig was tethered outside while her young were kept
indoors (M.,J.).

6.17 Poultry husbandry
Because poultry were kept as part of subsistence agriculture, their husbandry was

adapted to accommodate the seasonal nature of land management. Birds were kept off
the crops during summer, being housed in skattald huts, and in winter poultry were

moved back to the tun where different accommodation was provided.

6.17.1 Geese accommodation

Nesting shelter — skia?

In April before the grain was sown geese laid their eggs, during which time the nest was

vulnerable from attacks by crows. For this reason the skjag/stjag (nesting shelter) was

constructed. The goose chose the place in the tun she was going to lay. Pons were cut in
readiness to construct the skjag, although it was not erected at once lest the goose be
disturbed by the sudden change and be discouraged from laying. Instead, every few
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days some pons were set around the sitting bird, and a small enclosure was gradually

formed, the top being corbelled and closed over. The whole structure was made of

pons, and held the goose with her head protruding through the entrance (L.,C.). The

skjag was identical to the Faroese gdsarhusid, and similar structures were also used in

Orkney (Mortensen 1997:22; Fenton 1978:508). Some geese returned to the same skjag
the next year, so only some re-covering ofpons was necessary, otherwise a new one was

constructed annually. To afford better protection, skjags were also constructed in the

principal room of the domicile (Edmondston 1856:70). This was reflected in some

Orcadian houses, where alcoves were located in the wall to accommodate nests (Firth
1920:12; Clouston 1923:14). After quitting their skjags, geese were put to the skattald,
where they remained until around November.

The adaptation of Orcadian houses to include nesting alcoves in the masonry, in
contrast to Shetland where mainly turf shelters were used, is indicative of the relative

importance of goose-rearing in Orkney. There surplus geese were widely raised for

selling, but in Shetland the birds were kept for subsistence (Fenton 1978:507;
Edmondston 1856:70-71). There was a decline in the number of geese from the earlier
19th century, when around 30 were reared on a farm, to the early 20th century when
around three were kept (ibid.:70; L.,C.). The siting of skjags in the household declined

accordingly such that only outdoor ones persisted in use by c.1900.

During winter geese were sometimes accommodated in a hut near the farmstead. That
at Vatnigert, near Sandwick, Unst was a little hut along a yard in front of the dwelling

(}.,D.). Such form and positioning was replicated in the small stone buildings

accommodating geese near Faroese farmsteads (Rasmussen 1992:35, 36).

Field dyke
Where there was a loch in the tun with adjacent arable fields, geese were liable to move

onto the crops growing nearby. In such cases a dyke was built at the water's edge to

prevent the birds coming onto the fields (H.,Rn.). This was done at Wadbister, Bressay,
where the fields were at the Loch of Grimsetter, and the bank was revetted to keep the

geese from coming up. The same arrangement was used at Vatster, Tingwall, where the
revetment was at one corner of the loch (Fig.6/49). The part beyond this was non-

arable, and was not revetted.
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6.17.2 Ducks' accommodation

Winter houses

In winter ducks were housed indoors. At Newgord, Westing, Unst, they were

accommodated in a large wooden crate that sheltered 10 birds and was so small that

usually a child collected the eggs. A peat stack was built over to provide insulation, and
this stack was always used last (H.,A.). It is probable that, in common with geese and
hens, ducks were held in the farmstead prior to the later 19th century', and the
characteristics of the Newgord building are indicative of a late form. Small duck houses
near the farmstead were similarly used in Faroe (Rasmussen 1992:35, 36).

6.17.3 Hens' accommodation

Hens stayed indoors at night throughout the year; in winter they were accommodated
either within the farmstead or in a henhouse, and in summer they were moved to a hut
more distant from arable fields. Hens were moved once grain was sown, and taken
back once the skru was built.

Winter housing

Up to the 19th century hens were widely kept in the farmstead: generally they were

provided for in the byre although they were occasionally accommodated in the house

(Evershed 1874:208; Dunn 1837:13). Into the 19th century hens were accommodated in

dwellings in Faroe (Rasmussen 1992:10). When they were housed in the byre, hens

perched on a roost, or sjel (Orkney: back) - a timber bar at a height they could flap up

onto and off, fixed over the ronek ([Johnson] 1964:35). The roost used in Faroese byres
was fixed over the cattle (Bruun 1929:146; Rasmussen 1992:36; Stoklund 1996:27), but
this positioning was avoided in Shetland because of the mess from droppings. Fowl

usually entered through the byre doorway, although hatches were sometimes used,
where they entered through a gligg in the thatch at the esins, this opening being closed by
a lepp held or tied down (W.,A.; Sect.3.9). Hens living in the house normally perched on

fixtures and furnishings, so did not require specially-built components. Orcadian
houses featured a hallan, a crossbar at the gable for hens to perch on, and such

arrangements were probable in some Shetland homes although the squatness of a roof
could allow roosting on the twartbaks, as was done at Fjel, Ronis Voe, Northmavine

(C.,B.).
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Where there was a winter henhouse it was a detached building near to the farmstead. It
was especially common for these to have a redundant boat as a roof, as was the case at

Gussigarth, Burra, and Newgord, Westing, Unst. One at Northouse, Cullivoe, Yell, had
a "four"-erin as its roof, giving an interior 18' long x 5' wide in centre, tapering to each
end. Its floor was earthen and in the front elevation were the door and a window.

Where light was admitted into a henhouse it was more usual to cut an aperture in the
boat and insert a pane. The use of henhouses in Faroe was recent, stemming from the
19th century (Rasmussen 1992:36).

The form, and the increase during the later 19th century, of such henhouses was

consequent to the availability of boats during that period. At the same time as social
attitudes encouraged the removal of fowl from the home there was an increase in the

availability of old boats with the growth of a local boat-building tradition (Sect.3.7.4).

Summer housing
In summer hens were moved from the arable area. They were normally put to the
skattald, where they soon settled and did not come back to the tun although a hut was

necessary to prevent bird attacks (W.,An.). The hens of Gussigarth, Burra, were moved
from their winter henhouse to their summer residence in the skattald at the Bight of the

Sandigjos (H.,L.). The summer henhouse usually had turf walls and a pon roof, and
often an andor to shelter the entrance. The henhouse belonging to the Upper Pund,
East Burrafirth, Aithsting, had an oar as the sjel, and straw baskets were suspended from
the wall as nests (Fig.6/50; A.,M.-A.).

Some summer houses were in the tun if a suitable site existed far enough away from the
fields. One at Grobsness, Delting, was at the shore, and the hens foraged there in the
ebb (B.,M.). The hens kept by Newgord, Unst, were moved to their summer residence
in the tun at Kirkaby. The henhouse was stone, and had an andor sheltering the door.
The sjels were of round-sectioned driftwood, fixed around 3' up from floor level and

running along the back wall and one gable. There were around four sjels along both
walls, fitted one behind the other and slanting upwards towards the wall so those
nearest the wall were highest. This ensured all 30 hens had room to roost; because hens

perched as high as they could, sloping sjels were fitted to prevent the first birds up

stopping at the outermost roost (H.,A.).
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6.18 Discussion

The provision of livestock structures was indivisibly associated with the management of
arable resources in the tun — the protection of crops and meadows, the preservation of

grazings, and the conservation of fodder. Because animals had to be kept off the tun

during summer a variety of pens were used in both daily and seasonal stock movements.

This system was necessary so long as townships were unenclosed, and was heavily

dependent on community decision-making. The small size of farms ensured that

specialisation was seldom encountered, and each holding generally encompassed the
same range of buildings, plus its communal share in various pens. This is illustrated by
the scarcity of calf byres, which were only utilised on relatively sizeable farms because

usually only the minimum number of calves necessary to sustain cattle in milk was kept.
At the same time, the various stock enclosures embraced a duality of use either as

holding pens in the skattald for different species or as township pens for a balance of
arable and livestock purposes. Variations in morphology were particularly apparent in
structures sited in the skattald, where the use of the landscape provided physical
determinants. The existence of promontories, lochs, and banks was a strong factor not

only in the distribution of such buildings, but also in the shaping of their form. This is

especially apparent in the classification of kros. The housing of livestock could be kept
to a minimum because of the hardiness of native breeds, and for half the year some

species were outdoors at all times. Housing answered three specific needs: the
conservation of dung, shelter for juvenile animals, protection from predation.

The agricultural landscape, and with it animal husbandry patterns where livestock were

moved between zones and pens, continued in a medieval form up to the late 18th
century. From the early 19th century townships underwent a critical change that was to

have a huge impact on animal husbandry and buildings. This was the wholesale
erection of fjalsgords (Sect.2.4). This transformed the landscape from open tuns and
skattalds to dyked tuns, and the process, ongoing throughout the 1820s-70s, effectively
rendered skattald pens obsolete because animal incursion was now prevented by
barriers. The communal effort in maintaining retts, kwis and other pens was now

redeployed in jjalsgord maintenance. Only those enclosures used for nocturnal penning
became redundant, and following the obsolescence of skattald pens some were retained
for use as kros. This was done with kwis at Pundsteng, Ilawater, Northmavine, and
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Oxnapund, Walls (Fig.6/15; Sect.6.5.1), whereas the Lap Pund, at Southavoe, Unst, was

demolished to build a smaller kre. A separate and contemporary development had

repercussions on livestock pens in the tun. As the population rose over the 1750-1830

period, the demand for cultivable land was increasingly intense, and garts, retts and other
internal enclosures were eradicated to make way for fields (Thomson 1998:108, 120).
These developments, in both the skattald and tun, fashioned a livestock husbandry far
less dependent on daily movement to pens.

The advent of Scoto-English terminology had a significant effect with the adoption of
the term "pund". The rapid obsolescence of retts, garts, and krns at the same time as

Norn was supplanted by English favoured an eclipse of these enclosure names and
where they remained in use the ascendant "pund" was increasingly adopted as a generic
form. This was far less general in kres and gripsters, where the pens remained in use and
their names did not fall from currency. An enclosure in the Laxobiggin tun, Delting,
was known as the Calves' Pund by the 1820s (Thomson 1998:121). The ubiquity of the
name enables late enclosures to be tracked — those pens appended to the jjalsgord as

townships grew in the early 19th century, and exemplified by the Pund of Sandale,
Norwick, Unst {ibid:.\ 16-117; Thomson 1970:184).

From the middle of the 19th century7 the desire of farmers to keep animals out of the
home steered the development of farmstead morphology (Sect.4.5.3-4.5.5). This change
was cultural, as Shetlanders aspired to improve their domestic conditions despite their

general economic situation not favouring such innovation (Sect.2.1.1, 4.7). As animals
were increasingly removed from farmsteads, domestic architecture evolved in tandem
with the creation of specific buildings to accommodate lambs, swine, and poultry. The

lambhus, which was used only on some farms in the mid-19th century rapidly became a

standard building on farms by the end of the century. These buildings for smaller-

species developed within the existing vernacular tradition, although boat roofing
became increasingly preponderant with the erection of henhouses. Byres became larger
once people no longer countenanced the keeping of calves next to the domicile.

Although there was a huge decrease in swine from 5,400 in 1868 to 2,500 in 1890

(O'Dell 1940:305), the building of sties became commonplace as farmers strove to

remove animals from the home.
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Besides the changes in animal penning and accommodation, other agricultural changes
also affected the viability of vernacular structures in the 19lh century. The cessation of

sheep-milking hastened the decline of the rett. The fall in the number of swine kept
dictated the diminutive size that sties took. The decline in geese, as well as domestic

changes, meant the skjag became an outdoor structure only, whilst decreasing in
number. It was not an agricultural change but the growth of road transport that had an

effect on litter stores; the ability to transport bulk quantities of mould at one time by
cart led to the growth of the dofkro, where supplies could be kept indoors. It is

probable that these structures were rare before the early 19th century, before carting was

commonplace and when byres were smaller so could not accommodate stores so

readily.

Livestock buildings were inextricably interrelated with arable requirements. Because of
this, the system in the 18th century was one that had been perfected in the early Middle

Ages and was stable so long as the demographic position was. From the mid-18th
century there was a rapid development in livestock buildings, with identifiable phases,

leading to both obsolescence and evolution. Some of these developments were driven

by landlords, others by farmers themselves. The increase ofJ/alsgords had wide-reaching
effects on livestock movements, as did the increased land pressure within the tuns. As a

result a whole class of vernacular buildings, daily and seasonal pens, became obsolete

along with their names. A different type of change, a shift in social attitude by the
farmers, caused the growth of buildings especially to house animals. Technological

change stimulated development within the vernacular context (but led, in time, to the
erosion of an indigenous vernacular (Sect.9.2.3). Where agricultural practices were

unaffected by economic or social change, practical necessity favoured continuity, as in

housing for cattle and the management of their muck, shelter-dykes providing weather

protection, and sheepfolds.
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Chapter 7: Crop Buildings

7.1 Crop husbandry
In 1600 the crops grown in Shetland were limited to barley, oats, and kale. Potatoes
were introduced c.1730 (Edmondston 1809:196), soon becoming widespread.
Structures were devised for various purposes concerning these crops: protection from
animals; shelter from weather; storage; and processing. Other later introductions, such
as turnips, did not require built structures. The harvesting of peat utilised buildings for
seasonal working and storage.

7.2 Field boundaries

Field marker — metsten

Each farm's arable fields were mixed with those of neighbouring farms in order to

distribute patches of varying quality equally. Occasionally fixed markers {metstens) at

intervals delineated this partitioning, so that delving could be done up to the field edges.
These were rocks with their greater part under the ground surface to prevent

displacement, leaving around 1' protruding (Tab.7:1). The use of metstens was especially

frequent in Yell and the best examples were at Lumbister, where the arable was

partitioned by six rows (Fig.7/1).
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Table7:1metstens
Row

Distancesbetweenstonesfromtopoffieldtobottom

Widthof fieldbetween consecutive rows

Lumbister,Yell(row Afurthestwest)

A

101/2',19',3',11',6",7',3',3V2',3V2,6',5',2y2',4',VA',5'A',2%',8Y2',11',4',4y2',4',7',13',2',1',IV2',2y2',8', 7',6',contiguous,5V2',6',1V2',13',11'.

66'

B

3',2Vi\VA',4',5',2',5y2',4',3',contiguous,6',8y2',contiguous,iy2',3',2',3V2',4',VA',3',3',contiguous,6', VA',1','A',iy2',3V2',3',1V2',2',4',3',5',5',contiguous,3',12',4y2',13',9',2y2',VA',contiguous,contiguous,
2',3',contiguous,8',IOV2',19',32',2',3',1',14',contiguous(bothdisplaced?'),2V2'(displaced?),26' (displaced?),6',10',14',23y>',4Y>',7',14',7',4y2',V/2\12',I4V2,lO'/a'.

22'

C

12',4',1',53',contiguous,contiguous,10',5',19V2'.

43'

D

5y2',3y2',2y2',9',5',contiguous,4',3',contiguous,6',7',1V2',6'/2',13',1V2,VA',2',2',1Vh',1VA',contiguous, 8',5'/2',contiguous,5',contiguous,20',2y2',V/2',V/i,VA',VA',9',VA',10',6',8',6y2',3',3',2'/2',1',1',8',11', 4',8',7',18',5%',9',5y2',4',12',15',19',6',10',7',12',7'.

88'

E

4',VA',8',3',1',3',2%',2',2',3y2',6y2',3',2V2',18',5',6',5',16'/2',3y2',11',5',VI,5',4',4',7',2'/2',5',2'/2', VA',6',2',2',6y2',11',iy2',3',4',contiguous,11',14',4',15',6',7'A',9',12',3',21',8'/2',4',3',1',11',12', contiguous,2V2',6',16',10'A'.

84'

F

3y>',8%',contiguous,6',7',3y2',4',19',11',1',2'/2',10',15y2',6y2',13',6',4',12VI,3',21',5%',12y2',5',5%', 7',7',9',4',1',VA',3',4VI,8',9',3%',3',12y2',8',10%',20',5',6'.
Norderhus, Neapaback,Yell

A

13',7,18',2',11'.

33'

B

6',12,5',2%',4',4%',2',6y2',VA',3'A',VA'.
Singlerowat Norderhus, Neapaback,Yell

2Vi,~"A',7',15',6',9',TA\7',3',2',3',5VJ,VA',VA',4',V/i.
Burraness,Yell

Spacedat35'-40'.

c.50'

Tab.7:1Spacingoffieldmarkersonthreetownships
ho

o
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7.3 Yards

Each farm had a yard which fulfilled the dual purpose of storage (of grain, hay, and

potatoes) and the growing of kale. Although citations of yards in the 1600s concern

farms of Scottish proprietors, yards were necessary for plebeians at this time also, to

protect crops from livestock on the tun in winter (Ballantyne & Smith 1994:194, 219;
Donaldson 1991:170; Sect.2.2). The yard was close to the farmstead, usually appended
to the rear of the group, allowing sheaves or fodder to be taken from the yard through
the gligg (hatch) into the barn (Fig.7/2). Although disconnected yards were occasionally
used, they were mostly on later 19,h-century farmsteads where barns had an exterior
.door through which sheaves were carried (Sect.4.5.6). Most yards were owned by
individual farms, although in some nucleated biggs there were large yards divided in two

or more sections between farms. The five farms of Toft, Delting, used a communal
stack yard, which was divided into five levels by stone and earth banks. Toft used a

separate communal yard at the shore for growing kale, situated there for convenient
access to seaweed manure. The nearby six farms of Neshon employed the same system

of separate stack yard and shore kale yard (L.,C.). Originally irregular in plan, yards in
the 19'h century were increasingly angular, reflecting the rationalisation of building
forms in that century.

Access — stiggi and grind
Most yards had no gate, and were entered by clambering over the klunk (cope). In
some cases a stiggi (step) was incorporated to provide projecting footholds, as at

Burwick, Tingwall, and Finnigarth, Walls. A second form was used where the soil
inside the yard was higher, and stone treads led up to an opening in the dyke, which was

blocked by a hurdle (Fig.7/3). At Stove, Haraldswick, Unst, the stiggi incorporated a

lowered klunk, to allow easier striding over (Fig.7/4). The yard of Gronateng, Walls,
had a cobbled area inside the gateway to prevent the ground becoming muddy through

trampling (Fig.7 /5).

Climbing over the dyke provided adequate means to enter the yard intermittently, but
this was impractical when the harvest was taken in. Sometimes a section of dyke was

dismantled to allow access and reassembled once the rick and haystack were built (S.,L.).
Yard dykes usually did not have a palisade because proximity to the home allowed
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vigilance to be kept against sheep; an Unst yard had tumbled to under 1'6" high before
it was rebuilt in 1813 (Winwick 1813; Fig.7/6).

7.4 Ricks

Sheaves were built into separate skrus (ricks) of barley and oats in the yard. The skru

kept sheaves until thrashing was done, minimising damage by water, wind and vermin.
Each skru was built on a foundation, usually behind the barn to reduce carrying
distance, each farm having one to three skrus. Temporary wooden assemblies were

sometimes used for foundations but only permanent stone bases merit discussion here.

Rick foundation — skru-"steed"

The base for the skru was called a "steed", a term of Scoto-English form, but cognate

with Norse origin and mirrored by the Orcadian steethe (jakobsen 1985:891-892;
Marwick 1929:177-178). The r^/7y-"steed" was a low circular rubble platform, one stone

high, of rocks 8—10" in size. The smallest stones were set in the centre, with larger ones

delineating the circumference (Tab.7:2; E.,H.; Fig.7/7). Skrus were protected from gales

by the farmstead and by the "steeds" being close together, sited about a dozen feet
from the barn. Most farms utilised two or three .iT/7/-"stecds".

Table 7:2 jvferw-"steeds"

Diameter, (spacing, where applicable)
Silwick, Sandsting T

Vatster, Tingwall 7'

Papa, Tingwall 9'

Bailister, Tingwall 7', (2VS), 9', (4"), 9'
Pettister, Unst 9', (5'), 9', (5'), 9', (5'), 9', (5'), 9'
Tab.7:2 Size and positioning of rick foundations

3Anv-"steeds" were often uplifted in the spring after the last sheaves had been taken
into the barn to prevent grass growing through the stones. The stones were heaped in
the yard, and relaid when the skru was built around September (W.,S.). At Houll, Fair-
Isle, the "steed" stones were used as a fish-drying surface, where they were relaid as a

platform along the inside of the yard dyke (E.,FI.). Stone foundations excavated near

Tromso in Norway were probably haystack bases, although Simonsen also suggested
their use as fish-drying platforms (1955:106). Like jv£ra-"steeds", these structures also
used a setting of larger stones along the perimeter.
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7.5.1 Hay enclosures
Most hay was harvested from communal meadows in the tun but in certain
circumstances grassland outwith thejjalsgord was mown, usually when meadows

provided insufficient hay. Being open, any sector of skattald to be mown required

stockproofing. Three principal methods of enclosure were used. Natural features were

utilised, where a loch promontory was segregated by a dyke, or an islet was bridged by a

causeway (L.,R.; Fig.7/8). Secondly, use was combined, as at Culswick, Sandsting,
where a yard formed a hay park in summer and kale yard in winter (G.,B.). Most kale

yards were in the tun, although some were sited near to krobbs in the skattald for
convenient transplantation, and the primary reason for the siting of the Culswick yard
was kale rearing, not hay-cutting. Thirdly, some sites were re-used, as at Starapund,
Sandness, where a prehistoric enclosure was mown for hay (W.,G.).

7.5.2 Haystacks

Haystack foundation — r/fj-"stecd"
Once dried, hay was taken into the yard and built into a des (haystack). The des had a

rectangular foundation, of similar construction to the skru-"steed", raising the hay from
the wet ground. Later forms replicate an early medieval one at Sumburgh, and the
Faroese des was built on an identical foundation, or stedi (Hamilton 1956:140; Fig.7/9;
Rasmussen 1992:19). Because farms invariably had one des, most "steeds" were

singular. An exception was at Brough, Delting, where the houses were nucleated,

facilitating a close grouping of three ^-"steeds" (Tab.7:3).
Table 7:3 ^-"steeds"

Farm Dimensions, (spacing)
Pettister, Unst 22' x 9'

Brough, Delting 19' x 8', (13'), 22' x 10', (22'), 19' x 8'
Hamarsland, Weisdale 12'x 6'
Mid Dale, Walls 19'x 6'
Tab.7:3 Size and positioning of haystack foundations

Stack weight -jardfast
The des was secured with ropes and weights to protect it from gales. In locations prone

to extreme storms, a fixed setting could be provided. At North Harrier, Foula, two

massive rectangular blocks were placed parallel to one another, leaving space to

accommodate the des. The slabs had a stone block under each end so ropes could pass

underneath. Thesejardfasts were specialised local developments in one of the most

exposed islands (Fig.7/10). Faroe's windier climate required additional protection for
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haystacks in the form of a structure combining a base and a protective dyke. This
enclosure, hoygardur (hay yard), was a rectangular structure incorporating a stone base,
enclosed within a low stone wall and usually sited near the byre (Bruun 1929:152). In
this it was a development of the des-"steed", dispensing with the need forjardfasts.

In Faroe during the late 18th century a new building, the hoyggjhus (hay house), appeared.
This had walls of open stonework or wooden slats. This innovation was not part of
traditional agriculture, which operated hay harvesting on a community scale, and the
move to keeping hay indoors only spread from the later 19th century as part of a shift
towards individual farms working their own hay. Haystacks were substantially

supplanted by the hoyggjhus in the next century (Landt [1800]: 187; Bruun 1929:152;
Williamson 1948:201-202; Stoklund 1996:27; Joensen 1980:46). No divergence from
the i3kf-"steed" occurred in Shetland because of the enduring scarcity of timber,

compared to Faroe, and the latter islands' increasing prosperity.

7.6 Barns

The barn was a store for agricultural implements and bulk foodstuffs and was also a

workshop. Throughout the winter sheaves were taken from the skrn and thrashed in
the barn, some meal was produced on the quern, and fodder was prepared for livestock.
Most of the fodder was for the cattle in the adjacent byre. The barn was adapted to

fulfil these functions: intercommunication to contiguous buildings; a kiln to dry grain; a

thrashing stone; and a hatch opening into the yard. Irrespective of changes in

relationship between the domicile and its outbuildings, the constituent elements of the
barn remained constant.

At South Setter, Unst, the barn interconnected with the house and byre and its wall
carried a sheafgligg, storage gligg and njuggelsten (Fig.7/11). The Huggen, Sandsting, and
the Kro, Westing, Unst, were larger farmsteads (Figs.7/12, 7/13). At the Kro there was

a dairy - a feature confined to larger late barns. The barn of Kurkigarth, Delting, had a

njuggelsten and sheafgligg on the back wall and the sinni opposite the doorway (Fig.7/14).
From the early 19th century some barns were disconnected, but the same building

components endured (Sect.4.5.7; Fig.7/15). Generally disconnected barns incorporated
a scjuare kiln, but in the south they carried a circular kiln at the gable, as was the case

throughout Fair Isle.
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Barns may be traced in the Shetland vernacular from the Middle Ages. Buildings which

may be interpreted as barns were included in new farmsteads at Sumburgh and added to

older ones, and at Sandwich, Unst, a similar building was used in the 12th century

(Hamilton 1956:162, 176; Bigelow 1987:31, 34). The nearest equivalent building in
Faroe was the sodnhiis, which was specialised for grain-drying, although some thrashing
also took place in it (Stoklund 1996:28). Early Shetland barns were closer in form to

Hcbridean barns of the post-1600 period (Roussell 1934:15, 18; Fenton 1985b:69) than

they were to Orcadian contemporaries. A similar form of farmstead developed in the
Hebrides and the Northern Isles in the Middle Ages, but Hebridean farmsteads were

highly conservative and perpetuated older barn forms into the 19th century. Orkney and
Shetland evolved more specialised types, with integral pitching holes, thrashing stones,

and kilns.

7.6.1 Admission of sheaves

Pitching hole — gligg
The barn wall carried agligg (hatch) around 1'6" x l'lO" which was opened by removing
two bars. Through this aperture sheaves were tossed in from the skru for thrashing and

hay was fetched for fodder. This was almost always in the rear wall, corresponding to

the yard's position (Figs.7/16, 7/17). Orkney barns had fodder doors but Flebridean
barns generally did not. Instead, a section of thatch was temporarily removed to admit
the sheaves, an old usage indicative of cultural conservatism (Fenton 1985b:76). Even
after the advent in the 19th century of separate external entrances on Shetland barns,

gliggs continued because skrus and desses were built in the yard. Some barns had a donna

opening into the yard instead of a gligg, a feature associated with Foula, although this
form was also used at Little Roe, Delting. This form was used in the Middle Ages at

Sumburgh (Hamilton 1956:162).

In Orkney and the Hebrides winnowing was generally done indoors and the fodder
hatch was placed opposite the door to create a through-draught (Firth 1920:17; Roussell
1934:18-19; Fenton 1985b:76; Ferguson 2003:37-38). Although Fenton affirms indoor

winnowing was general in the Northern Isles (1978:372), this process was usually

performed outdoors in Shetland, and the gligg was positioned solely considering

relationship to the yard. An opposing gligg and donna configuration was confined to the
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parishes closest to Orkney; it was widely used in Fair Isle (Seim 1954:6; Muir 1885:250),
but less so in Dunrossness. The form of Fair Isle disconnected barns with opposing

doorways, as utilised at Dale, was very similar to barns in Caithness (Stell 1982:99-100,

102). Winnowing was usually only done indoors in Shetland when there was too much
wind outdoors. Then the draught was controlled by setting planks on edge in thcgligg

opening (S.,L.). In Orkney, the door removed from its hinges or a straw mat was used
for the same purpose (Firth 1920:23). Rare exceptions at Aithsting and Walls had an

aperture near ground level to provide draught, as in smaller Orcadian barns (ibid.: 17;

Fig.7/18).

7.6.2 Thrashing

Thrashing stone — ni/melsten
Most thrashing was done on the barn floor using flails. This method damaged the straw

and where straw was required for ropes or thatching an alternative was employed in the
form of the njuggelsten, a stone projecting from the wall at waist height. It was also

employed to prepare fodder, being quicker than flail thrashing (Fig.7/19). Thrashing
stones were used in Orkney but in Faroe, where much thrashing was done in the house,
such stones were absent (Firth 1920:17; E.U.S.S.S.: AVIIlc6833).
Table 7:4 njuege/stens

Projection Width Thickness Underside to

from wall floor level

Hoja, Unst 1' 4" 6" 2'6"

Stove, 9" 7" VA" 2'5"

Haraldswick, Unst
South Setter, Cliff, 6" 1' 7" 3'5"
Unst

Fedeland, 8" 1'3", narrowing 2" 2'8"
Northmavine to IT"

Kurkigarth,
Delting

7" 9", tapering a
little

4" 2-g"

Tab.7:4 Morphology of grain-thrashing stones

N/uggelstens were generally situated on the back wall at one side of the gligg. Their
incidence in later 19th century barns declined because the use of thrashing trestles
increased, linked to the increasing availability of wreckwood. Trestles consisted of two

slanting posts with their upper ends nailed to the rafters, and their lower ends on the
floor. A log bearing wooden or iron prongs was fixed horizontally and the sheaves
were thrashed across this. Processing differed in Faroe, where barley was thrashed in a

ripingarhus (thrashing shed) before drying, and dried grain was thrashed either in the
roykstova or in a sodnhus, with a stick (Rasmussen 1992:34; 1955:142-143).
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7.6.3 Grain drying
Before grinding, grain required drying, the greatest bulk of which was done in a kiln.
Grain kilns display the greatest regional differentiation of all vernacular structures, as

first noted by Roussell, who designated a north and south Shetland type (1934:61-62).
Forms divide between the rectangular sinni used in most districts, as far south as

Cunningsburgh, and the circular kiln utilised from Sandwick to Fair Isle. Roussell's

analysis was questioned by Fenton (1978:378-379) because rectangular kilns were

known in Orkney, and he proposed that rectilinear versions were formerly more

general, and that their survival is a pattern only. Flowever, the sinni was restricted to

north of Sandwick and circular kilns were used in Dunrossness from the medieval

period (Flamilton 1956:192). Orcadian cultural influence was one reason for the round
kiln's distribution but agricultural quality and social status exerted strong forces. In

Bressay the only farms using round kilns were Cruester (a merchant's farm), the Glebe

(a clergyman's farm), and Noss (a commercial farm). Otherwise, sinnis were used in the
island (S.,L.). The spread of the round kiln to Tingwall and Burra was not the result of

agricultural improvement since farms with such kilns include late or marginal farms.
The 12th-century barn at Sandwick, Unst, did not feature a sinni, but a hearth along the
wall is suggestive of grain-drying within the building (Bigelow 1987:30, 34).

Kiln — sinni

The sinniIsonn was a rectangular enclosure in the barn, built with one side along the wall,

usually in the corner to economise on stone and floor space. It comprised four walls
with a rectangular mouth (.sloggt) where the hearth was sited. The sloggi sometimes had a

baksten, against which the fire burned, equivalent to the Faroese munnhella (W.,A.;
Williamson 1948:207; l ab.7:5, 7:6). The open top was bridged with 6-12 laths

(rammeks), sometimes retained by a ledge in the stonework or by a wooden frame

(Fenton 1974:247; Scott 1951:199). To support the grain during drying, straw was laid,
as in Faroe, or rarely, hide (Williamson 1948:211; [NisbetJ 1953:IV). The Faroese kiln

(sodnur) differed in form from the sinni. It was located in a specialised building (sodnhus),
whose primary function was grain-drying, as the Icelandic sofnhus, although on some

farms a sodnhus was wanting and corn was dried in the home. The sodnur comprised a

transverse wall with a hearth in the middle, with laths laid over this thwart wall to the

building's gable to carry the straw bed (Bruun 1929:154; Stoklund 1996:28; Talve
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1960:369, 368).

As heat dried the grain, the drying platform was protected by the kilpinsten, a broad slab

projecting into the sinnFs interior, that baffled sparks from the underside of the rammeks.
This function was replicated in the flue-slab of Faroese kilns, and approximated the

deflecting stone in Flebridean kilns (Rasmussen 1955:138; MacDonald 1993:190). The

kilpinsten lay either on top of the slopgi lintel or was set along the inner edge of it. The
slab's name changed subtly in different districts: hjelpersten/hjilpersten/kelpersten
(Cunningsburgh); kelpasten (Unst); kilpisten (Northmavine); hjelpinsten (Unst,
Northmavine); hjolpinsten (Unst, Yell, Northmavine); kelpinsten (Unst, Yell); kjolpinsten

(Unst, Northmavine, Delting); kilpersten (no locality); hjalpinsten (Whalsay, Lunnasting);

jalpersten (Foula);jalpinsten (west Mainland, Dunrossness). In Dunrossness thejalpinsten
was part of the circular kiln of that parish. Scott's statement (1951:199) that the

kilpinsten always projected at least half-way into the sinnFs interior is incorrect; of two

dozen sinnis inspected, this was only true of one from Whalsay (the home of Scott's
Shetland informant). In use, draught was regulated by opening the gligg, as in the
Faroese sodnhus where a wall hatch was similarly used (Williamson 1948:211).
Table 7:5 sinnis

Plan size

Snarravoe, Unst 5' x 4'10"
Graven (middle farm), Westafirth,
Yell

5'6" x 3'4"

Norderhus, Neapaback, Yell 4' x 3'6"

Skinisfield, Northmavine 5' x 3*2"

Bjurg, Muckle Roe, Delting 6'4" x 3'8"

Kurkigarth, Delting 4-1" x3'4"

Hivdi, Grobsness, Delting 4'4" x 3'4"

Treawick, Whalsay 4'6" x 2'11"

Hamars, Whalsay 4'10" x 3'2"

Tripwell, Whalsay 4'5" x 27"

Brenwell, Sandness 4' x 3'6"

Overdale, Sandness 4'10" x 3'4"

Huggen, Sandsting 5'6" x 3'

Gronateng, Walls 4'6" x 2'9"

Stromness, Whiteness 6'8" x 3'1"
Tab.7:5 Plan sizes of rectangular kilns
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Tabic 7:6 jhsfiis
Width x height

Norderhus, Neapaback, Yell 1'4" x 10"

Hamars, Whalsa}' 1'5" x 10"

Treawick, Wlialsay l'x 1'3"

Tripwell, Whalsay 1'2" x 1'4"

Kurkigarth, Olnafirth, Delting 1' x l'l"

Hivdi, Grobsness, Delting lT'x r

Overdale, Sandness 1'6" x 1'2"

Gronateng, Walls 10"x10"

Stromness, Whiteness 1'5" x 1'
Tab.7:6 Dimensions of hearths in rectangular kilns

Two forms may be discerned: the squat and the tall sinni, designated from wall height in

relationship to kilpinsten. In addition some individual constructional variation has been
noted. In sinnis of either type there was usually a thinner side and end (Fig.7/20). The
Treawick sinni was a typical squat-form, but the Hamars sinni had side walls built over

the top of these slabs (Figs.7/21, 7/22). Tall-forms provided stone sides to hold the
straw bed, incorporating ledges for the rammeks (Fig.7/23). The advantage gained by

providing a wall to retain the straw hardly merited the effort of building it and the form
was rare; of those in Tab.7:5 only Tripwell, Kurkigarth, and Overdale were of this type.

The laths of the sodnur were laid in the opposite way to those of the sinni, the larger
Faroese kiln having a balk along the gable to support them (Landt [1800]: 179).

Variant forms

Some sinnis display adaptation outwith normal design, unlinked to district preference.
Almost all sinnis had the sloggi in the outer end, but the early 19th century sinnis at

Skinisfield, Northmavine, and Kurkigarth, Delting, featured the sloggi'm the long side.
That at Stromness was unusually large (Tab.7:5), linked to the farm's location on fertile
land providing good grain yield. Two sinnis are recorded with measures to remove

smoke. One in Northmavine had a flue at the inner end, which presumably had an

opening at floor level, and another at Finnie, Fetlar, had a wooden chimney which
raised smoke a few feet. Both structures released the smoke into the barn interior

(Roussell 1934:60; Fenton 1963:2). The sinni at Gronateng, Walls, employed a slanting
stone at the inner end (Fig.7/24). This slab perhaps drew up the heat better through
the ratnmeks, letting air through freely, rather than it lying dormant in the inner end of
the sinni. A smaller slanting back-stone was also employed at Overdale, possibly
indicative of regional distribution.
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Circular kilns

Roussell considered the round kiln's utilisation in Orkney and southern Shetland as

characteristic of those regions "richest in initiative and culture" (1934:60). Circular kilns
were standard in Orkney and their Shetland form was similar but smaller. The kiln was

a round tower built onto the end of the barn, tapering in towards the top, with the cope

sometimes turf-covered (Firth 1920:19; Fig.7/25). A 15th-century kiln at Sumburgh,
Dunrossness, was appended to the barn corner but in the post-medieval period gable

positioning on the axis or offset to one corner was standard, without any of the

variability of Orcadian kilns (Hamilton 1956:192; Newman 1995:65). Inside the barn
was an entrance through which the kiln was loaded, and a hearth. Kilns resembled
Orcadian forms (Firth 1920:18-19; Fenton 1978:382, 384), although they lacked peat or

grain nooks (Orkney: ray) - indicating Shetland's poorer productivity.

In the Hebrides the kiln was circular, but integrated into a specialised drying-house,
unlike in the Northern Isles. A transverse wall segregated half the building, the area at

the back of this having a central circular bowl, and was backfilled with sand insulation
and paved over the top. Curving from one side was the flue, and a peaked rack of laths
formed the drying platform (Scott 1951:200-201; MacDonald 1993:189-190; E.U.S.S.S.:

BV3d3).

The entrance in Shetland kilns varied in form, from rectangular at Southvoe to both
sides flaring out towards the top at Corston, or one side only flared at Foster (Fig.7/27,
7/28). To control the draught a straw mat was hung over the entrance (Fenton

1978:383), but some had a door, as at Troswick. Some kilns had wooden steps to allow

access, resting on a stone ledge below the entrance, as at Southvoe and Troswick

(Fig.7/26).

Two forms of sloggi were employed: flush and outshot. The flush sloggi had an aperture

at the foot of the wall. This form was general in Fair Isle and was used at Foster and
Corston, both in Dunrossness. At Minn, at the north end of the circular kiln's

distribution, the sloggi was of this form (Fig.7/27). At Fochside, Dunrossness, two sloggis
were used, one at either side (Fig.7/28). The outshot form had a stone box at one

corner, projecting from the gable-face. Outshots were used at Troswick, Dunrossness,
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and Mousa, Sandwick (Fig.7/26, 7/29). Outshot hearths, utilised in Orkney, were also
used in Caithness (Stell 1982:102-103). The flue within the masonry was straight or

curved in flush forms, according to positioning; outshot flues were always curved. In

Orkney during early 19th century agricultural improvements, kilns were built larger than
traditional forms (Newman 1995:48), a pattern repeated in Shetland.

Across the kiln interior was fixed a summer (Orkney: "kiln"-tfr<?), a main beam running
from front to rear (Fig.7/30). The rammeks lay on a side ledge (Orkney: hemlins),

supported by the summer, laid alternately from either side (Firth 1920:19). Below this

platform was a sloping face (Orkney: tramins) into which the flue opened. Circular kilns

required a greater through-draught than sinnis. At Lochside there was a second gligg in
the gable opposite the kiln, besides the sheafgligg, increasing combustion for this large
kiln. The use of a 1' square aperture through the wall of the kiln at Dale, Fair Isle, was

probably also to improve draw.

At Kebister, Tingwall, a circular kiln was erected inside a building, reminiscent of sinni

placement. This kiln, with circular bowl and square body, was erected in a redundant

building in the mid-17th century (Owen & Lowe 1999:84, 94). It was remodelled c.1700

by raising the bowl level and blocking the old sloggi, creating a flue on the adjacent side
with steps alongside (ibid.:84, 96). The kiln's atypical square form arose because of its
location within a corner (Owen & Lowe 1999:302), and the form was isolated. The use

of entrance steps was common in Orkney and Caithness (Firth 1920:18; Stell 1982:103),
but only used in later, large kilns in Shetland.

Unattached kiln

The kiln was integral to each farm's barn but instances are known of detached circular
kilns, at Flildasay and South Havera. The latter was shared between the island's four
farms (Williamson 1977; Fig.7/31). The kiln's dislocation from other buildings is
indicative of its communal use, the structure having developed due to the concentration
of settlement in one area on these small islands. In other small islands, where the sinni

was general, the smaller size of that structure meant separate kiln-barns did not evolve.
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Combined mill and kiln

An exceptional building at Bailister, Tingwall, combined a mill and kiln. A stream flows

nearby the yard, and the mill is positioned abutting the dyke, with the kiln inside the

yard (Fig.7/32). This arrangement allowed grain to be dried and ground in the same

building, the fire in the sloggi providing warmth for the miller. The nearest parallel to

this is the close positioning of Hebridean kilnhouses and watcrmills, as at Shawbost, but
these were discrete buildings, not connected to one another (Souness, pers. comm.).

Faroese corn-drying techniques and structures differed to those of Shetland. In part

this was due to the former islands' wetter climate, in which barley had to be dried
before it could be thrashed. Sheaves were dried in the hjallur for seed corn, and in the

dwelling or, increasingly from the 18th century, in a sodnhus (drying house) for malting
meal (Rasmussen 1955:131-132, 136, 147). It was sited distant from the house on

account of fire danger {ibid.: 136), in opposition to Northern Isles barns, but mirroring
Hebridean positioning.

7.6.4 Grinding

Barley and oats were ground into meal for human consumption. Because of the large

quantity required, most processing was effected on watermills. Milling was dependent
both on a large bulk of grain being available to grind, and subject to adequate water

supply. For these reasons it was necessary for each household to have a quem where
small quantities of meal could be produced. The apparatus took either of two forms;
fixed or free-standing. Fixed querns were integral to the barn, and fall within the scope

of this analysis.

Quern - kwern
The kwern comprised a timber platform (luder) supported on four legs. The fixed kwern
had the advantage of stability, but free-standing equivalents had portability within the

building. Fixed kwerns were usually located in a corner, for optimum sturdiness. In
Hebridean farmsteads the quern was frequently placed on a fixed board, situated in the

fosgalan (porch/lobby) rather than the barn (Roussell 1934:30-31). There is no tradition
of the kwern being located in the Shetlandic bisi which equated to the fosgalan, although
in Orkney it was sited in the house in an alcove {kwern-lether/ kwern-looder), and in Faroe it
was usually in the roykstova (firehouse). The lower quernstonc was static, and the upper
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stone was revolved by a handle. The fineness of the meal was adjusted by turning a peg

on the luderwhich twisted a cord to raise a sole-plank underneath the platform, 't his

pushed up the spindle which was connected to the upper stone. The spindle was

usually iron, although wood was also used (Fig.7/33). The wall above the luder was

clayed to keep the grinding area clean, and the edge of the luder had upright planks to

retain the meal.

7.7 Watermills

Mills were owned individually or in joint ownership between up to six farms, as in
Foula, where tripartite ownership was the norm (Catton 1838:79; Evershed 1874:197;

Tulip 1968:328). Gardie and Crookster in Dclting had their right to use mills at Calback
established in 1431 (Ballantyne & Smith 1999:16). More than other vernacular

buildings, mills attracted visitors' impressions - from a "truly awkward piece of

machinery" to an "exquisite piece of machinery" (Neill 1806:78; Flibbert 1822:466). Tts
critics failed to realise the context in which the device had developed, the apparatus

having been perfected for subsistence economies; simple to construct from limited
resources, eliminating the need for gearing, and using a minimum of iron ((amieson
1966; Watts 2002:71).

Despite its origin in ancient Greece, the horizontal watermill is often misleadingly called
a "Norse mill" because the type became established in Norway and Sweden and the

Vikings took it to their colonies (Curwen 1944:130; Reynolds 1974:57; Watts 2002:18).
Indeed, Scandinavians adopted the technology from Ireland, where the watermill

predates Norse settlement, and the Vikings took the knowledge from there to their
homeland and colonies (Curwen 1944:138-140, 144). Although place name evidence
indicates a preponderance of watermills in the Middle Ages, Fenton suggested mills were

recent in Shetland because the only components bearing Scandinavian terms are those
common to cjuerns (Jakobsen 1993:132; Fenton 1978:410). Fenton was mistaken, for

components of the driving mechanism and the feeding apparatus bear Norn

terminology (Sect.7.7.2); if mills had proliferated only in the 18th century, it is unlikely

many parts would carry Scandinavian terms. Secondly, watermills were more efficient
than querns for grinding and given that they were ubiquitous in the 19th century when
farms were fragmented, it is likely they were prevalent in the Viking period when the

primary farms were created - an early medieval watermill at Orphir, Orkney, resembled
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in all respects those of 19th century Shetland (Batey & Morris 1992:33-35). The Faroese

mylna declined up to the 18lh century, then increased during the 19th century — a growth
which may have resulted from the influence of local boats visiting Shetland in the 18lh
century (Williamson 1946:83-84).

Construction developed a regional character in the areas it spread to, depending on local
resources (Reynolds 1974:57). Unlike Norwegian watermills, which had planks slotted
into corner posts, Faroese equivalents had either four wooden walls or stone sides and
wooden gables, the roof resting on cornerposts (Bruun 1929:154; Williamson 1946:84).
In the Northern Isles and the Hebrides, stone was used. The apparatus of Shetland
mills was comparable to those of Norway, but their similarity to Scottish Flighland
watermills was apparent to Scots contemporaries (Sinclair 1840:140; Gordon 1793:286),

reiterating the coincidence of architecture given similar circumstances. It is evidence of
the increasing strength of Norway's trade with Faroe that the older watermills in those
islands were stone, whereas later ones were of imported timber (Reynolds 1974:61).

General arrangement

Mills were often distant from the farmstead and many were best accessible by boat: the
five mills near the Loch of Ustaness, Whiteness did not belong to Burwick, inland to the
south, but to the farms across the sea on the other side of Whiteness Voe. Where

possible, the mill was built on a stream emanating from a loch because by damming this
a large quantity of controllable water was gained. Where no loch existed, a man-made

millpond was excavated. The greatest number of mills on one stream were at Gilsetter,
Fair Isle, and Scousburgh, Dunrossness, with 9 in each case, and at Clumlie,
Dunrossness, with 10.

The average external size of mills may be gauged from specimens:
Table 7:7 mil! plan
Yigen, Yell 16'xll'

Footabroch, Walls 18' x 11'

Lumbister, Yell 19'x 12'
North Ham, Muckle Roe, Delting 17' x 11VJ
Loch of Ustaness, Whiteness 19'x 10'

Gill, Mangaster Yoe, Northmavine 31' x 12'
Tab.7:7 Plan sizes of watermills

That at the Gill is markedly longer (Fig.7/34). This unusual building probably fulfilled
the dual purposes of milling and storage. Because dried grain was ground as soon as
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possible, storage of this is improbable; because the mill is near the shore, the likely

secondary use was the storage of driftwood.

Entrance

Because of the topography where mills were built, almost all had a gable entrance.

Because the building was erected on a stream, banks sloped down from the front,

making its rear walls markedly lower. It was impractical to place the door in the rear

because of insufficient height, impossible to place it on the front because ground level
was below floor level, and placement at the gable where the millstones were was

impossible because this contained the turbine. Therefore the door was in the gable

opposite the millstones in over 90% of mills.

In some cases terrain dictated that the door was on one of the sides. Usually this was

on the front, because of the low wall height at the rear. Such arrangements were

dictated by topography, but two at the Loch of Aith, Bressay, were sited on flat land,

making gable positioning practical, so the front siting was a local preference (not general
to the parish). The only parish where frontal entrances were the norm was Foula. The

topography of sites there did not militate against gable entrances and the front entrance

was a regional partiality (Fig.7/35). A method of incorporating a door in the front
without it being impracticably low is seen from a mill at Papa Stour (Fenton 1987:136),
where masonry was carried up in a curve to accommodate the gott.

Rarely, entrance was on the rear. The mill at West Hogaland, Northmavine, was in a flat
area so the front wall was tall, to accommodate the underhus, so it was impossible to

place a door in the frontage. The sides of the Burn of Scousburgh, Dunrossness, are

steep in places, and space so confined that three mills were built on ledges allowing litde

space between gable and bank, leaving better access from the rear.

Usually the only light was that admitted through the door, although skylight gliggs were

sometimes incorporated, as at Troswick, Dunrossness. Few mills incorporated a

window, although ones at the Mill Burn, Cunningsburgh, and Huxter, Sandness, did.
Another of the Huxter mills utilised a storage gligg in the gable, next to the door. This
feature was rare in mills.
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7.7.1 Millponds and watercourses

Man-made millponds

Millponds were created by erecting a dam to retain water. At Miljaskerna, near

Norwick, Unst, this was done by damming the lower end of a natural declivity so that
water collected in a shallow pond (Fig.7/38). From this, water was released into a

stream running down to mills at Millficld. Near Gerden, Collafirth, Delting, there was

no such hollow to exploit and a millpond was created by a combination of excavation
and dyking (Fig.7/36). The 48' x 106' pond was formed by erecting turf dykes, and at a

lower corner a stone-built outlet allowed water out. This disembogued into an

underground watercourse, which emptied into a natural stream running to the mill.

Six of the Yellsound islands were inhabited but none had a stream or usable loch to

drive a mill, Bigga people crossed 31/2 miles of sea to the mill at Mjones to grind meal

(L.,C.), but much flour was ground on querns. In Little Roe an ingenious pond and
watermill system was devised to overcome this difficulty. To obtain catchment, peat

banks were cut in two parallel lines, commencing at the highest point of the island. The
area of peat removed channelled water into a 90' long millpond, and on a cramped site
between it and the cliffs was a 16' x 8' turf mill — the only such known. This
construction allowed a watermill despite marshy ground and a lack of stone.

Dam and sluice — stivla and speld
At the loch or millpond a dam (stivla, Orkney: teppin) withheld the water, building as

large a supply as possible. T he stivla had a gap to accommodate the sluice, on whose

opening the water was released into the stream. The stivla was either straight or curved,
some having a right-angled continuation downstream to channel water and prevent

bank erosion (Fig.7/37). Usually there was a single stivla, although two were necessary

at Papa Little, Aithsting. At the end of the Mill Loch was a stivla, from which water

flowed into a marsh. This stivla comprised two straight dykes with a right-angle leg. At
the lower end of the marsh was another stivla, of the same form (Tab.7:8). This double
stivla overcame the difficulty of a marsh, where water released from the loch dissipated
into the ground. To remedy this, the water was collected a second time.
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Table 7:8 stivlas, Mill Loch, Papa Little, Aithsting
upper stivla lower stivla

Dyke length Both 30' 43' at east, 20' at
west

Sluice gap 1' 1'

Dyke breadth 2V2' 2'

Length of 10' 10'
downstream leg
Tab.7:8 Construction of double pair of mill dams at Papa Little

The speld (sluice) usually comprised a board set between wooden rebates, allowing it to

be pulled up and out, a form similar to the Faroese slusa (Williamson 1946:84). At
Bankwell, Foula, the speld comprised two upright guides set into a sole-beam, which
rested on a slab on the watercourse bed. Along the inner edges of the guides and in the
sole-beam were slots to accommodate the board.

A rare speld form was a stone slab with a large circular aperture through the centre. This
was blocked by striking in a wooden bung - done from the upper side lest water force
the plug out. This unrecorded type was confined to Unst and Yell (Fig.7/38, 7/39).
Slab thicknesses of 2" at the Loch of Collaster and 4IT" at Virse, both in Unst, were at

either end of the range, the Northwater example varying between these dimensions.
This speld form was not general in the north isles, but was used locally where water

supply was poor; the Virse and Miljaskerna spe/ds are within a mile of each other, and
block channels on a barren hillside. The Northwater speld had the aperture offset
towards the lower edge, a measure that maximised the quantity of water gained; with the
lower edge sunk into the stream bed for stability, the bung was at the lowest possible

position. The local availability of suitable slabs facilitated this type of speld, and its
existence in sandstone localities is probable.

Water took an appreciable time to flow from an opened speld to the mill. When water

had come downstream it was diverted from the natural stream and into the millrace.

This was done by the va (milldam), just below the junction of the millrace with the
stream. This comprised either a weir which was built up or a sluice which was closed.
The stivla for the mill at Flolligarth, Yell, was at Klodiswater. Water took sufficiently

long to come downstream that the speld could be opened and the person doing so could
run home for breakfast at Flolligarth V2 mile away and be out to the mill % mile from
there in time for the water arriving in force (C.,Lo.).
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Sluice and millrace — ovedek and sloggi
The diverted water entered the millrace, and was retained by a dam (ovedek/uvedek)
which was fitted with a speld. Millraces were of stone with earth to render them

watertight, or turf alone when there was insufficient rock, as in Faroe (Williamson

1948:217). The mill at Lumbister, Yell, had a turf millrace, as did mills at Papa Stour

(Allen 1981:3). Where ground was hard the millrace had to be cut into rock, as at the
Mill Burn, Cunningsburgh, and the Mill Burn, near Laxo, Lunnasting.

Often, just above the ovedek was another speld which released water back into the stream

through a spillway. This was necessary when too much water entered the sloggi, and
some was run off to prevent damage to the mechanism (Fig.7/40). The spillway at

Skinisfield, Northmavine, was 10' long by 1'6" broad and that at Aith, Bressay, 1'4" long

by 9" broad.

When grinding was to commence the ovedek was opened and water rushed down the
lower end of the millrace (sloggi, c.f. Gaelic slugarr, Cheape 1989:77). The sloggi
concentrated the force of the water, directing it into the rear aperture of the mill. The

upper part of the sloggi was constructed as the rest of the millrace. Usually the sloggi was

edged with stones and banked by earth on the outside. The lowermost part of it dipped
down to enter the rear of the mill, the change of pitch increasing the water's force. This
last part was usually a timber chute, which was generally 12' long, 12-14" wide at the

top, narrowing to 6-7" at the bottom, and pitched to c.40° (G.,Jm.; Goudie 1904:259).
The narrowing of the trough concentrated the water force (Wilson 1960:5). The form
of the chute was identical to the Faroese rennustokkur (Williamson 1946:84). The
wooden channel could be in two parts, a horizontal trough and a slanting chute,
mirrored in Flebridean construction (Fig.7/42; Cheape 1989:77). Goudie stated

(1904:259) that the lower section was always wooden, but stone was used sometimes, as

at Skinisfield, Northmavine. This sloggi was 29' long, the base laid with flat slabs,
between revetted sides. The inner width was 1', the depth 1'3".
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7.7.2 Grinding apparatus

Turbine chamber — underhtts/onderhus

Under the inner end of the floor was the underhus, the chamber containing the turbine.
The underhus had a small entrance to concentrate the water force, a large front opening
to let away water and allow access to the apparatus for maintenance, and it usually had
rounded inner corners to channel water onto the paddles. The underhus was bridged by

lintels; although corbelling could reduce the width to be spanned, timber was used for
these lintels when long stones were unavailable. Where big slabs were local, stones

could span very large underhuses, as at the Mill Burn, Cunningsburgh. Few mills had
timber exterior lintels on the underhus, and those using heavy hardwood spars, like at

Finniquoy, Fair Isle, were built when wreckwood was increasingly available in the 19th
century. A mill at the East Voe, near Scalloway, Tingwall, was the only one to have an

arched underhus (Fig. 7/42).

The turbine axle protruded from the underhus and irregularities between adjacent lintel

edges were usually sufficient to accommodate the rod. Where lintels fitted closely a side
notch was cut from one or both (Fig.7/43). The lowermost Millfield mill utilised an

unrecorded method to accommodate the axle. Here, the slab above the axle had an

aperture neatly cut, made possible through the workability of the local slabs (Fig.7/44).
Water exited the underhus into the vedos (tailrace), returning water into the stream

(Fig.7/41).

Turbine — tirl

The tirl was a cylindrical timber boss, of wider diameter below its mid-point, slotted to

accommodate blades. An axle was fitted either as one shank through the boss, or as

two pieces to save iron. In the latter case a gudgeon was fitted at the base and a rod at

the top. Another form used a flat plate with a spike let through it and a cross-pin to

stop the boss sliding down.

The boss had blades mortised in, sometimes set perpendicularly, but more usually at an

angle determined to catch the force of the water. This contrasts to Faroese watermills,
where vertical blades were more common than angled settings (Williamson 1946:84).
Tirls usually employed 6-8 blades, and at most, 12, which were inclined at 40-45°

(Tab.7:9; Mouat & Barclay 1791:193; Neill 1806:78). The Faroese mylnuspcelused more
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blades, 8-12 being usual (Williamson 1946:84, 88). The evidence presented by an

Orcadian watermill which had a double tier of blades may be atypical, given it is the sole

surviving vernacular watermill in the islands (Cruden 1946-47:44). Individual blade size
was less variable; one at Bjoster, Bressay, was IOV2" broad, l'l" long, 1" thick. Blades
were always flat, as in Faroese, Orcadian and Hebridean watcrmills. A scooped paddle
from Gutcher, Yell, may be a tirl blade unlike those of kindred cultures to Shetland and
more comparable to Irish forms (Maxwell 1954-56:231-232), although its find
circumstances deep in a bog favour a pre-Viking date. A tirls diameter was equal to

that of the millstones (Mouat &c Barclay 1791:194). The mill was imbued with

superstition, and the tirl was always devised to rotate clockwise, like turbines in Ireland
and Scandinavia (Goudie 1904:261; Curwen 1944:143).
Table 7:9 tirls

Orwick, near Sandvoe, Northmavine Burn of Clumlie, Dunrossness
(Goudie 1904:260)

2'4" high 1'9" high
Both end diameters 7" Top diameter 7", base diameter

9"
Iron hoop fitted 2" below top
circumference and lower 2" of boss
chamfered around circumference

Iron hoop at top, above blades,
and hoop at bottom

Gudgeon 3" long, with 2" x V2" side
strips
Nine blade slots, 6" long, 1" wide, 2"
deep (blades missing)

Nine blades, 9" high, 9V2"
broad

Tab.7:9 Constructional detail of two specimen watermill turbines

The myInitspcrI employed a shorter axle than the tirl, so its boss was elongated, and

although the tirl at South Flarrier, Foula, had a tall boss approaching Faroese

proportions, tirls had greater similarity to Flebridean turbines (Williamson 1948:218;

Tulip 1968:332). Two exceptional tirls at Stromfirth, Weisdale, had bosses made from
whale vertebrae, with the iron fittings nailed on (S.M.: AGR1992.836).

Ground-sill - grundslo
The gudgeon rested on the slo/gmidslo/mer (ground-sill), a beam which sat parallel with
the gable (Fig.7/51). A grundslo at Swinister, Sandwick, was of oak (Duncan 1937:67), a

timber resilient to prolonged saturation. The grundslo was protected from wear by the

gudgeon by an iron plate {grundking/grundsait) nailed on. The grundking usually had three

depressions (kopps) into which the gudgeon pivoted, so that when a kopp became worn

the grundking was repositioned so the gudgeon sat in a fresh depression (Goudie
1904:262). This form is identical to the Hebridean lunn, which was moved once each
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recess was worn through, and also to the iron plate on the ground-sill of Faroese
watermills (Cheape 1989:77; Landt [ 1800]: 181 -182; Bruun 1929:154). Several Shetland
mills in the 1870s utilised a stone pivot instead of an iron one, in common with Irish
watermills, indicating an older construction less reliant on metal (Mitchell 1880:40;
Watts 2002:70). The inner end of the grundslo rested on a beam (buster) along the inside
of the underhus, secured by a peg; the buster at West Hogaland, Northmavine, was a

driftwood log. Some mills dispensed with a buster., and the end of the grundslo was

socketed into the masonry, both methods also being employed in Faroe (Goudie
1904:262; Williamson 1946:85). Flebridean watermills were wider than Shetland ones

because its vernacular used thick walls, and consequently the ground-sill was supported
on an inner and outer bearer (Curwen 1944:141).

Driving bar — sail
The axle was circular-sectioned, save an oval-sectioned point which was required to

transmit power to the sail. This was a short iron bar, which fitted into a recess in the
underside of the oversten, spanning the eye in the centre of the stone. The sail (Orkney:

sile) had an oval central hole into which slotted the top of the axle, a construction
similar to the Faroese sigli and Flebridean an dual (Williamson 1948:219; Cheape

1989:75). Although the .eg//was cruciform (Landt [ 1800]:182), the sdilwas invariably

rectangular. The mill at Noss, Bressay - derelict by the 1860s - used an unusual H-

shaped sail.\ devised because of the excessive weight of the oversten (Reid 1869:8;

Fig.7/45), and one of the mills at the Burn of Gilsetter, Fair Isle, had a Y-form sail.

Millstone platform - luder
The luder was a platform at the inner end of the building, raised above the outer floor
area, forming a base for the millstones and providing a clean area on which meal
accumulated. In most cases the luder was a timber casing enclosing the lintels and

spanning the building's width. Upright planks around the sides stopped meal being lost
into the stonework and the wall above was clayed to prevent dirt falling amongst the
meal (Fig.7/50). Some luders were of clay (anon. 1886:806). Occasionally, luders had a

low stone dyke along the outer edge instead of wood (Fig.7/46), as at South Harrier,
Foula, and some mills had a benk appended at right-angles to the luder for the miller to sit
on. This was used at Bjoster, Bressay, where the benk was 1'3" wide.
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In some mills with flagged floors the luder was also of stone. In this form the luder was

an area encircling the millstones, recessed below the level of the outer floor (Fig.7/54).
This was employed at Swinister, Sandwick (Duncan 1937:67), and a luder of this type at

Troswick, Dunrossness, comprised a 4" deep channel around the millstones, plus a

recessed track running to the doorway (Fig.7/48). Meal-boxes recessed into the floor
were used in Orkney and the Flebrides, but were unknown in Shetland (Cruden 1946-
47:44; Cheape 1989:75).

Millstones — nedersten and oversten

Millstones were fabricated from grot/grud/grobi (mica-schist) which cleaved into flat
slabs, shaped without splitting, and ground without producing grit. Sandstone was

easily shaped but because it produced sandy meal it was avoided in favour ofgrot if such
was available. These two rock-types formed the vast majority of Shetland millstones,

contrary to the conclusions of Tucker (1984:554), who found millstones to be made
from several classes of rock. Shetland's self-sufficiency contrasts to Faroe, where
millstones were imported from Denmark (Svabo [1782]TOO). Millstones were quarried
in various places, although districts distant from grot had to procure them from far away;

millstones at Whalsay came from the West Hill, Weisdale - 13 miles away (A.,R.; J.,J.).
Some parishes, such as Unst and Yell, were self-sufficient. In Unst, stones were

quarried at Valla fell and the Wart of Norwich. Millstones from Vallafell were carried
downhill, conveyed across the Loch of Watlce, then transported overland, whereas at

the Wart the stones were taken to the Ayre of Breiwick from where they were boated

(S.,Le.; M.,J.; L.,A.). In Yell there was an inland quarry above Holligarth (C.,Lo.), and a

coastal one at the Burn of Markamut, near Bastavoe. Quarries remained in use as long
as mills did because stones needed occasional replacement; millstones at West Hogaland,
Northmavine, were replaced in 1868, and the quarry near South Voxter, Delting,

operated until c.1880 (Dickinson & Straker 1932-33:91; T.J.). Near the Gorset Hill,
Whalfirth, Yell, was one of the most productive millstone quarries, where the stones

were boated away; the mill at Sandvoe, Northmavine, got new millstones from this

quarry shipped to Rormill, from where they were carried inland (W.,A.; C.,M.).

Stone selected for millstones needed to be free from hairline cracks because these

widened, ultimately causing the stone to sever. In Yell in the mid-19th century everstens

at both Buster and Kctillster broke during use. A replacement stone for Buster was
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procured from Whalfirth (M.,M.). In the early 19th century the mill at Kurkigarth,

Delting, burnt, causing its millstones to flake during use so that replacements had to be

procured (J.,Jn.).

A pair of millstones comprised the nedersten (bed stone) and oversten (runner stone). The
nedersten had a slighdy convex upper surface, corresponding to the concave underside of
the oversten — an adaptation which allowed meal to run away. The underside of the
nedersten was undressed, differing from Faroese bed stones which had grooves that fitted
over bars nailed on the ludur (c.f. Inder) to hold it in place (Williamson 1946:85). Both
millstones were the same diameter, their circumference being termed the klesgord. The

eye of the oversten was the swali, encircled by a raised collar, orjoggird. Spanning the swali
on the underside was the lith, the recess accommodating the sail (Tab.7:10). The eye of
the nedersten accommodated the axle, and was fitted with a wooden bush (grotti/grotti) —

equivalent to the Faroese grotti (Williamson 1948:219). The grinding face of the oversten

was roughened overall, without parallel lines. The face had a rougher centre, of 6"
radius, and was finer nearer the circumference, allowing graduated milling (Venables

1952:86-87; Tulip 1968:328). Distinct bands were a generic feature of this type of
watermill, the Faroesejvirstein having three tracks (Watts 2002:71; Williamson 1946:85).
The usage of two or three grooves on the grinding face, radiating out from the eye, was

an atypical feature, only known in Fair Isle. The edge between the klesgord of the
nedersten and the Inder was clayed, preventing meal being lost in the gap (Fig.7/50). The

grolti comprised segments of hardwood. When it had shrunk or worn, new pieces were

knocked in alongside. To verify when it had worn a lamp was held into the underhus at

night and if grains were seen falling onto the top of the tirl., the grotti needed attention

(S.,I.).
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Table7:10Dimensionsfromrepresentativemillstones stone

dia.

eyedia.

thicknesseye
thicknessedge

joggird

lith

notes

1fastBurrafirth, Aithsting

oversten

27"

4V2"

9"x2"

Skinisfield, Northmavine

oversten nedersten

2'6" 2'6"

(broken) 4%"

(broken) 4"

2" 2"

(broken) N/A

10"x2" N/A

Pairwithabove

Gerden,Collafirth, Delting

nedersten

2'6"

2V2"

N/A

N/A

Gcrden,Collafirth, Delting

oversten

2'4"

4'/2"

9"x2"

Hestigjo,Foula

nedersten

2'6"

y/2"

N/A

N/A

BurnofGjosetter, Dunrossness

nedersten

2'5"

4%"

3"

N/A

N/A

1Ioja,Norwich,Unst
oversten nedersten

yy/2" yy/2"

s'A"

2" 3"

N/A

N/A

Pairwithabove

Vaderwick,Dunrossness
oversten

2'8"

43/4"

4V2"

3Vi"

8"

11"xl3/."

Grunnasound,Burra
oversten nedersten

2'8" 2'8"

4%" 3'/2"

4'/2"

31/." 3"

N/A

9'/4"x2" N/A

Nojoggird Pairwithabove Bothsandstone

Grunnasound,Burra
oversten

2'6'/2"

43/>"

3'/2"

8'/2"

1l'/i"x2%"

Sandstone

Noss,Bressay

oversten

3'3"

5"

3"

3"

legs1%"wide,7"high, bar2V2" wide,overall length14"

Nojoggird LJth11-form

Aith,Bressay

oversten

2'6"

43/4"

3'/4"

8"

Bjoster,Bressay(south)
nedersten oversten

2'8'/2m 2*8"

4" 5'/2"

4" 3"

3" 4"

N/A
Seenote

N/A
9'/2"X2"

Pairwithabove,bothsandstone Thinnerincentre Nojoggird\brokenandtrimmedoff

Bjostcr,Bressay(north)
nedersten oversten

270" 2'9"

3" 4"

4" 4"

2'/2" 3"

N/A

N/A

9'/2"X2Y2"

Pairwithabove,bothsandstone Iindsoflithfanoutwards

Tab.7:10Constructionaldetailofmillstones
to



Grain-feeding apparatus

Situated above the millstones was a wooden four-sided hopper, either suspended on cordage
or nailed in place. This was generally fixed to a balk across the width of the building; on two

sides of the hopper a beam was nailed on top of the transverse balk and set into the
stonework of the inner gable (Fig.7/46). This method is comparable to the hopper at

Dounby, Orkney, which was fixed to beams inserted into the masonry on three sides, and

supported by a leg (Cruden 1946-47:44). A hopper at Swinister, Sandwick, c.1870, was

suspended from hide thongs (Duncan 1937:67), although simmens was usual. Wooden

hoppers in Lewis, in the Hebrides, were later developments, replacing an earlier type hopper
of basketry suspended by rope (Cheape 1989:76). A comparable pattern may be discerned in
Shetland in the early 19th century, where straw baskets were sometimes used, as at the Burn
of Scousburgh, Dunrossness (Catton 1838:79; Wilson 1842:323). Before timber came to be

increasingly available in the 18th century this apparatus was probably more frecjuent. The

impact of timber shortage is indicated by the incidence of some mills having no hopper or

feed mechanism, the swali being fed by hand (Hibbert 1822:466; Catton 1838:79; [Sutherland]
1846:17; Fig.7/47). The mill at the East Voe, Scalloway, Tingwall, delivered grain "by

selecting the most insubstantial parts of the roof to attach the supporting strings to; so that
the tremulousness of the whole edifice from the passage of the water below" caused seed to

flow (Atkinson 1832:25).

At the foot of the hopper was the apparatus to regulate the rate of feed. A box, the so-called
shoe, was suspended by cords looped onto pegs at either side of the hopper. In Faroe the

equivalent box (fotur) was suspended by string or a wooden bracket (Williamson 1948:220).
Hide thongs were used to suspend some shoes (Duncan 1937:67) but there is no evidence
for brackets in Shetland. The shoe took either of two forms; open or closed. The open

form had two sides and one end, the open end tilted towards the swali (Fig.7/46, 7/50). The
closed type had four perpendicular sides with a hole in the front edge next to the swali

(Fig.7/48). The shoe was connected by a cord to a peg (buslinpinn) in the front of the

hopper. By rotating the buslinpinn the cord wound around the peg, which brought the shoe
to the desired angle. This was also used when the hopper was filled, the shoe being tilted

upwards to stop grain running into the swali (Fig.7/49). Instead of a buslinpinn some mills had
a wooden block on the hopper face, and a double cord passed through it, adjusted by a wev

on top (Fig.7/50).
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At the side of the shoe was the mechanism to ensure grain flow. This was a timber block

(draller/naggi), which was looped onto the shoe and dragged along the top of the oversten. In

doing so it knocked along the shoe, agitating the grain inside. A draller made of hardwood
overcame wear ([Nisbet| 1953:IV). The draller was suspended by cordage, or, as at Swinister,

Sandwick, hide (Duncan 1937:67; Fig.7/50). The same method was employed in the
Hebrides where the clagan was looped onto the shoe (Cheape 1989:76). The method used in
Faroese watermills to ensure grain flow was more complex. A pole was fixed at the front of
the hopper, its bottom edge touching the runner stone. As revolution proceeded there was a

shaking motion in the hopper, increased by hanging stones on strings, whose swaying caused
the hopper to do likewise (Bruun 1929:156).

Regulation mechanism
The coarseness of the meal was regulated by an upright lever, the "lightnin'-tree"/luder-
"tree". The lower end of this post was slotted and pegged through the grandslo and its upper

end passed up through the h/der (Fig.7/51). Through the top of the "lightnin'-tree" was

slotted the swird/srnrr, a crossbar. By shoving wedges under the swird, the "lightnin'-tree"
was raised, and in turn the grundslo, thus jacking-up the spindle on which the oversten sat

(Fig.7/48). This mechanism was used in Faroe, where an upright pole (lyftustong) was raised

by wedging up the cross-bar (Icettitra) to pull up the sole-tree and with it the turbine and top

stone, and the identical mechanism was used in Hebridean watermills (Williamson 1948:219;

Cheape 1989:76-77). Such similarity demonstrates the limitations on technological difference
within similar environments and structures. Through the increasing availability of metal
from shipwrecks a few mills utilised wrought-iron "lightnin'-trees" in the 19th century

(Fig.7/52). Throughout, construction of the mill demonstrates continuity, and components

described and sketched in c.1745 and 1774 exactly resemble those used in 1900. Named

parts include; "miln stones", "trough", "tirl", "spindle", "sile"/"syl", "happer", "sole tree &

upstander", "louder & lintels", "sluices & jams" (Mouat c.1745; Hay 1774; Low [1774]:74).

7.7.3 Hearths

Milling took place in winter and to keep the miller warm, and to allow her/him to prepare

food, a rudimentary hearth sometimes featured in a mill. This was along the gable furthest
from the luder; in the corner furthest from the door, and to allow smoke out, a pon was

displaced (Goudie 1904:257; Evershed 1883:264). Only two mills incorporated a hearth
within the gable fabric. One was at the Burn of Clumlie, Dunrossness. It belonged to
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Braefield, 3/4 mile away, the most distant farm having a mill on this stream, and because the
miller had to remain there all day a hearth was beneficial (S.,I.). The other was at Uyea, Unst

(Fig.7/53). This large millwas built c.1825 for the landowner Thomas Leisk, and represents

the development of the indigenous form by the gentry rather than an organic progression
within the vernacular (Spence 1829).

7.7.4 Lifting baskets

lifting ledge - lintsten
G rain was carried to the mill in a basket borne on the back. It was easier to manoeuvre the

basket on or off by balancing it on a high level, such as on a dyke cope. A few mills

incorporated a special stone to facilitate this operation, built into the outer face of the gable
to one side of the door. Beaton (1999.29) reports the term "lunt stane" for this feature,
indicadve of a Norn lintsten, although these terms are unrecorded by Jakobsen, Edmondston
or Angus, and arc uncorroborated by oral tradition. Mills incorporating this feature are at

opposite ends of Shetland; two are at the Burn of Clumlie, Dunrossness, the third at Hoja,

Norwick, Unst. The latter millwas built in 1732 (Figs.7/54, 7/55; Mouat c.1745).

7.7.5 Windmills

Windmills

The modest quantity of water required to drive mills and the ubiquity of streams ensured that
watermills were universal. The only places presented with difficulty were small islands
without streams and in these places corn was boated to the farm's mill located on a larger isle,
or it was necessary to rely on querns. In the singular case of Little Roe the topography was

adapted to make a mill possible (Sect.7.7.1).

On South Havera, near Flouss, the only windmill in Shetland was erected, on the highest hill
in the island. It is a c.15' circular tower with two opposing doorways at ground level and an

upper floor at mid-height. Above door height are around eight evenly spaced apertures

through the masonry, around the circumference. The upper level held the luder and
millstones, illuminated by a window above one doorway (Figs.7/56, 7/57). Power was

transmitted from the sails by a beam and wooden gears. The sails were fixed to a horizontal
beam with a gear on the end, and the oversten was fixed to a vertical axle with a gear at the
base. The horizontal beam slotted through whichever aperture was appropriate to the wind
direction, withdrawn and moved to another aperture as conditions dictated. The number of
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blades is unknown although four is likely. Each blade consisted of a pair of slender battens
fixed to the hub and flaring out to the end; these had a single groove along the inner edge to

accommodate the boards that made up the blade. The boards were removable and the

stronger the wind was, the more were removed (B.,T.). Built in 1866, the mill was disused by
c.1900 (G.Je.). After the advent of commercial watermills, South Havera farmers took their
corn to Weisdale and latterly to Quendale for grinding (G.Je.), and the cumbersome method
of shifting the beam doubtless contributed to the dissatisfaction with the building.

European windmills divide into two types; post-mills and tower-mills. The post-mill has a

solid pedestal or timber trestle surmounted by a revolving wooden house containing the

grinding mechanism and sails (Reynolds 1974:72). The tower-mill was a static wood or brick
tower with a revolving cap which carried the sails {ibid.:78). The sails in both types were

fabric-covered wooden frameworks. In Orkney's flat landscape, turret-posts (a variant of

post-mills) were used from the 18th century on three larger farms (Douglas et al. 1984:47;
Hume 1979:38). The South Havera windmill was unlike any of these types, unknown to

Douglas et al. and Hume. Although Donnachie & Stewart suspected it was unusual, their
reconstruction was entirely inaccurate, where they applied an oral description of the
mechanism to a rectangular form based on a vernacular watermill (1964-66:280). This

building was a unique Shetland phenomenon, developed independently of other forms for a

specialised location.

7.8.1 Kale nurseries

From the Middle Ages kale provided sheep fodder and human fare and its enclosures are

denominated in medieval place names like Hwolikrobb, Clumlie, Dunrossness Jakobsen

1993:144). Special husbandry requirements — the seedlings' need for shelter and the

appropriate soil type — gave rise to a special enclosure, the krobb (Orkney: kro/krue). These
structures elicited interest from outsiders who were intrigued by their ubiquity (Scott

[1814]: 15; Wilson 1842:321; Schetky & Manners 1850:68; Rampini 1883:211). The need for
sheltered enclosures in which to raise seedlings was a necessity in the north Atlantic that
demanded the use of similar structures beyond the Northern Isles. Circular gateless yards
somewhat larger than krobbs were used in St Kilda, and doubtless elsewhere in the Hebrides
besides (Stell & Harman 1988:15). Siting was dictated by the nutritive requirements of the

plants; because seedlings were transplanted to a different site they required good roots but
little foliage. To this end, poorer skattald land was used, to hinder vigorous growth. Two
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environmental factors influenced siting — the need for shelter and protection from frost.
Because seeds were sown in high density, krobbs were not wide, so that they afforded

protection from gales. It was necessary to ensure the krobb was not sited where turbulence
could beat down into it and flatten the seedlings. Protection from the sun burning onto

frosted seedlings was important, so hollows susceptible to freezes were avoided. A krobb in
shadow in the morning was best at avoiding this problem because frost had time to thaw
before the sun came onto the plants (C.,L.). Orcadian kros were sited near the sea to avoid

frosting (Neill 1806:23). For these reasons it was politic to build a new krobb where others

already existed, and conglomerations of them developed in successful sites. For example, in

Whalsay krobbs were nucleated near various lochs: Houll, Huxter, Isbister, and between
Sandwich and Buwater. In these sites there were upwards of two dozen krobbs (near the
Houll Loch over 50). A factor influencing siting of many krobbs was the availability of rubble
from prehistoric ruins. Ruinous medieval farmsteads in the skattald were rare but where they
existed use was made of them also, as at the Setters of Wadbister and Soterberg, both in
Unst. At both Muisand and Widdembrekk, Fetlar, gordstas were dismantled and more than a

dozen krobbs were erected parallel to the structure. At South Flavera seedlings were not

grown in krobbs but reared in each farm's yard (W.,M.-A.). This practice was a response to

the pressure on available land in a small island, redolent of the very few krobbs on the islands
in Yellsound and off Trondra. In response to rising potato harvests (Hibbert 1822:463) a

general decrease in kale and the number of krobbs ensued in the later 18th century.

Krobbs were adapted to prevent animals gaining access. Sound foundations stopped rabbits

tunnelling underneath and walls were sufficiently tight to prevent their admittance. To stop

sheep entering, stone krobbs had walls tall enough to protect, or a turf layer to hold a palisade
tilted outwards, a feature used on all "fellie" krobbs. At Toft, Delting, several turf krobbs were

sited on a dry patch in the midst of a marsh to prevent cattle from coming there and

damaging their walls by rubbing against them (L.,C.). Krobbs were typically around 4'3"-4'8"
high, but ones at Muisand, Fetlar, and the Hill of Clibberswick, Unst, were 5'6"-6' high to

enable the horses on those skattalds to shelter. Krobbs were circular or rectilinear, the former

being most common (Tab.7:11). Where gales buffeted downwards, some considered round
krobbs better at lessening the effects of wind (P.,J.). There was some regional preference, as

may be seen at Fair Isle, where krobbs were square, and at Whalsay, where most of the few
hundred krobbs were circular, and only at the Houll Loch there was there variation, where
around half were rectangles with rounded corners (Figs.7/58-60).
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Table 7:11 krobbs
material form plan

Hill of Clibberswick, Unst stone circular 18'
Hill of Clibberswick, Unst stone square 19' x 19'

Hill of Clibberswick, Unst stone square 22' x 22'

Muisand, Fetlar stone rectangular 21' x 11'

Hascosay, Yell stone rectangular 16'x 13'

Hascosay, off Yell turf rectangular 10' x IOV2'

Hascosay, off Yell stone/turf rectangular 17'x 11'

Park, Northavoe, Yell, turf rectangular 13'x 8'
Burn of Hamnavoe, Yell turf square 17' x 17'

Burn of Hamnavoe, Yell turf rectangular 17' x 12'
Burn of Sandvoe, Northmavine stone/turf rectangular 19' x 13'

Westvoe, Out Skerries stone oval 22' x 14'

Westvoe, Out Skerries stone rectangular 25' x 15'

Wadbister, Tingwall stone circular 12'

Linga, Walls stone circular 18'

Langa, Burra stone/turf circular 16'

Gossigarth, Burra stone rectangular 16'x 14'

Homisdale, Fair Isle stone square 16' x 16'
Tab.7:11 Construction and plan of kale nurseries

Turf was used where there was insufficient stone. A circular turf krobb was delineated by

tying a spade to a stake in the ground and a circle was described by the blade, whilst keeping
the rope taught. The turves inside the circle were removed and provided the lower course of

walling and the remaining height was obtained from turf cut outside the enclosure (C.,L.). It
was preferable to lay a foundation course of rock to prevent basal turves deteriorating.
Krobbs at Foula had stones set onto thejar, and three strands of simmens around the stakes

(S.M.: PR.84).

Multiples, subdivision, and associated structures

Krobbs in contiguous multiples greater than two were uncommon and were confined to

rectilinear types. A tripartite stone krobb near Gossigarth, Burra, was erected

contemporaneously as one block: externally 36' x 16', with walls 1'6" thick. The centre krobb

belonged to Gossigarth, the outer two to Minn (H.,L.). An unusually large multiple

arrangement was at Symbister, Houss, with eight turf krobbs in a line.

In some districts, to maximise available rubble a large stone enclosure was erected, with turf
walls subdividing the inside and affording protection from wind. Subdivided krobbs were

practicable where there was available turf, and necessitated communal erection. The form
was used extensively at the Burn of Madwell, Cunningsburgh, where enclosures included a

krobb subdivided into 6 compartments and two krobbs both subdivided into 10 compartments
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(Fig.7/61). A stone enclosure at the South Hill, Bressay, was subdivided into six

compartments, equating to the five farms of Bjoster and the one at Sandgarth (H.,C.).

Usually free-standing, some krobbs were contiguous with other structures, to conserve stones.

Near Sputaskerry, Northmavine, a krobb used a vertical rock-face as one side. More frequent
was the utilisation of the outer face of the jjalsgord to provide one side of rectilinear krobbs

(Fig.7/62). At the Rippek, Fair Isle, a square krobb was built in one of the right angles of a

T-form krogabol.

Steps and gateways

To get into and out of a krobb a person clambered up the wall, obtaining toeholds amongst

the stones, taking care not to dislodge turves or stakes (C.,L.). To aid access some stone

krobbs incorporated a stiggi in the wall. These steps could be provided on both faces or on

the outside only (G.,E.; Fig.7/63). A stiggi at Bailister, Tingwall, comprised one step on the
outside and two staggered ones on the inside. At the Lotra of Hus, FIouss, was a double
krobb with a two-step stiggi in the partition wall.

Perhaps 95% of krobbs had no break in the wall, lest rabbits get in. A few employed a gap in
the masonry, which held a section of wall that was removed to allow access. Usually the wall
was solid near ground level and an opening, wider at the top, held loosely-built rubble

(Figs.7/64, 7/65). Gateway krobbs were commonest in west Mainland, and the design was

employed in rectangular and circular forms. Perpendicular-sided gateways extending to

ground level were rarer (Fig.7/66).

7.8.2 Kale yards
Kale yard
Kale was transplanted from the krobb, and reared in a yard. In most cases the yard was

appended to the farmstead, where it was also used to store ricks and haystacks (Sect.7.3). On
several farms there was an unattached yard near the farmstead, which was used specifically to

grow kale. These enclosures were symptomatic of increasing sheep numbers in the 19th
century, the yards being used to grow extra fodder (Fig.7/67). Where farmsteads were close
to one another, a large yard could be erected, economising on stone. Bisected yards were

common, and several were trisected; within such yards metstens could delineate divisions

(T.J.; C.,L.).
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Some kale yards were sited in the skattald, to be nearby the krobbs, as at Brether Isle, Delting,
and at North Exnaboe, Dunrossness. Sometimes a composite structure was erected, with
krobb/s in the corner of the yard, as at the Ness of Nounsbroch, Aithsting, and Houss Ness,
Houss. Near the Virdek, Burra, more than a dozen kale yards were in the skattald because of
the thin soil in the adjacent tun, and these enclosures had a section of dyke that was removed
to allow sheep in to eat when no kale was growing, indicating grazing shortage. A yard in the
skattald at Culswick, Sandsting, was used to grow kale and was large enough that when not

utilised for this the grass inside was mown for hay (G.,B.).

7.9 Potato storage

Once dried, potatoes were stored to safeguard them from frost. Some were kept in the
house or barn for forthcoming use, whilst others were kept over winter insulated in

specialised huts.

Potato house — "taatic"-bus

This building was usually sited in the yard, its floor sunken below the ground, contributing to

the insulation. Walls were revetted and protruded above the ground a little at the sides; turf

walling afforded best insulation, and roofs were usually thatched for the same reason. These

adaptations replicated the Faroese eplahus and Norwegian potetkjellar (Joensen 1997:1387;
Gammersvik 1981:42). Where a "taatic"-/wj' had apon roof, the potatoes had straw placed on

top (J-,D.). Most " raa t ie"- /v/.f6'.f wcrc filled through a wooden box protruding from the ridge
at the end furthest from the entrance, which was often thatched over once the building was

full (J.,M.; H.,A.). In the gable was a diminutive entrance, formed of loose boards because
the "taatie"-iwj", once filled, was sealed over the winter (Fig.7/68). The boards were slotted

along the inside of the.gott, and turves and earth were built outside this once the last plank
went in (F1.,A.).

A few "taatie"-iwjw were contiguous with other buildings. That at Saltness, Delting, was on

the rear of the house. A box protruded from the ridge of its pon roof at the outer wind-
"skew". The unusual feature of this bus was the arrangement by which potatoes were

retrieved; a hatch passed through the "but" wall, through which a person crawled in without

having to venture outdoors (T.,Jo.; Fig.7/69). A similar access through the barn gable was

used at Easthouse, Snabroch, Unst (Fig.4/34).
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Potato stack - "taatie"-A?/

The "taatiel'-hoi was less permanent than the "taatie"-/wj', being dismantled annually. It was

an alternative to the bus and was preferred in some districts, such as Fair Isle (Seim 1947:28)
and Burra. The hoi was sited in a north—south alignment to minimise wind penetration, and
its oblong form with rounded ends obviated the need for gables (H.,L.). The hoi at

Newgord, Unst, was 6' x 4' internally, sunken into the soil 2'-3', and was 3V2 from ground
level to the apex (H.,A.). There were usually no rafters, the potatoes directly supporting
three layers ofpons or flas. Some "taatic"-/Wr did have trusses, as at Krugarth, Burra, and the
North Banks, Papa Stour, which were removed yearly (H.,L.; N.M.S.: 130AA). At the North
Banks the rafter feet were supported by stacks of beach cobbles in the revetted wall (ibid.).
Pons were re-used systematically; the old innermost (i.e. oldest) layer was discarded, the old
middle layer became the new inner layer, the old outer layer became the new middle layer,
and new pons were cut for the new outer layer (R.,J.; Fig.7/70).

Potato nook — "taatie"-/fero/-lodi

Potatoes retained for winter consumption were stored indoors in a "taatie"-/fen?/-lodi. This
was an insulated enclosure in the barn or house, constructed of timber and turf. The barn

gable nearest the house was preferred because of the warmth of the hearth radiating off the

masonry (R.J.). This consideration was of less importance before the hearth's shift to the

gable during the 19th century (Sect.5.3.2). The part of the barn side-wall to be used was

pointed with clay to prevent gales penetrating, the two outer sides of the kro were formed of

planks, and the interior was lined with pons and straw (Fig.7/71). At Southvoe, Dunrossness,
a large "taa\xe"-kro was created by erecting a stone partition across one end of the barn,

leaving an entranceway. The principle behind the eplahus inside Faroese dwellings was

similar, but being an integral compartment within a timber farmstead, structural

comparability is unsustainable (Rasmussen 1992:10).

Interrelationships between storage structures may be seen from Newgord, Unst, where

potatoes were segregated into groups: those for eating, for fodder, and for seed. As many

eating potatoes as possible went into the "taatie"-/w.f, the remainder going into the kro in the
barn. After the potatoes in the "taatie'-kro were consumed, the "taatie"-/wj' was started on.

Fodder potatoes went into a separate kro in the stable, and seed potatoes went into a

"taatie"-/Win the yard (H.,A.).
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7.10.1 Peat huts

In some parishes peat was located some miles from the home, presenting difficulty at the
time peats were being worked. In most districts journeys were made using sled, boat, or

pack-horse to get the fuel home but in select areas peats were so remote that folk working
them used huts on the moorland to prepare food or to occupy as temporary residences.

Seasonal hut — peat-bus

People flitting peats spent long hours on the hill. Where moorlands were distant, more

prolonged time was spent and a hut was erected for meals to be taken or shelter sought.
These buildings divide into two types: in districts where moors were a few miles from the
homestead the peat-bus was a small hut, the workers returning home nightly, but where fuel
was isolated the peat-bus fulfilled the additional function of temporary dwelling.

In Unst peat-buses were diurnal shelters. A visitor in 1844 described their grouped locations,
where there was "formed quite a village of lodges, like those of the fishermen, but much
smaller, and built wholly of turf, the roof being removed each season" (anon. 1846a:15-16).

Examples included one at Saxavord, another at Vallafield, and a third at Dalengrona, near

Heimer Skaw. The latter had "fellie" walls and a pon roof. There was a benk along its back
wall, a central table, and a hearth at the gable furthest from the entrance, with a slab to

protect the wall (M.,J.). At Bressay, near the West Hill, was a stone peat-bus. The erection
had two phases; an original building with a gable entrance, to which a tiny square hut was

appended after the original one was ruinous. Part of the original bus was demolished to make
this second building and later again further stones were removed to construct a lenni to

remedy sagging walls built of small stones. The second peat-bus has a diminutive doorway
and an opening in the gable which held a pane or removable board (Figs.7/72, 7/73).

In Fetlar greater distances were travelled to the peat banks, so the intensity of use developed

peat-buses into seasonal habitations. These only developed from the 1860s, evolving from

temporary shelters (Fenton 1987:62). Fenton deduces that seasonal peat-buses were inspired
from fishermen's lodges (ibid.:(2), although the latter were established by c.1750, so the
diffusion to Fetlar seems long-drawn. Fetlar peat-buses were doubtless influenced by those in
Unst and were in part made possible by the availability of empty farmsteads, cleared in the
1820s. The simplest were dug into a peat bank, with a stone hearth and turf chimney in the
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corner (Fenton & Laurenson 1964:20). The feature which differentiated them from diurnal

peat-buses was the use of a fixed wooden bed occupying half the floor area, supported on

posts or turf {ibid.:20-21).

The pcat-/w/.r at Little Lambhoga was a converted farmstead. It had a hearth at the gable,
formed by a platform built along the gable face with a fireplace in the middle (Figs.7/74,
7/75). Venables described this building:

Half of it consisted of a wooden sleeping platform raised on stones a foot above the
ground, and as an extension of this a wide bench ran along the wall facing the door.
At the opposite gable was the hearth: three flags set on edge, a back and two sides,
with a wooden canopy above to lead out the peat reek. There was no window; light
came only through the low doorway.

(1951:299)

The peat-bus at Muwick, Fedar, was purpose-built of stone and mortar - achievable through
the stones obtained from the surrounding crags (Fig.7/76). The building near Heljersnes,
Fedar, was more typical of purpose-built peat-buses. It was of composite construction, of
stone, wood, and turf. Hearth morphology in late 19th-century peat-/v/.«v mirrored those in
domiciles, where dues were enclosed within the gable fabric, and the Heljersnes bus had its
due enclosed in the masonry (Sect.5.3.2). Fetlar peat-buses display evolution from converted

buildings to purpose-made turf structures, to later larger dwellings with dues and canopies,
and incorporating timber walling.

Tinga, in Bluemull Sound, was unoccupied by 1600. Into the early 19th century folk from
Unst went there to cut peats on the east end of the island (H.,R.). There are two peat-buses
there, at the Kirkatafts, where they were located to utilise the rubble of a medieval chapel.
Both are rectangular, c.10' x 7' internally, with gable doorways. Given the isolated location
and the good build quality, these were doubtless temporary dwellings. Most stone peat-buses
in Fetlar were former farmsteads (Fenton & Laurenson 1964:19), but the (somewhat smaller)

Linga ones arc purpose-made.

Hebridean peat houses, near Berneray, were rudimentary compared to Shetland examples.
These were turf walls covered by timbers, over which the workers' sail was stretched when
the hut was in use, and the building was lower than standing height inside (Leitch 2003:232).
The peat-bus has a closer constructional affinity with the Hebridcan shieling, a seasonally-

occupied pasture hut. Early shielings were oval and corbelled, but 19,h-century ones were
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similar to pcat-/wjc'r in size and construction, being rectangular with stone walls or turf sides
and stone gables, and roofed with turf (E.U.S.S.S.: AIV3a). There is strong similarity with
the Irish bothog (sheiling) of Donegal, which had stone and turf walls, a roof with heather
thatch over turf shingles, and a hearth along the gable (O Dubhthaigh [1943] :77-78).
Medieval shielings in Faroe have a similar form to diurnal peat-huses, with turf/stone walls
and a fireplace and turf bench, but their post-roof construction was dissimilar (Mahler
1993:489, 492). The Norwegian seter was altogether different, constructed of wood and more

commodious than bus or shieling, designed for residence throughout the summer and

offering more comfort (Borchgrevink 1981:18-19).

Causeway — virr

Depending on transportation methods, basic structures facilitated peat flitting in some cases.

A vessel loaded-up at a simple jetty, either in the sea as at Burravoe, Yell, or across fresh
water, as at the Houll Loch, Whalsay (Fig.7/77). Peat banks were at the far side of
Nuckrowater, Whalsay, and across a narrow part of the loch stepping stones were used as a

route to the banks Fig.7/78).

7.10.2 Peat storage

Storage — peat-A/'o
The peat harvest was stacked to shield it from rain and frost. The majority was usually
stacked at the farmstead. Stacks seldom utilised a built component, although in a few cases

an unroofed stone shelter (peat-j~kjo, Orkney: peat-skyo) was provided. Out Skerries is devoid
of peat, so fuel was cut in Yell or Whalsay and boated to Skerries, where peat-A/Tr had open

stonework, keeping peats dry (H.,J.). The isolation of Skerries from its fuel supply led to the

frequency of use of the peat-Ayr;, because fuel was harder won. The peat-Ayr; had a parallel
in the Faroese krogv. This was an elongated horseshoe, 12'-15' x 4', with low loose walls, and
an interior set with small stones. In some districts a square krogv was built, walled on four
sides. These structures were used where peats were distant from townships, and fuel was

stored in the hill (Bruun 1929:190; Williamson 1948:63), unlike in Shetland where township

stacking was general.

Peats in the krogv were covered with turf, as in Shetland stacks, but in exposed localities they
were stored in a stone building with open walls, genetically termed ngrotbus (Baldwin 1983:9,
11; Rasmussen 1992:33). These were used wherever fuel was transported home in bulk
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(Bruun 1929:152). Although specialised peat-houses were part of the Faroese vernacular, the

grothus was a meat-drying hut, and the use it for peat storage only developed from the late
18lh century, as the concepts ofgrothus and peat-house became synonymous (Stoklund
1963:42, 45). This development was due, in part, to the increase in rats in the islands that
caused meat-drying huts of stone to be abandoned in favour of timber equivalents (Stoklund

1963:46). In both archipelagos a ready supply of fuel was kept in the house in a nook

(torvkro, Faroe: torvkrubba), but Shedand's adoption of box-beds provided a storage area

underneath that was absent from Faroese domiciles (anon. 1858; Rasmussen 1992:39;

Sect.5.4). In Jjeren, the Norwegian region geographically most similar to Shetland, peats

were stored in passages between the timber wall and shelter-wall of the domicile, whereas in
Flordaland stone huts were used (Sundt 1900:260; Gammersvik 1981:67;

Fylkeskonservatoren 1987 :unpag.).

7.11 Discussion

The reliance on grain crops, and later potatoes, in the Atlantic islands gave rise to similar
arable husbandry throughout the region. The identical needs of processing, segregation of

seed-crop, and long-term storage, facilitated a degree of congruence in building types,

tempered by local environmental conditions and notwithstanding cultural preferences. The

key difference within the region was the wetter climate of Faroe that inhibited the maturation
of corn and necessitated extra work in drying it before thrashing could occur.

Environmental conditions were broadly similar across the region. Although peat was

universally used, landscape differences gave rise to distinctiveness in building forms of
similar purpose. Bulk stacking in the hills or near farmsteads was standard, and regional
variation came about in Faroe, where the mountainous topography meant shelter was needed
for stacks on the hagi. Only in Faroe was open stacking partially eclipsed by indoor storage.

This was was consequent to the increase of wooden drying-huts in the 19th century, and the
re-use ot the grothus as a peat store (Stoklund 1963:42, 45-46). A stronger geographical factor
was the unequal distribution of peat mosses in Shetland and the Hebrides, leading to the

provision of residential huts. The form of these buildings was differentiated in the more

rudimentary nature of the Flebridean structures, reiterating the interplay between cultural and
environmental factors. Given similar indigenous resources, constructional similarity could
occur in basic building types despite contrasting uses, as shown by the peat-bus being

strongly analogous with the Hebridean shieling. Moorlands were generally accessible, with
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husbandry static for centuries, but the facihty within the vernacular to evolve new forms
within the constraints of subsistence farming is shown by the development of residential

peat-buses once fuel stocks declined in Fctlar. Prior to the introduction of such huts, lodging
with families was likely, and it is possible that diurnal peat-buses formed a basis for the

buildings of the commercial fisher)' in the 18lh century, not the other way round (Sect.8.6).

More marginal conditions in Faroe caused differences in grain thrashing and drying

procedures. Unlike in the British archipelagos, only barley was grown in Faroe. Because

barley broke from the stem it was unsuited to thrashing on a njuggelsten, and no equivalent
structure was utilised there. The absence of thrashing stones from the Hebrides was a

product of cultural difference, although barley cultivation was more important than that of
oats. 1'he dissimilarity between Faroese corn drying and that of the Northern Isles and
Hebrides was fundamental, as the former tradition employed drying before thrashing to

mature the grain. The disparity was reinforced by the fact that Shetland and Orcadian corn-

drying took place within the farmstead barn, whereas in the Hebrides (and Faroe) drying
took place in a kilnhouse. The evolution of a farmstead block with barn meant space was

available to dry grain, whereas in Faroe there was no equivalent provision and grain was

thrashed and dried in either home or sodnhus. Although in the Hebrides a barn was a

constituent of the farmstead, there was a cultural preference for a detached drying house,

though grain was processed in the same stages as in the Northern Isles. The morphology of
kiln forms shared as many points of similarity as difference - a response to environmental
conditions, arable productivity, and cultural forces. The sinni was a unique Shetland form,
and variation within its form and the Norn terminology indicates a long establishment, as is
the case with round kilns. Geographical division into two forms predated 1600, and though
Orcadian influence may have exerted itself in south Shetland, the origin of circular kilns was

Scandinavian, not Scottish. Although Northern Isles kilns were part of a multi-purpose barn,
unlike in Faroe and the Hebrides, this morphology was not Scottish, because barns with

appended kilns existed since the Middle Ages in Shetland and Iceland (Fenton 1978:380).

Agricultural productivity extended the circular kiln's distribution in a limited way northwards.
The similarity between Faroese and Hebridean kiln deployment demonstrates innate

preference for a given form, irrespective of cultural differences.

Such points of similarity and difference highlight the cultural cohesion of Orkney and
Shetland. Rasmussen considered the sinni and sodnur to be kindred because they were
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different from the north-west British type most developed in Orkney and south Shetland

(1955:149). He thought both were specialised to dry unthrashed grain, finding them to be
variants of a central European archetype that used a straw bed on laths for drying sheaves
{ibid.\ 151). In this he was mistaken, because grain was thrashed in Shetland before it was

dried, as in Orkney. The sinni and circular kilns (including Hebndean ones) were used in
similar ways to one another, whereas the form of the sinni was closest to the sodnur, although
its usage was different. Environmental limitations on agriculture also impacted on the extent

of usage of watermills. This was balanced by the use of querns, and in Faroe there was a

greater reliance on these devices, as opposed to Shetland and the Hebrides, where corn was

milled wherever possible. The ubiquity of watermills in Shetland compared to Faroe is

unsurprising, considering the smaller quantity of grain grown and the lack of oat cultivation
in Faroe. In Orkney the vernacular watermill was supplanted by standard British forms in
the 18th century (Sect.9.2.2). Although the mill comprised the most complex vernacular

building, it was perfected for subsistence use, and regional modification was no greater than
with other buildings. Similarity in watermill design extended across cultures from
Scandinavia to Ireland, where similar conditions fostered constructional comparability but

strongest congruence with Shetland came where buildings used similar materials, in Orkney
and the Hebrides.

The introduction of potatoes throughout the region in the 18th century provides a late
instance of the phenomenon of shared resources and circumstances leading to similarities of
form, despite centuries of cultural separation. Potatoes arrived in south-west Norway in the
late 18th century, and the potetkjellar that developed closely resembled "taatie"-/w£f (Bore
1979:13; Gammersvik 1981:42). In Shetland and Faroe potatoes were stored in

compartments in the farmstead, constructional differences stemming from the dissimilarity
of farmstead form, not of husbandry'. Conversely, krobbs were ubiquitous due to the use of
kale as sheep fodder, and the absence of equivalent structures in Faroe, where sheep were

more significant to the economy, is surprising.

The distribution of structures was uniform, with variations of topography leading to

occasional variation, as in mills inside the tun because of the situation of a stream. This

generality was less marked with yards, which were often placed in the skattald because of a

shortage of soil in the tun, or the desirability to be near krobbs. This, in turn, allowed joint

usage for kale and hay cultivation. The various types of potato stores reflected the need to
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conserve supplies, and reflected the small size of subsistence farms. The need for warmth
informed design, and the intended usage for short- or long-term, or for seed, dictated

positioning in relation to the dwelling.

With broad agricultural similarity throughout the region and a stasis of economy, building
form was unchanged since medieval times and Shetland structures resembled those of

neighbouring islands. In this way stylistic similarity overrode cultural differences. Indicative
of these contexts is the des-'steed", known since the Middle Ages in unchanged form, and
similar to the Faroese stedi. In such basic structures local conditions could influence form,

and the stedi was developed to provide additional shelter. In similar conditions in Shetland
stone jardfasts were used, indicating the strong adherence to stacking in the open. Open

stacking was characteristic of the region, and the move towards indoor hay storage in Faroe
is a special phenomenon. The late development of hay houses was abetted by the status of
timber in Faroese building, whereas in Shetland the reliance on local materials meant the
erection of a building capable of holding the year's hay was impractical. Besides, the tenant

status of Shetlanders did not favour building improvements. In a favourable economic
climate, Faroese farms developed hay houses that allowed more flexibility than bulk outdoor

storage. In Shetland, when timber supplies increased in the later 19th century, along with
tenurial safeguards, the tradition of stacking was entrenched, so no equivalent edifice to the

hoygsjbus developed.

Most crop buildings were specific to each farm, but the communal nature of work was

reflected in certain classes of structure, such as metstens used in intermingled arable fields.
The communal use of mills was restricted because although these were often shared between
farms, the limitations of scale in traditional designs meant the erection of large shared mills
was economically impossible. In any case, vernacular mills were adequate for the intensity of
use. Although large watermills were erected throughout Britain in the 18th century, the
Shetland vernacular was insulated from these developments because of farmers'

marginalisation and their lack of access to building materials. Communal endeavour was

necessary to supply water to mills, through millponds and dams.

Krobbs, the other important building on the skattald, were generally individual not communal.

Although it was possible to erect communal structures, the disadvantageous effect on wind

protection meant communal krobbs remained uncommon. Shared kale yards were more
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frequent, both because shelter was less crucial, and the proximity of farmsteads favoured
communal structures. The seasonal nature of arable husbandry also facilitated dual use of
structures; primarily this concerned yards, which were used for growing kale and storing hay
and corn.

Protection from livestock and vermin incursion was a strong design determinant. This issue
was related to stock movements, and the protection afforded by the jjalsgord (Sect.2.2) was

augmented by stockproofing for those structures on both skattald and tun. The chief concern

for kale enclosures was rabbit incursion, and this consideration usually overrode ease of
access. Human vigilance was vital, and although stock was on the tun in winter, the common

kale and stackyard appended to the farmstead was readily supervised.

Cultural preferences informed the chief difference between crop buildings within the region -

that of barn design. In Shetland and Orkney the barn was integral to the conjoint farmstead,
and grain drying formed one of the principal functions of the building. In the Hebrides the
barn was also part of the farmstead, but drying was segregated to a kilnhouse. In Faroe there
was no equivalent barn, and thrashing sheds and kilnhouses were both used. The changing
cultural outlook of Shetlanders from the later 18th century that caused the rationalisation of
farmsteads into neater rectilinear blocks was also responsible for the squaring of yards, away

from more irregular earlier forms (Sect.4.7, 5.12). The instance of square krobbs doubtless
increased from this period.

The availability of resources shaped construction and scale. Grain was stored in bulk and
used as required, and the minimal resources of farms meant there was a lack of inside space,

therefore granaries and hay barns were unknown in Shetland. Specialisation was negligible,
due to both constraints of resources and the variety of activities undertaken, and dual use can

be seen in jA/7/-"steeds" remodelled into fish drying platforms, and skattald yards used for
kale and hay. Within the framework of a static tradition, the abandonment of thrashing on

the njuggelsten towards trestle thrashing was a significant development. This was partly due to

increased timber supplies, and partly to the remodelling of farmsteads in the 19th century.

Although trestles had a superficial similarity to Faroese thrashing combs, this was not the

stylistic source because that device was iron, and used for barley, not oats. The Shetland
watermill was indigenous to a full degree, especially compared to Faroe. This was partly
because of Shetlanders' status restricting them to native materials, and partly because of the
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favourable geology that allowed millstones to be procured locally (Sect.3.4.2, 3.10). The
reliance on indigenous resources in mill components changed following increased availability
of outside products, and parts made of iron affected those made of wood ("lightnin'-tree")
or stone {grundking). Contemporaneously, the increase in timber allowed hoppers to become
more general. The windmill demonstrates the facility for ingenuity to devise an indigenous
form, unassociated with outside types or existing traditions. This was possible because of

19th-century economic developments that encouraged farmers to undertake architectural

improvement, and the same desire for social improvement that encouraged farmstead
evolution is apparent (Sect.2.1.1, 4.7). Although the windmill was an independent local type,

its masonry quality and affinity to wider styles properly allocate this building to Scottish
cultural influence. The community scale of its construction differentiates it from the smaller
scale of watermills.
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Chapter 8: Maritime Buildings

8.1 Fisheries, hunting, and commercialism
Most farms possessed a boat for transport and fishing, and a wide range of sea and
freshwater subsistence fisheries were sustained, as well as hunting activities. Buildings
were used in connection with the storage of boats and fishing equipment and

specialised structures assisted in fishing and hunting operations. With the advent of a

local commercial fishery in the 18th century the buildings serving this industry utilised
vernacular traditions, so also merit consideration here.

8.2.1 Boat shelters

A boat was stored in a shelter (nust/nost/noust, Orkney: noust), a place above the high-
water mark where a vessel was safeguarded from storms. Its construction depended on

the location (exposed or sheltered), and topography (steep or flat, rocky or sandy).

Jakobsen (1985:623) defined the structure as a boat shed, which, although cognate with
shelters of his Faroese homeland, does not match general Shetland construction. The

generic nust was an unroofed boat-shaped stone setting, either free-standing or revetted,

open at the seaward end to admit the craft. Faroese shelters were variable in size, and
often accommodated more than one boat (Bruun 1929:156), but Shetland nitsis varied
less in size, reflecting the ubiquity of the "four"-erin. Because of their unroofed status,

mists snugly fitted a boat's outline. Kept on the beach in summer, a boat was propped
in its nust m winter, with battens arranged to keep its keel off the ground.

Shelter - nust

In sheltered locations the nust used little man-made components. Gronateng, Walls, is
on a sheltered coast, and its nust was a simple boat-shaped depression in the ground,
few stones being set for the walls. At Westvoe, Housay, Out Skerries, a nust was built
on a crook in the coastline, under a steep face affording shelter, its entrance facing
towards the head of the inlet, giving additional security. This nust dispensed with a

boat-shaped stance, only two parallel dykes being used.

In nusts where natural shelter was not relied on, protective walling was used.

Morphology divides between those types utilising free-standing walls, and those
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revetted into the ground. Depending on the availability of rubble, free-standing forms

employed either low banks of stone and earth as at Bigga, off Yell, and Sandwich,

Whalsay, otherwise higher stone walls were used, as at Mucklabusta, Sandness (Figs.8/1,
8/2). These forms sometimes had parallel walls, but revetted mists were usually boat-

shaped. A typical revetted nust was near Gerden, Collafirth, Dclting, where the sides
were 3'-3Vz high (Fig.8/3). The outer end of its side-walls had boulders preventing

collapse of the wall ends and an area of paving extended beyond its opening. The
closest comparator to the nust were Icelandic shelters, which had stone walls without
roofs (Bruun 1928:255).

The nust at Noss, Bressay, was a natural hollow. It had sockets chiselled into the rock at

each side in opposing pairs. Battens were fitted into these to slide the boat over and to

keep her keel off the ground. Theses were only fitted during summer when the boat
was in use. Before they were fitted each year they were dried for some weeks and then
hammered in place into the sockets, the ends being pointed so they did not split as one

end was knocked sideways to force it in. After some days the skids swelled with the

damp, remaining secure over summer, and were levered out again in the autumn (S.,L.).
This form is exceptional. Loose skids were used in most mists and were set on the
beach when required. The use of fixed timber skids is not otherwise known, although

they could easily have been fitted into the interstices of the masonry, in the same way as

in Norwegian forms (Christensen 1995:113). On Faroe's more exposed coastline skids
were fixed to the rocks by heavy nails (Bruun 1929:156). One instance of long stones

set as skids is noted at Grunnasound, Burra.

Boat draw — "steed"

Below the nust was the "steed" (Orkney: dright/red), the path up which the boat was

hauled from the beach. On shingle beaches boats were drawn easily but on rugged
shores provision was made to provide access, and the "steed" was a constructed

component of the nust. On these shores an area from low-water to the nust was cleared
of obstructions and a revetment built at each side of the cleared strip, holding back
rubble. This construction is commensurate with the Norwegian batsto (Christensen

1995:112). The nust at Windhouse, Yell, was revetted, and had a "steed" created by

facing-up the sides of a cleared track with boulders (Tab.8:1). Nlists at Skaw, Whalsay,
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had a massive "steed" at a sandy beach, creating a bulwark for boats to come alongside

(Fig.8/4).
Table 8:1 nust and "steed"; Windhouse,
Yell
Internal length of nust 22'

Internal width of nust 7'
Wall height of nust 3'

Length of "steed" 38'
Width of "steed" 12'
Wall height of "steed" 1'6"
Tab.8:1 Form of typical boat shelter and boat draw

Shores accessible to boats were limited, so in most tuns the nusts were close together and
were often contiguous. This is reminiscent of the Faroese neyst, which often stood in

long rows, but Shetland nusts were not usually communally owned, unlike in Faroe
where joint ownership of boats was commonplace (Bruun 1929:156). A double nust at

the Brigs, Aithsting, comprised conjoint boat-settings, where the outer walls were

revetted and a stone partition separated the nusts (Fig.8/5; Tab.8:2). The "steed" was

formed of low dykes which tapered together as they approached the sea.

Table 8:2 double nust, Brigs, near Clousta,
Aithsting
Width of left nust 8'
Width of right nust 7'

Width of dividing wall 6'
Internal length of nusts 25'
Width of "steed" 20' at top, 13'

at bottom

Length of "steed" 55'
Tab.8:2 Double boat shelter and combined boat draw

Boats often had alternative stances they sat on at different times of the year. Boats used

only in summer fishing spent the summer on the beach, and in winter were kept in a

shelter higher up the bank, away from violent seas (Fig.8/6). One such place was the

Westing, Unst, where there were seven winter nusts to the south of the exposed shingle
beach. In some places summer and winter nusts were used, as well as the employment
of the beach for daily use. In Faroe, where rocks shelved sharply, landing was often
difficult, and where there was no foreshore the neyst was a long way inland compared to

Shetland (Bruun 1929:156).

A unique freshwater siting for a nust was at the Loch of Voxterby, Aithsting. This was

on an islet connected by a shingle bar, segregated by a dyke. The dyke hindered sheep
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entering the islet so that grass was preserved for making hay that was transported by
boat and land to Fogrigarth, over a mile distant (W.,G.).

Roofed nusts

Despite the fact that roofs prevented boats from cracking in the sun (Christensen

1995:112), roofed nusts were rare on account of the scarcity of timber, wood being

preserved to cover buildings sheltering livestock or crops. A tiny proportion were

roofed, perhaps 1% of the overall stock, and observation of their distribution shows
them to have been commonest in western parishes.

The nust at Faxigarth, Yell, was roofed, as were two adjacent nusts at Sotersta, Sandsting

(W.,A.; G.,B.). All were revetted, and that at Faxigarth had a revetted "steed" (Tab.8:3).
At Walls thatched nusts existed at Breiwick and Vadlure, and at Mangastervoe,
Northmavine. At Culswick, Sandsting, were three roofed nusts with doors (Fig.8/7).
Roofed nusts share some affinity with the stone Faroese neysl and south-west Norwegian
naust, excepting the timber peaks and grass-turf covering of Faroe and slab roofing in

Norway (Mortensen 2000:159; Bore 1979:27). Both neyst and naust were open-ended
but insufficient data survives on the nust to ascertain whether doors were normal in

Shetland. Much driftwood came ashore at Culswick, and nusts there used gaps between
the dorafels to facilitate the drying of logs.
Table 8:3 Roofed nusts

Faxigarth, near Sotersta, Sotersta,
Burraness, Yell Sandsting Sandsting

Internal width of nust 5'6" at upper end,
opening to 8'

6' 7'6"

Wall height external 1', internal
c.4'

5' at seaward
end

Length of nust 32' 20' 24'

Length of "steed" 30'
Tab.8:3 Walling of roofed boat shelters

T he unroofed form of Shetland nusts differentiates them from their cultural affiliates.

Where they were roofed, the overall design is comparable, but the constituent materials
and construction followed the local vernacular. The roofed nust was more analogous to

the Faroese nejst, with a roof resting on stone sides or an earth ridge, than it was to the

Norwegian naust, built in logs, staves, stone or a combination of these (Bruun 1929:156;
Christensen 1995:112). Where roofs were used, indigenous materials shaped the form,
as with "fellie" gables used at Dale, Walls, and roofing materials of nusts were dissimilar
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to Faroese and Norwegian boat-sheds (Fig.8/8). The characteristic form of the

majority of Shetland boat shelters arose from the dearth of wood. The curved walls
were perfected to provide shelter without a roof and the walls replicated the vessel's

shape, preventing damaging gales circulating around it. Although an lllh-century nust

was unroofed (Small 1964-66:242), it cannot be inferred that the majority of nusts were

always thus. Probably the percentage that was roofed decreased in the 17th century,

following the decline in Norwegian timber importation.

Temporary shelter — skordabol
On boulder beaches which were used as boat-stances in summer a temporary shelter

(skorelabel) was built (Fig.8/9). These shelters were roughly constructed annually and
lasted until winter gales scattered them again. During winter the boat was secured in a

nust further up the beach.

Landing place - virr
Disembarkation from a boat was possible when enough draught was allowed alongside
a rock. This was not possible on a beach, and to avoid pulling up the beach on shores
often used by boats a short jetty was built in the intertidal zone at which a boat could

temporarily He (Fig.8/10). Examples existed at both Hoganess, Weisdale, and
Floullsbanks, Out Skerries.

8.2.2 Storage
Booth - bod

Although equipment such as oars and thwarts was kept in the boat, sails, Hnes, buoys
and cordage required indoor storage. Where the nust was near the farmstead, gear was

stored in an outbuilding, but in other situations a bod (booth) was erected for the

purpose nearby the nusts, as at Sihvick, Sandsting. "Sea booths" at Hamister, Whalsay,
were referred to in 1608 (BaUantyne & Smith 1994:224). Because equipment could be
stowed compactly, bods were usually held communally. Bods were oriented gable to

seaward, bearing the door, and some later ones used boat roofs, Hke one at Skaw,

Whalsay, which had a sekserin as its roof (Fig.8/11). In Faroe the (roofed) ncyst was also
a store for oars, sails, skids and harpoons (Mortensen 2000:162), but the relationship
was different in Shetland, where the nust was a shelter only, and the bod or other

outbuilding fulfilled the storage function of the neyst.
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8.3 Fish traps

Few fisheries utilised built structures but were mostly practised from boat or shore by
line and net. Exceptions are the tidal trapping of coalfish and the catching of salmon by
hand or net in streams, both of which often used built adjuncts.

Coalfish weir — sillek kro

The sillek km (coalfish trap) was a rough arc with both ends at the high-water mark,

enclosing an area in the intertidal zone of a level shore. A single course of boulders was

used rather than smaller stones which would wash away. Bait was cast onto the water at

high tide and fish were trapped in the sillek km with the ebb. The level siting of the

dyke prevented fish escaping (Tait 2003b:2). Sillek kros were built on flat shores in
sheltered inlets where fish shoaled, as at Raga, Whalfirth, Yell, and in Delting at the
Millburn, near Voxter, and at Gonfirth, where there were two (Fig.8/12). Others were

at Krogaholm, Rosound, Delting, and near Heglabister, Weisdale (J.,W.; C.,I.).
Hebridean fish traps were similar to sillek kms in both construction and mode of use,

examples existing at Flacklett, Bernera, and Cornaig, Barra (E.U.S.S.S.: BIII3c2).

Salmon traps — laksigerd and h0?d-"bngp"
Salmon required shallow water with a fine gravel bottom as a spawning site, and the

fishery took place on large streams leading up to these sites, mosdy executed by nets or

by hand. Built structures as part of the fishery pertain to both these operations.

The laksigerd was a weir built across a stream, forming an obstacle fish had to jump
before moving upstream. Fish were vulnerable whilst they rested to gather energy to

leap the low dyke, and if two weirs were constructed close together, salmon were

further detained and easier to capture. Several fish could be caught at a time by netting,
but a single large fish could be selected and speared at a laksigerd (S.,C.; Tait 2003b:3).

Laiksigerds were most common in west Mainland, where there were several large streams.

lutksigerds at the Bres Burn, on the Walls/Aithsting boundary, are the most extensive
and substantial in Shetland. The stream leads from the Loch of Voxterby to the Upper
Loch of Brouster, connecting them with others, and ultimately to the sea via another
stream. At the lower end of the stream are three single laksigerds, and nearer Voxterby is
another single one, and culminating near the head of the stream is a double-dyke
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laksigerd (Fig.8/13). The double weir is heavier than the lower four, the weighty 3' x 3'
blocks arranged with their straight faces in line, in two opposing rows, with a 5' channel
between. Fish coming upstream were exhausted from jumping the first four laksigerds,
then easily caught in the upper one where they were also prevented from turning back.
A laksigerd at the Dunderi on the Burn of Stromfirth, Weisdale, was built c.1900. There
was a deep hole at one side of the stream, and a dyke was built along the lower edge of
this, not extending the full width of the stream. Salmon swam through the open end of
the laksigerd but could not leap further up because the dyke prevented them positioning
themselves under the ledge they had to negotiate. Fish preferred aerated water to leap

up, and when the stream was in spate water flowed over the rock face, providing such
conditions. On the upper side of the ledge a covered stone tunnel was constructed.
Fish were coaxed out of this with a pole and landed, before they swam away of their
own accord (G.Jh.).

Salmon were netted in a rigid trap placed in the width of a stream. Where a stream was

wide, fish were prevented from getting upstream by narrowing the watercourse with a

dyke, called a hem-"brigg". This had a gap to accommodate the mouth of the net, into
which the fish were channelled (Bryden 1841:107). There was a bevi-"brigg" at

Hulmawater, Aithsting, where the loch emptied into the stream (W.,J.).

8.4 Bird hunting

Stepping-stones — virr!stiggi
The collection of seafowl and ducks and their eggs seldom involved built structures. An

exception was where birds nested on an islet in a loch. Boats were used in such cases

but, where water was shallow, stepping-stones could connect the islet to provide fixed
access to the nesting site. This system was used at the Loch of Bordigarth, Delting,

leading to a place where gulls laid their eggs (L.,C.).

8.5 Otter hunting
Otter trap — otter-bus
Otters were hunted within the subsistence context, but trapping was essentially
sustained in the 18th-19th centuries by merchants, who purchased pelts for exportation.
The trap used, otter-A/j, was a vernacular form, probably predating the semi-
commercial hunting of this era. They were sited near the sea, often in cliffs, where the
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animals had their tracks. Each was a rectangular chamber with a trapdoor entrance. On

entering the otter-hus the otter activated the trapdoor, which slid down vertically, and
lintels over the chamber were removed to retrieve the captive animal. Two otter hus
forms may be classified by the method of accommodadng the chamber: rubble-mound
and recessed.

llubble-mounds were most common, either free-standing or attached to a bank

(Fig.8/14). An otter-hus at the 0b, Delting, had one side along a bank, leaving the
other side and two ends built. Because it was set on a steep-sided rock, the outer side
was unusually high (Tab. 8:4).
Table 8:4 otXet-huses

0b, near

Collafirth,
Delting

Pukkigjos,
Sandwick,
Whalsay

External
si2e

7'6" x 4'6" 9' x 6"

External

height
3'6" V (plus 1'

rubble cover)

Entrance 11" wide x

12" high

1 to" 112 x 1 2

Tab.8:4 Dimensions of rubble-mound otter traps

Recessed oXXet-huses were dug into the soil, with a revetted chamber where soft ground

permitted. An otter-hus at Glachon, Lunnaness, Lunnasting, was built in a hollow, in a

flat peaty area. The chamber was sunken, so that there were no standing walls, and
broad lintels spanned the chamber (Fig.8/15). Another otter-hus of this type was at

South Havera.

An unusual example at the Mitten, Wadbister Ness, Tingwall, was incorporated into a

secondary structure, namely a kro. The kro predates the oXXsx-hus, and is situated at the

edge of a low sea cliff. The otXsx-hus was incorporated into the dyke at a point where a

gravely slope led down to the sea, a feature favoured by otters.

The chamber was narrow enough to prevent the otter turning around, otherwise the
animal could claw away the trapdoor: the chamber at Friester, Nesting, was 22" wide,
52" long, 18" high. Trapdoor mechanisms varied little. The general method comprised
a peg on a cord, noted in Whalsay: ".. .the entrance is a piece of wood like a door,
formed to slide up and down like a portcullis, and fastened by a cord to a peg in the
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inside of the trap. When [the otter] goes in he disturbs the cord and the door slips
down behind him." (Russell 1887:160). Another mechanism used a wooden wand to

hold the door open and a plank running the length of the chamber. When the animal's

weight bore down on the plank the wand was tripped out and the door fell (G.,W.).

Cover slabs were sufficiently heavy that they were impossible for the otter to push up; if
available slabs were too light they were weighed down with rocks. When an otter was

caught, the slab furthest from the trapdoor was removed to get at the animal's head,
and it was throttled.

Occasionally a specialised feature was incorporated at the inner end of the chamber,
where a stone with a central hole was set on edge (Tab.8:5). Because of this positioning
this sub-type is confined to the rubble-mound form. Two benefits are reported for this

adaptation. One concerned the trapping of the animal; the aperture allowed light to

penetrate the chamber, it being thought that otters were more readily enticed if they
could see light emerging. The second application involved killing the otter. A gun

barrel was inserted through the hole, and the otter was shot once it grabbed the barrel
in its mouth, thereby avoiding damage to the pelt (G.,W.; A.,R.).
Table 8:5 pierced back-stone in otter-Zwr chamber

Friester, Nesting Pukkigjos, near Sandwick,
Whalsay

Slab size 2'2" diameter rectangular, 1'6" x l'l"
Slab thickness 2" 2"

Eye diameter 3" 2V2"

Tab.8:5 Dimensions of pierced slab in end wall of otter trap

The largest otter-Mr with this adaptation was at the Pukkigjos, Whalsay (Fig.8/16;
Tab.8:4, 8:5). This erection was substantially constructed, with vertical faces to the
walls. Because the covering rubble was laid further out than the pierced stone, there
was a channel amongst the rocks allowing access to the slab. Russell (1887:160)
described this otter-Mr thus; "At one end of this is placed a flat stone on its edge with a

small hole through it to admit light... [the otter] makes for the hole at the opposite end
[to the door] where the light comes in, and never attempting to return as he entered

gnaws at the hole in the stone until he is captured."

The use of the pierced stone is a late development. Guns became affordable in the 19th
century, at the peak of otter hunting, but killing by gunshot was disliked because of the
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damage to skins. The availability of small-calibre weapons meant that shooting became
usual by the 20th century. Although most pierced slabs were sub-rectangular, as at Oxna
and the Pukkigjos, some may be redundant quernstones with edges trimmed straight, as

at Friester. The utilisation of these artefacts is in accord with the rapid obsolescence of

querns in the late 19th century.

Shooting diminished otter numbers in the later 19th century, and because of this more

distant sites were chosen for otter-buses far from areas frequented by people. Some
were on uninhabited islands; one was on Colsay, Dunrossness, and another on

Burgastu, near Busta, Delting (Evans & Buckley 1898:60; Tait 2005:255).

8.6 Fishing stations
The ling fishery which dominated Shetland's economy and demography in the 18th and
19th centuries operated from seasonal stations, which were established by the 1730s,

following 20 years rapid growth of the industry (Sect.2.1.1; Fenton 1978:572). Most of
the buildings were of vernacular construction, and commend discussion here.

Fishermen's lodges
To lessen distance from fishing grounds, stations were built on headlands and islands,
often distant from tuns, and fishermen stayed there in seasonal dwellings for weeks at a

time. Men came to the stations in late May to prepare facilities for the fishing season

which lasted from early June to mid-August. Each boat's crew had a lodge - a small
cabin with a hearth, a fixed bunk and benches. The seasonal nature of their use meant

that standards were basic. A single lodge was on the Vee Skerries, off Papa Stour - an

extraordinarily exposed situation - and was used by Dunrossness fishermen in the 18th
century (C.S. 1793:302). The only structure on 0ynarey, off Yell, was a conjoint block
of lodges, erected by adding subsequent buildings to existing ones (Fig.8/17). These
were exceptionally diminutive, the smallest perhaps only serving as a store. This station

operated briefly, c.1820 (B.,A.). In the 1830s Stenness, Northmavine, operated 40

boats, each with its own lodge for the crew of six (Dunn 1837:44). The fishermen used
a superstitious noa-language, referring to the lodge as a hoid/hutti.

Walls were stone with crevices filled with earth (Standen 1845:21) and the door was

placed in the seaward gable. Multiple lodges were usual, erected in a contiguous row.
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Because the buildings were unused for most of the year, roofpons were removed at the
end of each season and reinstated the next ([Edmondston] 1846:335). Lodges at Papa
Stour had the wood as well as pons transported to and from Aithsting for each season

(Bryden 1841:130). The best roofs on Fedeland lodges in 1839 were those of tekkin

(Ployen [1840]:38), but the requirement to remove coverings meant that few lodges
were thatched. Lodges at Grof Skerry, off Whalsay, were roofed with turf and straw

(Russell 1887:114), perhaps because of the long distance to freight pons.

Hebridean fishermen's bothies were generally similar, partially dug into sandy ground
with a stone floor, turf walls, and a turf and thatched roof. Bothies were smaller than

lodges, sleeping two crewmen (Leitch 1990:6, 8). The Norwegian rorbu, used on

Vestland and Nordland cod-fishing stations, was a large timber building

accommodating twice as many men as lodges. It was designed for warmth since the

fishery took place in winter (Christensen 1995:112).

Interiors

The inner end of the lodge had a fixed bed, whose noa-appellation was a bova. A lodge
at Noss, off Bressay, was typical, accommodating 5-6 men sharing one bed (Flinn
1989:147; Schetky & Manners 1850:70). The bova was the full width of the building,
constructed of turf, shingle, or boards raised 1' from floor level, with a straw or heather
mattress on top (Ployen [ 1840]:39; Standen 1845:21; anon. 1846a:15; |Sinclair] 1871:13;
D.T. 1949:44; Flinn 1989:225). 4'he bova was about 7' long, and slabs set on their at

edge at its foot prevented the bedding taking fire (D.T. 1949:44).

The outer half had the hearth on the centre of the floor, flanked by a benk/borbenk (turf
bench with stone foundation) on either side, and a Ijora above {ibid.: 15; Standen 1845:21;

Fig.8/18). Benks at Noss in 1828 were of stone with a covering of straw (Flinn
1989:147). The hearth placement nearer one end replicates the configuration of
Hebridean bothies (Leitch 1990:8). Bothies at South Uist had turf benches 8" thick, 9"
wide, 18" long, with straw and blankets {ibid.:7). The lodges at Grof Skerry were

divided into two compartments by a stone partition. The inner area had a straw-

covered bova and the outer area had stone benks Tit the hearthside (Russell 1887:114-115).
The equipment above the hearth acquired noa-terms; the pot-chain (bonger) and pot-
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hook (festa), both collectively called the ringlodi. Afesta used at Bodigeo, Ness of
Burrafirth, Aithsting, in the 1840s-60s was a wooden hook (S.M.: FPL65414).

The lodges at 0ja, Northmavine, were primarily orientated with gables to seaward,

grouped within two rows of conjoint buildings at roughly right angles. Most had their
donna in the seaward gable, although at least one had a side entrance (Fig.8/19). Most
of them had storage gliggs for personal effects, and the hearth in this building was

formed by four oblong blocks set on edge. Lodges at the Heilja station, Ronis Voe,
were divided between Snoldigjo and the Uterhol. Snoldigjo had three contiguous

lodges, plus one single, all of which had gable doorways. At the LTerhol three lodges
had side doorways. One of these was 22' x 10' internally, with a 1'6" wide benk along
one side.

Other structures

After gutting and bleeding, fish were washed and laid overnight in seawater. At a point
where the beach was flat, a stone enclosure was made to leave the fish in the water

(Ployen [1840]:43).

The fishing season was only during the summer, so on most stations boats lay at

moorings or were pulled up on the beach. If a boat was out of use or was kept at a

station outwith the season, a nust was built to shelter the vessel. These resembled

ordinary nusts but were of a size to accommodate the sekserins used. There were utilised
at the East Wick, Fedeland, and at Ori, Fetiar (Fig.8/20).

8.7 Kelp burning

Kelp kilns
From the 1770s fishcurers developed the commercial harvesting of kelp which was

burnt to yield alginates used in soap and glass manufacturing, emulating the larger
Hebridean and Orcadian industry (Gray 1957:124-125; Fenton 1978:58, 63). Burning
utilised structures of a vernacular nature, which may thus be examined.

Kelp was burnt in shallow stone-lmed pits above a beach. Siting depended on

proximity' to the harvesting shore, although accessibility to enable people to carry

baskets from beach to kiln was also a consideration. In Orkney, placement on solid
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rock was avoided because this retained heat after the fire died down, adversely affecting
the quality of the rendered kelp (Thomson 1983b:34). Shetland kilns divide into

rectangular and circular forms. Rectangular ones were general, at 5'-6' x 3' and 2'6"

deep, equivalent structures in the Hebrides measuring 10'-l 8' x 2'4" and 2' deep

(Edmondston 1809:6; Hibbert 1822:469; Scott 1914:175). Assertions that Shetland's
utilisation of oblong kilns contrasts to the circular Orcadian type (Fenton 1978:65;
Thomson 1983b:34) is only partly correct because round kilns were also used in
Shetland. One near Huxter, Whalsay, was of identical form to Orcadian kilns, but
somewhat smaller at around 4' diameter. Many early 19th-century Orkney kilns were

intended only for one season's use and were rebuilt annually (ibid:.34). Probably
Shetland's smaller industry generally used this form and scarcity of evidence prevents

distributional analysis, although circular kilns were preferred in Yell and Whalsay (Tait

2001:10).

8.8 Discussion

Similarities of geography and scale as well as comparable farm size meant that all the
Atlantic islanders depended on boats to a similar degree. Environmental circumstances
and the equivalence of boat sizes throughout the region meant shelters for the craft
were broadly of corresponding form, but there were differences arising from the

unequal availability of resources. Shelters in Faroe were like Norwegian forms because
the availability of imported timber allowed the erection of boatsheds with roofs and
doors (Sect.3.2, 3.10). Shetland shelters were like those in Orkney and the Hebrides,
and also Iceland, where imported timber was part of the vernacular, but was at a greater

premium than in Faroe. linguistic and place name evidence underlines the
Scandinavian origin of the nust, but the building developed within the Shetland context

to produce a form dissimilar to that in the Scandinavian heartland. In Shetland, and its

neighbours with similar economic conditions, specialised forms of shelter developed
suited to the local environment in order to protect boats through walling alone. The

diversity of Shetland's coastline allowed a greater range of shelters compared to Faroe's
more inhospitable shores that necessitated relatively uniform designs. Shetland

protection ranged from natural declivities to earthen banks or curving stone dykes, as

well as the skordabel and virr in sheltered sites. This topographical diversity also
determined the regional distribution of the various Shetland fish-trap forms. The
incidence of roofed nusts was part of the local vernacular tradition predating 1600
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(Sect.3.7.1) and affinity with roofed shelters in Faroe and Norway was only general. It
is not possible to determine whether roofed shelters existed and were employed by the
elite in medieval times using grass-turf (Sect.3.7.1).

Encroachment by the market economy in the 18th century had an indirect effect on

buildings with the widespread trapping of otters to obtain a barter commodity which
could be traded to local merchants. This semi-commercial activity was doubtless an

intensification of a strictly subsistence process, and the fact that farmers had to survive

by their own resources favoured the employment of pre-existing building forms.

Although the extensive building of otter-huses dated only from around the late 18th
century and was tied to trading activity, it was an independent local form developed by
the farmers themselves for their own use. After farmers' bartering rights were

protected from the 1870s (Sect.2.1.1), an intensification in trapping increased the
number of otter-buses and pushed their distribution outwards. Once firearms were

within economic grasp the building evolved to take account of this technology.

Notwithstanding the basic requirements of use, the otter-hus also displayed local

specialisation for variations in the terrain.

The development of the economy in the 18th century derived from policies of the
landowners and merchants but because of Shetland's isolation and the overwhelming
survival of its indigenous traditions the buildings for the new industries substantially
utilised vernacular techniques. The principal industry, fisheries, required temporary

abodes for fishermen but although these were erected at the instigation of merchant-
landlords, the seasonal nature of their work meant lodges were insulated from the

general trend of Scottification that altered dwellings during this period (Sect.5.2). The
existence of fishing stations depended on commercial activity, but the physical
characteristics of lodges belonged entirely to the indigenous vernacular, from the roof
construction to the form of the interior which was influenced by domestic architecture,
with its central orn flanked by benks (Sect.5.3, 5.4). The usage of Norn noa terminology

(Sect. 8.6) illustrates the strong indigenous element of culture in the context of the lodge,
as opposed to the Scottish culture making significant advances at that time. The

similarity to Hebridean temporary huts showed that an environment of similar
resources and comparable uses was effective at producing architectural parity. This
coincidental similarity is a more likely reason than an enduring Scandinavian style
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persisting in temporary huts because although the conservative Hebrides retained Norse
customs effectively (Sect.4.7), the lodge was a recent phenomenon in Shedand.

Kelp production was part of the wider 18th-century industrialisation of Britain and,
because the manufactory was promoted by agricultural improvers, elements of the

industry were somewhat standardised. Kilns in Shedand were similar to those in the
Hebrides and Orkney but a degree of localisation came about because of Shedand's less

productive shoreline and its distance from markets. These structures may be
considered on the borderline of admissibility as Shetland vernacular buildings

(Sect. 1.1.2).
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Chapter 9: Decline of the Vernacular and Conclusions

9.1 Decline of the vernacular

The vernacular tradition was founded on the use of local resources, reliance on

indigenous styles, and the needs of subsistence agriculture (Sect. 1.1.2). Economic stasis
insulated Shedand building styles from change until the 18th century, but thereafter
inter-related factors worked to erode the characteristics that provided a distinct
vernacular. These forces - economic, cultural, technological, social, and agricultural -

were part of a wider undermining of regional styles in this period by increasingly

prevalent generic Scottish forms. Some effects were direct, such as the use of imported
materials which replaced indigenous resources, whilst others were indirect, like

husbandry changes that rendered certain structures obsolete. Building traditions could
not absorb new materials and forms limidessly whilst still constituting indigenous styles:
sections 9.2.1-9.2.3 outline the reasons for, and nature of, the decline of the Shetland

vernacular.

9.2.1 Cultural change
The change in Shetland's political status in the 15th century affected material culture
little; indeed, the marginalisation of the majority class by feudal overlords favoured the
retention of existing building traditions. It was the landowners' invigoration of the

economy from c.1700 that allowed the impact of Scottish culture to take effect as

proprietors involved themselves directly in settlement and housing, and because the
landowners had Britain as their cultural reference point, outside styles steadily affected

building customs (Sect.2.1.2). The transformation of the Scottish farming landscape
from the 18th century was not only an agricultural phenomenon, but also a cultural

process that "eroded much of the regional variety" (Fenton 2003:9). Elements of

building traditions from the Scottish lowlands — the heartland of agricultural

improvement - percolated north and west as semi-standardisation took hold, and the

changes that stemmed from this led to a convergence of Shetland farmstead forms with
Scottish designs (Sect.4.7). This shift was confined to farmsteads because these
structures were the principal tool in the settlement of fishing families, homesteads often

being erected by proprietors for their tenants, whereas ancillary structures continued to

be built by the farmers themselves, using indigenous traditions. The inherent suitability
of vernacular structures for the environment facilitated their retention, as did the
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resource shortages that imposed limitations on architectural innovation; this led to

vernacular techniques being used in commercial structures (Sect.8.6-8.7, 9.3).

Cultural allegiance gave form to house design, and Shetland embraced Scottish forms

regarded as worthy of imitation, replacing the deficiencies of vernacular forms: "Many
of the farm cottages have of late years been rebuilt on an improved plan, and emulation
has been excited on this matter." (Hamilton 1841:14). This contrasts to Denmark's
influence on Faroe, the reaction to which strengthened Faroe's indigenous culture from
the 18th century as it adopted "national self-assertion in the massive rejection of Danish
household culture", leading to the flowering of "something genuinely Faroese"

(Williamson 1948:23; Stoklund 1992:63-64). The equivalent cannot be said of Shetland,
where there was no nationalist sentiment and Scottification advanced. Orkney's
situation was analogous to Shetland's, although Orkney's prosperity hastened the

process of Scottification, as it did in Dunrossness in Shetland. The Hebrides had a

Celtic culture distant from that of Shetland, although their buildings were comparable.
There was strong cultural conservatism in the Hebrides, and features of farmsteads that
were abandoned in Shetland were retained in Hebridean farmsteads, which regressed to

bleak conditions and a poorer quality of building. This context, however, favoured the
retention of vernacular styles to a greater degree than in Shetland.

The impact of Scottification can be gauged from the effect on language, as building

terminology was subject to mutation or replacement, especially as Scottish culture
advanced from the 18th century. Hybrid forms of Norn/Scoto-English developed, such
as ob-"tree", from obder (jakobsen 1985:626), and Scoto-English cognates like "lightnin'
tree" replaced Norn terms. Generally, however, Norn terms were replaced by Scoto-

English equivalents, like "baak" instead of sjel. Components bearing solely Scottish
names, like "trance" and "cat-wa"', indicate a later phase of adoption. The renaming

process was rarer where there was no English equivalent, as in mill apparatus, and Norn
terms continued until the structures themselves became obsolete. Indeed, so long as

Norn terminology survived, such terms were sometimes applied in non-traditional
contexts, as when purlins on sandstone roofs were termed langbands (Williamson 1906).
Shetland's adoption of outside culture, building techniques, and language strongly
contrasts to the cherished feelings of the Hebrideans for their culture and language
which arguably hampered economic development (Geddes 1955:253).
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Social notions from outside Shetland influenced its culture from the 18lh century. The
islanders' dietary habits changed, with the rejection of unsalted desiccated meat

rendering skjos obsolete by c.1800, and the shunning of sheep's milk affecting the need
for retts by c.1850. Changing attitudes to domestic comfort meant that lambs, pigs, and

poultry were provided with their own outbuildings during the 19th century and the
desire to move the hearth to the gable allowed an upstairs room to be made under the
rafters and caused the demise of the lemm and Ijora. Stylistically there was a marked
trend from the 19th century for more rectilinear structures.

Although social disadvantage militated against radical stylistic change by plebeian

farmers, Scottish cultural influence was strong enough to affect elements of domestic
construction that were in flux in this period and 18th-century innovations were adopted

along Scottish lines. This is seen in the differing window and hearth styles in Shetland
and Faroe. In both archipelagos after central hearths were abandoned, louvers were

converted to skylights and canopy chimneys were adopted (Fig.5/11; Stoklund 1996:77,

79). However, in Faroe the roykstova was unglazed and windows were incorporated in
the best room, whereas in Shetland windows were adopted in both rooms in the
Scottish style (Sect.5.6). Faroese hearths replicated Norwegian forms, whereas Shetland

gable hearths were Scottish designs, but local design relied on trusted components of
central hearths and use of the "swey" (chimney-crane) was limited. This was a right-

angled bar fixed at one hearth cheek, hinging outwards, terminating in a hook. This

apparatus spread in Scotland down from gentry homes throughout the 19th century

(Fenton 1981:30), but it was used rarely in Shetland, as at Snarravoe, Unst, and the

Gravins, Foula. The contrivance was unpopular because it did not allow pots to move

upwards off the heat, and the eclipse of fireplaces by stoves curtailed innovation in
hearth cooking.

The universality of traditional structures was terminated when economic progress

allowed landowners to embark on agricultural improvements already established in
Britain, and Shetland improved farmsteads employed architecture and husbandry

following Scottish norms. These developments were initially adopted on prosperous

farms, exemplified in Bressay by Cruester (c.1780) and the Glebe (c.1820), and

technological advancement in the 19th century further pushed convergence with
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Scotland as burgeoning commercial farming adopted mechanised thrashing and

grinding mills, as at Symbister, Whalsay (1820s), and Windhouse, Yell (1860s).

9.2.2 Economic change

Changing economic fortunes, primarily of landowners and later the farmers themselves,
facilitated revolution in building customs. The division between the native vernacular
and Scottish polite styles was marked up to the 18th century. But because of
landowners' direct involvement in architecture, they erected farmsteads for their

expanding tenantry, who then became subject to direct influence. Through the

adoption of imported materials and Scottish cultural influence, the division was filled by
a class of better-quality Scottish-style domicile. This is indicated by sandstone roofing,
which had been used since c.1600 on gentry residences. It spread down the social scale
from the 18th century through the building boom that encouraged the industrial

exploitation of this commodity, and by the 19th century it was used in prosperous

plebeian farms. The improvement in the economic status of ordinary Shetlanders in the
19th century, as islanders participated in cod and whale fisheries, in Britain's burgeoning
maritime trade, and in the sale of textiles, further influenced the vernacular. However, it

was the enshrinement of tenants' rights in 1886 (Sect.2.1.1) that provided the incentive
to spend income on building improvement, energising building practices from the
1890s. An official noted that "great advancement has been made with the crofters'

dwellings in [Unst], and the landlord and crofter alike deserve the highest praise" (White

1897). The culture gap between Shetland and Scotland was supported by social

inequality, but economic progress allowed cultural convergence.

Industrialisation eroded British and Scandinavian vernacular styles (Palmqvist

1997:1381), but in Shetland the Industrial Revolution was negligible, and it was the
move from subsistence to a commercial economy that allowed outside styles to take
effect. The pattern compares to Faroe, where the advent of commercial fishery in the
later 19lh century stimulated the development of a new two-storey timber house-type
with turf roofing for fishing families (Dyreborg 1996:3, 20-21).

The impact of non-vernacular styles was limited so long as the economy was

unfavourable, including for landowners. In the 1740s, at Vaderwick, Dunrossness, the
landowner John Bruce "at a very large expense erected a proper mill.. .the only one of
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the kind in the country" (Low [1774]: 188). This was the first non-vernacular watermill
in Shetland, a Scottish miller being settled to operate the mechanism, and Bruce's
tenants were compelled to grind there instead of using their own mills. Around the
1790s there was disagreement between the landowner and the miller, and the watermill
was closed (L.,R.). The viability of the project depended on the landlord compelling
tenants to use his apparatus - feasible for any large proprietor - but cost prohibited
emulation by other landowners. Depression in the economy sustained the vernacular,
as when the decline of the white fishery from the 1880s discouraged architectural
innovation at fishing stations, and only at Fedeland, Northmavine, did the fishery
survive on an adequate scale to diverge from vernacular design. There, lodges were

built with a door and window in the frontage and a hearth with a gable flue. They were

mostly detached and larger and higher than vernacular predecessors, mirroring

contemporary house evolution, and several had tarred roofs (Sect.5.2, 5.3.2, 4.5.7;

Fig.9/2). The decline in landlords' other industry, kelp processing, brought about the
end of kilns in the 19th century. Active intervention by landlords in agriculture in the
19th century determined the enclosure of townships and the loss of stock pens in tun

and skattald, and the consolidation of runrig fields into compact blocks, ending metstens.

Improvement in the financial status of Shetlandcrs allowed the purchase of
commodities that transformed building practices. Direct effects included the increased

availability of boats that boosted the use of boat roofing, and ultimately non-indigenous
boat types were utilised as imported craft influenced local forms. More indirectly, the

availability of imported meal removed the need to dry grain, so redundant sinnis were

demolished from the late 19th century, and the importation of coal into districts with
deficient fuel supply terminated peat-A/Jw in Fetlar and peat-j'kjos in Out Skerries.
Limekilns prospered in the building boom, but increased demand favoured the erecting
of large commercial kilns at Girlsta and Laxfirth in Tingwall, and the vernacular type

declined in the late 19th century, just as market economics sustained otter-buses, decline
in the demand for pelts caused the building's obsolescence in the mid-20th century.

The changing economic environment is reflected in the decline of mills. In the 1860s
commercial watermills with overshot mechanisms were built, and in adjacent parishes
traditional mills declined as the populace preferred the convenience of the new method.

Complete obsolescence of mills was prevented by the cost of grinding as well as the
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distances involved in conveying grain. This impact is seen at Whalsay, where mills fell
into disuse early because the landowner had a watermill erected in the 1820s, and from
the 1860s islanders took their grain to the commercial watermill at Girlsta, Tingwall.
The process was more radical in agriculturally productive Orkney, where vertical
watermills eclipsed vernacular ones in the 18th century, and the last vernacular watermill
survived only into the 1880s (Brundle 1993:99). Additional pressure came from the late
19th century as imported Canadian meal appeared, and the economic freedom enjoyed

by Shetlanders after the Crofters Act meant the commodity was affordable. Mills
declined rapidly as a result, and the last to operate were at Huxter in Sandness and
Foula in the 1940s. The pattern was identical in Faroe, where watermills declined in the

early 20th century because of the importation of meal from Denmark (Williamson

1946:83).

Completion of a government road construction programme in 1852 had far-reaching

consequences for vernacular buildings. Roads were used only to a limited extent so

long as settlement distribution favoured less restrictive sea travel, but with the

increasing use of wheeled vehicles boats were no longer the only mode of travel. This,
and the fact that more foodstuffs were bought from shops so it was no longer necessary

to use boats for subsistence fishing, drove the progressive obsolescence of nusts from
the mid-20th century. The advent of road transport had other effects, as skattald
structures were replaced with equivalents near roads, or agricultural activity changed to

do away with structures altogether, as when road transport eliminated penx-huses in Unst.
For example, the kro at Smirlawater (Fig.6/26) is recorded as disused on the 1878
Ordnance Survey. Once regular travel over the moors ceased, virdeks became obsolete.

Elements of non-vernacular practice gained a foothold in commercial farms first, before

being adopted by tenant farmers once their status improved from the 1890s. An

important example was fencing, used at Tingwall from the 1860s and elsewhere on

sheep farms from the 1870s (Court of Session 1899:9, 12). Because the division
between tun and skattald was inviolable, fences followed the dyke line, and these, plus
new fence-lines, began to replace dykes and the jjalsgord fell into disuse. Fencing was

otherwise used instead of simmens on krobbs and in place of stukis in kros. As a result,

stone-building traditions declined during the 20th century to such an extent that even

low-maintenance structures fell into disrepair, and if need for them survived,
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replacements were built by non-vernacular methods, for example krogabels were erected
from corrugated iron.

Political intervention concentrated primarily on cattle husbandry, where sanitary officers
advocated the regular removal of dung from byres, to which end farmers were

pressurised to install concrete floors and large drain outlets (Sect.4.7, 6.3.2). The new

method of muck management favoured byres with a wider area between the front wall
and the ronek, which was used as a human passage rather than a muck ledge. Once the

regime of regular manure removal was instigated, mould was no longer collected and
meldikuses became obsolete. Simultaneous sanitary attention focused on wells, and
concrete forms again eclipsed vernacular designs (Taylor 1897). Kro design was

indirectly affected by legislation, consequent to the introduction of compulsory sheep

dipping in 1903. Early dip could be prepared with salt water, but when newer brands
were developed which needed fresh water, many kros near the sea were abandoned.

Dipping required a tank and initially transportable boxes were used, but with the

adoption of concrete from the 1920s many kres had a mass-concrete dipper

incorporated into them. Furthermore, economic change meant many more sheep were

kept from the mid-20' century, so larger sheepfolds were needed.

9.2.3 Technological change
The industrialisation of Britain and the importation of commodities through improved
trade links brought stylistic implications for buildings as reliance on indigenous
resources diminished. The widest-reaching effect was the sale of timber by local
merchants. This initially affected buildings subtly, as wood replaced elements normally
made in other materials, such as the bolk being supplanted by wooden partitions. As
timber became increasingly available in the later 19th century wooden floors replaced
earth ones, and internal lining over stone walls became commonplace. Because wood
was machined this imparted a certain regularity to timber components (Sect.3.7.2). In
contrast to Faroe, there had been no timber tradition since the stokkstov technique

disappeared, but from the late 19th century a new wood construction developed. This
was not part of Scandinavian tradition, but a local development, stylistically similar to

Scottish forms. Commonest was the addition of porches onto existing dwellings

(Fig.9/1), but whole buildings could be erected with wooden sides and stone gables, like
a dwelling at Cunnister, Yell, and a lodge at Snoldigjo, Northmavine. The dearth of
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trees that Faroe shared with Shetland would presuppose an expectation of dependence
on local materials there, but from the Middle Ages up to the 19th century Faroese
construction was predominantly in timber and only in outhouses and the poorest

houses were stone and turf used (Thorsteinsson 1982:159-160).

Of greater significance, given its importance to the unique Shetland vernacular, as well
as the generality of change, was the decline in traditional roofing. Change in this sphere
was technological, not stylistic, as the tradition was diluted through imported materials

supplanting indigenous resources. Cheap factory-made coir rope saved time in making
simtnens, and it rapidly replaced indigenous rope types in Shetland from c. 1900, as it did
in Scotland (Walker et al. 1996:29). Impact was quickest on ling simmens, where the more

handleable coir was preferred (Smith 1960). Coir simply replaced simmens, used in the
same way as the indigenous material, and its employment contrasts to the impact of the

adoption of cotton nets in thatching from the late 19th century. These were redundant
nets from herring drifters, available through the fishery that grew rapidly from the
1870s. They were used to hold down straw, negating the need for closely-spaced
vertical ropes on the roof or a simmen mesh. Nets were adopted in a similar way in

Orkney and the Hebrides (Holden 1998:64). Roofs thatched by rope without nets

survived in the Hebrides until the 1970s (Souness 1992:90), but Shetland thatching

universally employed nets before that time because of the predominance of fisheries in
Shetland. Wire netting replaced roped thatch in much of Orkney and the Hebrides

(Newman & Newman 1991:34; Souness 1992:89), but it was not employed in Shetland
because fishing nets were plentiful, and by the 1970s as cotton nets vanished, the

diminishing number of thatched roofs were covered with synthetic nets instead.

Glass was the earliest outside material incorporated into the vernacular, and the impact
of subsequent imports on the vernacular status of buildings was variable. In some

structures changes were slight, as non-traditional elements were substituted for i

traditional counterparts or were added as additional components. This is seen in krobbsj
where simmens palisades were replaced by net-wire and protection from birds was

afforded by fishing nets; in byres, where posts and chains replaced veggmls; and in barns,
where thrashing machines replaced njuggelstens. Other replacements of vernacular

components during the late 19th century included steel door locks, cast-iron skylights,
and fireclay chimney pots. The adoption of such products diluted the vernacular
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incrementally; with grinds pivot-stones were replaced by inverted bottles that performed
the same function, then metal hinges replaced the construction altogether. The

prosperous fishing parish of Sandwich was a leader in the process of adoption of

factory-made products — a local report praised the installation of iron grates in "ben"

(Duncan 1901a).

At an extreme, some structures relied on imports to such an extent that only the usage

itself was traditional. Illustrative here are corrugated iron \)CAX~buses at Lambhoga,
Fetlar. The non-indigenous commodity that had the most radical impact on the
vernacular was coal tar, a product of industrialisation that spawned a new roofing form
from c.1800 in Scotland (Fenton & Walker 1981:72). Tar was imported into Shetland
from the early 19th century, where it made initial impact in non-vernacular structures

such as commercial premises, but was soon disseminated throughout the lesser classes
of structure. A by-product of gasworks, tar was locally-produced from the 1850s

(Lerwick Gas Light Co. 1862). Roofs comprised sarking covered with tar paper with a

top layer of hessian impregnated with linseed oil, then coated with boiled tar (Figs.9/2,
9/4). An early example was a house at Uyeasound, Unst, in 1841 with a "flat paper

roof' (Wilson 1842:320), although this building was not of vernacular form. The more

traditional and isolated Bjurg, Muckle Roe, Delting, was built in 1860s with a coal tar

roof (B.,B.). Because tarred felt was adopted in Shetland before iron was available and
offered better insulative qualities, metal sheeting was rarer, even though corrugated iron

displaced traditional roofing on Scottish outbuildings from the 1850s (Leitch 2003:227).
Tarred roofs were regarded favourably in comparison to traditional roofing in the eyes

of sanitary inspectors (White 1897). Where there was greater prosperity, as in Sandwick,

many vernacular roofs were abandoned in favour of better-quality substitutes, and very

few houses there were thatched by 1900, most being tarred or slated (Duncan 1901b).

Concrete became available from the 1890s, and made rapid progress into vernacular
structures, where it was primarily employed in dwellings, for heightening walls and

adding porches (Figs.9/3, 9/4). It was used widely in smaller projects, and the impact
of concrete on mills is illustrative. There, it was used to erect a perimeter to the luder at

the North Ham, Delting; increase the weight of the oversten at the Pund of Setter,
Gunnister Voe, Northmavine; hold sluices in spelds at 0sund, Aithsting; make tirl bosses
at Troswick, Dunrossness, and Huxter, Sandness. A unique concrete watermill was
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erected at Norby, Sandness. Because Shetland relied on stone and later adopted
concrete this placed limitations on erecting two-storey dwellings in comparison to

Faroe, where the timber tradition more readily facilitated loftier building.

Stoves became available from the 1880s, and were installed in the "but" by blocking the
hearth to accommodate the stovepipe. A different pattern emerged in Class B houses,
where the stove was set along the partition (Sect.5.2). Even in sequestered places like
Foula houses built or renovated in the 1880s had a stove in the "but", and by the 1940s
80-90% of houses in Yell had stoves (Westermarck 1891:303; Taylor 1948:29). The

chronology as well as form was dissimilar to west Scandinavian houses of similar size.
An iron oven, located in the bedroom at the partition and heated from the adjacent
kitchen, was common in Denmark and in Jasren, Norway, by c.1700 and stoves were an

established part of Faroese houses by the late 18th century (Steensberg 1974:109; Sundt
1900:263-264; Landt [1800]:242).

9.3 Nature of decline

The erosion of vernacular customs was pushed by several forces, some of which were

simultaneous, so the many types of building were subject to stylistic influence or

approached obsolescence throughout the 19th century and beyond. Where the

requirement for traditional construction remained, decline occurred over a lengthy

period, as was the case with roofing; perhaps half of all plebeian buildings retained
vernacular roofs in the 1920s but an accelerated process of decline effectively

extinguished them by the 1970s. Both factors worked in this process - replacement by

imported materials which substituted traditional components, and the adoption of non-

vernacular designs which eradicated the indigenous tradition. Although replacement by

imports was delayed in sequestered parishes, depopulation there hastened the end of
traditional roofing. The survival pattern was not regional, and thatched survivors were

distributed disparately; the last inhabited house was Ellister, Sandwick (1995), the last

outbuilding in western Mainland was at Mucklabousta, Sandness (1996) and the last

outbuilding in the northern parishes was at Njuhus, Yell (2003; Tab.3:8).

Because of the differential nature of obsolescence, certain building types became
redundant before others, bringing the prospect of re-use within the vernacular sphere.

Especially common was the conversion of use of ku>is into kros. This was possible
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without a change of form unless concrete dippers were installed, as was the case at both

Pundsteng and Oxnapund (Sect.6.5.1; Fig.6/15). Other examples included the

remodelling of a mill at Njuhus, Yell, into a lambhus and the use of obsolete lodges as

nusts at Dale, Walls (Fig.8/8).

Landowners' settlement policy in the 18th century (Sect.2.1.1) abetted change in houses,
which both got larger and approached Scottish styles over two centuries. At the same

time, farmers' lack of economic freedom and social marginalisation meant there was

continuity in the form and construction of outbuildings. The stylistic influences that
were embraced voluntarily or imposed by landowners resulted in the continual
evolution of farmsteads, a situation that contrasted strongly with the Flebrides, where
farmsteads retained the old architecture until compulsion caused the sudden
abandonment of vernacular forms (Sect.4.7). Shetland farmsteads were remodelled on

the same site so often that there was a seamless continuity from the Middle Ages until
the early 20th century. Hebridean farmsteads perpetuated a vernacular style with only a

few outside materials affecting form, until these were abruptly discarded and entirely
different house-types were erected anew. In the Northern Isles the evolution of
vernacular farmsteads accelerated throughout the 19th century, and the juxtaposition of
vernacular farmsteads with non-vernacular replacements is rare.

The outcome of the incorporation of imported materials and styles not derived from

indigenous culture led to a convergence with Scotland and a diminution of the
vernacular. Where traditional structures remained in use, imported materials could be

incorporated, but although scale and function could remain relatively intact, vernacular
credentials were eroded. This occurred, for example, with door fittings. Where
structures became obsolete before the general adoption of imported materials, hybrid
forms were rarer. An example was the sinni. One built at Everland, Fetlar, in the late
19th century using iron plates instead of rammeks and a pipe through the wall to remove

smoke, was unusual (Fenton 1963:2). The erosion of the vernacular generally ensued

through the adoption of elements of polite architecture (Sect. 1.1.1), but in Shetland

stylistic continuum from vernacular to non-vernacular came through external influence
in the form of Scottish plebeian styles, rather than through local gentry architecture.

Because of the limitations of Shetland agriculture, elements of vernacular style were
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adapted by the gentry. Simple structures were incorporated without modification, such
as the njuggelsten in the farmstead of Gardie, Yell, which had few vernacular

characteristics, and smaller components such as door fittings were widely employed.
Certain indigenous building types were used by the landowning and mercantile classes
that did not have archetypes in the Scottish building styles they employed, which were

more substantial than traditional counterparts. An example was a skjo built at Burravoe,

Yell, prior to 1730 (Tait 2005:256; Tab.9:1). The farmstead at Smithfield, Fedar, was

built for a merchant in 1815, and although it was of standard Scottish form, it

incorporated a sinni, which was unusually large at 5' long, 4'4" wide. Circular kilns were

used by the gentry in southern Shetland, but the unfamiliarity of that type in Fetlar
meant that the sinni was developed at Smithfield. Even agricultural improvers in the
18th century were satisfied that traditional watermills were suitable for Shetland's
environment. The mill at Uyea, Unst, was constructed for the landowner Thomas Leisk,
who otherwise utilised Scottish architectural fashions. A friend wrote; "I am quite
satisfied that the simple machinery of the Shetland mill is fully equal to the wants of the
country — but I never thought it could have so nearly approximated what the ordinary

complicated mills are capable of doing." (Spence 1829; Fig.7/53). In the 19th century

horses were bred for export in Unst, and as the number of animals on the skattald
increased a class of large krogabel came into being. These were erected by professional
masons in the Galloway dyking style and resembled vernacular shelters, but were more

substantial and regular, standing about 4V21 high. Landowners employed vernacular
traditions to serve their industries, primarily through fishing stations, and customs used
there underwent the same technological changes as occurred in plebeian buildings

(Sect.8.6; Fig.9/2). The increased interest of landlords in their estates meant more

dykes were built from the early 19th century, many of which were of vernacular form, so

that an element of traditional construction increased at the expense of stock pens

(Sect.2.2).
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Table 9:1 skjo; Burravoe, Yell
External size 16'X13,/2'

Gable peak 6'

Wall height 3y2'

Wall thickness 2VJ

Doorway y/j

Tab.9:1 Semi-vernacular meat-drying hut built for gentry

The replacement of the indigenous elite by Scottish proprietors who built feudal estates

during the 16lh century brought a Scottish form of higher-status building, and the

stylistic gulf between the plebeian vernacular and Scottish styles widened as landowners'
mansions and farmsteads were erected during the 18th century. The growth of a

mercantile class and an urban centre at Lerwick during that century strengthened the
division between vernacular and polite architecture. The initial impact of Scottification
was tied to prosperity and geography, concentrated in Dunrossness, but elements of
Scottish style spread both geographically and down to the lower classes as the 19th
century progressed.

The increasing outside influence through improving communications in the 19th century

facilitated new buildings that had no part in subsistence economy, but used vernacular
traditions (Fig.9/5). Because Shetland was in a protracted period of change from
isolated subsistence to assimilation into British society, building traditions were still
viable enough to affect the new buildings. From the circumstances of their use, such

buildings were scarcely vernacular, as they depended on being part of the outside

economy.

9.4 Conclusions

Shetland vernacular buildings were strongly inter-related. The need to balance the
demands of supporting livestock and producing crops for subsistence required an

agriculture founded on daily and seasonal stock movements to conserve grazings,
distribute muck beneficially, and to protect crops. To these ends much farming was

communal, as were buildings. The status of farmers practising subsistence agriculture
favoured both a wide range of structures to support diverse activities, and the
continuation of form over time. There was strong continuity in this system, despite

over-population and farm fragmentation in the 18th century, until communal stock pens
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became obsolete with the increase of hill-dykes in the early 19lh century. Other
elements of agriculture - the balance between crops and stock in the tun, the movement

of catde into the byre nighdy, and seasonal transfer of sheep and other livestock —

survived this change. Due to deficiencies in quality land, there was dual use in

structures, primarily yards for rearing kale and building ricks, enclosures in the skattald
for growing kale and harvesting hay, and pens for different stock species.

There was a general similarity of structures throughout Shetland, due to comparable
circumstances within the islands. Major regional difference was confined to grain kilns,
linked to the greater productivity of southern Mainland, and peat huts, consequent to

the scarce fuel distribution in some northern islands. The regions neighbouring
Shedand, despite sharing congruent environments, display strong stylisdc likenesses and
contrasts, demanding an answer to the question of where the cultural affiliations of the
Shetland vernacular lay. The Scandinavian rural vernacular had three broad divisions —

half-timbered (Denmark and southern Sweden), log construction (northern Sweden,

Norway, and Finland), and stone and turf (Faroe and Iceland) (Donnelly 1992:211).
Shetland roofed buildings were dissimilar from all these, and her closest comparator,

culturally and architecturally, was Orkney. A crucial indicator in any society is the

principal building, the dwelling, and the similarities were shared in a wider sense with
domiciles of north-west Britain. This does not reduce the Scandinavian credentials of

the Shetland vernacular because farmsteads were closely descended from medieval

forms, and despite deficient dateable evidence, the low-intensity usage, economic stasis,
and cultural evidence strongly favour continuity in all structures until the 18th-century
demographic upheaval (Bigelow 1985:115; Baldwin 1984:42). Smith (1980:25) writes:
"the substantive features of'Norse' Shetland.. .remained more or less intact until the

first half of the 17th century. But when they disappeared, they disappeared almost
without a trace". In this, he is partly correct, for farmstead architecture became

overwhelmingly Scottish, but ancillary structures, along with tools, techniques, and

language, continued to demonstrate strong Scandinavian origins. Continuity is evident
in lexicography, where Nordic terminology was retained for components and building
names, and physical survival was partly due to socio-economic conditions that
necessitated the retention of indigenous traditions, and partly because of the ongoing

upkeep of buildings.
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Roussell (1934) reasoned that the farmsteads and construction techniques of the

Hebrides, Shetland, and Orkney were stages of an evolutionary progression, whereas

Campbell (1944) found building traditions to comprise elements of culture diffused
from centres to distant regions. The diffusionist model better reflects the subtleties of
cultural input than the more influential evolutionist premise (Stoklund 1980:117).
However, whilst Campbell's thesis is proven by the elements of Celtic and Norse
construction in the Hebrides, and Norse and Scottish building in Shetland, Shetlandic
farmsteads also evolved from a point of common ancestry observable in the Hebrides

(Sect.4.2, 4.5.1). Evolution and diffusion were not mutually exclusive processes

because, following adoption into geographical zones, structures "underwent change
after diffusion" (Domenig 1997:29). In this respect a rehabilitation of the essence of
Roussell's vision is necessary, incorporating diffusionist evidence. Illustrative are the
earth-core walls used throughout the North Atlantic and retained in the Hebrides and

Faroe, but replaced by solid walling in the Northern Isles. The older form survived in
the Hebrides due to conservatism, where it was applied as load-bearing walling, and in
Faroe it survived due to the islands remaining within the Scandinavian polity, and earth-
cores remained as shelter walling. Evolution was effected by cultural change from

Viking styles to regional vernaculars and later, in the case of the Northern Isles, to

Scottish styles, as characteristics arrived in diffused form. These included hearths,

canopies, and stoves of Norwegian or Scottish forms adopted in Faroe and Shetland

respectively.

The cultural allegiances of Atlantic communities shaped their building traditions. Faroe

experienced prosperity from the 1750s, and the glasstova — a Norwegian innovation
rooted in the islands for two centuries - spread widely (Stoklund 1992:63). Faroese
culture was strong enough to adapt outside influences to its own situation. Conversely,
cultural decline was the formative influence that gave rise to more primitive farmstead
forms in Britain's Atlantic islands (Stoklund 2002:142). In Shetland, native traditions
were increasingly overlaid by Scottish culture, and because Scottish hegemony was

complete long before economic conditions favoured the remodelling of farmsteads in
the 18th century, the Scottification of farmsteads intensified. In dwellings, cultures
emulated what Stoklund calls the "reference group" in society from whence key prestige

components were adopted (1980:123). Regions which were politically and

geographically isolated had limited access to outside influences, but Shetland
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increasingly leant on Scotland as its reference group. Faroe withstood outside
influences because the islanders showed vigour in the retention of elements of their
culture in a way Shetlanders never did. Quite subsidiary buildings within Faroese

indigenous tradition such as the hjallur became central elements to the definition of
island culture (Stoklund 1963:57). The Faroese strove to preserve their culture as part

of an awakening national consciousness, whereas Shetlanders were assimilated over a

lengthy period into Scottish culture.

The Atlantic region encompassed cultures in divergence, but the constraints of resource

availability ensured that Shetland and Orkney's vernacular was in many respects closer
to the unrelated Celtic heritage of the Hebrides than it was to Faroe or Norway.

Equivalence in the agricultural landscape governed the range of buildings, which were

similar throughout the region, given comparable natural resources and isolation from
the trading mainstream. The result was the development of analogous forms having
structural similarity, but not necessarily shared cultural origins. Indicative are straw

doors, used from Ireland, through Shetland, to Denmark, and corresponding potato

huts that developed in Norway and Shetland in the 18th century, long after Shetland's

separation from the motherland. The similarity of Orkney and Shetland was,

paradoxically, reinforced through the influence of the lowland Scottish fashions that
were relatively absent from the Flebrides. This effect is most evident in wall
construction dissimilarities between the Northern Isles and the Flebrides.

In contrast, cultural difference meant that although farming methods corresponded,
there was facility for regional difference. This is seen in Orkney and Shetland's

preference for a kiln integral to the farm's own barn, whereas in the Hebrides and Faroe
communal kilnhouses were used, and in the outdoor stacking of peats in the British
islands compared to indoor storage in Faroe and south-west Norway. Only some

differences, such as roofed boat shelters and the later hay houses in Faroe that were due
to timber availability, can be linked to favourable economic conditions. Structures

performing identical functions could achieve significantly different forms, such as the

skjo and the hjallur, and the use of timber in the Faroese building was possible through
economic circumstances, but it was cultural (dietary) difference that caused a diversity
of forms in comparison to the skjo.
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The disadvantageous position of tenant farmers necessitated a reliance on indigenous
resources that strengthened the vernacular. The self-sufficiency that gave rise to roof
construction and heather partitions in Shetland and the Hebrides was less pronounced
in Faroe, where domestic architecture was to a large extent dependent on imports, such
as wood, tar, paint, glass, and stoves (Dyreborg 1996:15). Some self-reliance was aided

by Shetland's own advantages over Faroe, such as millstone production. The increase
in seaborne wood from the 17th century further facilitated self-sufficiency, as did the

impoverishment of many families from the 18th century which caused anachronism that

supported the vernacular through the erection of marginal farms. There was a limited

facility for innovation within the vernacular, arising from social attitudes that pushed

agricultural change, in the case of swine, poultry, and lambs, which were removed from
the domicile into outbuildings. During the dissolution of indigenous traditions, certain
structures found re-use within vernacular contexts during the early 20th century

(Sect.9.3).

The Hebrides and Shetland shared farmstead styles in the Middle Ages. There was

stylistic continuity in the Hebrides until the 1890s, when legislation forced change and
the abandonment of tradition, but in Shetland evolution took place from the 18th
century following economic developments, accelerated in the 19th century by islanders'
desire for advancement. Shetlanders voluntarily embraced farmstead change,

abandoning downslope alignment by c.1800, and by the 1870s there was a general

rejection of domestic entrance through byres. The break in inter-communication, then
disconnection between buildings, were crucial factors in farmstead development.

Legislation was needed to force Hebrideans to abandon all such arrangements in the
1890s. As pressure on the land intensified in the Hebrides, islanders rejected the louver
and turf underlayer in roofing in order to obtain fertiliser, leaving the inhabitants to live
in smoky hovels (Fenton 1985b:74). In similar circumstances, Shetlanders never

rejected these features, even abject huts having windows and chimneys (Fig.5/4). Such
differences were due largely to the social stagnation and steadfast conservatism of the
Hebrideans compared to Shetlanders.

Scottish rule severed Shetland and Orkney from communication with Norway and the

imposition of feudalism in the 16th century adversely affected farmers' prosperity and
their ability to import Norwegian timber buildings, which vanished from Shetland's
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landscape by c.1800. However, the cultural marginalisation of Shetlanders from
mainstream Britain insulated the vernacular from Scottish influence long after political
and social control had assumed a Scottish form. Because imported materials were

unavailable to farmers through their impoverished status, the building style reliant on

local resources was strengthened, prospering in the stability of the 17th century. From
the early 18th century landowners built massive commercial fisheries, taking direct
involvement in tenant resettlement, and thereby providing the environment for the
Scottification of domestic architecture to take place. At the same time, there was

continuity in ancillary buildings, which followed basic construction, because tenants

lacked economic wherewithal to effect change. From the 1820s agriculture developed

along two opposing paths, where some landowners encouraged improvement and

husbandry changes, and in other districts commercial sheep farming was introduced.
With improvement, the evolution of farmsteads was afforded further impetus, whilst

ancillary structures still continued in established forms, although the increase in hill-

dykes had repercussions for stock pens. Sheep farming was inimical to vernacular
forms, and Scottish building forms instantaneously replaced traditional structures.

Following legislation, commercial and tenurial freedom ensued from the 1890s,

providing both the means and incentive to farmers to effect building improvement,
which sharply accelerated the evolutionary process already underway.

There was a facility for the absorption of outside materials into building customs whilst

arguably still constituting a native vernacular style, but the spread of this process

cumulatively caused divergence from the reliance on indigenous materials, and
weakened vernacular characteristics. For example, once cotton nets were adopted into

roofing, roping technique changed somewhat, but in time imported ropes supplanted
simmens, iron skylights replaced gliggs, and the vernacular survived in vestiges only. The

process of replacement of Norn terminology by Scoto-English also weakened
traditions. Trading by landlords and merchants from the 18th century onwards had a

huge impact on the vernacular, introducing such imports as glass, that became

inextricably part of building techniques. It was an inevitable consequence of the
cultural drift of Shetland towards Scotland, the inexorable advance of market

economics, increasing prosperity, and improved transport links, that the vernacular
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The erosion of the vernacular accelerated in the 20th century and the differential nature

of this process meant that the transition to a post-vernacular architecture was long-
drawn, coming either through obsolescence or degeneration. Low-intensity usage

protected structures from change, as was the case with kros — which survived with little
alteration until changed agricultural patterns caused their abandonment throughout the
first three quarters of the century — and nusts, where the process took place throughout
the third quarter of the century. Agricultural decline and the move towards

commercially-produced foodstuffs obliterated crop structures in the 1950s-70s, as

"steeds" fell from use and potato stores became obsolete. Mills became extinct earlier,

effectively by the 1930s. The change to commercially-produced fodder meant krobbs
diminished drastically in the third quarter of the 20th century, and of a few thousand
utilised in 1900, only a few dozen remained in use in 2000. The termination of
subsistence and semi-commercial hunting caused the abandonment of associated
structures by the mid-20th century. Complex structures were more liable to be
remodelled, and the termination of the vernacular came as a continuum of decline

affecting the constituent parts. Corrugated iron and concrete caused turf construction
to become rapidly obsolete by the 1930s, and the score of thatched roofs remaining by
1990 on isolated farms — already altered by imported components — disappeared in the
next decade through abandonment. As dwellings approached Scottish designs and
fewer local materials were used, the last arguably vernacular houses survived until the
mid 20th century. Livestock husbandry changes meant mould collection was obsolete
and byres were reconfigured to allow muck removal by the second quarter of the

century, and lambhuses became obsolete by the third quarter. Barns were affected by the
removal of structures concerned with grain processing during the early 20th century, and

although several barns remain in use only their walls are demonstrably "vernacular".

Shetland's vernacular was subject to cultural and economic forces that transformed its

society from 1600 to 1900, the tradition mirroring periods of stability or upheaval, and

poverty or prosperity. The inter-related husbandry that supported it was extinct by the

early 20th century, but the vernacular took a further century to dissipate into extinction
as Shetlanders became fully integrated into British society.
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Glossary
All substantives, unless verbs as indicated. Uncompounded terms in parentheses
denote Norn cognates. Several Shedand terms have variant forms, to which the reader
is referred to Jakobsen 1985.

Shetland Norn

aftek: (v.) unthatch
andor. porch
baksten: hearth back

band, band stone

benk: bench

bigg, collection of houses

bigg, (v.) build

biggi'. cluster
bisi: stall

blegd: wedge
bolk: partition
borbenk: a. sloping dyke; b. buttress; c.

bench

bova\ bed (noa)

brigg. bridge

briggsteny. pavement

bur. porch

buslinpinn: hopper pin
busten: cornerstone

buster, supporting beam in watermill
substructure

bad. booth

bo/: fold

der. haystack
dodd: broken nail

dofikur. mould heap

dorafel: door board
draller. mill clapper

"clravv"-j7tv?: upper gable step

drinteh stone requiring trimming
donna: door

esins: lower part of roof interior

festa: pot hook (noa)

fitj. (v.) rope thatching

fitjin: thatch rope

jjalsgord. hill dyke

fLa: turf

flos: common rush

flotti\ partition
"four"-erin: 4-oared boat

gabeh gable
nail

'tree": crossbeam connecting
rafters

gart. dyked pasture

gerdi: dyked pasture

giltek: mown ling and lobba (q.v.)

gligg. wall aperture

golgratr. byre gutter

gord: a. dyke; b. yard

gordsend: dyke end

gordsimerr. thick rope

gordsta: dyke site
'7 doorframe

t. gate

gripster. sheep pen
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grotti: mill nave jardjast. stack weight

gntd: mica-schist jardpon: (v.) turf

grundking. mill pivot-plate joggird: millstone eye

grundsail: mill pivot-plate jok: hinge

grundslo: mill ground-sill jurnsten: hearthstone

grobi: millstone rock katthur. porch

grop: (v.) groove boards kelda: well

grot, mica-schist kelek: drain

grotti: mill nave kilpersten: kiln lintel

gotti: threshold kjotpinsten: kiln lintel

hagmark: boundary mark kleberg. steatite

hagmet. boundary mark klemel: steatite

hallo: straw bundle klesgord: millstone edge
havr. oats klever. steatite

hesp: hasp kluk: (v.) build dyke loosely

hestensgot: horse pasturing pen klunk: dyke top

hjalpinsten: kiln lintel klunk: (v.) build dyke loosely

hjelpersten: kiln lintel klobersten: steatite

hjolkinsten: kiln lintel klovhammer. claw hammer

hjolpinsten: kiln lintel knokk: rafter peak

hogsten: boundary mark koddinr. chimney foundation
hold: fishermen's lodge (noa) kodd-"skew": gable cornerstone

hoi: hole kolki: hollow in hearthstone

honger. pot chain (noa) kollek: shapeless building stone

hun: a. handle; b. rafter end kolti: shapeless building stone

has", house kopp: hole in mill pivot-plate
hutti: fishermen's lodge (noa) krapp: wallhead space

hwi: cattle enclosure krigi: dyke angle

/?0;y-"brigg": netting bridge kro: storage nook

jader. dyke turf krobb: a. seedling nursery; b. pig

jader. (v.) build turf dyke enclosure

jalpersten: kiln lintel krogabol: shelter

jar. upper dyke turf krotl. small building stones

jar. (v.) build jar (q.v.) km: sheepfold
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km. sheepfold

krostigi: sheepfold entrance dyke
krostuki: sheepfold entrance dyke

kugl poor building stone

kulr. hollow in hearthstone

kur. sheep pen

kwenr. quern

kwi: catde enclosure

kmss: (v.) dress stone

laksigerd: salmon trap

lamer, loft

lambhur. lamb shed

langband: purhn
lemnr. loft

len\ house row

lepp: straw flap

"lightnin'-tree": mill lever

ling, heather
lintstem lifting ledge

lipi: waste pit
lith: millstone slot

Ijorn. smoke hole
lobba: coarse grass, esp. sedge and

cotton-grass

lodr. storage corner

lorn, smoke hole

luder. millstone or quernstone support

/Wi?r-"tree": mill lever

lung, heather
lurtv. smoke hole

lonnv. buttress

mer. mill ground-sill
markstem boundary stone

merkv. boundary stone

met boundary stone

metsten\ field marker

mill, watermill

^7/(3-"dike": cross-dyke between

townships

meldikjor. mould heap
meldikus-. mould heap

naggi: mill clapper
naver. auger

nederstem lowermost millstone

never, birch bark

neverspel: birch bark

njuggelsten: thrashing stone

noggin: rafter head
nokkin: rafter head

nost. boat shelter

noust. boat shelter

nor. log corner

nuggin: rafter head
nukkirr. rafter head

mist boat shelter

obder. a. lintel; b. porch
odler. gutter (properly manure)

ofsheliek\ eaves slab
oiler, gutter (properly manure)

okregord. field dyke

olgrof. byre gutter

oiler, gutter (properly manure)
onder. a. porch; b. lintel
onderhus. mill understructure

ordel door lintel

orIt. stream opening in dyke
orn\ hearth

ovedeh. milldam
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ovi: roof laths

pom. roof turf

pom (v.) cut roof turves

rabl: (v-) build hastily

rag. driftwood

raga: driftwood
rammek: kiln lath

ratta-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
rekster-'ddke.": sheepfold entrance dyke
rer. (v.) poorly build-up
retP. stock enclosure

r<?#tf-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
revel, hurdle-work on dyke
ribatwari: large auger

ringlodi: pot chain and hook (noa)
rintek: pointed building stone

rivatwari: large auger

rodl: stones too small to build

rod!: (v.) build-up loosely
ronalenP. byre gutter (properly muck)
ronek byre gutter

rod: (v.) build hurriedly
ror. reed grass

ror. (v.) build-up loosely
sail: millstone cross-bar

sekserin: 6-oared boat

sem: nail/s singular and collectively
siliek km: coalfish trap

simmen: rope

sinni: corn kiln

sjag. temporary shecpfold

sjaphus-. small porch

sjarl: hinge cross-piece

jyiir/-"pin": hinge pivot

sjel: hen perch
skattald: common hill land

skai: transparent louver cover

skdil: louver smoke-baffle

skengl: (v.) build loosely

skjag. loosely-built structure

skjag. geese pen

skjag. (v.) build loosely

skjo: dr\'ing hut

skjogg. loosely-built shelter

skjonsin: slanting gable stone

sklinder. gate cross bar
skordabol: temporary boat shelter
skoP. narrow passage between houses
skru: corn rick

slo: mill ground-sill

sloggi: a. mill race; b. kiln mouth
slotek: narrow path between houses

smoga: a. passage between township

dykes; b. appended sheepfold

snagg. door bolt/latch
snur door latch

sodin-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
jWtivfer0-"dike": sheepfold entrance

dyke
jwtih,-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
soidle-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
sonn: corn kiln

jo/<2-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
ro//i-"dike": dyke enclosing township

pasture

speld: watermill sluice

sperrek: rafter

spiger. large nail
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"steed": a. foundation; b. boat draw

"steed": (v.) lay foundation

stengl (v.) build-up loosely

stiggi: a. stile in dyke; b. hurdle for

gateway; c. causeway

stiggi: sheepfold entrance dyke

stiggigrind". stair step and stairway

stigh (v.) build-up hastily
j7/7/cT.r-"dike": sheepfold entrance dyke
stilli: enclosure, sheepfold
stivla: milldam

stjag. geese pen

stjagv. sheepfold entrance dyke

stodj. (v.) build-up loosely

stoggi: sheepfold entrance dyke
stokkstov. stave house

stokkstov (v.) build timber framework
sired, road between dykes
strodi: road between dykes
stukr. sheepfold entrance dyke
j7//r/-"dike": dyke to pen taming
animals

stodeh cattle resting place
stol cattle resting/milking place
swalv. millstone eye

swille\ paving outside house
swimmek: saw (noa)
swird. cross-bar in watermill upright
beam

sworr. cross-bar in watermill upright
beam

/<5g-"gate": inner gable ledge

tag-"skew": inner gable ledge

tahella: eaves slab

tek-"gate": a. inner gable edge, b.

thatching ledge
tekk. ling and lobba (q.v.) for thatching
tekk: (v.) thatch
tekkim roof covering
lend, half-loft

tinmol. site occupied by farmstead
tinnv. timber partition in stokkstov (q.v.)
tinter. (v.) build-up loosely
tirl. trundle of watermill

tirlgrind. revolving gate

tofp. former site of house
torvkro: peat enclosure
Irenel. wooden nail

trinkr. narrow passage between houses
turn farm home-field

twang, pot chain and hook

twargord. boundary dyke between two

farms

twari\ auger

twartbak. crossbeam connecting rafters
tonmel. buildings of a farm

ufsahellcr. eaves slab
underhus: watermill substructure

uthus-. outbuilding
utseP. new farm brought into cultivation
uvedek: diversion dam

va: small milldam

vagi, bar bridging rafters for food

drying
vakP. lookout

varnagl wooden door bolt
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vedor. sluice leading water from
watermill

veggwol: tethering post in byre
virdek. waymark
virr. a. jetty; b. causeway

vord: lookout

wakhur. watch-house

wart, lookout

waterbenk. water storage bench

weir, revolving door latch
windlin: straw bundle

windog. window
wzW-"skew": upper gable step

windskju: louver smoke-baffle
wirlv. stream opening in dyke
worli: stream opening in dyke
slier, gutter for liquid manure

sverstetr. upper stone of watermill
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aisiny. eaves, esp. space between
wallhead and eaves

back: a. rafter; b. hen roost; c. partition
between inner and outer living-room
benk: stone, wood, or turf bench for

pails
benlin-steen: stone holding down thatch,

by ropes

bennle: (v.) bind down thatch

bigging. a. few houses grouped together;
b. single farmstead

biggy. byre stall

biggy-steeny. floor of byre stall

/;o«/-"dyke": township dyke
bowed quoy. ground outside township
later brought under cultivation
breest. house gable

brig steeny. paving outside house
bull: stall for cattle or horses

dright: track where boats hauled up into
noust (q.v.)
dull: march stone

krue: a. small animal pen; b. seedling

nursery

kruik: pot hook
kwern-lelber. stone shelf for quern

kwern-looder. stone shelf in house for

quern

kwy animal pen

litby. tethering post in byre
marksten: march stone

mean: roof ridge

Norn

forskal: porch

forskin: dyke between brig steens (q.v.)
and midden

furskin: dyke between brig steens (q.v.)
and midden

furskyo: porch

garbendlin: longitudinal thatching rope,

above benlin-steens (q.v.)

gersty. ancient earthen dyke

givo: wall screening door from wind

grind: gate

hallan: hen roost at gable, usually in
house

hallow, large bundle of straw

hemliny ledge inside kiln supporting
crossbars

huin: meeting of rafters at ridge
"kiln"-ace: main beam of kiln,

supporting crossbars
klemel: steatite

kro: a. small animal pen; b. seedling

nursery

met a. farm's portion of communal

dyke; b. march stone

noust. boat stance

odder, house eaves, esp. flags projecting
over wallhead at door

oddler. byre floor channel (properly

liquid manure)

"peat"-j~kyo: shelter wall around peat-

stack

pone: roof sod
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rammle-back. a. bar in flue suspending

pot-chain; b. storage space near roof

ray. grain alcove in barn
reel, track up beach towards noust (q.v.)
rinnick byre drain
sesters: byre drain
shieldo: porch with open sides
sile: millstone cross-bar

simmarr. rope

j/&<2#-"dyke": township dyke

skyo: drying hut for fish/flesh
steethe: foundation

tekk (v.) thatch

tekk. thatch

tekkal. slabs laid flat to form eaves

teppin: dam dyke
tirlo: revolving door catch
tirvin: porch with sloping roof, without
ends

toft site of farmstead
tramins-. sloping side under kiln

platform, properly the ledge

trinyo: narrow passage between houses
twart-back roof crossbeam

wart beacon
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